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FOREWORD

The recent achievements in rocketry have evoked the interest of a vast number

of technical groups in the questions of rocket flight; this has caused a pressing

need- for technical literature devoted- to this question.

The authors have taken it upon themselves to introduce the reader to a courso

dealing with rocketry in general, not requiring serious pzeliminary preparation,

particularly in special courses of aerogasdynamics and thermodynamics. An under-

standing of the material here presented requires only a knowledge of general physics

and chemistry and the beginnings of higher mathematics.

Since rocketry at all times has developed mainly with the aim of military

application, questions in rocketry and the theory of rocket flight must in some way

or other be associated- with the applicable military problems. In the present work,

suzh a relationship has been stressed only when necessary, mainly when describing

the design and purpose of rockets. The present work does not pretend to discuss

the military application of rockets or general problems of rocket artillery. A dis-

.;ission of many special questions of rocketry, those of an independent nature such

as radio control, homing, telemetry, and certain others, has either been omitted or

Jve-' in greatly abbreviated form. However, the book gives sufficient information

so that the reader can get a clear picture of rocketry as a whole.

When the book was prepared for the second edition, errors in the first edition

wtxr crrected, and additional information and changes brought about by achievements

in rocketry in recent years were included.

Chaoters III, IV, V, and most of Chapter VI were written by G. B. Sinyarev.

fho iej, a lninC chapters and sectic .' were written by V. I. Feodos'yev, who also

7



served as general editor for the book.

In their work the authors continually had the friendly support and helk of

their colleagues, to whom at this time they would like to express their heartfelt

thanks.

The Authors

27
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INTRODUCTION

When we speak of reaction propulsion we have in mind movement due to a re-

pulsive force, _.e., the reaction of a stream- of particles ejected from an apparatus.

It is not always possible -o draw a stridt line between- reaction and nonreaction

propulsion. We must not forget that any means of movement in the- broad sense of

the word is based on the reaction principle, i.e., the ejection of some mass in the

opposite direction. Boats and ships mo-ve due to the reaction of a-mass of water

thrust in the opposite directiont. The propeller of an- airplane creates thrust,

re s1-ling an air mass. A high-jumper simultaneously -repels the earth, although at

an incomparably slower speed than he himself -moves upward.

As we see, in allcases, the imparting of speped to any mass involves the im-

parting of an opposite speed to another mass,, and in this sense -any mechanical move-

ment can be considered to be based 6n the reaction principle. However, a certain

-restriction should be imposed on the concept of reaction propulsion; it is charac-

terized ,by the repulsion of relatively small ma~ses at relatively high speeds,

creating direct reaction.

Boats, ships,- and planes move as a result of indirect reaction. Here, between-

the engine,- which is the power source, arid the repulsed water or-air mass, there is

some intermediate mechanical element the propeller. For a boat, the oarsman is

the "motor-,"- and the oars r the -propeller. For a ship,, the screw propeller is- the

propeller, while for a plane the airscrew is the propeller. A high-jumper is pro-

pelled- using his legs, which in this case perform the function of a propeller.

In these examples the propeller is a characteristic sign of indirect reaction.

When there is no propeller, the reaction created by the engine is called direct

P.3
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reaction. For example, this is the case with a gunpowder rocket. Here the engine

is the chamber in which gas forms as the powder burns. The reaction is created

directly by jets of exhaust gas. There is no intermediate mechanism between the

engine and the-repulsed mass-of'gases.

When speaking of Jet engines we must distinguish between turbojet engines,

operating in-conjunction with the surrounding medium, and rocket engines, whiich can

generally operate regardless of the surrounding medium.

Airplanes equipped with turbojet engines are called jet aircraft; when these

are-controlled by autopilots and used as missiles, they are called self-propelled

missiles. Turbojets -are supplied with fuel from onboard the airplane; oxygen from

the air is used -as the oxidizer for this fuel. Accordingly, the operation of a

turbojet depends on the surrounding medium, and a vehicle using such an engine can

move in airless space only by inertia.

Apparatuses equipped with rocket engines are called rocket vehicles, or simply

rockets. The gases which escape from the rocket engine are formed entirely due to

the substances (Usually fuel and an oxidizer) contained aboard the rocket. It is

this -very-fact-which-makes the operation -f a rocket engine -independent of the sur-
rounding atmosphere. A rocket can have powered flight even in airless (interplane.

tary) space ,

Turbojet engines are sometimes called simply jet engines as opposed to rocket

engines, although the concept ":ocket" is included in the more general concept "jet."

Let US now examine the reasons why -contemporary technology- has turned to the

reaction priLiple, and why jet technology has developed- so rapidly at this par-

ticular time.

The reaction principle is best suited to high speeds, while aviation, at the pres-

ent time, is just attaining those speeds for which Jet engines are more efficient than

prop engines. With fast flight speeds (or, in general, with fast movement), thi

resistance of the medium (air, water) sharply increases. Therefore, to maintain

increased speed it is necessary that the engines be more powerful, without chang:ng

the weight of geometry of the plane or ship.

An increase in power of the ordinery airplane reciprocating engine involves

complex design with, and this is most important, a proportional increase in weight.

At the same time, an increase in the weight of the engine and, consequently, the

weight of the plane, requires increased thrust, i.e., increased power, to maintain

- -~.-- ____________4



the same speed. Thus it appears that it is impossible to attain high speeds without

decreasing the specific weight, i.e., the weignt of the engine per unit of power,

and the reciprocating engine does not produce che required effect in this case.

Therefore, at high speeds it is more advantageous to use, first, an engine in which

the airscrew i, turned by a gas turbine, i.e., the so-called turboprop engine. This

engine permits a sharp decrease in specific weight compared with the reciprocating

engine (approximately two-fold).

The next step toward attaining high speeds was the elimination of -the propeller,

the main reason for an increase in the weight of the engine, i.e., the conversion to

direct reaction and, consequently, to turbojet engines.

At slow speeds this elimination of the propeller is not justified, since at

these speeds all properly designed propellers are sufficiently effective. There-

fore, it is hardly likely that the reaction principle will be used, for examPle, in

automobiles or motorcycles. Its future lies in high-speed aviation. To attain even

hLgher speeds-, the limits of the atmosphere must be exceeded. A long flight in the

atmosphere at speeds of about 2 km/sec and higher is extremely difficult due to the

intense heating of the craft. A pl.une with a turbojet engine cannot penetrate the

highly rarefied; layers of the atmosphere, where it would not encounter great drag.

At very high- altitudes there is not enough air for the engine to -perform-normally,

Thus it is useless in this case to even consider turbojet, much-less recipro-

cating, engines which cannot operate without air. The only engine suitable- for :such

a flight is the rocket engine.

'This engine has yet another feature; it will enable man to conquer outer space.

Even at pr esent, man has begun his conquest of -outer space using artificial earth

satellites and space rockets. The time is not too far away when man, using such

rockets, will overcome the Earth's gravity and embark on distant and alluring -

flights thi.ough the universe. This problem has not as yet been solved, but contem-

porary science and technology are fast approaching the solution.

Man has not created these powerful modern rockets overnight. Many centuries

of persistent work and searching in the most diverse branches of technology and

natur-al science have been necessary to accumulate the knowledge necessary to make

the first noteworthy steps in the field of rocketry.

The rinciple of motion using direct reaction has been known for many years.

--



The earliest known rocket engines were those of gunpowder rockets used about 500Q

years ago in China, first for entertainment, and then for military purposes. N. G.

Chernyshev has-stated (quite correctly, to our way of thinking) that the invention

-of gunpowder -rockets and- their Use in every country is a direct result of the

apipearance -of gunpowder, that "the idea of rockets, unavoidably and independently,

was born simultaneously where the art of gunpowder preparation Was prevalent,

anticipating the development of ideas on firearms."*

Actually, the person who-prepared the gunpowder and automatically -studied its

properties of necessity encountered the phenomenon of the combustion of the powder

in a half-closed -vessel. He could not help but notice the unusual propulsion of

the vessel in a-direction opposite that of the gas exhaust, and the tongue of flame

and smoke that accompanied the combustion. It is natural to assume that the unusual

nature of this -phenomenon would serve as -an impetus for man's creative activity,

leading to the invention of the rocket. In anv event, although we do not know the

name of the inventor of the -rocket, or that-of the inventor of gunpowder, we-are

quit& correct in assuming that the invention of -rockets in all countries was accom-

panied by the invention of gunpowder, or its introduction into these countries.-

The Chinese are- responsible not only for the invention of rockets, -but also

for the first atterpts to send a-man aloft using :powder rockets.

There are many literary sources which attest to the fact that the use of gun-

powder and rockets Was quite well known in Europe in the iOth-13th centurics. We

have pertinent reliable data on the-military application of rockets, -or "arrows of

flying fire!" as they w-ere then called. In later centuries the developmenL of smooth.-

bore artillery-and- its vast successes pushed rocketry- into the background.

At the end of the 18th century in Europe, interest was again evoked in the

military application of powder rockets. The impetus for this was the predatory wars

which the British were-waging in India; during these -wars the Indians used military

powder rockets. The simplicity of these rockets and the concentration of fire, and

the psychological effect on the infantry -- all these quanities of -an- already-forgot-

ten weapon-caused the British to carefully size up rockets. As a result, within

-several years the military rocket had become an integral part of the equipment of

the British armyl and then the armies of other European countries.

N. G. Chernyshev. "The Role of Russian Scientific-Technical Concepts in the
Development of the Concept of Jet Flight," Izdatel'stvo I.T.VTU in.. Baumana, i})t9.
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The person responsible for the development of rocketry in the British army at

that time was Lt. Col. William Congreve; lhe improved the powder rocket and increased

its range to 2.5 kin.

The advantages of rocket weapons included their rapid rate of fire and the

possibility of massing fire. The lightness of the launching stands, and the fact

that heavy barrels and recoil mechanisms were not needed, made rocket artillery

maneuverable and transportable, which was particularly suited to conditions of

mountain warfare and for overcoming water barriers.

The development of rockets in Europe continued until the i880ts, when rifled

breech-loading artillery pieces appeared. The rockets of that era could not compete

with these artillery pieces in rate of firing, range, or close-grouping of shots,

and rockets disappeared from the equipment of all armies until the start of World

t-ar II.

In Russia (in what literature is available)- ancient Russian rockets were first

described by gun-master Onisim Mikhaylov in his work: "Regulations on-Mar, Gun and

Other Matters Concerning Military Science" (1607-1621). Describing in detail the

Russian rockets, he indicated their use not only for entertainment, but for mili-

tary weapons.

Much attention was devoted to questions of the military application of powder

rockets during the time of Peter I. As early as 1680 a "Rocket Institute"' was es-

tablished by special decree in Moscow; Peter himself later participated- in this

institute. During the time of Peter I,, a one-pound signal rocket was developed and

used, ascending to a height of I kin. This signal rocket, "model 1717," remained in

used to the end of the 19th century.

Despite the vast operations using rockets, they were not widely used militarily,

either during the time of Peter I or later, until the 1820's. This was due mainly

to the outstanding achievements of Russian artillerymen in the preparation and mill-

tary application of artillery pieces.

The Russian War of 1812 placed new requirements on the artillery: increased

range, increased mobility of the artillery pieces, massed artillery fire. The

greatest minds among Russian military technologists and artillerymen struggled with

rhis problem. Further developing Russian artillery rocketry, they independently

created successful designs for military rockets (demolition and incendiary) and

I- j l un-hing platforms. Here we should first mention the work of General Aleksandr

7



Dmitriyevich Zasyadko (1779-1837) who, in the 1820's, con-

tributed much to the development of Russian rocketry.

4He created 2-, 2.9-, ead 4-inch rockets with a range

of 2.7 km. He also designed &n improved launching plat-

form (instead of the previously used "carriages" he designed

a wooden tripod with an iron pipe which rotated horizontally

and vertically on the tripod).

We should point out that the best British rockets.

A. D. Zasyadko that time-had a range of about 2.5 km and were launched

from a het.vy massive cannon. France began to use light platforms, similar to the

Russian ones, only in 1853.

The successful tf.sts of Zasyadkn's rocket met with the approval of military

specialists, and were incorporated into the Russian army equipment.

The eminent scientist and artilleryman, General Ken-

stantin Ivanovich Konstantinov (1819-1871) became active

in the 18406'; he contributed much to the creationofRus- 
;0

sian rocket artillery.

Konstantinov improved the technology of the produc-

tion of powder rockets and created rockets having good

shot grouping and range (for that era). Attributing great K. I. Konstantinov

significance to experiments and measurement accuracy when developing new desiEns,

Konstantinov -designed a rocket electroballistic pendulum which could be used lo

measure the value of the reaction force at various moments during the burning of the

- powder mixture. This was the basis for rocket ballistics.

Konstantinov did much to improve rocket design, and

- introduced mechanization Into the production process.

Despite the great successes of military rockets,

'i~t "  J ' z ' •Russian and non-Russian rockets lost their sign~fliane in

" 5 / 'the second half of the 19th century because of the achit, ie-

.1 , it merits of barrel artillery, and disappeared.from army equip-

/ , ., . ment in the 18801s. Hlowever, heiaofrcet4lih

CIA- s -1ll persisted and appeared in the subsequent writ~ngs

~various inventors.
K. E. Tsiolkovsky The idea of rocket flight has its deepest cent~fc

roots in the classic works of the talented Russian scientist Konstantiti iduardovich

Tsiolkovsky (1857--11935).

9



The reaction principle began to interest Tsiolkovsky Ln 1883, and in 1903 the

journal "Science Review" ("Nauchnoye Obozreniye") publisheQ his scientific work:

"'The Investigation of Space Using Rocket Devices," where he first pointed to the

rocket as a means for interplanetary flight, mentioned methods for mastering outer

space, and gave the basic laws of rocket movement.

This same article first contained the idea of liquid-propellant rockets, not

realized until 30 years later. Tsiolkovsky worked out a possible structural design

for a liquid-propellant rocket and anticipated, in general outline, the construction

of present-day rockets. He wrote of a rocket using liquid oxygen and hydrogen as

the propellant, the use of propellant components for cooling the rocket engine, the

need for using pumps to force-feed fuel to the engine, the possibility of controlling

rockets with rudders placed in the exhaust stream, and, finally, he foresaw the

automatic guidance of rockets using instruments. In later works he indicated a new

propellant, using atomic energy.

Tsiolkovsky examined the conditions of rocket flight in interplanetary space,

ti-e conditions for the escape of a rocket from the Earth. He indicated the expedi-

ency of constructing intermediate stations for maki-g flights to other planets,

advancing the idea of an earth satellite.

In 1929 Tsiolkovsky had the idea of constructing multi-stage rockets or, as

he called them, "rocket trains."

In Tsarist Russian the prominent works of Tsiolkovsky went unnoticed, and were

not immediately recognized by his contemporaries, since they were published in very

limited editions.

Tsiolkovsky's ideas began to be recognized after the well-known writer Ya. I.

Perel'man published his book "Interplanetary Communication" in 1915, where he pre-

.einted, in popular form, the basic ideas of Tsiolkovsky. This book was very

successful and was widely read, both at home and abroad.

In the 1920's Tsiolkovsky's ideas received universal recognition. Famous

foreign rocket specialists wrote of this. For example, in 1929 the famous German

scientist Hermann Oberth wrote in a letter to Tsiolkovsky: "You have lighted the

way, o.nd we shall work until the greatest dream of mankind is fulfilled... Naturally,

] wot]id be the ia;t to dispute your superiority and your services in th. field of

i" .*<: riy.

,ii. :rite .-uperlorLty or Tsiolkovsky was stressed in a number of letters and
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addresses to the scientist on his 70th birthday. The German "Gesellschaft fUr Luft-

raumfahrt" (Society for Space Travel) wrote the following: "The Society, from the

day of its inception, has always considered you, esteemed Doctor Tsiolkovsky, as

one of its spiritual leaders, and has never missed the opportunity of affirming

your great services and your indisputable Russian priority in the scientific study

of our great idea."

With the advent of the Soviets, the works of Tsiolkovsky received their propei"

attention. The Soviet governmtent gave all possible help to the talented scientist.

In the 40 years before the Revolution, Tsiolkovsky wrote 130 works; in the 17 years

after the Revolution he wrote 450 treatises.

A whole generation of students and enthusiastic successors was nurtured on the

works of Tsiolkovsky; they carried out the ideas of their teacher. Of the direct

successors of Tsiolkovsky, the talented engineer and designer Fridrikh ArturovicL

Tsander occupies first place. Tsander (1887-1933) became interested in rocketry

even before the Revolution, but he could not begin working in earnest until after

the Revolution. In 1920 Tsander began to propagate ideas of interplanetary coimnuni-

cation and proposed several variants of possible spaceship design.

In his works, Tsander devoted much attention to the design of winged rockets.

To Tsander belongs the idea of using the metal parts of aircraft as fuel. In 1921"

he conducted experiments on the preparation and combustion of metal alloys.

From 1928 to 1931 Tsander worked on his basic scientific treatise: "Te Probf:,

of Flight Using Reaction Apparatuses." This work was published in 1932. Its valie

lies not only in the ideas expressed by Tsander, but also in the engineerinc

approach to the problems of creating rocket engLnes. In addition, Tsander rave

specific, though simplified, technical computations for the basLc processes occuirri.-

in rocket engines.

In !929-1930 Tsander created the first model of a rocket engine, the OH-i

(Fig. 0.1). The basic elements of this model have been incorporated in today's

liquid-fuel rocket engine. The model operated on gasoline and gaseous air, nressu-o-

fed to the combustion chamber. The chamber is cooled by air which then enters 0.e

combustion chamber itself. The design provided for replaceable nozzles.

Tsander considered his OR-I as an experimental apparatus, designed zo study

the basic processes in liquid-fuel rocket engines. Many firings were made wi th 1,,e

:nod]e."L.
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On the basis of these experiments and theoretical exploitations, a general

program on creating rocket engines was proposed; the first step which Tsander made

in this direction was the

development of the OR-2 (Fig.

0.2), with a thrust of 50 kg,

_____ operating with gasoline and

liquid oxygen. This engine was

2 4 tested in 1933, after Tsander

had died.

Any list of Soviet leaders

in the field of rocketry would

not be complete without mention

of the works of Yu. V. Kondra-
. .-.. . tyuk, the talented self-taught

FIC. 0.1. Diagram of the OR-! engine. i) spark mechanic who in the period ±917-
viug; 2) combustion chamber; 3) fuel injector; 4)
nozzle. 1925 advanced many original

ideas in rocketry. He was the first to propose the use of ozone instead of oxygen

as the oxidizer in a rocket engine. Not knowing of the works of Tsiolkovsky, he

repeated a number of his conclusions and

also, independently of Tsander, proposed -

using the combustion of metals to increase

the efficiency of rocket engines.

The questions raised by Tsiolkovsky

and Tsander attracted the attention of

engineering circles and in 1928-1929 the

Group for the Study of Reaction Propulsion

((Sl{P) was formed bytheVoluntary Society Fig. 0.2 The OR-2 engine.

fir the Iromotion of Aviation. Simultaneously with the organization of the GSRP, in

May 1929 operations began at the Design Bureau for Liquid Fuel Engines at the Gas-

Dynam: ics Laboratory (GDL).

AL the GDL, operations began in May 1929 on the study and design of liquid

fuel rocket engines. Particular aLtentLion was paid to the selection of the power

soarces w~ich could be used in rocket engines. As a result of this work, various

fuul ,:_,o)nents, ncluaing metals, were proposed.



In 1930 the ORM-i (Fig. 0.3) was tested; this was the first liquid-fuel rocket

engine using nitrogen tetroxide (N2 04) and toluene, with a thrust of 20 kg. The

engine was still not cooled by circulation, but stati-

cally. Further woAc led, in 1933, to the construction

of the ORM-52 (Fig. 0.4),

..r a a large engine for that

ri " ,time, with a thrust of

; 300 kg and working on

nitric acid and kero-C' U
' sene. The engine had C

,.'a system of chemical

ignition and circula-

tional cooling of the

combustion chamber .by

the fuel components.

By 193b we had the still
Fig. 0.3. The ORM-1 engine. Fig. O.4. The ORM-52 engine, more improved ORM-65

engine, also working on nitric acid and kerosene.

We should also mention the 12-K engine, created in the i930ts, having a thrust

of' "06 kg and working on alcohol and oxygen, with an uncooled ceramic nozzle; the

RDA-i-180, working on nitric acid and kerosene; and others.

At the Moscow branch of the GSRP and later in other organizations using this as

their basis, much work was done Jr, rocketry, covering questioi.s associated not only

with engines, buL also with rocket aircraft.

Of the numerous designs we should mention the liquid-fuel rockets, first created

by the Soviets. The first of these rockets (Figs. 0.5 and 0.6) was successfully

fired in August. 1)33.

The rocket weighed 18 kg, 4.45 kg of which was fuel. The engine worked on

liquid oxygen and jellied gasoline (napalm) placed directly in the combustion chamber.

Six such rockets were launched from August, 1933, through May, 1934.

Yet another liauid-fuel rocket was launched in November, 1933; this weighed

2").5 kg, of whic ,. IkG was fuel (Fig. 0.7). 11e engine of this rocket, conceived

by Tsander and Jre''eloped by his students and successors, worked on alcohol and

liqu-, d o :yjen.



A rocket g! idt~r (Fir. . ) as on--oc'duc -in 1)39; in February, 1940O, pilot V. A _

P. Fedorov miade a nuz.bIer oji sccessf,~ f -£1L ILt:, The glider had an RDA-1-150 liquid-

fel. engine.

At this time liquid-fuel unguidedJ

] -rockets with a range of 25 kmn, designed

r for military purposes, were produced and
-23

r successfully tested. During World War II

Soviet engineers created new designs of

roeket engines and new models of rocket

IL&J armamnent, e.g., the widely-known

Katyusha [multi-rail rocket launcher].
1-41 In addition to the above-mentioned

'111,works of Soviet scientists, in the 1920's

Fig. 21~ Li~r'~In the first investigations were made abroad

Fig. 0.5. The flight, on the theoretical problems of space

firs Soieb flitL ai Dd- and solid-fuel rockets. Of the Western
l.iqu id-fuel
rocket. sciertislF t~i~ their efforts to these problems we snould

mention Esnault-Pelteric (Fraiict-), t h-oszt works were first published in 1913, and

Pobert Goddard (USA', Lia: -

ing about 1915, subsequenI.I;' c-teatitnC

several types of meteoiroloc:Ica] ocl

ets. Great contributions tc, uht: t I--

cry of rocket fligihti lvcro :.a
0.7 0 h GSRP-Kh rocket.Oberth (Germ,,any) andl Sanrc> (A;ir,).x .( h

The best cievelope'i of~;t~ 14ne InDe were the German V-2 liquid-fue] guided

rockets created durIri, , r~ ~a 1

'~' ~ ~In recent times the Soviet

CM Union has developed a great many

types of imeteorolog~ical and geo-

I ~physical. rockets used to conduct

-~a wide-spread prograin of upper-

at.-,osphere investigations. The

rockets and devices for investi-

F~. * ~. facing the uipper layers of the



atmosphere and outer space are continually being improved, and the research programs

are continually expanding.

Soviet designers and scientists are confidently developing and embodying the

ideas expressed by Tsiolkovsky." Their great experience served as the basis for the

creation of the most advanced and powerful rocket technology in the world.

The banner of Soviet science shone brightly around the world on October 41 1957,

when the first artificial earth satellite was launched. The subsequent launchings

of even larger satellites, equipped .ith the most modern of scientific apparatus,

were new triumphs of Soviet rocketry. January, 1959, saw the creation of Lunik I

("Mechta"), the first artificial planet of the solar system. On September 14, iXj,

the pennant of the Soviet Union was landed on the moon, and in October, 1959, using

the automatic interplanetary station of the third cosmic rocket, the first photo-

* graphs of the far side of the Moon were obtained.
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CHAPTER I

BASIC RELATIONSHIPS IN THE THEORY OF REACTION PROPULSION

1. Rocket Thrust

The Meshcherskiy Equation

By basic relationships of reaction propulsion we mean the laws of mechanics and

the related consequences which deter;,iine the propulsion of a rocket. One of the

basic relationships is the Meshchersk'.y equation, the equation of motion for a po-nt

with variable mass.

Let a bod, with variable mass M have forward motion with velocity v. The mass

of the body varies with time due to the continual addition of particles with rela-

tive velocity w. When setting up the equation of moticn for this mass, we will pro-

ceed from Newton's law as the .miateria' point: a change in the momentum equals the

momentum of the forces acting on the system.

In time At, mass AM is attached to mass M with relative velocity w. If we

assume that. this relative velocity is opposite in direction to that of the forward

motion of the body, the absolute velocity of' mass AM will
AN

be v - w (Fig. 1.1).

The momentum of the system before the combination of

masses was

Fig. 1.1. Derivation of Mv + AM(v - w),

the theshcherskiy equation. and after combination it will be

(4 + AV,,) (v + w).

According to -lewtor' s law,

( + Ai-.) +,, -L .:v -AM(v - w) - At7\,

! .;__ , , - : . .= . ,--.,.--. .- . .mI-'-



7 where ZPi is the sum of the external forces acting on the system in time interval At.

This gives

J MAv + AMw + AMAv AtZP i .

Dividing both sides by At and approaching the limit, we get the Meshcherskiy

equation

M(dv/dt) - -(dM/dt)w + I-Pi" (1.!)

For a constant mass (dM/dt = 0) we get the usual expression for Newton's secoa

law

M(dv/dt) = P (1.2)

3Comparing these two expressions we see that the first can be written in the

form of the second if the term

-(dM/dt)w,

a force, is examined as a force applied to a body with mass M.

When the direction of the relative velocity w is opposite to that of the for-

ward motion of a body v (w > 0), the force indicated above will be a braking fcrce

(decreasing the velocity v) if dM/dt > 0, i.e., if the mass of the body increases.

If, however, the mass decreases (dM/dt < 0), force -(dM/dt), will be a propelling

force.

For a rocket,

dM/dt < O.

The magnitude -dM/dt is called the mass flow rate per second and is designate3

by m:

-dM/dt = m. (1.3)

The relative repulsion velocity w is called the exhaust velocity.

Thus, expression (1.1) assumes the form

Mv - mw + ZPi ,

where dv/dt.

Thrust

Thle equation of motion for a rocket is usually written in the form of Newtcn's

law (1.2):

MV = ZP. (1.5)

Here mass M is considered a time function, defined by the law of the repulsior
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of mass, Forces P, include all external forces acting on the rocket: gravity,

pressur3 distributed along the surface, etc. Comparing (1.5) and (i.4) it becomes

evident that the reaction force mw obtained above should appear in some form or

other under the summation sign.

Of the above-mentioned forces, that created by the engine, viz., the propelling

force, is particularly important. This force is called the engine thrust, or

simply thrust.

Thrust is the axial resultant of the pressure forces distributed along the en-

Lire surface of the rocket. Here, first of all, we include the pressure pg of the

P gases exhausted from the rocket
fi ,it- engine and acting on its inner

surface. In addition, thrust

# includes the axial force oV

atmo spheric pressure p acting
Fig. 1.2. Distribution of pressure along the sur-

face of the rocket (derivation of the thrust equa- on the outer surface of thetion).
rocket (Fig. 1.2).

It must be stressed that here we are speaking exclusively of the barometric

pressure of the surrounding medium, not of the true pressure on the surface of the

rocket; the value and the distribution law of this pressure depend on, in addition

to altitude, the flight speed and the aerodynamic shape of the rocket. All additiona.l

forces originating due to the r.ovement of the rocket in the atmosphere are usually

examined as aerodynamic forces.

Regardless of the shape of the rocket or the engine, if we consider the engine

as isolated, the axial comoone'nt of external static pressure of the surrounding

medium is

-PSa
,

wnere p is the external static pressure;
Sa is the nozzle exit area (see Fig. 1.2).

The minus sign indicates that this force is always directed against the thrust

and is a braking force.

We must now find the resultant of the pressure forces for the inner surface of

the cn ine. To do this, let us examine separa",ely the volume of gas bounded by the

Lnner surCace of the engine and the nozzle exit (Fig. 1.3a).

lhe forcec , as pressure (p. which act on the inner surface of the enlyi.ne and

~ ~ - - - - -



produce the desired term P, (Fig. 1.3b) will act just

the same way on the released volume of gas and will

a) yield for it the same resultant, only directed in

another direction.

Considering the force arriving at the nozzle exit

(Fig. i.3c), let us find, for the liberated gas vol-
b)

ume, the resultant of the surface forces in the form

Pi - PaSal

P where Sa is, as before, the area of the nozzle exit;

c) -~----- a is the pressure in the gas stream at 'the
nozzle exit (this pressure is not
necessarily equal to the pressure of the
surrounding medium; it can be either
greater or less than it).

Fig. 1.3. Re: the deriva-, The impulse Pi - PaSa in time At equals the

tion of the thrust formula, change in momentum of the gas:

(PI - PaSa)At - -AMw,

where AM is the mass of gas leaving in time At with velocity w.

Passing to the limit and considering (1.3), let us find the desired value:

Pi = mw + PaSa

Adding now the static pressure component found above, we get the following

expression for thrust:

P = mw + Sa(Pa - p).

Since the external static pressure p of the medium surrounding the engine is

a function of altitude h, it is best to designate it P then the thrust exrression

assumes the final form:

P = mw + Sa( p a - Ph)' (1.6) rA

We should note that this ex- pa

pression could have been obtained

directly from the Meshcherskiy equa-

tion (1.4). Let us assume, e.g.,

that the rocket (or only its engine) Fig. 1.11. The forces acting on a rocket at-

is rigidly attached hur±zontally to tached to a test stand.

a stand (Fig. 1.4). Then, since the rocket is stationary, v = 0. Of the forces

acting on the outer surface of the rocket and the nozzle exit, we have the difference
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in pressu:e forces PaSa - PhSa and the binding force R applied to the rocket from

the stand and equal, in this case, to the thrust P. This force can be measured with

a dynamometer.

When the engine is operating at height h, Eq. (1.4) assumes the form

0 = nIw + PaSa - PhSa - R,

from which we get the expression found above:

R = P = mw + Sa(Pa - Ph)'

With such a derivat!.on, however, we do not explain the system of pressure

forces leading to the appearance of thrust.

It has already been mentioned that the thrust component -PhSa , obtained because

if the static pressu] e component of the surrounding medium, is a function neither of

the shape of the rocket nor of the shape of the engine. The value of the gas pres-

sure forces on the inner surface of the engine is also not a function of the shape

of the rocket body and, as we shall see (Chapter VI), it is also neither a function

of the flight speed nor of the conditions of the surrounding medium.

Thus, the thrust of a rocket engine can be examined as characteristic only for

the specific thrust of a given rocket. Most of the thrust belongs to the reaction

force component mw.

It follows from an examination of (1.6), by the way, that the rather widespread

concept that a rocket engine is repelled from the surrounding air by an exhaust jet

is unfounded. Expression (1.6) shows that with a decrease in atmospheric pressure

Ph- the thrust not only does not decrease, but even increases. The maximum thrust

value P is reached when Ph = O, i.e., in airless space. The rocket vehicle is

reoelled not from the air but, if we may express it thus, from gas particles ex-

I.austed from the combustion chamber. It is because of this repulsion of gas that

1t acquires its velocity. The greater the exhaust velocity, the more impulse the

rocket receives with this same eaected mass.

Exprecsion (1.6) for thrust can be given in another form. Let us use pO to

desli;nate atmospheric pressure at ground level. Then (1.6) can be rewritten in the

form'

P = mw + Sa(pa - PO) + Sa(P9 - Ph)

Oil

0= F0 + Sa( pO - Ph). (1.7)
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Let us solve this expression for P0, the thrust at ground level:

mw + Sa(Pa - P0 ).

Expression (1.7) g',es the engine thrust vs. height, and holds only for a flow

rate m which remains constant along the trajectory.

When a rocket flies outside the atmosphere, the external pressure Ph = 0 and

the value of the thrust in this case Pv (the so-called thrust in a vacuum) is,

according to (1.6),

Fv -mw + saPa .  
(1.8)

Sometimes the expression for thrust in a vacuum is written in the form

Pv we(1.9)

where we is the so-called effective exhaust velocity.

A comparison of (1.9) and (1.8) shows that the effective exhaust velocity

we = w + (SaPa/m). (1.10)

The basin feature of the effective exhaust velocity is that it is not a function

of flow rate m. since, as will be seen in Chapter VI, the pressure pa at the nozzle

exit is proportional to rn, while the actual exhaust velocity w is not a function of

flow rate (in a relatively small range of flow-rate changes). The difference between

the effective and actual velocity is not great; usually it does not exceed "'0-15%

of w.

Specific Thrust and Specific Fuel Consumption

One of the best indications of the efficiency of a rocket engine is the specific

thrust.

By specific thrust we mean the thrust of the engine related to the total weigint

flow rate per second of the exhausted mass:

PPp P/mgo,

where the weight flow rate mg0 is taken for conditions reduced to surface level (go

Js the gravitational acceleration at the Earth's surface).

According to (1.6),

P a h) (1.11'
sp g0  M 0

For a given engine, the specific thrust is a function of the external atwo-

soherLc pressure, i.e., flight altitude. Within the limits of a change -In pressure

from one atmosphere to a total vacuum the specific thrust usvally chanies by 10-o<
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The specific thrust is determined by the exhaust velocity of the gas, which in

turn is a function of the calorific value of the fuel and the structural features

of the engine. The greater the calorific value of the fuel, the higher the specific

thrust.

The conditions of fuel combustion and gas exhaust change as a function of the

design cf the engine; this directly affects the specific thrust. For example, the

specific thrust is affected by the pressure in the combustion chamber and the degree

of nozzle expansion. In addition, in large rocket engines there is a certain amount

of mass expended on the internal requirements of the engine, e.g., the expenditure

of steam-gas generation components on turbine operation. Because of such an addi-

tional mass expenditure the total specific thrust of the entire engine decreases.

Since the specific thrust of a given engine is a function of flight altitude,

we must indicate the height for which the specific thrust is given. The least

specific thrust for a given engine will occur when the engine is operating at sur-

face level. Such a thrust is designated Psp.O" The maximum specific thrust occurs

in a vacuum (Ph - 0). This is the so-called vacuum specific thrust

Wsp.V = + SaPa We (1.12)

0 vmg 0  g0

or, numerically,

PspIv .O'iWe kg/kg/sec,

where we is the effective exhaust velocity in m/sec.

In addition to specific thrust, rocket engines can also be described by the

specific fuel consumption, i.e., the weight flow rate per second, per unit of

specific thrust.

The specific fuel consumption Gsp is the inverse of specific thrust, and is

usually measured in kg/sec per ton of thrust. Therefore,

G 1000 kg/sec/ton.
Psp

Here Psp is in kg/kg/sec.

The specific thrust of modern rocket engines Is 200-270 kg/kg/sec (for more de-

tail see Table 4.5). The specific fuel consumption is 5-3.6 kg/sec/ton, respectively.
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2. The Tsiolkovky Formula for Ideal Rocket Velocity

The Ideal Velocity of a Single-Stage Rocket

Let us determine the velocity which a rocket can have in the ideal case, when

it moves not only outside the atmosphere, but outside the gravitational field as well.

In this case, from expressions (1.5) and (1.9) we get

- AE B!'ding 
to (1.3),

m M -(dM/dt)s

in this case,

M(dv/dt) - -we(dM/dt),

whence

dv = w(dM/M).

Considering that the effective velocity we can be taken as a constant, we get,

after integration,

v - -We(ln M - In C),

where C is en arbitrary constant.

When v - 0 the rocket mass is equal to-the initial mass M0 (the total structural

mass and fuel supply). Therefore,

V =W e ln(M/M0 ). (1.13)

This relationship was first obtained by Tsiolkovsky. Here M is the current

value of the rocket mass.

The ratio M/MQ is usually designated by 4 (t 4 1). The inverse number is called

the Tsiolkovsky number and is designated by z (z a 1).

By the time of engine cutoff, mass M has assumed its minimum value Mt, equal to

the structural mass of the rocket with slight amounts of fuel in the tanks and lines.

Here the maximum (terminal) rocket velocity

V t =W nwe Lnt" (i.4)

Often this formula is written thusly:

i Mt +Mf
Vt = We i7t m we In zt M we In.

where Mt is the rocket mass at the moment of engine cutoff;

Mf is the mass of the burned fuel.
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As follows from the basic relationship for terminal velocity (1.14), greater

velocity vt can be attained either by increasing the effective exhaust velocity wt e
or by decreasing the relative terminal mass 4t.

Let us estimate the relative influence of we and 4t on the ideal terminal

velocity. If we differentiate (1.14), first taking the natural logarithms of both

sides and replacing the differentials by finite increments, we get

Avt Awe + 4Lt

vt we ln Lt 4t

From this we can conclude that the effective exhaust velocity we has a rela-

tively greater effect on the ideal terminal velocity vt, provided

11/ I n 4tj < 1,

i.e., when

t < 1/4 0.37,

where e is the base of natural logarithms.

Above it was stated that the effective exhaust velocity we is determined by the

calorific value of the fuel and the quality of the engine.

The value t determines the quality of the rocket design. The smaller the t

the better is the design and the greater the velocity the rocket can attain with a

given exhaust velocity we.

We can get some idea of the true values of tt if we remember, e.g., that the

launch weight of the V-2 rocket was about 13 tons with a structural weight (without

fuel) of approximately 4 tons. Accordingly, for this rocket gt - 0.3. If we rson-

sider that the design of this rocket was far from perfect and could have been im-

proved, this value should be treated only as some low, easily attainable indication

of the design quality. By the same token, for single-stage rockets it is difficult

Z o imagine the possibility of sharply decreasing 4t (if only to a value of the order

of 0.i), especially if we consider that the weight of an unfueled rocket should in-

elude the payload (instruments or crew).

Thus we can consider that the value of Lt for actual designs of single-stage

rockets can lie within limits 0.3-0.1.

Let us again turn to the V-2, which operated on aqueous ethanol and liquid

oxygen; for the effective exhaust velocity from the engine nozzle we get a value of

approxirmately 2000 m/sec. Thus, for this rocket, according to (1.4), the ideal
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terminal flight velocity

vt - -2000 In 0.3 = 2400 m/sec.

Actually, because cf gravity and the atmosphere, the maximum velocity dropped

to 1500 m/sec (a loss in speed, roughly speaking, of approximately 1000 m/sec).

We have seen that the most effective method for increasing the terminal velocity

of rockets is to increase the effective exhaust velocity, i.e., specific thrust. If

we increase the effective exhaust velocity to 4000 m/sec, which is the limit for

the power capability of chemical rocket fuels, and at the same time increase the

index of structural quality pt to 0.12,

Vt - -4000 In 0.12 w 8500 m/sec.

If we consider the unavoidable losses in velocity caused by gravity and the

Earth's atmosphere, the obtained terminal velocity will be less than circular (see

Chapter II).

Multi-stage rockets, first proposed by Tsiolkovsky, make it possible to attain

cosmic velocities.

The Ideal Velocity of a Multi-Stage Rocket

The main problem concerning rockets as flying vehicles is to iirart a specific

velocity to a specific load (rocket crew, instruments, or warhead).

The fuel supply is, determined on the basis of the given load and specific

velocity. The greater the load and the desired velocity, the more fuel the rocket

must contain and, consequently, the greater the structural weight of the rocket.

This is due, first, to the fact that the weight of the fuel tanks increases as

their volume and, in addition, as the rocket becomes larger the more difficult it

is to assure its structural strength; this makes it necessary to complicate the

design and additionally increase the weight.

Here we have the main disadvantage of ordinary single-stage rockets. The

velocity in these rockets is imparted not only to the payload but to the entire

rocket, which necessarily causes "waste" expenditures of power. At the same time,

these expenditures are so great that, as we have seen, single-stage rockets operating

on ordinary chemical fuels generally cannot attain cosmic velocities.

Multi-stage rockets, for the most part, do not have this drawback. By multl-

stage rocket we mean, generally speaking, one in which during its flight, when the

entire fuel supply has not been consumed, the spent structural elements and those
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not needed for further flight are jettisoned. Figure 1.5 shows

Spay- the simplest type of multi-stage rocket.
load

At the outset, during the rocket ascent, the first, most

powerful engine operates - the first-stage engine - capable of

lifting and accelerating the entire system to a certain velocity.

After the main fuel supply has been consumed, the first-stage

engine, together with the empty fuel tanks, i.e., with the entire

first stage of the rocket, can be jettisoned. Then the rocket

flight continues using the second-stage engine; this has less

thrust but can impart additional velocity to the lightened

rocket.

After the second stage burns out the third-stage engine can

be turned on and the second stage jettisoned from the rocket.

This process of stage separation can theoretically be continued

even further. In practice, however, the number of stages depends
Fig. 1.5. Diagram
of a multi-stage on the purpose of the rocket and the degree of structural dif-

rocket. ficulties which arise as more stages are added.

As opposed to a single-stage rocket, at the same time as the payload receives

a specific terminal velocity, this same velocity is imparted to the mass not of the

entire rocket, but only to the last stage. The masses of the previous stages receive

less velocity.

Let us designate by p. the ratio of the mass of the first stage of the rocket

without fuel to the launching mass of the entire rocket; by p2 the ratio of the mass

of the second stage without fuel to the mass which the rocket had immediately before

the spent first stage was jettisoned. Analogously, for subsequent stages we will use

the designations .L3, " "4'

After the fuel of the first stage has been expended, the ideal velocity of the

rocket will be
v 1 -- We1In 41"
vi -weiln

After the fuel of the second stage has been expended, the velocity

v2 - we 2 n2

is added to the previous quantity. Each subsequent stage adds an additional velocity.

Finally, we get
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vt -Wel in tLj.i We2 lnfL 2  en n

If the effective exhaust velocity of each of the stages is the same (wel -

W We), then= e2 we... JOe

vt "e "

Each of the values of is less than unity. With several stages, the product

Lc2 ' n aan be rather small and the value -n (t1:l12..n) can reach hih values;
this corresponds to a high terminal velocity.

Cosmic flight velocities can be attained by using multi-stage rockets.

The Tsiolkovsky formulas for ideal flight conditions give only the upper ii"mit

of the rocket velocity. The actual terminal velocity will always be less, due to

unavt.idable losses. The following factors contribute to a decrease in terminal

velocity:

a) the overcoming of gravity when the rocket is launched;

rb) the decrease in specific thrust when.the engine operates in the atmosphere

(compared to the vacuum specific thrust which determines the effective exhaust

velocity);

c) the overcoming of aerodynamic drag; and

d) the need for maintaining a definite rajectory - at certain points along the

trajectory the thrust orientation may not coincide with the velocity orientation.

Several of these questions will be studied in more detail furt1ber on in the

book.

When the engine thrust is large compared with the weight of the rocket and the

aerodynamic drag (e.g., for tactical powder rockets), the Tsiolkovsky formula is

sufficiently accurate. Even for long-range rockets for which the velocity losses

to gravity may be quite considerable, the Tsiolkovsky formula makes it possible to

roughly estimate the velocity resources of a rocket.

The Influence of Gravity

Let us now explain how the Earth's gravity affects the movement of a rocket for

the simplest case of vertical ascent.

In this case, expressions (1.5) and (1.9) for flight in airless space give

M(dv/dt) - wer - Mg,

where Mg is the weight of the rocket.

If the distance from the rocket to the center of the Earth changes tnsignificantl:
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during the operation of the engine, the value g can be considered constant. Then

this latter expression, after transformations, assumes the form

dv - -We(dM/M) - g dt

and is easily integrated:

v -We(ln M - in C) - gt.

As in the case of ideal flight, when t = 0 we have v - 0 and M = Mo . Conse-

quently, C = Mo and

V we in - gt.

This expression for vertical ascent could have been written immediately. To

do this we need only consider that due to gravity the ideal velocity v decreases by

an amount equal to that obtained by a free-falling body in time t (in our case,

Ls the operation time of the engine).

Let us estimate the velocity lost to gravity for a vertical ascent of the V-2,

whose engine operated for 64 seconds. We get gt 640 m/sec using the above-computed

ideal velocity of 2400 m/sec.

In the general case, when a rocket flies along an inclined trajectory, the

velocity lost to gravity is somewhat less than for a vertical ascent, where the en-

gine has the same operating time.

Thus, in the ideal case the terminal velocity of a rocket is independent of the

fuel combustion regime (time) and is determined only by the ratio of the terminal

and initial mass of the rocket, while if gravity is present, the velocity which the

rocket obtains depends on the fuel consumption rate. The faster the fuel is con-

sumed, i.e., the smaller time t, the greater will be velocity v.

We can picture a case where the rocket velocity will be equal to zero. This

happens, e.g., if the fuel burns gradually with a low flow-rate per second, and the

engine produces a thrust not exceeding the weight force.

In some way or other we must try to get an engine which will produce maximum

thrust. However. the thrust cannot be increased limitlessly. First, an increase

in thrust is accompanied by an increase in the weight of the engine, which can result

in a considerable burdening of the rocket, i.e., an increase in its terminal weight it .

in addition, great thrusts cause great accelei'ations and, accordingly, great

Jnerflia! forces on tne rocket. This affects its strength and, in final analysis,

at-ain res:tQts in increased weight of the rocket. If the rocket is designed to carry



living beings, the acceleration must be limited, for safety reasons.

In addition to all these, for long-range rockets, a considerable part C_ whosc

trajectories lies outside the atmosphere, a rapid increase in velocity would lead to

considerable losses to aerodynamic drag. For such rockets it is more suitable to

have a moderate range of velocities so that the lower dense atmospheric layers will

be traversed at low speeds (with low aerodynamic drag). The upper layers of the

atmosphere, however, can be crossed at high speeds.

All these factors must be taken into consideration when design!ng specific

rockets.

3. The External Efficiency of a Rocket Engine

Qualitatively, the efficiency of a rocket engine is analogous to that ofT any

other heat engine, and is defined as the ratio of useful output to total input.

The losses of a rocket engine consist of heat losses caused by internal pr -

cesses occurring in the engine, and losses specifically associated with the departing

gas jet which removes part of the kinetic energy of the system.

The internal efficiency of a rocketc engine is the ratio of the kinetic ergy

of the exhausted gases to the calorific value of the fuel. Its value is determined

by the properties of theofuel and the operation of the burning process, and varies

between 0.3 and 0.5 (in the best case). The factors which affect the value of thie

intenal efficiency will be discussed in the section devoted to processes in the

combustion chamber and the nozzles, Here we shall discuss only the external eff-

ciency. -By this we mean the ratio of the useful output of a gas jet to Its inetic

energy.

Let us set up an expression for the external efficiency of a rocket engine. Let

us assume that in time 6t, fuel mass AM burns; this is then exhausted fro.: the nozrlic

with velocity w. This mass has kinetic energy
AW 2/2.

Before combustion, the fuel had energy

AMv2/20

where v is the rocket velocity at a given moment.

Thus, the mass leaving the rocket absorbed energy
AMw2 /2 + a~v 2/2. i)

The second term corresponds to the preliminary expend!ture of ener y ;n order
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that mass AM acquire velocity X. Before the fuel is ignited, some kinetic energy is

umparted to it due to the burning of other fuel particles. Because of this, the

mass of fuel becomes "more expensive" in power rating.

Let us now see how much of' this energy is useful energy.

Mass AM exhausted in time At creates thrust

(AM/At)w

[we disregard the thrust component Sa(Pa - p)]. On path vAt the thrust produces

work

(AM/At)wvAt - AMwv. (1.16)

This work will be useful work obtained from the total kinetic energy of mass AM.

Accordingly, the external efficiency of a rocket engine

AMve= AMI,2 +'WvP

2 2

01,

2v

The external efficiency, as we have seen, is a function of flight velocity v

(Fig. 1.6). When v = w it attains its maxim'n value le max = i. This is under-

standable. The ejected particles do not have velocity relative to the starting

point, and all the kinetic energy of the jet becomes

rocket energy. However, from this we cannot draw far-

4, reaching conclusions as to the correspondence between
I l -I _u the velocity of the planned rocket and the exhaust

velocity of gases. But the fact of the matter is that

Fig. 1.6. External effi- the efficiency power rating of the quality of the
c!ency of a rocket vs.
the ratio of flight ye- machine is a relative estimate or machines designed to
loclty to gas exhaust
velocity, solve only similar problems. The rocket is a unique

apparatus which makes it possible to attain cosmic velocities. If this problem

must be solved and there is no choice of methods for solving it, the question of

external efficiency must naturally be relegated to second place.

However, if in the future it will be possible to create an engine with various

exhaust velocities, ones which differ sharply in magnitude, the selection of the

sequence of operation of these engines must be linked to a program for changing the
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velocity of the rocket.

We should mention that (1.17) gives the "instantaneous" value of the external

efficiency. To determine the efficiency for the entire flight with a working engine

we must, evidently, use not the ratio of (1.!6) to (1.15), but the ratio of the

integrals of these values throughout the flight.

X
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CHAPTER II

TYPES OF ROCKET VEHICLES AND FUNDAMENTALS OF THEIR CONSTRUCTION

i. Pilotless Rockets and Their Purpose

At present we use the word "rocket" in its broadest sense to indicate the gene-

ral class of so-called pilotless vehicles, i.e., vehicles which do not have a pilot

on board to control the movement. We say "at present" because we know that the cay

is not far off when man will have advanced so far in rocketry that he will be able

to use rockets as transportation media and for space flights.

In rocketry, as in any other rapidly developing field, there is still no estab-

lished generally-accepted terminology. Often the same type of vehicle has different

names, while for some types there is no generally-accepted nomenclature whatsoever.

We do not intend to give here any sort of general classification of types of rocket

vehicles. Such a classification would be very difficult at present and, no matter

how carefully done, would contain many disputable points. Therefore, we will treat

the problem, of rocket classification only to that extent which is necessary to pre-

serve a specific sequence in describing the general types of vehicles.

The shape of a rocket, its dimensions, and constructlon are determined, in

final analysis, by its mission. Therefore, we will give a survey of the existing

types of rockets, adhering to the principle of the mission of the rockets. Let us

first examine ground artillery devices, which we will divide into short-range, long-

range, and extralong-range missiles. Then we will examine the basic principles of

antia'rcraft rockets, aircraft rockets, and glide bombs, and we will give a brief

dlescrption of special rockets. In conclusion we will give a survey of present-day

wetooroloI-al and geophysical rockets and discuss the basic problems in the creation

of artifMclal earth satellites.
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It is not entirely possible to classify rockets according to their purpose. We

can divide them according to their target homing and guidance principles. We can

classify them according to the type of fuel used, structural features, engine types,

, et ..

Depending on the plice of launch and the target, military pi'otless vehicles

designed to destroy this target are often divided into the following classes: 'sur-

face-to-surface," "surface-to-air," "air-to-air," "water-to-water," etc. The first

word indicates the point of launch and the second - the location of the target.

This gives rise, however, to certain inconsistencies. For exampl!. it Is not

clear how to classify %-ehicles which can be launched from varios places toward thf

same type of target, or from the same launch site toward various types of targets.

Despite the various types and designs of rockets, and pilotless vehices in

general, they all have certain characteristic structural elements.

Each such vehicle has a propulsion unit which creates thrust according to the

reaction principle. The propulsion unit contain the engine chamber (combustion

chamber with nozzle, and a cooling system), a system for supplying fuel to the

combustion chamber, and an engine control system.

All rockets have fuel containers; in some cases, e.g., the solid-_ael rocket,

the combustion chamber itself serves as the fuel-storage device.

To assure correct flight we must have a guidance system to stabilJze the rocket

in flight. Therefore most vehicles have control or stabilization systems. These

contain instruments which react to the attitude of the rocket in space, and can be

located either in the rocket or on the grotud (if the rocket is ground-contrclled).

The control system also contains auxiliary, amplification, and servo mechanisms.

F.Lnally, we have the execut-.e controls: the control actuators with aerodynamic and

gas-jet vanes, rotating engine chambers, and their drivers. If the rocket is Lin-

guided, it is provided with either aerodynamic stabilization using rear fins, or

gyrc-stabil. -. )n by rapid rotation about the longitudinal axis.

Every vehicle must have a 2Myoad compartment to carry to the ta2rget. If the

rocket is designed for military purposes, this is usually a warhead. If the vehle

is tc, be used for research purposes, the payload ir the research apparatus and radin-

transm~ttinj, devic -s.

All the parts of the vehicle must be firmly ccrnected by the structural housini,;

in mar) tases this may be the walls of the fuel tanks, while in solid-fuel rochets



it can also be the walls of the combustion chamber.

Final!,, we nust not forget the ground equipment complex. For small unguided

rockets the ground equipment incluxdes the launchers, a syste;i of simple runners

wounted on a truck or an airplane. Long-range liquid-fuel rockets are launched

• rom a launching pad using a complex system of auxiliary launch units for trans-

p orting the rocket to the pad and lifting it into place, fuel transportation and

service, etc. Ground equipment also includes apparatus for checking the launch of

the rocket, and controlling and observing it in flight.

These vehicle elements can be seen from the examples to be given in this chap-

er. Subsequent chapters will be ievoted to a more detailed examination of the

Individual elements. The operation and design of the propulsion units, and the

working processes in the engine, will be examined in Chapters III-VI. General in-

formation on the forces acting on a rocket, and flight conditions, will be given in

Chapters VII and VIII. Chapter IX contains the general principles for rocket con-

trol and stabilization during flight. Finally, Chapter X describes the ground

equipment.

In this book we examine rocket vehicles exclusively. Pilotless vehicles

equipped with jet engines, e.g., self-propelled missiles, constitute a separate

branch of rocketry.

Let us now turn to a more detailed examination of typical rockets.

2. Short-Range Ground Artillery Missiles

Ground artillery rocket vehicles can be divided into short-range, long-range,

and extralong-range missiles.

For the destruction of targets located up to 50 km away, i.e., at distances

attainable by ordinary artillery, unguided rockets are usually used; because of their

sir.plicity and their concentrated firepower, they can conduct effective area fire.

The fuel for these rockets is rocket powder, a variety of solid propellant widely

used in rocket engines for many years.

In our terminology, this is a short-range rocket.

'he typical weapon of this type is the Soviet "Katyusha," used in World War II.

Ti,. typ. alZo IncldeJS the various powder rockets used in other countries during the

war. .', . j.o- ,.....a cross section of a typical powder rockeL projectile.

he .'o~k! i.Lr co::bustion cnambcr 1 containing the powder rocket charge. This
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charge usually consists of seve-

ral grains and is ignited by

special igniter 2. The gases

formed by the burning of the

powder exhaust through nozzle 5,

causing thrust. So that during

the combustion process the grailis

Fig. 2.1. Powder rocket projectile. i) combustion are not shifted lengthwise and
chamber with rocket charge; 2) igniter; 3) nozzle;
4) diaphragm; 5) warhead; 6) fuze; 7) tail fin. bitt of powder pass out through

the nozzle, the rear of the combustion chamber contains a metal grid, diaphragm 4.

The powder rocket projectile has tail fin 7 to give it flight stability.

This is not the only way of keeping the rocket stable. Short-range powder

rockets are very often stabilized by giving the rocket great spin. In this case the

rocket retains its flight sta-

bility much in the manner of

an artillery shell, due to the

gyroscopic effect. Such a

rocket is called a spin-sta- View at "A"

bilized rocket. The rocket in

this case has no tail assembly;

the rapid rotation is caused by

the actionof inclined nozzles. -

Figure 2.2 shows the structure

of the spin-stabilized mine for

the six-barrel German mortar

of World War II, and a 380-mm Fig. 2.2. Spin-stabilized rockets. i) warhead; 2)

spin-stabilized rocket, moving charge; 3) nozzles.

Both missiles have inclined nozzles. It is interesting that in the first of

these the gases are exhausted through side nozzles, with the warhead behinc.

This was done in order that the nozzle be as close as possible to the center

of gravity of the missile, and thus decrease the influence of the random destabi-

lizing moments which occur due to geometric irregularltles in tkhe nozzles. In

addition, the placement of the warhead behind the rocket charge was intended to in-

crease the combat effect, since the explosion occurs at a certain height above the
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ground. However, such a design did',not work c ut in actual practice.

Rocket artillery shells have a warhead and a fuze with a detonator, designed

according to the purpose of the missile. The rockets shown in Figs. 2,1 and 2.2

were intended to be used against

enemy troops.

The fragmentation effect

of rockets can be improved by

using a massive body with a

Fig. 2.3. Fragmentation missile, longitudinal incision as is

shown by the spin-stabilized missile in Fig. 2.l,. Tnis produces

more uniform fragmentation during the explosion.

Figure 2.4 shows a high-explosive fragmentation rocket. The

warhead is included in the massive body, making it able to pene-

trate thick plating.

The head of the high-explosive incendiary missile shown in

Fig. 2.5 contains the high-explosive incendiary elements. The

head of the incendiary rocket contains a fuel mixture (Fig. 2.6)

for a purely incendiary effect.

Let us mention the main characteristic of the rocket shown in

Fig. 2.4. High- Fig. 2.5. The combustion chamber is made of refractory ceramics,

explosive frag- wound on the outside with a thin layer of piano wire. Such a de-
menta~tion mis-
sile. sign has a certain weight advantage, since the cold-drawn wire has

noticeably high strength compared with ordinary pipes. However, because of techno-

logical complications, the high cost of the wire, and the unsatisfactorj reliability,

such chambers were not used.

Figure 2.7 shows the con- r8

struction of two anti-tank rock-

ets, often called grenades.

Their characteristic feature is Section BBewaC Section A

the shape of the warhead, which

has adepression in front. This

is the so-called shaped charge.

The firm of the blast wave
Fig. 2.5. Fragmentation Incenilary rocket with the

diepet :rea , on the shape of combustion chamber reinforced with fine wire.
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Fig. 2.7. Anti-tank rockets. i) combustion chamber;
• with rocket charge; 2) igniter; 3) nozzle; 4) dia-

• phragm; 5) warhead; 6) base detonator; 7) stabilizer;
8) nose fuze,

the charge and the strength and mechanical characteristics

of its covering. When the shaped charge explodes, the wave

from the depression is concentrated in the form of a thin

F beam with great armor-piercing ability. The front part of

the casing, covering the depression of the shaped charge,

Fig. 2.6. Incen- is crumpled upon impact and forms the so-called pestle.

diary rocket. This pestle, shown in Fig. 2.8 by the dashed lines, is pro-

pelled together with the explosion products at a very high speed, and intensifies

' the destructive power of the shaped charge.

When examining the various types of military rockets, we must not forget those

with atomic (nuclear) warheads. The nuclear charge, as we know, is relatively heavy;

therefore, large-calibre missiles are needed to

deliver it. One of the powder rockets designed

for this purpose is the Honest John rocket (Figs. --.. !.-- - .

2.,and 2.10).
The ronket is designed for direct support

of ground troops and has a range of 32 km. The Fig. 2.8. Explosion of shaped

launch weight of the rocket is 2700 kg, the nosechre

with the warhead weighs 630 kg, and the fuel weighs 900 kg. Before launch, the

rocket is heated by means of a jacket which contains electric heating elements. T1i

is necessary to decrease the range deviations which could occur with a change ill the

properties of the soild propellant if it assumes the variable temperature of -the

surrounding medium (see Chapter IV). Figure 2.0, shows the rocket at the mr.oment the
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heat-control jacket is being re-

rnoved,

All the powder missiles ex-

amnined above tire unguided. The

C11 ko-homing on the target is accom-

plished by the lounching device

Pimilar to that when an artillery

shell Is fired. In this case it

Fg2.c.The Honest John rocket, is quite natural that such a

guidance ryst,.m should have been selected. FPor a short range and relatively large

targerts there lis no need for the rocket to be guidced, to be equipped with expensive

apparatus; this would complicate

the launching, dt- ice and 1%LL the

other equipment. When a rocket

is not ex-pensive, firing inaccu-

racies can be co-mpensated by

number of projectiles, which, in

inal anal, Eir moresu!n.~e

However, in certain cases,

Lven for short-range f-iring, it

Is desirable to use a guidance

Gystem- for more accurate homing Fir-. '-.10. Launching of the Honest John.

of the rocket on~ the tari-et and to coi-rect its flight. This makes sense when. fire-

powe isdircttd twarda mvin taget(e,., a tank) or an object which requires

L-16 more than on-~ hit to destroy. In these cases it is

irffi-ul, i, comocensate for -errors in unauided missile

Aw fire by the number of rounds, not to mention the fact

that, e.g., there is usually no time for systematic

A area coverage during a tank attack.4,A
i ~Figure 2.11 shows the Dart, a modern guiced short- A

rantre anti-t-ank powder rocket; its d,,s~gn is based On

!, f z5 3(Etrtn - 5 _e 0f Wor'ld War- 1 .

1 sit, nt. s .4-shaped w ngi., and -shapcd sta- -
* ~ , - *1 -' ', haL- t f !,Iht rantge ol 4,8 1kip, and a
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maximum effective range of 900-1800 m.

The rocket receives signals during flight not by radio, but by two very strong

thin steel wires which unwind from spools located beneath the wings. This type of

signal transmission, as opposed'to a radio system, requires somewhat less complicated

apparatus and is impervious to external random artificially-created radio inter-

ference. At the same time, the system has a certain unreliability, in that the

wires may break due to Jamming of the spools or if a shell fragment hits the wires.

The wire may also break because of the blast wave.

At great distances, a guidance system is completely necessary even for area

fire. Long-range rockets are two expensive for quantity to compensate for the Jarg ,

scatter of unguided rockets. Therefore, rockets with a range of more than 50 km

are guided, as a rule.

3. Long-Range Rockets

Ways of Increasing the Range of Powder Rockets

All classes of rocket missiles with a range of up to several hundred kilometers

are usually called tactical missiles or vehicles. Longer-range missiles are classi-

fied as strategic weapons.

Each of these classes can be further subdivided into short-, intermediate-, and

long-range rockets. True, such a division at present is not standardized, and there-

fore the terms "short," "intermediate," and "long" range are usually used in a com-

parative sense. However, for the most part the available literature uses the term

long-range rocket to indicate all rockets with a range of more than 100 km. rilltary

rockets with a range greater than 6000-8000 km are called intercontinental ballistic

missiles (ICBM' s).

An increase in terminal velocity, i.e., rocket flight range, without changing

the weight of the payload, unavoidably leads to an increase in the fuel supply. Th4s

increase is the greater, the heavier the payload. There is a simultaneous increase

in the time required for the fuel supply to be consumed.

We have seen that for all powder rockets, as well as for all solid-fuel rocket.:

in general, the combustion chamber is also the container for the entire fuul uppiy,

On the one hand, this is very convenient, since the rocket design Js ar c:l- ,1u as

possible, which also simplifies its operation. On the other hand, such a des-Ipn

places a definite limitation on the amount of fuel and its burn-out tim.e. The fact



of the matter is uhat a lar',e amount of !u r-, rcb a Iar, er combustion chamber.

1iut the chatmiber is at high pressure and opeirates under adverse temperature condi-

tions. It may be that an excesslve we.ht,ht incruast results if a larger chamber is

to be strong at high temperatures and pressures.

In addition, another essential fact is that ti.e walls of th,- combustion chamber

and the walls of the nozzle of the powder engine are not capable of being cooled.

When the burning time of the charge is short, the walls do not heat up very much and

Lhey retain their strength almost coru letely. As the burning time Lncreases, it may

be necessary to cool the walls of the combustion chamber and nozzlu, or at least

prevent them from heating, which would lead to a complex adverse structure, and it

would lose its prime advantage.

Therefore, with large fuel supplies and long duration of engine operation, It

is more expedient to usc a liquid, rather than solid, fuel. Another advantage of

this is that a liquid fuel usually has a higher calorific value.

Thus we can say that with an increase in the payload of a solid-fuel rocket

(compared with a liquid-fuel rocket) there is a sharp limitation on the terminal

velocity, or the flight range. We can also say that with an increase in terminal

velocity, a solid-fuel rocket must have a smaller payload.

Solid-fuel rocketry has advanced considerably in the past few years. Fuels with

high calorific values have been developed which burn stably at relatively low pres-

sures [of the order of 20-40 atm (tech.)], while pyroxylin- and nitroglycerin-base

powders require a pressure of 60-80 a,,m (tech.). Methods have been developed for

thermally insulatinn; the walls, making it possible for a rocket engine to operate

without eoting for severall tens of seconds.

This has jed to the fact that new solid-fuel engines have bcgun to be used in

.;uch rocktt.s as previously used liquid-fuel engines. These Inc' id' tactical rockets

with ranges up to 00o km, guided antiaircraft missiles, the second (and particularly

the third) stages of geophysical and long-range ballistic missiles, and, finally,

the carrier rockets for artificial earth satellites. Solid-fuel rockets are also

used as launch booste-s of various; types. The solid-fuel charges in thc Polaris,

",.~ r ,xainp ,., we., .p to several tons.

[:,...,- lhi. ..s , $ " ., a., ,i ' [:, o:z "h:i r ltz .,ve poss~hi iii .'s :;f increasing 2.

," i , 'd I, , ". , "'c ' , ", t. r ai ve'.'' :y , .0 r)ve I im tations

W ..... , ',:Y . s o;, 1. , "re or" 0-loa: | a roel: ' v id, to a
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considerable extent.

Within the limitations

imposed by solid fuel, the

range can be increased con-

Fig. 2.12. Long-range multi-stage powder rocket. siderably by using multi-

stage rockets. The four-stage unguided powder rocket shown in Fig. 2.12 is an exam-

ple of such a rocket.

The rocket is launched from inclined rails. When the fuel in the first stage

is expended, the first (rear) engine is dropped and the three remaining stages con-

tinue the flight. Then the sec-

ond and third stages are dropped, t

in succession. 311

Figure 2.13 shows the tra- 1

Jectory of a rocket. The range

of the rocket is approximately %a.C

170 km. Only the nose of the

rocket, the fourth stage carry- Fig. 2.13. Trajectory of a four-stage rocket.

ing 40 kg of explosives, reaches the target. The total weight of the powder charge

which assures the indicated range is 585 kg.

Since the flight is unguided, its error over a considerable range must be very

great, and it does not produce the desired effect. Therefore, it is not accidental

that this rocket, created during World War II, was never used.

The flight range of a rocket can be increased by a combination of the weapons

and reaction principles of firing.

Figure 2.14 shows the so-called active-propulsion missile. This is fired from

ordinary weapons. The missile acquires additional velocity because of the combustion

of the rocket charge located

in the base.

This method maI's it

possible to noticeably In-

crease the range, although

Fig. 2.14. Active-propulsion missile. at the expense of the military

effect (compared with an artillery shell of the same weight).

The use of rocket fuels with higher calorlfc values than powder makes it
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possible to attain greater range, with a simultaneous increase in the weight of the

payload. Present-day rocketry is developing along these lines.

Long-range rockets use liquid fuels with maximum calorific value: ethanol,

gasoline, and kerosene, oxidized by nitric acid, liquid oxygen, or special types

of oxidizers.

A long-range vehicle should have considerably greater absolute dimensions than

short-range vehicles. This is quite evident from the fact that more fuel is required

for greater ranges with the same warhead. In addition, with an increase in range,

the warhead itself should be enlarged. Clearly, it makes no sense to use a rocket

with a range of 1000 km, and load it with only 10-20

kg of explosives. As for a nuclear warhead, there must

be a limit to the payload.

10 - / At present, the launch weight of long-range vehicles

i--" : is several tons, while that of ICBM's is tens of tons.

For example, the initial weight of the Atlas rocket is

d ' greater than 100 tons. The weight of the warhead of' such

a rocket varies from '200-300 kg to several tons.

}".Long-Range Ballis-36 Fig. 2.15. Long-range ballistic tic Missiles (LRBb!)
7 - missile. 1) chain transmission to

the rudders; 2) rudder motor; 3) pre- We use the
combustion chamber; 4) ethanol pipeline
to combustion chamber; 5) air cylinders term ballistic to
for the pneumatic system of the propul-
sion unit; 6) rear ring; 7) servo valve; describe rockets
8) fuel compartment case; 9) guidance

isystm instments; 10) pressure-feed whose free-flight
pipeline for the ethanol tank; II) tip
with nose fuze; 12) warhead; 13) tube trajectories aro

-. .1 with detonator; 14) base fuze; 15)
cruciform plywood panel; 16) cylin- the same as those

" . , . ders for filling ethanol tank; 17)
2A front ring; 18) gyroscopic devices;

19) ethanol jettison tube; 20) pipe-
_.-4 , line for feeding ethanol to the turbo-

2.5 pump assembly; 21) WDI filler pipe; body. In this sense
22) bellow 23) hydrogen eroxide the powder rockets

.: \ - ~~tank; 24) thrust frame; 255)prmnga- tepwe okt

"" Aate tank (the steam generator is da
located behind this); 26) main oxygen daP ... Z valve; 27) ethanol food pipes for in- as alsi;hw

-II ... ~ternal cooling; 28) ethanol jettison also ballistic; how-

I *. tube; 29) control actuators; 30) stabi-
lisers; 31) graphite vanes; 32) air ever, the name

Y vanes; 33) combustion chamber and noz- "ballistic" is ap-S " :zle; 34) turbo-pump assembly; 35) con-
trol instrument bay; 36) ethanol tank;

V. 37) I01 tank; 38) after-section p o o

f j - housing; 39) vane ring. rockets with a range
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of the order of hundreds of kilometers.

The simplest LRBM is the German V-2 (official nomenclature - A-4), shown in

Fig. 2.15.

The liquid-propellant components for this rocket are aqueous ethanol (fuel) and

liquid oxygen (LOX) as the oxidizer. The calorific value of this fuel was much

higher than that of powder.

The diagram of the V-2 shows clearly the various components characteristic of

LRBM's. The propulsion unit was located at the tail of the rocket. Its basic com-

ponents are the combustion chamber with nozzle 33, and the turbo-pump assembly 34,

to force-feed the liquid fuel components to the combustion chamber.

The turbo-pump assembly consists of two centifugal pumps connected to a tur-

bine. The turbine is activated by the decomposition products of the hydrogen perox-

ide (steam + oxygen) which form in a special steam generator (not visible in the

figure). The hydrogen peroxide is fed to the steam generator reactor from tank 23,

and dissociates with a catalyst - sodium permanganate - fed from tank 25. These

substances are expelled from the tanks by compressed air contained in cylinders 5.

SThe propulsion unit contains pipelines and pneumatic valves to control the

operation of the engine, and also pipelines and valves to feed the fuel components

to the combustion chamber and the engine cooling system. The combustion chamber

and all the units of the engine assembly are attached to the thrust frame 24.

The propulsion unit is enclosed by a thick-walled reinforced shell, the after-

section housing 38, which is capped by strong vane ring 39.

The thrust of the engines of LRBM's reaches tens of tons and is approx:mately

twice the launch weight of the rockets. For the V-2, with a launch weight of 12.9

tons, the thrust at the ground is 26 tons and aloft, beyond the atmosphere, it 2C

30 tons.

The operation time of the engine is usually 50-200 seconds (for the V-2 -

seconds).

We will examine in more detail in the next chapter the engine design and Lbs

operational features.

The rocket contains two tanks for fuel components (see Fig. 2.15): tank 36 for

ethanol and tank 37 for LOX.

Before launch the rocket contains about 3.5 tons of ethanol and about 5 tonr

of LOX. The ethanol enters the turbo-pump assembly through pipe 20 which passes
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through the oxygen tank.

The warhead of the rocket is in the nose and contains about one ton of explo-

sives. The charge is activated by fuzes i and 14 when the rocket strikes the ground.

In a research rocket the explosives are replaced by measuring, recording, and trans-

mitting devices.

All the basic units of the rocket are connected by strong housing 8, a rigid

*'rame with longitudinal and transverse reinforcements (the former are called string-

ers, the latter - ribs) covered with plate steel. The airframe of the strong housing

is welded. Thrust frame 24 is attached to rear ring 6; instrument bay 35 is attached

to front ring 17. The alcohol tank is suspended by special rods from the front rib;

the oxygen tank is attached to the rear rib by bearing rods.

The rocket has four stabilizers 30 attached to the tail cone. The airframe of

the stabilizers, as that of the strong housing, is welded, and consists of stringers

and ribs covered with plate steel.

Ballistic rockets are controlled and have automatic stabilization for steady

flight in a given direction. The flight direction of the V-2 is controlled by gyros

in instrument bay 35. Other control-system instruments are also located there, c

cruciform panel 15.

The executive units of the control system are gas and air vanes. Gas vanes 31

are located in the stream of gases emerging from the engine, and are attached to

their drivers - the control actuators on the vane ring. As these vanes turn, the

gas stream is partially deflected, thus causing the rocket to veer in the required

direction. Since the gas vanes must operate under the most adverse temperature con-

ditions, they are made of graphite, the most thermally stable material. Air vanes

32 play an auxiliary role. They are used only for flights in which the atmospheric

layers are sufficiently dense and the rocket velocity is high enough. For flight in

airless space, only the graphite vanes are used to guide the rockot.

A detailed examination of the operation of the guidance system and the stabili-

zation of a ballistic rocket can be found in Chapter IX.

Structurally, such a rocket, despite its basic simplicity, is an extremely com-

plex apparatus. It suffices to state that the V-2 shown in Fig. 2.15 contains over

3o,-'00 parts, many of which must be prwiision-made.

A ballistic rocket Is launched vertically from a launching pad, on which It

stands by mean:; - f special supports.

it gains peed, the rocket gradually turns around and its trajectory becomes

incl ined. Al the moment the rocket attains its set velocity with a ge;en flight
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direction, the engine cuts off, after which the rocket continues its flight- as an

unguided missile, The maximum velocity of the V-2 was approximatel 1500 m/sec, and

the angle of inclination of the velocity vector to the horizon at the moment of

engine cuto'f was 420 * (Fig. 2.16).

The engine of a ballistic rocket cuts

opsmtng off at altitudes wher: atmospheric reses-

tance no longer affects the -rocket's move-

=nfaoo ment. At the moment of engine cutoff the

Fig,. 2.16. The trajectory of the V-2 guidance system ceases to function, the

ballistic rocket, rocket becomes unguided, and, depending on

the random forces which may influence it at the moment of engine cutoff, there is

-arbitrary rotation relative to the center of mass. At it entees the relatively

dense atmospheric layers the -

V-2, thanks to its tail stabi-

lizers, is oriented with re-

spect to flight direction, and

by the end of the fall it-again

moves With its nose forward,

having a velocity of 700-800

m/sec at the moment of impact.

The destructive power of . "

a ballistic rocket does not

-come from the warhead alone.

When-it impacts, the rocket has - - I -,'

gre-t kinetic energy. In ad-

dition, the fuel tanks contain

residue of fuel which explcdes Ilk'

on imp.tct. Figure 2.17 shows

a crater caused by a V-2. The

-crater was formed because of

the high velocity of the rocket

at impact and because of the Fig. 2.i7. Crater Cored by a V- 2.

The program of turning the rocket, and I~ - .rminal value of the angle of in-
clination of the velocity vector to the horizur; will be exa,.ined in more detail in
Chapter VIII.
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residue of fuel; the rocket contained no explosives.

It should be pointed out that an unstabilized rocket (e.g., ine not having

tail fins) rapidly loses speed during its fall, because of irregular rotation.

When it impacts, no crater forms and the residue of fuel generally does not explode.

The V-2 rocket had a particular structural feature; the axial compression

forces from the propulsion unit were transmitted to the nose of thL rocket through

the external strong housing. Such a uesign is called a mounted-tank system. In

this case the fuel tanks are freely mounted within the housing and receive no iner-

tial compression foices from the nose of the rocket.

The opposite case, an integral-tank system in which the walls of the fuel tanks

are simultaneously the structural element, receiving axial inertial forces from the

rocket nose, is shown -n Fig. 2.18. The integral-tank system is more reasonable and

makes it possible to attain better structural characteristics for the

rocket, i.e., to lower the value of t"

The structure of the rocket housing can be changed noticeably,

depending on how the fuel components are to be fed to the combustion

chamber (see Chapter III). In the V-2 the fuel is fed using a turbo-

pump assembly. In this case the tanks are held at a slight pressure

and can be made quite thin and light. If we use so-called pressure

feed, where the fuel components are fed to the combustion chamber

by compressed air pressure, the tanks must be made quite strong and

with relatively thick walls, since they are under high pressure-.

The best weight characteristics for long ranges-are found in

_Fig. 2.18. those rockets which use turbo-pump feed, with light integral tanks
Diagramn of arocket with in- as the housing. However, the difficulty arises of maintaining the
tegral tanks.

durability of the housing-during stabilization when it enters the

relatively dense atmospheric layers. Light tanks cannot withstand lerge transverse

Inertial and aerodynamic forces under conditions-of strong initial ieating, and a

ballistic rocket will inevitably be destroyed on the descent trajectory at a great

height, not reaching the target at alU..

One way to avoid this difficulty is to use a detachable nose cone. In this

case only the nose cone, containing the warhead, must reach the target, not the

entire missilc. In order that the nose cone have stable flght'as it approaches

the target, it has its own stabilizer.
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Figure '2.!- shows a iia, rYrw oi' th.- flight -f a rocket with a de t achablo nose

cone. Rockets of this type include the Redstone, show-, in Fig. 2.20, and a.so all
Az

types of known for- i.

eign ICBM' s (Atlas, oA

Titan, etc.-) pleoce of the

The described

principle of a de-
tachable nose cone 1aui: I

site terse -L

makes possible a
design 0t M hg

design with A high Fig. 2.19. Diagram of the flight of a rocket
weight -.tic. It with a detachable nose cone. pp!

has- the disadvantage, however, that when it strikes the target -

most of the kinetic energy of the rocket mass is lost. However,

when a nuclear warhcad is used, this drawback becomes completely

inconsequential.

If the rocket has a detauLt-lie nose cone, there ts not much Fig. 2.20. Red-
stone rocket in

sense in having tail stabilizers on Ln ,,c'<:t itself, Tie main flight.

purpose of tail fins on a rocket such as the V-2 is to stabilize the body as the

target is approached. I the ody does not reach the target, it does not need sta-

bilizers.

From what has been said it fo ll-o-s, in parricular, that much can bf ia±? ).bout

the operational principle of a ballistic rocket by examining the outside. c-r ex-

ample, the Redstone ballistic

"- rocket (Fig. 2.20) has practi-

cally no stabilizert. What -  "I

assembly there is serves ma~ni,.

to project the air ri4oers.

Since there is no stabflizo, .

the nose cone must be detach-

able. Obviously, in this carp

-the rocket uses integral tankr-

and a turbo-pump feed syst-'n.

If there were presur- -

Fig. 2.21. The Redstone on the assembly line. the tanks would have to be
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kiurdLt, Iand ti .,i *t *ek. for nemov.ni the nose cone and, consequently,

fa., la",)e 'Albi ;_. .i 1, i-a''.'on c-u the Rtlstone confirms this. The rocket has

a detaoiabi I10:;t - c *,, ,a " i r rudders which operate as the target is

approached. The rocket's range is

800-900 km.

Figur- 2.21 shows the R-dstone

on the assembly line.

7 Let us examine another merican

ball!.tic missile, the Corporal

" -. "- *"'! ' ,tt rocket. (Fig. 2.22). This rocket has a

",.Loped 1.a: ! ±. ,:,rt we can state, quite reliably, that the rocket

iL Ur I .' I , tu useqiently, this rocket uses eirnher a mounted-tank

sy:: t t-!*i, wits: ,o,,-f us f'.:._,n,, -t an integral-tank system and pressure feed. The

rt 1atively sta ,,ia qet.r of the rocket (0.76 in) favors the second assumption. In
,o- F. IoI . l

ditiun, the ol;re:, o' _,imialin lines on the outside of the body is quite

,onvininz: oroc-,. Wil i i er,' feed, the tanks are unde- high pressure. To avoid

complicating the structure and engineering

of the tanks, the cables and pipes do not

enter the tank through its base but pass

to the outside and are covered with thin

deflectors, easily seen in ::3. 2.22.

Available information on the Corporal con-

firms this. The rocket has a launch weight

of about 5 tons and a range of 80..120 km.

Figure 2.23 shows this rocket in the launch

position.

.. Long-range ballistic missiles similar

to those described can attain, at present,

ranges up to 3000-3500 km (e.g., the Thor).

For greater ranges, multi-stage rockets

with detachable nose cones must be reverted

to. Modern rocketry is actually in the

,, ,,process of accomplishing this in the
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creation of ICBM's.

Multi-stage rockets have a great
P yloatd Payload

U diversity of structural systems; of

tthese let us mention those with so-

-called transverse and longitudinal par-

titions.

I. A transverse-partition multi-stage

rocket has a structure in which all

subsequent stages can be considered as

I b) I the payload of the previous one (Fig.

2.24a).

Figure 2.24b shows a system with

Fig. 2.24. Multi-stage rockets with trans-
verse and longitudinal partitions. a) with longitudinal partition. Jn such a
transverse partition; b) with longitudinal
partition. I, !1, and III - the stages of system the propulsion unit of the last
the rocket. stages can be used for the previous

stages. If there are more than two stages-, there can be a system with combined

* longitudinal-transverse partition.

4. Antiaircraft Rockets

Antiaircraft (AA) rockets are a means of air defense. They are designed to

combat flights of enemy aircraft. Compared with ordinary antiaircraft artillery,

rockets are considerably more effective with respect to range of fire and rate of
Paraczte

climb, and in addition to these, guided rockets are more accurate.

The majority of AA rockets are intended for direct destruction

of enemy planes, although there are AA rockets with secondary pur-

poses, e.g., the barrage rocket shown in Fig. 2.25. Just -before

the raid by enemy aircraft a group of such rockets is lat -iched in IH
the region of the guarded object. At the apex of the trajectory

this rocket ejects a cable which drops slowly by parachute. This

creates a barrage. Since the parachutes descend slowly, the bar-

rage remains effective for several minutes and, if necessary, can

be supported by the launching of additional rockets.

Direct-hit AA rockets are divided into two types: guided and

unguided. F g. 2.25. A tiaircraft barrage rocket (85 mm);



Ur~u~)'c~. t ire U in ma. y ways i~a to AA Lire, The fire accuracy of

8l.Cfl i~kL s low .nd i-L (.uicisated conie ntralonl of' fire.

The aav_ti ,ae of rockttJsie oe artillery shells, in the given case, is

their greace1 rzu.1, andt -al f~iiregwer. The fact of the matter is that at the

great altitudes of present-day planes, high-calib~re shells must be used, which re-

quire morv powerf-ul vieapons; i~tdis is quite difficult, cons-Idering the great number

of weapons needed to guard

large objects. The launching

mounts for AA unguided

Fig. 2.2t.,. Solid-Auel AA unguided rocket,.okt r, nalcss

T; jilr, igi:t-er, and more maneuverable.

Figure 2.2!Q shows a solid-fuel version of a single-stage AA unguided rocket

UonWorld War 11. Its d'esilya needs no explanation. Figure 2.27 shows the liquid-

el version of the sampe rock- 4 3 2

t. The fuel components come

from, _..ks I and 2 and are fed

to te cinbs~io chmbe by Fig. 2.27. Liquid-fuel Ail unguiided rocket. 1)4
to te cmbutio chmbe by fuel tank; 2) oxidizer tank; 3) slow-burning

une pressure oV the ga,;es wh~ich~ charge; 4~) warhead.

1%irti during the combustion of grains 3 located behind warhead 4I.

For increased range tne At, rockets can be-made in two stages.

L Seccionn CC

Fig. c!.2b. Two-stage s 11ii-fuel AA unguided rocket. I and Il stages of
the rocket.

iigure 432 sho-..s asol id-fuel two-sta-,e AA unguided rocket. The tirst stage i

Ii;a 11"0, irg c. f n the tfortr o' stev rai Crains; the second stage Il has a moving

*~w~ :. I---f ~rra-*11. The warhead (soction AA) contains the fragmentation-
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The rocket shown in Fig. 2.29 is quite unique. This

I is an unguided rocket-carrier; its second stage consists

of several small rockets which, as they continue to move,

cover "a certain amount of spac,.. This gives fire somewhat

in the form of "rocket T ickshotl" (Fig. 2.30).

- Unguided AA roc"-s, although they have certain ad-

Ivantages over ordinary AA weapons, do not provide effec-

! Itive air defense because of the low fire accuracy (Far-

* Uticularly at high altitudes). In this sense, all the

afore-mentioned types of unguided rockets do not satisfy

M 1 the ever-increasing requirements of fire accuracy.

At present, one of the basic methods of air defense

is the creation and widespread use of AA guided rockets.

Guided rockets can be divided into two types, on the

basis of their target homing: ground controlled and tar-

Iget-seeking. Radio communication is used to send and

Fig. 2.29. Solid-fuel receive commands from the ground. Target-seeking systems

AA rocket with a group can consist of transmission and reception of radio signals
of small rockets as its
second stage. reflected from the target, i.e., the radar principle

(active homing). A1titde,

kn

The rocket can be guided to -the .

target by the reception of the acous- - - }
tic-or thermal -(infrared) waves emit- 1 see

ted b' the targ:t (passive homing). c,

Finally, we have the so-called -semi- 10 se.-,Ol/

active homing, in which the receiver

on the rocket receives signals re- b

flected from the target; the source 1 Soo

of these signals iJLs located on -the 5 Veo 25 GOO

ground. 8Edo f -- 0-

The division of guided rockets cobustion
- P charber

Fig. 2.30. Flight trajectory of a 4 S '-

rocket-carrier with small rockets. M ,m

so
NIP=
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Fig. 2.341. Solid-fuel AA guided rocket. 1) guid-
ance devices; 2) air rudders; 3) precombustion
chamber; 4I) warhead; 5) moving rocket charge; 6)
rocket nozzles.

lntu target-Feeki-'ng and ground-controlled is arbi-5

t rary, since -there are possible desig-,ns which use

both methodq simultaneously (complex homing meth-

oo.Here the rocke~t is ground -controlled to a cer-

tlan point, and at the end of the trajectory, when

Lhe target is near and can be "noted by the rocket,"

the target-seeking peocess t~akes over.

-, This homing rethV is most widely used at pres-

nti, mainly in lonL,-range AA rockets.

Homing methods will be discussed in greater

de.tail in Chapter IX.

Solid and liquid fuel can be used equally asA

wll in AA guixed rockets.

Figure 2.1-1 shows a ground-controlled solid-

Iue rocket wi-th a booster. This is the German

IPhcintochter, one of 1-he first guided rockets.

The uidncedevcesareloctedin he oseFig. 2.32. Diagram of a liquid"
The uidncedevceslareloctedin he osefuel A guided rocket. 1) fuel

3f te rcket Th roket s cntrlledby ourtanks; 2) spherical high-pressure
the ockt. he ockt i cotroledby ourcontainer; 5) intake;- 4) flexible

a'r vanes 2 located on the nose. This is the so joint; 5) wintgs; 6) stabilizers;
7) air vanes; 8) Vraphite vanes,

cal-ledl "canard" aerodynamic system. 9) guidance Anstrumen's.

The inockefl has six equi-positioned wings, at the ends of two of which there are

a ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~1 I ri_-newt wterce -rom1 rol ing dluring f light.

XItur wings ar attac-hed to )recovbustion chamber 3. One and one-half seconds

uf or I i J t-of f 'he booster TIs -z-tI--Isoned and the main rocket eng.-.ne cuts in. It is
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curious 'that warhead 4 is located behind moving charge 5, and that the strea.1, of

gases exhaustr through side nozzles 6.

During flight, the rocket is guided to target by radio. The trajectory is ob-

served throughout the flight: with good visibility, an optical system of theodolitcz

is used; with poor visibility, it is observed by radio.

The German Wasserfall rocket-of World War II (Fig. 2.32) can serve as an e~a-r-

ple of a liquid-fuel AA guided rocket.

In this rocket, the fuel from-tanks I is fed to the engine combustion chamber

by air pressure from spherical ccntainer 2.* The fuel from the tanks enters specia'

tracking intakes 3 suspended from flexible joints 4 which make it possible for the

intakes to turn and follow the liquid during rocket maneuvers. The rocket has four .
wings 5, and four stabilizers 6 with air vanes 7 and graphite vanes 8. r '

One characteristic of this rocket, and of most AA guided rockets in general,

is the symmetry of the- aerodynamic shape of the rocket with respect to two planes

passing through its axis. The rocket has, as a rule, four wings and four control

elements. Such a system makes ; very convenielt to guide the rocket. As opposed

to airplanes, lateral maneuvers can be made without rolling, i.e., without turning

relative to-the longitudinal axis; this decreases the maneuver~time. The control

command signals are fed to the guidance elements of each of the two planes individ-

ually, and are independent. This- simplifies the control system considerably.

Because of engineering defects and asymmetry of shape, moments may occur rela-

tive to the longitudinal axis. These are counteracted either by special ailerons

at the ends of the wings or by unequz_ movement of one of the pairs of rudders.

A study of the presently developed AA guided rockets used by various countries

indicates a trend toward the use of two-stage rockets. An ordinary solid-fuel

engine is used a- the first (booster) stage. The second stage has, as a rule, 3

liquid-fuel rocket engine; in certain designs- this may be a ramjet engine. For a

range of the order of 25-35 km and altitudes of 3-18 km the AA guided rockets havE

a launch weight of the order of ±000-1500 kg, with a warhead of 100-150 kg.

Figure 2.33 zhows the Nike rocket; this has a solid-fuel booster and a second-

stage liquid-fuel rocket engine. The rocket is 10.7 m long overall, with a totai

launch weight of 1100-1200 kg (weight of second stage - 680 kg). At engine cutoff

*!

The structure of the engine of this rocket will be examined in Chapter III.
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Fig. 2.35. -Ship-
- board AA rocket

installation.

Fig. 2.3. Take-off of~ a n AA rocket
using sol-id-fuel boosters,

Fig. 2.37. Qerlikon guided rockets.

Fig. 2.38. The N~ike-
Hercules AA rocket.
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been devoted by the foreign press to missIle-it rceptor roLkets, the so-called
ian -  1m;,  1 mtzsiles, designed to combat entay ballistic missiles. Such AA rockets

are very d.'fficult to create, anti at present are in the initial development stage.

An anti miss"ie missile should be a missile with a very high engine thrust, so

that it will have an effective rate of climb. It is proposed that the antimissile

.icsile be equipped with a nuclear warhead. Possibly, the antimissile missiles will

ibe launched in groups and intercept a ballistic rocket at about 80 km from the de-

fLended object. The temperature of the nuclear exploslor is considered to be the

decisive factor in the destruction of the warhead of an ICBM.

The warhead of an ordinary AA rocket explodes at a distance from the target to

insure the :aaximum fragmentation effect. Since the fragments, in a~dition to

scattering velocity, still have forward flight velocity of the rocket itself, the

t-.:iolsion should obvicusly occur just short of the target. The time of the explosion

-)f an- AA guided missile is determined, as a rule, by the setting of a proximity fuze

which operates on the radar principle. For safe handling, thE proximity fuze usually

has several arming stages: after launch, after some time has elapsed, or after a

definite velocity has been attained. In the event of a miss, or if the fuze mal-

functions, the abort command is given autom-tically, to destroy the rocket in mid-

o0 r. This eliminates the danger of the rocket's landing on its own launch positions

inl defended objects. Certain designs (particularly practice rockets) have a para-

chute system to retrieve the rocket so that it can be reused.

Certain present-day long-range (more than 50 km) AA guided rockets have nueejear

warheads for maximum effectiveness in -coimbatting groups of aircraft.

'. Other Types of Rocket Vehicles

Air-Launched Rockets

Air-ltiunched- rockets can be used for firing on ground and air targets.

"Air-to-surface" and "air-to-water: rockets are similar to aerial bombs and

are intenei mainly for destroying targets by direct hits. They can be either

?-ul ded or urgui ded.

Rc'4t ene-'ner: are used to increase the flight :peed of this type of vehicle.

A-i ! n,; .-H speJ n..- nedud, on the one hand, to Increase the penetrating force when

f!u', - a iartti ov'i h as a- heavy ship. Oil the other hand, if the missile is

, s.- m, I .... ;:. ,'- voc ,ty" I a needed ( --, nc rease the oontrol off ic ency and
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the effective range, in order that the airplane be able to

destroy the target without approaching too close.

Figure 2.39 shows the longitudinal section of a i000-kg

armor-piercing aerial bomb with a solid-fuel rocket booster.

It can be seen that the relatively small rocket charge cannot

assure a great flight range for such a heavy bomb; it is

merely the booster which increases its piercing power.

The additional velocity which such aerial bombs receive

from a rocket charge is, on the average, 100 -m/sec.

A feature of the solid-fuel engine in this design is

the nozzle pressure-regulator which-helps decrease the spread

of the ballistic characteristics when the powder-charge has

various temperatures (see Chapter IV for powder characteris-

tics).

Typical * air-to-surface" and "air-to-water" vehicles

are guided aerial bombs and aerial torpedoes, designed to

destroy warships and large ground-installations. Here, as

for the AA rockets, there may be either self-homing or target-

Fig 2.39. Lngitu- homing from a bomber.
dinal -section of an
armor-piercing aerial Figure 2.40 shows one of the guided missiles (-torpedoes)
bomb with-solid-fuel
rocket -booster-, of World War II. This-missile has a rocket engine i which

operates on hydrogen peroxide. The war- --

head- 2 is in the nose of the vehicle.

The control instruments are in the rear - --

of the- body 3. The missile has ailerons - - -

4, elevators 5, and a rudder 6. The fig,-

ure also shows the flare 7, a rear bea- ts

con which makes the torpedo visible at

night to the tracker on board the bomber. : :
Air-to-air missiles are also cate-

gorized as guided and unguided. The un-

guided AAM's can be further subdivide Fig. 2.'{0. Aerial rocket torpedo. I) en-

into single-fireor salvo-fire missiles. gine; 2) warhead; 3) rear of the body con-
tainin- the control instruments; 4) aile-

Air-launched salvo-fire missiles rons; 5) elevators-; u) rudder; 7) flare.
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Fig. 2.1i. Air-

launched ms.l
wi.th unfolding
fin assembly.

. .NOT.
E. IiID Uiuir 'F.

P.4,. 2.42. Salvo Fig. 2.43. Rocket

o' rockets fromi salvo froma plane.

Launchers on the At the right can

ends of the olane' s be seen- the fired
v, ings. rockets.

are principally identical to short-range ground artillery shells.

Figure 2.41 shows the structure of a direct-hit air-launched missile with un-

"olding fin assembly. While the rocket is in the launching tube the fin assembly

Ls folded; it unfolds as the rocket leaves the tube.

Figures 2.42 and-2.43 show a rocket salvo from jet planes.

The use of even such relatively simple rockets noticeably increases the fire-

power of airplanes.

It is impotsibse to install large-calibre artillery weapons on a plane because

_,' th, j.'r.tL wt2rflt of' these weapons, and the recoil when fired. The launching de-

" ~ for tock-t fir. are extremely simple and light, and there is no recoil when

Ithe rockets are fired.

Figure 2 .I44 shows an air-launched unguided fragmentation missile for firing on

bmbers from a figl,,ter. When the warhead explodes at a certain distance from the

target, the fragmentatlun-incendiary elements scatter forward in the shape of a

colic with an apex anrqle ol' about 0P.

'"h, r-sest zi _o - oi Lh_ dc--eloi rent ol' air-launched armament of foreign armies

J_ C I,; a , "Qi ' , rans, t, to plane-Io-pln- guided rockets (Fig. 2.45).

.,w laurch w.- ' ' such r,-okot )-12;; k;. Such rc,.ets have solid-
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Incendiary Sectionelement

Compressed
pyrotechnic

compound

Fig. 2.AU. Air-launched fragmentation-missile.

Naval Rockets

Above -we have examined ground rocket-

artillery missiles and air-launched rockets.

There also exist naval rockets.

-The specific feature of these vehicles

is the transportation condition. They must be

_V able to be stored compactly on board ship.

They must contain fuel which can be stored for

long periods of time. The launching devices

must also have certain features-.

The firing on above-water targets does

not differ-muchfrom firing on grrund targets.

True, there are possible exceptions.

Figure 2.46 shows a spherical air-launched

skip rocket. Such a missile, equipped with a

-Fig. 2.45. Air-1aunched guided rocket engine, is ejected from a plane at a

rocket, low height toward a ship, falling short. After

the fuel has burned out, tie moving charge separates from the warhead. Then the

spherical char.e, equipped with contact and depth fuzes, ricochets (skips) along the

surface of the water, making up to 12 Jumps, and, if dropped correctly, destroys

the ship.

Rockets can aleo be used for underwater firing. Figure 2.47 shows an underwater

missile for sutmarine f'rinz on the lower parts of ships. An interesting feature of

this missile is the gac shroud (pocket) on the surfa-e of the missile, to reduce
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V ri-tion. This shroud results

from~ the ejection of a small

amount of the solid-fuel gases

through a frontal aperture; these

____gases then gradually envelope the

J 'ssile.

________ - Met-eorological and Geophysical
Rockets

Olga0 To conclude our survey of

the existing types of rockets,

let us examine the so-called

meteorological and geophysical.

F~ig. 2.116. Above-water skip rocket. rces

The value of such rockets to contempoyary science hardly needs to be mentioned.

Rockets have made it possible to conduct direct physical studies of the entire al-rio-

sphere of the Earth, and near 1 2

cosmic space. Through the $' 7~*

use of rockets we -have obtaiihed 3

co mpletely new data on a great - low______

many meteorological, geophys- Fig. .2.47. Underwater rocket projectile. 1) war-

ical an astophsica prb - head; 2) tube for forward ejection of gases to de-
leal an asrophsicl pob- crease body friction in the water; 31 aperture for
lemswhe inestgatng I~e emitting solid-fuel gases; 4~) main nozzles.

Earth's atmosphere and near cosmic space.

The 1 ights attained by present-day geophysical rockets could not be reached by

aly uletr means.

The ascenit of (.pi-riinental animals in geophysical rockets, and their subsequent

rtecovery, can bt- conoidereI the first step in solving the probleia of manned space

Thec Qovi et Union nas done much in the creation of special geophysical rockets.

Thoeov icck-ets have made possible active Soviet participation in the International

Ofophysical Year; flight s made tisini; these rockets, including the record flight of

ru~~~r;L~e '-t~ vk~io an, aJtluic -)f about 500 kin, have yielded valuable scien-

hy~ia 5cL-tSdiffer consviderably fr'mj lontr-range niii lary rockets, no t.
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only in the features of the installation and location of. t !'. ,.easujrinj ,i reccrdin-

scientific-research apparatus, but also in the vast number of sclentUfIc r -,iremefnts

placed on such rockets. Here we should first mention the system for rt-oovering indi-

vidual groups of equipment, jettisoned from the rocket at specific ti'nes according to

the scientific program, the stabilization system for free flight after engine cutoff,

etc.

The Soviet Union has created several highly-effective specialized guided geo-

physical rockets, and has instituted a vast program of scientific investigations of

the upper atmosphere, outer space, and the physical conditions of rocket flight.

May 1949 saw the launching of the first verzical rocket to an

altitude of 110 km; the scientific apparatus weighed 120-130 kg.

The research programbas been continually expanded since that time.

In May, 1957, a rocket was launched to an altitude of 212 km (Fig.

2.48). The scientific apparatus and ex-

perimental animals (dogs)weighed 2200 kg;

these were later successfully recovered.

In February, 1958, a rocket containing

1520 kg of scientific apparatus was

launched to an altitude of 473 km (Fig.

2.49), setting a world altitude record

for rockets of this class.

In August 1958 a Soviet single-stage

geophysical rocket reached a computed al-

titude of 450 km; it contained two dogs,

in addition to the instruments for com-

plex upper-atmosphere studies. The geo- Fig. 2.48. Flight of

physical apparatus, radio-telemetry de- a Soviet geophysical
rocket to an altitude

vices, power supplies, hermetically- of 212 17m. T'he pro-
jecting instrument Fig. 2.4r,. Soviet

sealed cabin with the experimental ani- containers cai, be seen 6eophy; -!Cal rocket
on the side of the. launcher on Febru-

mals and auxiliary systems, together with rocket. ary " 1 ,'".

the instrument compartment, weighed 1690 kg. The experimental animal: showed i') il

effects upon landing.

In recent years, many specialized versions o1' ,netc..roi.o -cal and jeuLysic]1

rockets have been created by foreign countries. first these wer. trn ,mall
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Fig. 2.51. The Aerobee meteorological rocket.

Fig. 2.52. The Veronique meteorological rocket.
jI

unguided meteorological rockets, such as the Wac-

Fig. 2.50. Th, Wac-Corporal Corporal (Fir. 2.50) and its sister rocket, the
meteorological rocket. Aerobee (Fig. 2.51). These are liquid-$uel rockets;

the fuel is V'ci to the combustion chamber by compressed gas pres:.ure. The Aerobec

Is a two-staro_ rc'ke": a solid-fuel engine is used in the first stage. The Wac-

Corporal an the Aerobee are unguided and .launched vertically fro,. launching tails

(see Fig. .:.50). The maximum attainable altitude of thesco rocketb is 80-120 kin, de-

pending on the weigh1t of the payload (100-70 kg). The French

meteorologic'al rocket Veronlique (Fig. 2.52) has approximately

the same characteristics. The pnotograph shows a cutaway of'

this rocket; we carn vee rhe engine with the fuel tanks, and the

/ ...as-eera.or r..sure-feed system for feeding the comnonentz.

A to the combustion chamber. The detachable nose cone of the

rocket eontains thc research apparatus and the parachute re-

:uvery systemn. The fact that the nose cone s dt fachabIe sum- 4

.4i e problem of recovering the scientl1L12 eo.tepme IM. The

rocket is launched from a ]aunching, platform, not rails. During
-0 4 .!.•

, the first part of the fl ight the rocket Is stab. ] i.zed .y speciaL

• cabLes attached to it. The cables are paid out from a drum on

the ground. Jecau.e of this, the rock,;t ,oppt:ars I.o be on
S'f * f

ye Lns. At nt n peci'ic tiimc after the launch, when a velocl,y- j ~f." , . --.. - .*.,- 4'. .. ,, '. ~ 44. I4 . . * , IS If .JA
.... ". "h - .,Mfcint ,r ''J , i. th ~ : beut attaLin, ed, the rocket is

king i,,;teoro Lo;, '
roe . eut loose fi',o,. th? cab, :
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Figure 2.53 shows the Viking, an example of a guided meteorological rocket.

Rockets of this type have attained altitudes of about 250 km with a payload of the

order of 400 kg.

The propulsion unit of the Viking has a .turbo-pump feed system, and integral

low-pressure tanks. A structural feature of this rocket is that it is guided not

by graphite vanes but by the turning of the combustion chamber in two planes. The

angular orientation of the rocket during roll is restored by means of special nozzles

which use part of the exhaust gases from the turbo-pump unit.

Meteorological rockets may also be of multi-stage construction. Figure 2.54

shows a two-stage bumper meteorological rocket in flight. A V-2 is used as the first

stage, a Wac-Corporal as the second. This rocket attained altitudes somewhat above

400 km. The payload, however, weighed only several tens of kilograms.

Observational data obtained by meteorological rockets are recorded by instru-

ments during the flight and usually transmitted by radio to the ground. In this

case the same type of radio-telemetry systems are used as in the various military

rockets (see Chapter X).

The scientific apparatus recovered from the launching of meteorological rockets

is very valuable. This apparatus includes the results of investigations, recorded J
on film, spectrograms, and photographs (see, e.g., the photograph of the Earthts

surface in Fig. 2.55), all kinds of samples of high-atmosphere air, etc. In this

case, measures must be taken to decrease the rate of fall of either the rocket or

the container with the instruments, i.e., a recovery system must be organized.

The simplest recovery system for unguided rockets, which only partly solves the

problem, is to Jettison the tail assembly of the rocket when it reaches maximum

altitude. Then, ih n it returns to the Earth, the rocket will be unstabilized and,

becauge of its irregular roll, its rate of fall will sharply decrease. In this case,

when small rockets are launched it is possible to retain some of the instruments and

records.

Geophysical rockets are aesigned, as a rule, with detachable nose cones con-

taining the equipment to be recovered. Special braking units are provided in the

parts to be recovered. For example, the braking unit of the nose cone of the V6ro-

nique consists of four discs connected by cables. Braking flaps can also be used to

decrease the rate of fall; these unfold in the tail section of the nose cone after

separation from the body of the rocket (Figs. 2.56 and 2.57).
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GRAPHI!f NOT
S1QThe nose section, falling from a

great altitude, first acquires con-

siderable velocity, and is then braked

in the atmosphere by flaps, so that the

rate of fall ne.r the ground is about

100 m/sec. A parachute can be opened

at such a velocity (this is not shown

in Figs. 2.56 and 2.57).

If the nose cone lands in the

I water, after braking a recovery system

I Fig. .60 Dog in a space suit, comes into play (instead of the para-

chute); this assures that the nose cone or container with the instruments will float

for quite some time.

Figure 2.58 shows the nose section of the Pyorrki rocket, equipped with a

collapsible air tank, which fills with air immediately upon impact with the water.

The air is contained in a metal cylinder directly ahead of the containers with the

Lpparatus.

When the nose section lands on the ground, the parachute system brakes the con-

taner to a velocity of several meters per second. A thin-walled nose tip, which

crumples on impact (see Fig. 2.57) can be used for a soft landing.

The described combined recovery system makes it possible to recover even the

most delicate instruments. In addition, it makes it possible to conduct experiments

on the activity of organisms at great altitudes.

The nose section shown in Fig. 2.56 dropped from a height of 100 km (1950). Two

dogs were launched to this height. During the entire flight the activity of the

organism of the animals was recorded by instruments. In addition, their behavior

was recorded on movie film. Figure 2.59 shows one of the frames from the film taken

during the rocket ascent.

The nose section shown in Fig. 2.57 was successfully recovered from a height of

more than 200 km (1957). The container also held two dogs. Because of the high rate

of fall, the nose section shows quite clearly the thermal effects of braking in the

atmosphere. The photograph shows that the flaps were greatly heated.

Complete development of a recovery system is a necessary condition for manned

rocket flight to great altitudes. In particular, an emergency recovery system must
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be provided, : o that th,.- person can enc.1pe -'rom the rocket at great altitudes at

-,ny time durinir the fl Ight. ,ich 1nv,:st ,gators have been going on for many years

in the Soviet Union. The f'rct ,-xpex-w;?nts were conducted using dogs; wearing

special light ,.ace ::uit;. t ney were &-j _-ted from rockets at various altitudes and

reached the Eartni safely. Figure 2.' , 'nows a dog in a space suit before being

launched to an allItude of 11,, m (1.)m

The natural continuation of" the studies made using geophysical rockets is the

launching of artif'cial earth satellites.

U. Artificial Earth Satellites and the Mastery nf"
interp]anetary Space

The General State of the Problem

At present, perhaps no oIher technical problem has so captured the imagination

of mankind as 'hat o( the mastery of interplanetary space.

Mluch literature is presently devoted to this problem. However, the majority

of this literature consists of only the general principles of rocket flight and

rocketry in gene.al as applicable to Interplanetary flights. These works contain

many speculations on tne hypothetical conditions of manned rocket flight. They

discuss the presence of such dangers as encountering meteorites and the fatal effect

of cosmic rays on the human organism. They even give ways of fer.ding a man under

conditions of weightlessness. From time to time, descriptions are published of the

no-called "projects" for reaching the Eoon, Mars, and Venus using rockets guided by

"special instruments," etc. Such queztlons are usually raised by lone-wolf-enthu-

:.:1:1uts, who u:;ually attempt to solve tihe'a theoretically, with complete disregard 'or

actua! de. igri of rockets, anc theref'ore most of their works are worthless.

Considerably 'es. often in the liter .ture does one find works which treat

specific technlal prob].ems, whose solution actually results in the vast sea of

dif iculties which separates the dream of manned space flight from its actual reali-

zation.

Rocketry has long since emerged from the stage of preliminary quests in which

it formerly found itself. The design and creation of the pres;ent-day long-range

rocket., not. to mention the space rocket, is possible only b/ lar-,e organized groups,

w '
,. man. ihou;an,_ of membersi, arme2 with modern sci ence, Lab,,rat.ories, and ccmui Cr

t ec i, uo . -n, I u'! a sec'l C,,,_ xe r i mental-product ,ve backfro, , .
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At present, operations on the creation of intercont-I.ental and space rockets,

and the carrier rockets for artificial earth satellites, have become so broad in
scope that the lone-wolf-enthusiast who attempts to independently pose and solve the

i problems which to him are the most important and interesting generally finds himself

S in an unproductive positilon, at best repeating what has been done long before by the

various groups.

~A typical problem published Zrom time to time in the works of individual

authors ic. that of determining the so-called "optimum" flight conditions. For ex-

amp'-- they discuss the question of finding the "most favorable" flight trajectory

from the Earth to the Moon, the "most favorable" weight ratios between the n-th and

the (n + I)-th stages of a rocket, etc.

Such works, however.. do not take into account the actual design of the rocket

itself. Meanwhile.. the solution of such problems actually begins with the preliminary

selection of not one or two, but many interdependent design parameters of the rocket,

mainly associated with its weight characteristics and the energy-producing possibil-

ities of the propulsion unit. Variation of these parameters makes it possible to

determine their most advisable ratios, allowing the creation of a design which can

actually be produced. The selection of the rocket parameters involves a vast number

of questions associated with the establishment of the most suitable trajectory for

placing it in orbit, and the optimum parameters of the orbit itself. All these

questions can be answered by considering the uission of the projected rocket. In

this case, we must consider not only the flight, or ballistic, characteristics of

the rocket, but many other factors as well, e.g., storage, transportation, the or-

ganizing of launches, etc. Thu: economic side of the picturE also plays an important

role.

After preliminary selection of the parameters when planning and designing a

rocket, all computations are repeatedly refined in accordance with the specific de-

sign.

Naturally, the basic computational operations In the planning of a rocket are

carried out by high-speed electronic computers, since the use of ordinary computation

methods would require a span of time which would considerably exceed the lifetime

of u generation of people.

As we can see, In planning a rocket, practical demands at present immeasurably

exceed the capabilities of one man. Naturally, this does not eliminate the theoretical
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valu, of the works of individual authors, but merely places them in a subordinate

position.

The Orbit of an Artificial Satellite

The basic force which determines the movement of a satellite Is the force of

gravity. The laws of motion of a satellite, Just as the laws of motion of any

celestial body, are defined by celestial mechanics, with Newton's law of universal

gravitation as its base.

The simplest orbit for an artificial satellite will be a circular one, where

the satellite moves with constant velocity at a constant distance from the center

of the Earth. It is easy to calculate the velocity which must be imparted to the

satellite in order that it attain such an orbit. This is the so-called first cosmic,

or circular, velocity. In moving i. a circular orbit, gravity should be counter-

balanced by centrifugal force (Fig. 2.61):

M0  M 2 / 2 (2.1)
satg r  Msatvcir/r,

where r is the radius of the circular orbit: r = R + h;

h is the height of the orbit above the Earth's surface;

R is the mean radius of the Earth: R = 6371 km;

gr is the acceleration of gravity at distance r from the center of the Earth;

Msa t is the mass of the satellite;

vcir is the circular velocity.

Let us establish a relationship between the accleration of gravity and distance

r. According to the law of universal gravitation, the force 2Vo_

of' attraction of the satellite by the Earth: % r

G = f(M:-!sat/r 2),

where f is the gravitational constant;

ME is the mass of the Earth.

Considering that G = Msatgr , we get

2gr = fME/r2

The numerator of this expression is the constant of the Fig. 2.61. Circular
2 orbit of a satellite.

gravitational field. Let us designate this value by k

Fr 'he PXarth's gravitational field,

k'- = CM, = 3,48,620 km3/sec2 .
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Thus,

;r = k2 /r 2 " (2.2)

On the basis of relationships (2.A) and (2.2) we get

Vci kF (2.3)

Data on the density of the Earth's atmosphere, obtained from the launching of

geophysical rockets and artificial satellites, have shown that a height of the order

of 300 km for a circular orbit is sufficient so that as a satellite moves it does

not undergo noticeable aerodynamic drag and could exist for several weeks. Formula

(2.3) for a height of 300 km gives a value of 7730 km/sec for circular velocity Vcir'

If at the moment the satellite is inserted into orbit the rocket has a velocity

greater than circular (for the given inBertion height), the orbit will be not cir-

cular but elliptical, and the maximum distance of the orbit from the center of the

Earth (the so-called aogee) will always be higher than the insertion point (Fig.

2.62). This has happened in

the case of all artificial

earth satellites created to
tov the present time.

If the terminal velocity

'A' of the rocket is less than

circular, the minimum dis-

tance of the elliptical orbit

from the center of the Earth

Fig. 2.63. Change in the (the so-called perigee) will

Fig. 2.62. Change in the orbit of a satellite vs. always be less than the in-
orbit of a satellite vs. direction of insertion
the insertion velocity. velocity vector. sertion height (Fig. 2.62).

With low release heights this will cause the satellite to enter the dense layers of

the atmosphere, brake, and be destroyed.

This means that for minimum heights the velocity with which the satellite is

inserted into orbit can never be less than circular, corresponding to the insertion

height.

It is important to note that for a given insertion height and velocity, a de-

viation of the angle of inclination of the velocity vector to the local horizon at

the insertion point $ to either side of the zero value will cause the perigee of the

orbit to decrease (Fig. 2.63). Therefore, for a low perigee the satel]ite is best
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inserted into orbit with a zero angle of inclination of the velocity vector, where

the insertion point coincides with the perigee of the orbit.

Thb time of one revolution of the satellite around the Earth, i.e., its orbital

period, for a circular orbit of radius r, is defined as

Tsat.ci r = 2Trr/vci r = (2,/k)r3/2. (2.4)

With a satellite flying at 300 km, its orbital period is approximately 90 minutes.

As the height increases, the period also increases. At a height of 35,830 km the

orbital period of a satellite is 23 hours 56 minutes, i.e., one sidereal day. Such

a satellite, launched in the equatorial plane in an easterly direction (with respect

to an observer on the ground), would appear to be suspended in space, without moving.

For elliptical orbits, the orbital period is determined by a relationship which

is completely analogous to (2.4); instead of r we must substitute a, the semimajor

axis of the ellipse (see Chapter V!!I):

Tsat (2r/k)a3/2; (2.5)

here, as we know, the semimajor axis of an ellipse

= (r + rc)/2,

where r - is the radius of the perigee;

r a is the radius of the apogee.

For example, the first Soviet artificial earth satellite, launched on October

4, 1957, was inserted into orbit with a perigee of 228 km and an apogee of 947 km.

Ttz orbital period at the outset was 96.2 min, which corresponds to the result given

by using relationship (2.5).

Although the density of the Earth's atmosphere at several hundred kilometers iV

quite insignificant (at 300 km the mean free path of molecules is of the order of

7O-150 m), the drag of even such a rarefied atmosphere affects the movement of the

satellite, with enormous velocity and considerable flight time. Aerodynamic braking

results in an energy loss, which leads to a gradual decrease in the mean radius of

the orbit (see Chapter VIII). Expression (2.5) shows that in this case the orbital

period must unavoidably decrease, i.e., the satellite begins to orbit the Earth ror.

rapidly.

Such a phunomenon, which at first glance appears paradoxical, can be graphically

illustrated by the first and third Soviet satellites, separated from the body of a

carrier rocket. The rocket was decelerated more rapidly, quickily lost altilude, n, .l
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overtook the satellite.

It should be pointed out that with drag present, the mean radius of the orbit

decreases mainly due to a decrease in the apogee, as a result of which the elliptical

orbit becomes increasingly circular. As the height of the circular orbit decreases,

the satellite velocity will increase, as follows from (2.3).

Braking progressively increases as the height of the orbit decreases. At about

100 km the aerodynamic drag is so great that a further increase in velocity is im-

possible. The velocity becomes less than circular and the satellite begins to drop

rapidly. Intense heating occurs, and the satellite or carrier rocket is destroyed;

they can be likened to artificial meteors.

The lifetime of a satellite depends on the degree to which it is braked in the

atmosphere. Clearly, tne further the orbit is from the Earth, i.e., with an increase

in the perigee and apogee, the greater will be the lifetime. In addition, the de-

gree of braking due to aerodynamic drag, as we shall see later, will depend on the

shape of the flying object and on its weight per unit area cross section pezrpendicular

to the velocity vector, the so-called transverse load.

The lifetime of the first artificial satellite was 92 days. In this time it

made about ±400 revolutions about the Earth. Subsequent satellites had considerably

longer lifetimes.

The orbital parameters of the Soviet satellites which also determine, in par-

ticular, their lifetime, were selected on the basis of the scientific problems posed

by the research program.

The orbital planes of the first Soviet satellites were inclined 650 to the

equatorial plane (the so-called orbital inclination). This means that the projection

of the orbit onto the Earth's surface, i.e., the satellite track, is located from

65°S to 650 N; consequently, it passes practically between the north and south polar

circles. Such an orbit has the advantage that the scientific apparatus on board

the satellite can take measurements within a broad range of latitudes.

Because of the diurnal rotation of the Earth, each successive revolution of the

satellite should be shifted to the west by an angular distance equal to the rotation

of the Earth during one revolution of the satellite. This would take place if the

orientation of the satellite's orbital plane remained constant with respect to fixed

See Chapter VII, § 3: "Aerodynamic Forces."
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stars. Actually, however, because the Earth's gravitetional field does not have

central declination (the influence of the Earth's flattening at the poles), the

satellite's orbital plane will slowly turn about the Earth's axis, with so-called

precessional movement. The rate of precession of the orbit of a satellite is not

very great: the angular shift of the orbit is only several degrees per day. a The

precession decreases for orbits with greaIer inclinations, and also for orbits which

are further out.

The direction of the precession depends on the insertion azimuth, i.e., the

azimuth at which the satellite was inserted into orbit: with eastern azimuths, the

precession occurs opposite to the Earth's rotation; with western azimuths, the pre-

cession occurs in the same direction as the Earth's rotation. In the first case,

the additional movement of the track for each revolution will be in a westerly

direction, in the second case - in an easterly direction.

Figure 2.64 shows the daily track for the first earth satellite.

Fig. 2.64. Diagram of the movement of the first satellite in one day.

Inserting a Satellite into Orbit

In order to insert a satellite into orbit, the carrier rocket must lift It to a

sufficiently great height, and at the same tlme accelerate it to the vlocity required .

The insert ton azimuth is the angle between the meridian and the orbital track
at the insertion point (usually reckoned clockwise from north).
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for it to move in a given orbit.

We must bear in mind that a satellite is inserted into orbit from a rotating

Earth; therefore, the absolute terminal velocity of the carrier rocket will consist

of its relative velocity, i.e., the velocity relative to a fixed Earth, and the trans-

lational velocity caused by the Earth's diurnal rotation. An increase in the terminal

velocity due to the Earth's rotation depends mainly on the orbit inclination, i.e.,

it is determined by the insertion azimuth. The smaller the orbit inclination, the

greater the velocity increment. With zero inclination, i.e., when launched in an

easterly direction in the equatorial plane, this increment becomes maximum: the peri-

pheral velocity of diurnal equatorial rotation is 465 m/sec (Fig. 2.65).

This is why it is more difficult to insert a satellite into orbit with greater

inclination. For example, when the Soviet satellites are launched, only 200 m/sec

of the Earth's diurnal rotation is utilized. If a satel-

lite in inserted into orbit with westerly azimuths (orbit

inclination greater than 90'), it would even be necessary

to overcome the peripheral velocity of the Earth's rotation.

We have seen that the terminal velocity of a carrier

rocket, necessary to sustain the satellite, decreases with

m/sec increasing insertion height. However, this in no way in-

Fig. 2.65. Launching a dicates that it is easier to insert a satellite at a great-
satellite, making maximum heigt
use of the Earth's diurnal er than a lesscr one. The fact of the matter is
rotation, that as the carrier rocket rises, there are increased

losses in velocity due to overcoming gravity (see Chapter I). The increase of these

losses with increasing altitude is more significant than the decrease in required

velocity. Therefore, increasinG the insertion altitude involves additional diffi-

culties. Clearly, insertion into orbit is done most simply at the perigee.

Great significance is placed on the program for turning the carrier rocket when

a satellite is inserted into orbit. Depending on this program, the insertion trajec-

tory and the parameters of the final orbit will change. In the initial stage of the

flight, the trajectory of the carrier rocket is analogous to that of an LRBM1. The

vertical launch phase and the relatively steep initial phase of the trajectory assure,

on the one hand, maximum simplicity of the launch apparatus and most favorable flight

conditions immediately after launch, and, on the other hand, as rapid as possible

emergence from the dense layers of the atmosphere.

The satellite launch program has its own special features, determined by the

requirements demanded of the satellite orbit.
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1i the simplest case, to produce an orbit with a relatively low perigee the turn

program should assure a .ero angle of inclination rif the velonity vector to the local

horizon $A = 0 at the mcment a given velocity is reached at the given height (Fig.

2.66a). transitional

An analysis of the problem Insertion into Insertion into
transitional

has shown that to obtain an or- Insrtion ellipse

bit with a maximum perigee, the phas VA

insertion program should be as-

sociated with the law of achange

in mass alonga trajectory. In

other words, the continual change orbt

in mass as a result of the en- orbit

gine operation, as well as the ) )

Fig. 2.66. Various means of insertin2 a satellite
sporadic change in mass for into orbit, a) with a low perigee; b) with a high

multi-stage 'ckets, must have peligee.

some specific correqpondence to the trajectory p~rameters. We can, e.g., at point C

of the trajectory (Fig. 2.66b) cut off the engine, leaving a specified amount of fuel

unexpended. Since at point C the angle $C retains its positive value, the rocket will

continue to ascend with decreased velocity, moving along some transitional ellipse.

if we use the remaining fuel supply, and use it up in the region of the apogee of the

ransitional ellipse so as to obtain a velocity greater than circular at a given height,

we get an orbit whose perigee is at the apogee of the transitional ellipse. We can

also assume that various stages of the multi-stage rocket will be used in the phase

where the satellite is inserted into the transitional ellipse, and in the burn-out

phase in the region of the apogee of the transitional ellipse. Naturally, the individ-

ual examples discussed by no means cover all possible cases of a change in the thrust

of the engine and the separation of the stages of a multi-stage rocket along the tra-

Jectory. The thrust can be continually changed by changing the operational regime of

the engine according to a standard law.

As has already been stated, the optimum insertion programs and engine operation

regimes are selected together with all the other design parameters of a projected rock-

et. In particular, one should never judge the measure of applicability of some regime

or other without first taking into consideration changes in the weights of the design

elements as a function of insertion conditions. -

Tsiolkovsky, in his work "A Rocket to Outer Space" (1.,)3) was the first to
mention these characteristics of rocket ascent along an inclined trajectory.
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The problem of inserting satellites into orbits is extremely complex frot, an

engineering standpoint, and the difficulties increase as the satellite is made

heavier. However, this is just the direction being taken by the development of con-

temporary rocket structure, since only by the creation of large artificial satellites

can we solve the problem of the mastery of outer space.

4The Design Characteristics of Satellites

In recent years we have quite clearly demonstrated the possible design variants

and characteristics, both of carrier rockets and the satellites themselves.

Before going on, we should state that cosmic velocities can be attained at

present only through the use of multi-stage rockets. In order to insert a relatively

heavy satellite into a stationary orbit, the rocket must be of high structural

quality.

To obtain maximum specific thrust, the engine of the carrier rocket must use

those fuels which have the highest calorific values.

The scientific apparatus of the satellites conducts a great many scientific

investigations, the value of which is increased by the fact that they are carried

out simultaneously. The main advantage of satellites over geophysical rockets is

that they make possible prolonged cycles of physical investigations.

The design of the satellite can be quite varied, depending on the scientific

apparatus. Power supply and thermal control systems are common to all satellites.

Electrochemical sources (accumulators) and semiconductor solar batteries,

which convert the energy of the Sun's rays directly into electrical energy, serve as

the power supply for the measuring, recording, and transmitting apparatus on

satellites.

The thermal control system should assure a stable temperature regime for the

entire time that the apparatus is in operation.

As it orbits, a satellite is periodically subjected to sharp variable heat

effects (flight in the Sun's rays and the Earth's umbra, the thermal effect of the

atmosphere). In addition, a certain amount of heat is generated by the apparatus

operating inside the satellite. The maintenance of the required heat regime in the

satellite for prolonged space flight is a relatively new and quite complex problem.

The temperature regime can be controlled either by varying the forced circulation

of a special gas coolant inside the satellite, or by changing the value of the in-

herent radiation and solar-radiation absorption factors of the outer surface of the
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" 'he "Ir'st artificial satellite (Fig.

,,.I7) wa sphere :58 cm in diameter with

fur r,,jectLng, antennas which were un-

Id. aft r the ;attllite separated from

the Ie." roCKet. ine satellite weighed

, k. An airtight housing made of

a-u1in um a, y with -a specially prepared

sUtf'ace wa: filled with gaseous nitrogen,

which was force-circulated to control the

heat regime (the filler valve can be seen

In FLg, 2.6'f). Powerful radio transmitters

in the satellite emitted signals which

were coded to correspond with the readings

of the ap!,araLuz in the sate I te.

fig. ,., ', ',Another possible version includes
earth q;a te I, ~~-, ites which do not separate from the

carrier but k r:,, L:L:, n t'ge of the rocket. Such was the second

Soviet salt' c , ,.' aka. The total weight of the scientific-

mclaurement zij i !-,Ii z , , the airtlght container with the experimental

animal, a , ,,fik. kg.

A c1ziv;., ,, ,,: i mrovement of the design of satellites was

the CI-eat ,L .-

nui e - I

I r~ I l IlYJ •

The gro:.t ,fl

,e ., 'it. 2.68. Geneial view of the third So-

L.. viet artificial earth satellite.

-n runent:8 as mueh as po: Lb Ic.
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Figure 2.69 shows the

positioning and composition

of the scientific apparatus

in the satellite.

In addition to its chem-

ical power supply, the satel- 5

lite was equipped with groups g
of solqr cells which assured

Fig. 2.69. Scientific apparatus of the third Soviet o
artificial earth satellite, normal operation of the appa-
1) manstontrl 2) i esltaitlere for reseding solar eoryseular radlatisal 3)
solar 6ellej 4) *oms-my *Ahn rowder lr 6) aspatle ad ioniation mWto-est 6) le tw! 7) olettotao tlw ! a) ros upetoth ) ratus for many thousands of
ooemle-ray heavy nuulei r earderz 10) deviee for masuirig the Intensity of V1-
ary bomt reAlationj 11) lesromtoor sns. The eleetinno units for te hours.

sentifio apTperatZu the Matlo masu.emnt lt, the PoPMMr, and the elee-
S troeheoicl power suples wre eontalvd wihi M aselltseIohThe temperature control

system was cunsiderably improved over the first satellites. Changes in the reflecting

and absorbing properties of the Earface were automatically controlled by the opening i

of special folding shutters, whose electric motors were controlled by the temperature

control system (four shutter flaps can be seen on the right in Figs. 2.68 and 2.69).

The satellite was equipped with improved radio engineering measuring apparatus I'7

for accurate measurement of its orbital movement, and radiotelemetry apparatus to

continually record the results of the scientific measurements. These results were

"stored" and then transmitted when the satellite passed over special stations in

the USSR.

A special programmer guaranteed automatic functioning of all the scientiVic and

measurement apparatus of the satellite.

The apparatus in the satellite made wide use of semiconductor elements.

Basic Trends in the Development of Space Flights

The solution of the problem of creating satellites has opened broad vistas in

the explanation of the physical conditions of outer space, and the time is fast

approaching when man will make his first space flight.

On the whole, the problem of mastering interplanetary space is unusually com-

plex. All those interested in this question would do well to remember the words of

Tsiolkovsky:

"Stellar navigatiot, cannot be compared with flying in the air. This latter is
mere childsplay compared with the former.

"...If they know the difficulties involved, many of those now working w~th such j
enthusiasm would back away in horror.
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"But how rich wi ! .. 2 1he rewarir

He goes on Lo, -ay:

"Man will not remiin etern±aily en EIarth, but in pursuit of light and space he
will at first ti.midly reach beyond the atmosphere, and finally conquer all near-
solar space."

Time has proved ,.olko'sP:y completely correct. He was right in stating not

only that the problem of ".:paCe flights Is very comple-, but also that man would

successfully solve it. We are today witnessing the first fruits of science and

engineering along these )Ines.

The space age was upned on January 2, 1959. The first Scviet space rocket

became the first in history to overcome the Earth's gravitational field and become

an artificial planet of the solar system (Fig. 2.70). The rocket approahed within

60oo km of the Moon. Radio-

telemetry communication with the

rocket was maintained for a dis-

tance of over 500j00 km from

the Earth.

The next noteworthy step

toward mastering of space was

the launching of the second Soviet

. 'space rocket toward the Moon. A

banner with the shield of the

Soviet Union was placed on the

Moon on September 14, 1959. For

Fig. 2.70. Mock-up oil the lest stage of the the first time a space flight
first space rocket on Lhe asseiribly stand. Half
of the nose cone has been cui away, shGwIng the had been made from the Earth to
spherical Instrumnt ,oro ainer with ho appara-
tu:;. 8aother heavenly body.

On October 4, 1,)5&', the Soviet Uni%.-n successfully junched the third space

rocket. This rocket was tntended to solve a number of problems on the study of

outer space. The most important of' these was the photographing of the f:r side of

the Moon, never seen on Earto.

An automatic interplarntary station (AIS) (Figs. 2.71 and 2.72) was created to

study and photograph the l'oiri; this was 9 multi-stage rocket which was exceptionally

accurat.cly Lnsertd into orbil around the Moon (Fig. 2.73).

The spacp rtation was equtpped with an orientation system used to train the
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Fig. 2.72. Diagram of the automatic inter-
planetary station. 1) porthole for the
photographic apparatus; 2) orientation sys-
tem motor; 3) solar transducer; 4) sections
of the solar cells; 5) temperature-control
system shutters; 6) heat shields; 7) anten-
nas; 8) scientific research instruments.

photographic apparatus on the Moon in order

to photograph it. 'The film was then developed

Fig. 2.71. Automatic interplan- and fixed automatically. Then, as the AIS
etary station on its assembly
truck, approached the Earth the photographs were

transmitted via a radio-television system. Thus, the first television transmission

was made from space. Now scientists had at their disposal photographs of the part

of the lunar surface never seen by ground observers. Simultaneously, photographs

were taken of that part of

the lunar surf(.e W Position of Moon at the end of
the l s a the revolution of the AIS tra- 0 Mon's psi-

v.sible on trie Earth at a -- ' '\ AIS *rolde

veLy smal angi e arn wh]ich, at

till now, had not. beer,

studied .u- '!'ic " -, . A-enl

special cofrmmi'sion 'romth

Academ cf Si: i-c-,- o the
Moor.'s po. itior at 'he

USSi confir.el zhO~ ,h, om0,o-,,nt of rocket .ainnh

clature ot' thei~, i 'abiy ig. 2.73. Diagram of the flight trajectory of the

e:.-,,is on automatic interplanetary station (AIS).

the far ;i0,_, Df the :.,: . Table 2.1 gives a resume of the basic data or. the first

Soviet art'l'Ical earth satellites and the first Soviet space rockets.
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Processing of the observational data from Soviet artificial earth satellites

and space rockets, and also of the numerous records of the instruments contained

therein, produced results of fundamental scientific value on investigations of the

upper layers of the atmosphere and outer space; made it possible to discover many

new, previously unknown, regularities in the study of radiation about the Earth

and in outer space, study of the upper atmosphere, investigation of interplanetary

gas, study of the magnetic fields of the Earth and the Moon, study of meteor and

micrometeor dangers, and biological investigations, which are gradually becoming

a new science - space biology - one of whose main tasks is to assure safe manned

space flight.

The results of these investigations have already made it possible to predict

the tre.nds of further space flights.

The first of these is the systematic flight of satellites near the Earth. Fur-

ther operations on the creation of artificial earth satellites, besides expanding

the scientific studies already conducted, can also be used to solve a number of

applied technical problems, through the use of satellites.

It will be advantageous to create artificial satellites oriented in some spe-

cific manner in space. Such orientation is required to solve many scientific prob-

lems. For a number of investigations involving the Sun, the satellite should be

oriented toward the Sun. For investigations involving the Earth and the atmosphere

the satellite should be so oriented that one of its axes is direcued toward the

:.arth, and the other coincides with the direction of the orbit. For astrophysical

!-tudies it will evidently be necessary to have a satellite which will have a fixed

poz:itIon relative to the fixed stars.

An important step in the development of space flights will be manned satellite

!'lghts; this requires the solution of a great many problems involving flight snfety,

!,e 1,ulng the devejopment of absolutely reliable propulsion units, systems for

tab !izing and guiding the rocket in flight, and a recovery system for the descent.

, "-.,.- aisc have the necessary life-support systems during takeoff and landing,

ur.ler conditions of high g-forces, and also during the orbital flight, during weight-

lessne!s;. 'Uhe experfments with test animals, ctnducted using the second Soviet

r* Via earth satellites and the flights of numerous geophysical rockets (using

t.-se same animals), have, given the first significant results along these rines, p(-

mu :n-; selentific data on the eff'ects of space '.ight on a living organisim.
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The idea has often been expressed of the possibility of using a system of special

satellites for the rebroadcasting of television transmissions; this would allow long-

range transmission on the usw band wlthout resorting to radio relay lines and cables.

Using satellites, a service can be established for the constant observation of

solar corpuscular radiation; it will be able to forecast the most important phenomena

occurring in the upper layers of the atmosphere.

It is still difficult to foretell all the possible scientific and practical uses

of satellites, just as at the dawn of aviation it was impossible to foresee the di-

verse spheres of applicability and the vast progress of aviation to the present.

A second direction in the development of space flight is the solution of problems

associated with lunar flights and investigations.

We can expect that in the future it will be possible to send a flight to the

Loon, land, and then retuin to Earth. The problem of landing equipment on the Moon

is quite complex, as is the problem of the subsequent launching from the Moon and

the return to Earth.

In the even more distant future it might become possible to establish special

stations on the Moon, similar to those scientific stations which have been organize 4

in the relatively inaccessible regions of the Earth, e.g., in the polar regions. In

this regard we should mention the extreme complexity of such an undertaking. It can

be done, but only as a result of further progress in rocketry, and the solution of a

number of scientific and technical problems. But it may turn out that projects which

today seem completely fantastic and impossible will be realized considerably sooner

than would appear at first glance.

A third group of problems which forms an independent direction in the development

of' space flights consists of those problems associated with the study of near-solar

:pace and the planet' of the solar system.

One of the purposes of flights in the solar system Is the direct study of the

interplanetary medium. The probing of interplanetary space using scJentific appara-

tuo will make it possible to establish the density of interplanetary gas at various

dj:;tances from the Lun, determine the che.,,Ical composition of interplanietary gas,

obtain new, extremely interest~ng, data on the Intensity distribution and the com-

posit [on otf cosmic radiation in various region:' of' the solar system, investigate

various, form:- of' ola' radiation, and study the ",un',, magneti; N' eld and its influ-

enc e in pheoument 1n the interl anet ary medium.
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Of particular interest is the investigation of the planets of the solar system,

primarily Venus and Mars.

By sending rockets equipped with automatic instruments to these planets we can

study their magnetic fields and the radiation belt, and obtain detailed pictures of

their surface. It will b. possible to investigate the atmosphere of the planets:

determine its density, chemical composition, and degree of ionization, and also in-

vestigate the structure and temperature of the surface of the planet. Finally, the

prospect of studying forms of life on other planets is intriguing. Manned flight

to the planets belongs to the future, but this day is fast approaching.

The development of space flight and rocket vehicles has brought to life a new

branch of contemporary technology - space technology - which should make possible

space flights, flights to the Moon, and flights to other planets.

Space technology will make use of various devices with scientific-measuring,

recording, and transmitting apparatus, which will automatically fulfill the obser-

vational program and transmit the results to Earth.

An important problem In spa-e technology is that of long-range and extralong-

range radio communication which is necessary for determining the trajectory parameters,

transmitting the measurement results and information on the operation of the apparatus

to Earth, and also for transmitting commands from Earth.

For flights within the solar system we must have radio coaLmunication and image

transmission of the order of tens and hundreds of millions of kilometers. Therefore,

of fundamental importance is the problem of creating light, small, and very economi-

cal radio apparatus, and also powerful transmitting and receiving devices on Earth.

All the apparatus of space rockets and aggregates must be not only as light and

economical as possible, but must also be extremely reliable, capable of operating

:aultiessiy for many months and even several years. Such time periods are charactet-

!.tic cf flights within the solar system; this is Inot surprising, if we remember the

lenth of the rotation periods of the planets. The specific nature of the operation

ot* the apparatus in space is also determined by the effects of cosmic radiation and

the prsence of' the deep vacuum which surrounds a space ship. Another important
tactor is the need for prolonged maintenance f a specific temperature regime. Space.

tec:hnology also requires, the development :f reliaole and light power sources, ,1!r.

prPlmrlly solar energy.



C H A P T E R III

ROCKET ENGINES, THEIR CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATIONAL FEATURES

1. Power Conversion

Power Conversion System

To create thrust in a direct-reaction engine, velocity must be imparted to the

exhausted mass of the combustion products. This velocity is obtained as a result of

the conversion of the chemical energy of the fuel into the kinetic energy of the

gas jet.

Let us examine the sequence of the processes occurring in a direct-reaction

engine (Fig. 3.1), using a liquid-fuel rocket engine as an example (Fig. 3.2).

The propellant of the majority of rocket engines consists of two different

substances - the oxidizer and the fuel. These are called the propellant components.

The oxidizer contains a large amount of oxygen or some other oxidizing element.

The fuel consists mainly of fuel elements which are capable of producing great quan-

tities of' heat in chemical reaction with the oxidizing element. Thus, rocket engine

i ue~s are chemical energy carriers (see Fig. 3.1).

The properties of fuel will be examined in more detail in the next chapter.

The propellant components are located In the engine tanks; these form the big-

gest part of the rocket - the fuel compartment.

The fuel burns and the combustion products subsequently expand In the thrust
* The term "combustion products," widely used to describe and study heat engines,

V al-o applicable to rocket engines. We should make the reservation, however, that
it, the latter case it is not accurate, since it infers that the fuel combustion pm-
o :s goes to completion. In rocket engines, particularly liquid-fuel engines, the
combustion process, even in the nozzle exhaust area, does not go to completion.
fherefore 't would be more correct to use "burning products" instead or "cortustlun
pt''duu.tH." However, following tradition, we will nct chanf-e this term, but we will

i! a z-ligitly dIfferent meaning. This also ir true of' the term "combustlcn
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Rockt vejoicbustion chamber, with fuel injectors in Its head,
power Iand the nozzle (Fig. 3.3).

Fig. 3.1. Power conversion Before combustion begins, the fuel must pass
system in direct-reaction
liquid-fuel rocket engines, through several preparatory stages. First, the fuel

should be compressed to a pressure greater than that in the combustion chamber,

otherwise it will not enter the chamber. The fuel is compressed and fed to the en-

gine by a feed system, consisting of a unit to produce pressure (e.g., tanks of com-

pressed air, a turbo-pump assembly, etc), and also a system of valves, regulators,

and pipes to assure reliable operation and the possibility of controlling the engine.

When fed to the chamber, the fuel should be supplied in a state most favorable

for combustion. The fuel and the oxidizer should form a highly uniform vapor. To

obtain such a nixture the fuel, accelerated by the nozzles in chamber head 3 (Fig.

3.3), is atomized into small droplets which vaporize as they move through the chamber.

After vaporization, the vapors of the propellant components mix. This !s the process

of mixture formation.

The ignition and burning of the fuel in the combustion chamber are the next
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necessary steps in the working process of the engine. Upon combustion, a consider-

able amount of the chemical energy is converted into heat which is used to increase

the heat content (enthalpy) of the combustion products.

The main part of the heat evolved in the combustion chamber (i.e., part of the

enthalpy of the combustion products) is converted, in a direct-reaction engine, into

the kinetic energy of the gases exhausted from the nozzle. This occurs due to the

expansion of the combustion products as they move through the nozzle.

The operational efficiency of a rocket engine as a heat machine is determined

by the efficiency of the combustion and expansion processes; this determines the

amount of chemical energy of the fuel which converts into kinetic energy.

One of the propellant components, e.g., the oxidizer (see Fig. 3.3), passes

through a special cooling passage (the cooling Jacket), lowering the temperature of

the inner shell which comes in contact with the incandescent combustion products.

The directed exhaust of gases from the nozzle leads, as has already been mentioned,

to the occurrence of thrust. As a rocket vehicle moves the thrust creates work,

which is used to create the kinetic energy of the vehicle.

All these processes which lead to power conversion are also accomplished in any

other type of reaction engine.

Basic Types of Reaction Engines

The type of fuel used determines, for the most part, the design of the engine

and Its basJc units. Using this criterion, all existing reaction engines can be

divided into two basic groups: air-breathing jet engines and rocket engines.

The distinguishing feature of the air-breathing jet engine is its use of oxygen

from the air as the oxidizer.

The advantage of' such engines is that they make it possible to cut down con-

:A!derably on the amount of fuel aboard the vehicle (for present-day rocket fueLs,

the od!dizer constitutes about uo-80% of the weight). This also makes oxidizer tanks

unnecessary.

On the other hand, the use of atmospheric oxygen makes air-breathing jet enginfos

inoperative at heights where the oxygen content is low due to rarefaction of the

at ,iosphere.

The second gr'-up consists of eng'nes which operate on fuels entirely self-r-

tained in the vehicle. Such engines are called rocket engines [kRi]. Their main ad-

vnmar>t-, as we havt tietn, is that their operation is co.mpletely independent of the
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surrounding medium. Rocket engines can be used at any height, in particular for

flights in interplanetary space.

Rocket engines are usually divided into engines which operate with a liquid

propellant - the liquid-fuel rocket engines [LFRE) - and solid-fuel rocket engines

[SFRE].

Until recently, rocket engines used low explosives - powder - exclusively as

the solid fuel. Therefore, SFRE's were called simply powder engines. At present,

they operate not only on powder but on other forms of solid fuel as well (see Chap-
9

ter IV), and therefore it is more correct to call such engines solid-fuel engines.

Finally, the development of rocket engines has seen the use of hybrid propel-

lants, where the fuel was a solid, located in the chamber, and the liquid oxidizer

was fed to the chamber from a
otion , enginestank by means of a feed sys-

tem. Certain types of proposed

is (RE) nuclear rocket engines can also

be classified as hybrid-corn-
(Pi) (sRE) ponent engines.

Fig. 3.4. Breakdown of reaction engines into basic Figure 3.4 gives the break-

groups. down of reaction engines into

the basic groups.

Let us examine LFRE's in more detail. We will not discuss the construction

of powder engines and other solid-fuel engines, since their design is so simple that

it is easily understood without explanation (see the examples of powder rockets in

the previous chapter).

Air-breathing jet engines are a special field of study, outside the framework

of'this book. Much literature exists on the subject.

2. Liquid-Fuel Rocket Engines

Types of Existing Liquid-Fuel Rocket Engines

In classifying LFRE's (Fig. 3.5) we must first consider the type of fuel used

in the engine.

Since the features of a certain propellant are determined mainly by the oxi-

dizer, the breakdown of LFRE's should first be made according to the type of oxi-

dizer used (nitric acid, LOX, hydrogen peroxide), and then by type of fuel (kerosene,

ethanol, etc.).
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The fuels of LFRE's will be discussed in more detail in the next chapter.

A second characteristic which typifies LFRE design is the method of feeding the

propellant. There are two methods: pressure and pump feed. The first is the sim-

pler of the two, and is used in the engines of relatively small rockets. The second

is used in LRBM's with thrusts exceeding, as a rule, 20 tons, and also in aircraft

engires having relatively long operation times.

) Vith pressure feed the propellant components are fed to the combustion chamber

by compressed gas which enters the fuel tanks at high pressure. Te gas pressure

in this case should exceed the pressure in the combustion chamber. The excess pres-

sure is necessary to compensate for losses in the feed passages (these include the

pipes, valves, injectors, cooling passages, etc.).

Thus, using this feed system, great pressure is created in the rocket's fuel

tanks. Consequently, the tanks must be quite thick-walled in order that they be

strong enough. Th± causes great weight of the structure, and is a common disad-

vantage of all pressure-feed systems.

The simplest type of pressure feed, long used in rocket engines, is tank fzc[d

(Fig. 3.6). Air, or some other gas, in tank i, compressed to high pressure (250-

300 kg/cm 2 ) is used in this system for oreacing pressure in the tanks and for feeding

the fuel. The air tank is

usually spherical, since the

weight of such a tank for a

Fig. 3.6. Diagram of tank pr-sure feed. i cor- given volume will be m'nimum,

pressed-air tank; 2) gas pressure reducer; 3) fuel
tanks; 4) thrust chamber; 5) flexible elements of compared with other tank shapes.
the intakes. An integral part of the

tank feed is gas pressure reducer 2. This is an attachment which assures constant

gas pressure in fuel tanks 3 and, consequently, uniform fuel feed to chamber 4,

necessary to keep the operational regime of the engine unchanged. Without a pres-

sure reducer, thp pressure in the tanks at the outset would be very high and then,

as the fuel is consumed and the gas expanded, it would drop considerably. We wll1

discuss the design of the reducer below.

As can be seen from Fig. 3.6 and the description given, tank pressure feed is

very simple. Therefore it is used in many Pngines. However, tank feed has one

essential drawback, in addition to that inherent (in general) in all pressure feeds

(heavy fuel tanks). This is that the weight of the gas required to remove all the
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fuel is very great. For example to feed i m3 of fuel with a fuel-tank pressure of

35-40 kg/cm 2 , about 50 kg nf air are required. In addition, to store this air

supply on the rocket requires a 150-liter tank, even if the initial pressure in the

tank is 300 kg/cm 3 . Such a tank (spherical), made of high-grade steel, will weigh

about 150 kg and have a diameter of' 680 mm.

Thus, tank feed leads to a noticeable increase in weight of the propulsion

unit. This disadvantage can be partially eliminated if we heat the air entering

the tanks, compressing a small amount of fuel into it. In this case, for the same

pressure there is a decrease in the specific weight of the gas entering the tank

and, consequently, a decrease in the amount of air required to displace a given vol-

ume of fuel. There is also a decrease in the sizes and weight of the tank necessary

to store the air on the rocket.

Even better, as far as weight is ccncerned, is a feed system in which the fuel

is displaced by the hot combustion products of the powder charge (slow-burning

charge). Such charges have recently been made. Slow-burning charges, per unit time,

form a uniform amount of combustion products by weight, which produces uniformity in

the displacement of the fuel from the tanks.

Because of the low specific weight of the hot gases which displace the fuel,

only 12-15 kg of powder in all are needed to feed I m3 of fuel (considering the in-

evitable cooling of the gas on its way to the tank, and in the tank itself). The

powder, in solid form, has a sufficiently high specific weight, more than 1.5 kg/

liter, and therefore the chamber where it burns will be small, about 12-15 liters.

in addition, the powder can burn at relatively low pressures, only slightly ex-

ceeding Lhose in the tanks. Therefore, the walls of the housing of the combustion

hainber will rot, be very thick, and the housing will weigh only about 25 kg. There-

f'ore, by using the combustion products of the powder charge to displace the fuel we

can eliminate about 1UO kg of weight for every cubic meter of displaced fuel (com-

pared with tank feed).

In certain LFREts, the liquid-fuel combustion products serve to displace the

fuel. In other words, a small LFRE is used to displace the fuel. The weight of

this system, called a feed system with a liquid high-pressure container, approxi-

mately equals that of a feed system using a powder charge.

The use of a slow--birning charge and liquid high-pressure containers for fue.

feed Is complicated by the high combustion temperatures, and the dlfficulties
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involved In producing stable uniform combustion of the liquid fuel and powder.

Generally speaking, other methods can be proposed for producing the high-pres-

sure gas necessary to displace the fuel. Therefore, engines with pressure feed

should be further classified according to the type of working substance used for

displacement (cold compressed gas, hot compressed gas, powder gases, etc.).

In small and medium rocket engines, with not very high pressure in the combus-

taon chamber, the weight of the tanks with pressure-feed systems is not very great.

But in large rocket engiaes, particularly if they have high pressure in the chamber,

the weight of the tanks increabes inadmissably, and it is more suitable to use the

pump-feed system.

In this system, as the name implies, special pumps serve to feed the propellant

components from the tanks to the thrust chamber.

The pump-feed system differs favorably from the pressure-feed system in that

high pressure need not be created in the engine tanks. There is some slight pres-

sure (2- kg/cm 2 ) in tht tanks of an engine with pump feed, in order to assure that

the pumps will operate reliably. in this case, the wall thickness of the tanks

need be no greater than required for engineering purposes.

Centrifugal pumps are generally used in LFRE's. This type of pump is convenient

In that it can handle a great quantity of the components at high pressure, but is

of small size. This can be done because of the high peripheral velocities, and the

correspondingly high number of revolutions of the impeller (from 5000 to 25,uOO rrm).

Some type of motor is needed to activate the pumps. The best motor for driving

(.:'nti ifuga! pumps I a turbine capable of creating very high rpm. Thus, there

a in -le machine, usually having a common shaft and connecting the turbine with the
Ue:li ired number o pumps. This is the turbo-pump assembly Thown in F1,. 5.7.

[he operatLon of the turbine requires heatei gas or steam (the worK~ng sub-

:tance) at high pressure. This working substance can be produced in various wayo.

ine most convenient and widely used method is the decomnosition of highly concen-

'rated hydrogen peroxide In a -pecial reactor. The heated mixture of oxygen and

:x.n obtained i'rom this decomposition can driv, a turbine of the req1red power.

The classification diagram (Fig. 3.9) shows the possibility of various ways

,; uroducing the working substance for driving a turbine.

1e:;ides the hydrogen peroxide steam generator, w(,, hav the Iiqud-fuei ga

Kone-at.cer which operates on the basic propellant used in trif thrust char'bi .int,
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with such a gas generator should contain only two (basic) components, which simpli-

fLies their operation.

The propellant is fed to the gas generator using a special feed system which,

just as the feed system of the entire engine, can be of two types: pressure and

pump. For large rocket engines and airplane engines, the pressure system for feed-

ing the propellant to the gas generator may be too heavy; then it is replaced by

the pump system (see, e.g., the description of the engine of an interceptor, and

Fig. 3.11).

Of importance to an LFRE is the method of igniting the propellant when the

engine is started. The design and type of ignition system depends almost completely

on the purpose of the engine.

Ignition can be mainly of two types: external and internal. External ignition

is that in which the triggering (ignition) flame is introduced into the combustion

chamber from without, through a nozzle. Such a system is used, in particular, when

starting the engines of LRBM's. Internal ignition uses devices located on or in

the combustion chamber head.

Ignition systems are also classifLed according to the type o
f  igniter. Ar ig-

niters we can ,se, e.g,., powder charges ignited by an electric primer and which

ign!te the liquid propellant. Such an ignition system is called a pyrotechnic
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system. Often the propellant can be ignited by using hypergolic liquid fuelz; this

lo the chemical ignition system. The simplest chemical ignition is used in liquid-

fuel rocket engines that operate on hypergolic fuels. Here ignition occurs with

the mere contact of the liquid-propellant components in the combustion chamber.

if the basic fuel in nonhypergolic, chemical ignition is accomplished by installing

auxilia.y tanks containing nypergolic components. Hypergolic fuel is fed to the

engine when it is started; it forms an ignition flame, after which the basic, ncn-

hypergolic, fuel begins to enter the combustion chamber. In certain engines the

ignition components are located in the basic fuel lines, separated from the basic

components by thin diaphragms. As the pressure in the tanks increases, the dia-

phragms burst and the hypergollc fuel enters the engine, followed by the basic fuel.

Sometimes liquid propellants are ignited by an electric spark. However, this

method is not reliable enough since if the engine is large, the electric spark is

not powerful enough and there can be a delay or failure in the ignition. Therefore,

electric ignition is used only in small engines. A more complex system is used in

large engines; a spark plug igrites a small amount of the auxiliary fuel, and the

basic fuel is ignited from the small flame that results.

Another characteristic of LFRE's is the method of cooling the chamber. Engine

cooling by one of the components fed through a cooling passage (Fig. 5.3) is called

external cooling.

in addition to external cooling, internal cooling is often used in engines.

[nternal cooling consists in the fact that an excess amount of one of the ccmponert

is red to the layer of gas at the wall (the wall layer). Therefore, the temperature

in the wall layer drops, resulting in cooling of the walls. The excess ccmporNnt

can be fed either by special injectors on the nead, through a system of openings in

he wall, or through tne pores of the porous material of the cnamber walls.

The use of internal chamber coo!lng considerably simplifies the problem of

creating reliably operating systems of external cooling; therefore, these twu cooli11',

cy;temo are often used jointly in the same engine.

With intense internal cooling and additional protection uf ;he inner walls A'

,he chamber by using low heat conducting lubricants, or when heat resistant mate-

Pai - are used In the construction of the chamber, it is generally possible ti d:'-

pence with external cooling. in this case the engne are c.Lln.., not quite accu-

ra eiy, uncooled engines.
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The type cf ,F.. and Its design a'atur'., "re determined, to a great degree, by

the pu rpos;e for which the engine is !Wiended. ',,e have t1he following categories:

space rocket engines, engines for satellite car-ier rockets, the engines for geo-

phy.sical rockets, ],0B1' , ("L.uface-f. -. urface"), A, unguided and guided rockets

("surface-to-air"), airplane I"E' (ordinary 'aun . imb buost), various type.- of

i)ooster;, and others.

'The engines for space rocketc should have high absolute thrust, very high spe-

cific thrust, and be relatively light..

Artificial earth satellite carrier rockets, large geophysical rockets, and

extralong-range ballistic missiles should have the same engine charactoristics.

Propellants with the maximum possible chemical energy are used in the engines

of rockets of this type to attain high specific thrust.

in order that the rocket have minimum terminal weight (small relative to the

terminal weight tt), the engine should be rather light. An increase in the range of

rockets requires a considerable increase in the absolute thrust with a si-multane,.us

increase in specific thrust and a decrease in the relative weight ct' the engine.

We do not have accurate data on the latest engines i'or lur:g-r'1ge mi:;. ie.,

cince the development of 1FRE's is associated, in the majority of cases, with t,e

development of new types of armament. However, available infor:ation on tesl -tar:d.

kinder construction allows us to assume that engines with a single-chamber thrut.t nt"

8k,-IO0 tons have been built, or will be in the near future. We can also assume that

the thrust of a propulsion unit can be increased by using severa.i engine. Tgether.

Therefore, on the basis of chamber.; witn a thrust of' 50-110-) tons, we can ,roa' ,

rag'nes with a tihrust of several htnuidred ton:;.

A very important applicatLon of L','P"z, Is AA guided rocketr. Such r 'cket.: ha',-

ew ines" with thru27, 'ro: 2 t 15 ton3 and an operatio naL time :t-e.nd:'. Ti.-y

uI".1atly employ ! pressure feed syctem, but may also have pumr! 5.

Liquid-tueJ ro'ke [ engines for 1.AA unguided rocket- in.d si.crt-raige reckets

(ranges to 10), kin) have approximately the same parameters: thrust from I to 5 ton.-

and .:nerationa! time from 16 to 20 seconds. They must. be simple to fruce,

tney are u.;ed for massed fire.

One .ni th-, .u . - r aced on Al, r.c ke! it_ that ;iey li- t , be ot i#- f be

'o ,d f,,r as !.'fr a time as; pos' Ibl,, nt, a ftze!ed ,.,ndl ->n. ":,i ; crea . ..

i .', . r ," " ,, ue , the ma ,r1i a!', irid tle lie"2  de. j n c t he r-k ,t
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Liquid-fuel rocket engines can also be used as airplane engines: the main en-

gines and climb boosters.

The main aircraft LFRE's are relatively complex in structure, allow regulation

of the thrust within broad limits, e.g., from 1000 to 10,000 kg, have turbo-pump

component feed, and have a system for repeated starting. The climb boosters also

have pump feed, but are driven by the main engine; they should be capable of being

started repeatedly in flight.

Finally, the last group of rocket engines includes the boosters for various

vehicles: heavy planes, vehicles with ramjet engines, self-propelled missiles, etc.

The engines of such boosters, as a rule, can be used again after parachute re-

covery and after the components have been recharged.

Despite the fact that rocketry has developed intensely only in the past twenty

years, there are already numerous types of rocket engines, differing from one another

in the values of the developed thrust, the fuels used, the feed systems, and the de-

sign of the basic units. Many of these engines are in mass production and are

currently being used.

Let us turn now to an examination of the structure of some specific engines.

The Construction of a Liquid-Fuel Rocket
Engine for a Long-Range Rocket

One of the most complex and ideal types of LFRE's is tnat used in LRBM'r. Let

us examine the structure of ,he V-2 (A-4) rocket engine as an example.

This engine operates on a propellant consisting of LOX (oxidizi-r) and 75%

qAue-us ethanol (fuel). The engine has a thrust of about 26 tons (on the ground)

with a fuel consumption of approximately 125 kg/sec. The

specific thrust developed by the engine is 208 kg-sec/kg,

Q0 and the exhaust velocity of the gases from the nozzle is

greater than 2000 m/sec.

fFlgure 2.15 showed the general view of' the engine in-

stalled in the rocket, while Fig. 5.6 shows the eng;.no .. ,nk-.

[ Figure 3.' shows the main diagram of the- engine ard ic ba. '

/ parts.

As these figures :,h 'w, the main unitt o! tuo er'g in jrf.

- the pear-shaped combustion chamber 4 and the nj2ih-

Fig. .. ,utaway view of the V-'" r,-ckt-:. erm:irir-.,
ccrr' ... n.. to those in P. 5.
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When t[e enginne is in operation, there 1:, a pressure of about 15 kg/cm2 in the

combustion chamber. The combustion products arF expanded In the engine nozzle to

an exhaust pressure of (1.8 kg/cii2, and acquire

great velocity.

-P The maximum diameter of the combust ona..5
chamber is 930 rm, the diameter of' the nozzle

_ throat is 400 in, and that of the exhaust area

is 730 mm. The chamber weighs 420 kg.

The base of the combustion chamber has

eighteen identical precombustion chambers 3.

Each precombustion chamber serves as a place

for the installation of the Injectors through

which the fuel and the oxidizer enter the com-

bustion chamber in finely atomized form. The

openings which atomize the oxidizer are locIed

in the injector head, fed with oxidizer thr,'ugh

pipes 5. The fuel injectors are on the side
Fig. 3.9. Schematic of the V-2 en-
gine. I) nozzle; 2) f n cooling rings; 3) Precm- walls of the precombustion chamber. The fuel

istion charer; 4) coniustion chafrter; 5) LOX feed lines
to precombustion ciarritere; 6) rain fuel valve; 7) fuel enters the injectors from the upper head cham-

te to cooling jacket; f) i&h-pressure tanks; 9) cata-
!!st tank; I0) air pressure reducer; 11) reactor; i2)
.:dropen Peroxid, tni.k; 13) main oxidizer valve; 14) ',uel ber; it enters this chamber from the cooling
pump; 15) turbine; 16' oxid!zer pump; 17, t.,bine steam
feel; 18) fuel lire to romp wen engi ne !z turned off. Jacket, passing through main fuel valve 6.

The engine is cooled as follows. Most of the ethanol, before entering the pre-

combustion chambers, passes into the cooling chamber through pipe 7; the cooling

chamber is formed by the double walls of the combustion chamber and the nozzle.

Moving at great ,,,peed through this cooling chamber, the ethanol removes he heat

:'rrfi the inner wall: -f the chamber and nozzle, thus cool!ng them (,xternal cooling

system). Part o' the ethanol passes, through special pipes, from: the precombustion

chamber, is spra,- .'d through system of openings 2 onto the inner ("gas") surface of

the wall of the engine and, evaporating from it, creates a vapor mist (Internal

cooling system).

The propel lant in the engine is compres:sed and fed by centrifugal uxid i er (.1,)

and !'ue! (1.. ) pu'npn ! tea-m :.Lzrb no rb ne V i / vet the pumps, The turl , i.t and tw( pump.',

c, 'd by a cm.... hart, !'orm the turbo-pump a.ser,b]y (iilw. .'r). "he turbo-

puim,: ! l lt hp -Inl we gns i ' kg,
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Pipe 18, which connects main fuel valve o and the pump, is necessary to displace

the air when fueling the system, and to prevent hydraulic shock in the cooling Jacket

when the engine is turned off. The oxidizer, fed by pump 16, passes through main

oxidizer valve 13, whence it enters the precombustion chambers through pipes 5.

The steam to work the turbine is generated in the steam generator by the decom-

position of concentrated hydrogen peroxide H202. When hydrogen peroxide decomposes,

enough heat is generated to heat the combustion products to 400-500 °C (depending on

the dilution of the hydrogen peroxide by water). Hydrogen peroxide decomposes rap-

idly and dependably in the presence of a catalyst, e.g., a concentrated solution of

sodium permanganate NaMnO4.

Tne steam generator consists of the hydrogen peroxide tank 12 and the tank with

the permanganate solution 9. These substances are fed to reactor 11 by displacing

them with compressed air. The compressed air supply is contained in tanks 8. Be-

fore entering the steam generator tanks the air pressure is reduced in reducer 10.

The steam generator generates 2 kg of steam per second, sufficient to drive the

turbine. The steam generated In ,eactor 1i is fed to turbine 15 through pipes 17.

The generator and its components weigh 148 kg.

The thrust developed by the engine is transmitted to the rocket body by the

thrust frame, which weighs 56 kg. Thus, the entire engine weighs 930 kg, i.e., less

than 40 g per kilogram of developed thrust.

The engine Is started, operates, and is stopped as follows. Before the rocket

it iaunched, after all its apparatus has been checked on the launching pad, it is

"Illed with the necessary fuel, oxidizer, hydrogen peroxide, sodium permanganate

.-olution, and compressed air.

At the starting moment the explosive charges on a revolving fixture in the

:cmbustlon chamber a.,e ignited. The explosive charges are positioned such that the

reactive force of the emerging gases causes the fixture to revolve. Because of thel.

revolution the incandescent combustion products of the explosive charges fill the

tiruF-t chamber and heat it. 'ghen the required heating has been attained (,2-3 sec

-rtt. start) a magnesium strip located in the coldest part of the chamber begins t

burn through. This is a signal for the starting to continue. By means ot' the

eiectrical-pneumatic system main fuel valve 6 and main cxidizer valve 1. begin to

oper, slightly. ..e ethanc1 and oxygen begin to enter the combustion chambe(r In

relat~vely small amounts merely by p eans of thc pressure from the colu:r.s CtI



appropr i-at C Uid (gravity fow), The ,r., I I, tnt ,ntein t he engine- I gn et by

.h, hot ;,uw,ir 1,.t- Lt i ('Utbu , L e c :,rio I nt, ens Itable comburt ion I

att aned in 2-5 see, and then the pr,-pe!lant 'eed can be increased. Por this pur-

pose, the e(ectropneumv tic syster, turn,' on Ih- ,I.eoi gene)ator ani turb :-pump

rt rembly. Air fromn tank,,; " begins to enter pressure reducer 1,) and tanks i, and

, IspIlaci rg Wiv tiyurot;II f ,,uxide .,d tli, crmanctr,,te In',, rcactor 11. The

eteam thu2; formed starts to turn the turbi.ne. The pressure developed by the pumps

gIradually opens the main fuel and oxir izer valves to full flow. in -; sec the

ropeilant flow rate ruachles a nominal value of 125 kg/sec. 3y this time 1he rocke'

ha.- already begun It z filight.

In flight, the fuel and oxidizer tanks must have pressure sufficienrt Vor re-

liable operation of the puirips. For this purpose, the fuel tank is fed ati.r fr II the

at, mosphere, with a pressure equal to the dynamic pressure, while a small amount of

oxygen, evaporated in the heat exchanger by the turbine exhau:.t gase: , enter.' t.- ,

ox.idizer tank.

The engine is shut down in two ctages. First, as the electr ,reuriatle sy.st-m

Operates there is a decrease in the amount uf hydrogen peroxide which enter fie

reactor. At the same time, less steam enters the turbo-pump assembly, and the rp,

-C the turbine decrease. The flow rate of the fuel fed by the pump decreases arid

the engine thrust decreases to about 7,,.'of nominal. The engine converts, as il.

• ere, to the terminal stage. In this stage it operates until the rocket has attained

t. required iflight .peed (see Chap'e,.-,r !'). i-I this moment the hydrogen . erc)u. Ie

,c:.'es u b5 v d . tht r.ar:,;r : Il t., ma in fuel and xidiztr 'alvet, , .

,!,ne lia shut down.

A IAlW ; 1-.el , * rnr ine with Prer. uri ed e.'1

e k,.the -.,u' I |h e.)Ostrut. il a d overatic.n - I' ; I i h -!'tt - ! ru'0i e

w h ,i-rl' - Inr L'd. Let us now examine the construct i,. and, oneration of i an en-

gii.., ,av*Ing plmfes u Urizid feed.

:.I ,r . I. , .-I. ws :I da grair of an engIne designed f ', _n AA ru !I- ! roo ke .

Tile di1giw ,q-,'rat -s tn iypfrj,-I)i c Compi Pe t , Phe rigine t hrus'- tcn

I nn ' kp/ ,ec The ofine ol.ferates a: 1',,ll(w-. : o :2 art

0I1*~ .. i'd. ~ i'rde t i ' lluer, ,)!' The I,.w ier t~ase2

, . ' ' i ' , a:' : .,.:" I 'I ' 1 ,, Ilt a r Is' ' h! h-! . .. .... re la k I tr 1eU1

I' : W ; ... ',' - " ", ; , : !' d ;, 1 91 . , ! .1 " .:, , ? , . . " t ' ° ' ,
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Fig. 3.10. Liquid-fuel rocket engine with pressurized feed.
1) oompressed air tank; 2) powler oharg ; 3) piston; 4) to oxidizer tank; 13) flexible joint on oxidizer intake;
high-pressure ditphrapw-valve; 5) Ms-wessurse reducer; 14) oxidizer intake; 15) oxidizer tank; 16) bellows box;
6) low- pressure pyroteohnio valve; 7) burst diaphraps; 17) fuel and oxidizer line diahraips 10) throttle shut-
8) air-feed pipe to fuel tank; 9) flexible joint on fuel ters; 19) servo-piston for oontrolling the throttle shut-
intakes 10) fuel intake; 11) fuel tank; 12) al-feed pipe tors; 20) head; 21) combutition ohamber.

diaphragm 4 bursts, low-pressure pyrotechnic valve 6 opens. The air, having burst

diaphragm 7, enters the fuel and oxidizer tanks ii and 15 through pipes 8 and 12.

The propellant is taken in by intakes 10 and i, suspended on flexible Joints 9 and

13 so that the intakes can adjust themselves to the level of the fluid as the rocket

climbs.

Under air pressure, the propellant bursts diaphragm 17 in the component pipe-

lines and it begins to enter the engine. To assure smooth starting, the pipelines

contain throttle shutters 18. When the engine is started these shutters are closed.

After diaphragm 17 bursts, the fuel enters the cylinder of servo-piston 19 which

gradually moves, under the pressure of the fuel, opening shutters 18. This assures

smooth increase of the fuel feed and smooth starts. From then on the shutters re-

main open.

The fuel enters the chamber head directly, while the oxidizer passes through

the cooling Jacket. The fuel and the oxidizer mix, ignite spontaneously, and burn

in combustion chamber 21.

The start is much faster than in the above-described V-2; this is necessary

for AA rockets. The arrangement of an engine with pressurized feed is also simpler

than that of an engine with pump feed.

Aircraft Liquid-Fuel Rocket Engines

In conclusion, let us examine the LFRE of a fighter-interceptor. This engine

(Fig. 3.11) is interesting in that its thrust can be controlled in flight by varying

the fuel flow-rate within broad limits, from 200 to 1500 kg.

The engine operates on hypergolic components. The fuel is a mixture of hydro-

carbons - hydrazine hydrate and methanol - and its oxidizer is hydrogen peroxide.

mm mmmm •IM
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Fig. 3.11. Diagram of the liquid-fuel rocket engine of an interc ptor.

1) steam reactor; 2) solid catalyst; 3) hydrooen st.rvo-plston for main fuel and oxidizer valves;
peroxide pumpl 4) electric motor; 5) tachometer 16) servo-pistons forhvdro'en p2roxide valves; 17)
transducer; 6) valve for peroxide flow control; 7) bellows boxes; 18) -aln hydrogen peroYi i: valve;
feel pimp; 8) dialF.ragni 9) peroxide flow oontrol 19) hydrogen peroxide feed valves; 20) chamber for
slide valve; 10) turbine; 11) turbo-pump assembl': feeding oxidizer to dijal *a.n prc ialant ves;?
idler control spring; 12) idler control valve; 13) corl ustion chamrer.
fuel fee control slide valve; 14) fuel valve; 15)

The engine has three groups of' injectors which are turned on and off in suc-

cession when it is necessary to increase or decrease the thrust. Thus the engine

has multi-stage-controlled thrust.

The turbo-pump assembly (including hydrogen-peroxide pump 3) is started by

electric moor 4. The hydrogen peroxide is pumped to the peroxide flow regulator

and, when slide valve 'i is In the appropriate position, raises control valve 12,

pa.,;es tLhrouqr the bypass channel around valve o, and enters reactor 1. Thi; engine

,l!:fC'r [*rum that .: the V-2 in that 1t uses a solid catalyst 2 which is placed in

reactor I in packet form. The steam developed in the reactor continue.. to acceler-

ate the turbine; when the turbo-pump assembly reaches a definite number of' rpm the

electric motor Is disengaged from the shaft by means of a free-play clutch, and it

stops. The turbo-pump then Idles. The idling rpm is determined by the tension of'

spring 11 of regulator i2, which changes the flow of peroxide to the reactor.

DuriLng Itling, tht hydrtgen p -roxlde pu pmp transmi ts ,res;u-re ti, the chamber

of dual main fuel valve 2 , as a resul . ol' which the hydrogen peroxide valve 18

and ' -I valve 14 ,:lise. This prevents the propellant from entering t.hn combustI on



chamber. To start the engine, the pilot turns slide valve 9, which also turns slide

valve 13 which is welded to it. Slide valve 13 allows the propellant to enter the

cylinder of servo-piston 15 through a window in the left-hand chamber. The piston

moves to the right, allowing the peroxide to enter three valves 19. In this case

the fuel can pass through the cooling jacket of the engine and enter the inner

chamber of slide valve 13.

As slide valve 13 is turned, opening I allows fuel to enter fuel-feed line I.

At the same time, fuel passes through line I to servo-piston 16 of oxidizer feed

valve 19, opening it; hydrogen peroxide passes into peroxide-feed line I. Thus,

injector group I begins to operate, spontaneous combustion of the propellants occurs

in the chamber, and the engine begins to operate on regime I.

At tue same time, because of the turning of slide valve 9, the hydrogen per-

oxide passes to valve 6 through the appropriate openings; lifting the valve, it

enters steam generator reactor I in large quantities. As can be seen from Fig. 3.11,

the peroxide pressure, depending on the rpm of the turbo-pump assembly, is fed to

diaphragm 8 which, bending under pressure, tends to close valve 6 and thus decrease

the peroxide flow. This prevents excess flow of peroxide and over-speed of the

turbo-pump assembly. )
To further increase the thrust it is necessary to continue to turn slide valve

13; this allows the fuel and oxidizer to be fed to injector groups II and HIT

through orifices II and III. During this the peroxide flow control maintains the

turbo-pump rpm such that the pressure of the propellant feed remains constant.

The engine is shut down by turning the slide valves in the opposite direction;

at the same time, the turbo-pump, during flight, may not be shut down, buL can con-

tinue to idle.

To prevent the accumulation of propellant components in the combustion chamber

due to leakage in the feed system during idling, a slight amount of the steam

developed in the turbine is fed to the thrust chamber to decompose the peroxide

which has leaked there, and to blow out the thrust chamber.

The dual main propellant valve, slide valve 13, and the tr.ree oxidlzCr valves

(i, iI, III) are contained In one unit. To avoid the possibility of the propellant

components' coming in contact and combusting, all coupling rods from tie chamber c

one component to the chamber of' another are hermetically sealed by bellows 17.

We have examined in brief the construction and operation of oniy three -i" the
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varilous LI* -. %:dernl rock- t ry u t, I I ';many mnor( types of" rocket engi nee , differ-

ini( in) the 2). Thl Son wh~o the q)-at, thel r tfeed ,,ystrems, the design of' the

c humb ers, anti ,he uc ooILing mfe ti LCd S iw1?vtr, it i:- unneces.sary to examine all these

t ypes, of egis,,I nce the three wh ict, we have oonsl de-red ai c qu ite typical , and

utsing thetui as a bats.A; we caun jet anl idea of' thle ma in points of hie cons true licin of

'si 11,VR: The (Ions- t rue t i on an,, op.e ra t i o f the ba s c un i t k) 1' Lth e ro1e et enj! 1 ne

(the chamber) wli be described in more detail in the following chaptr.

Ili coftl Juslui o we should mentilon Utt all L.Wki.'s have a cljarnoteri st.1I ,aI ly i JIl.

dlegree of automation In the starting-, operation, and stopping of' tile engine.

The enuine of an AA rocket Is started autonlaticeally after the electrical '-

na] is fed to powder charge 2 and pyrotechnic valve:- r: (Pig- 3.10). True, thir enlgino

does not stop, bit- operat.-s until atll cotiionents in thle tanks are exiLendeil. In0 u

.. 'rot ane Lig eail p, lot oterations ire reduiced to a minimuma. Ale havef no t e-xam,,in

i n detaIlI t he s equiienc e cf op)e ra ti1o ns r t he Is 1ar t, ng o f l ong -range rov k rI

lowever, in this case as wlonly two or three commrands are plvt n. A' I 'Y.

, ;erations or the rather ouml..lex pn,-umn tic -hydraul ic apparat;u, art, oarried ou! :

,mrl ical ly _

The trei.I toward miax izrur. automat! in of enlgine ol erat l'' ': a Ltid bY .

bse fea-ire of' rocket. entgines, in part-tifu ar LP!I-t 5, vriz.*, the i r brief ire~t

,,Lerat ion - Vromn several *econds to several minutes. in tf.l or ',*ime i

nt-m-ssary to perform all the required operatilons for reliable fuel !ols on, ira-

reas ing th- e IXI to tht- niyu nal fl w ae kee[ iIng this rate 'n ~~ or I'ji I

!it accordanceitl ! pe tt HI ona uoIram: of thfe erg i ne, innd, !*Inail:1

the er ino me ust h(- turne(d off' :~ ivya ~,( ,1

rk.:o t not Cort,o1 t'hat the pr ei I ant i-r-ich enter., 11-w -ha-.J ' r n rb*: i

*-*nlwt. (!an I-rysethat tne si igi~ttst disruption !in t!. o; -n-1I ' i

sy en or "t d*i-!ay in ' tw ig-ni t ion t inl, resu l. tig H 11.. 1ou" 1 at !,\r T' nrol a

the ho hamber, rat isui t in an e'xplos ion o'r load t'c .n:-Iderabit I- ar-i :,)r..- :n-f

3 r1~-:~e in:'r ,'*wnich c,)n :iso lt-adto .,- I r'i stion ( I'the entri it e ar

toJ ruie f'or -: 3 hzinco d Ir- ruot ion i n oonHisrt ',on or, ifI pro)pe I anl 'h ;H-r21.

ta1 i' 1w e~*~ n ha.2 I v-n 2' l owf, in th - arf,', li.t- xr,;* r Lt

fr' p--* ~ .n nn nt. i..~, ,e a, an- ~ -->10hi 1-

I as- ii: NOONo



From what has been said it is clear that the feed system must operate very

reliably. This is assured by overall automation and the use of complex multiple

interlocking in the design of the feed system. (By interlocking we mean the creation

of conditions such that a particular operation in the engine feed system cannot be

performed until the previous one has been accomplished.) The automation of the feed

systems in present-day LFRE's has reached such a high degree of perfection that all
operations in the starting. operating, and stopping of an engine can be performed

after only one command signal has been fed to it.

Clearly, sutuh a high degree of automation is also required since LFRE's are

installed, for the most part, in pilotless vehicles.

The Basic Units in Liquid-Fuel Rocket Engines

The development and improvement of !iquid-fuel rocket engines has required the

creatlon of a great many auxiliary units. The pressure reducer, which plays a large

part in the feed system of I-RE's, is one of the most important regulators which

* $ keeps the operational regime of the engine constant.

Figure 3.i2. gives a cross section of the simplest

type of pressure reducer. High-pressure air from the

tanks enters the reducer housing through intake 6. Air

enters the throttle section of the reducer through the

- slit between seat housing 3 and redvcer valve 4; this

3 - - section is formed by the gap between the valve seat and

b the valve itself.

After being throttled in t.,.is gap the gas enters

low-pressure chamber b and then the exhaust line.

The degree of pressure drop is determined by the

degree to which the reducer valve is opened. The fur-
Fig. 3.1?. Pressure re-
ducer. - ,rerqure G r ther away from the seat the valve is, the smaller will
b') low-ir,. arr. 1) cap; 2)1
mair lrrf , 3wev ut; 4) Valve be the pressure sink. As the reducer operates, the valve
5) spring; b) irntakel 7) reducor houin-Unw; 8) head; 9) dia~wanz. moves under the influence of applied forces. These

forces are as follows: a) the force un the valve of the pressure of the gas enter-

ing "he reducer; b) the force of the spring 5; c) the force on the valve of the

pressure of the gas passing through the s-it, d) the force of main spring 2 of the

r,.Icer which acts on the valve through diaphragm q and valve head 8. The first two

of these forces tend to close the valve and increase the throttling of the gas, and
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the second two forces act i~n the opposite direction. The force of spring 2 is

opposed by the force of' the pressure of' the gas emerging from the reducer and acting

on diaphragm 9. This force decreases the va-lve opening and increases throttling.

The gas-pressure reducer Is a control dlevloe. I-or example, If' the gas pres-

sure at the reducer output decreases, the pressure on the diaphragm also decreases,

anti the spring causes the valve to open somewhat. Because ()f this, the throttling

decreases and the pressure at the reducer output increases. Cap I serves to con-

trol the tension on the main, spring of the reducer. By increasing the tension on

this spring we open the valve to a great degree and the pressure at the output will

increase. Spring 5 has an auxiliary function. When 'he tension is 'released on

spring 2, the valve closes and the reducer operates as an ordinary valve.

The valves are the basic elements of the pneumatic-hydraulic automatic con-

trol system for the engdne. They can be as different as their purpose warrants.

Electromagnetic valves (Pig. 3.13) are used with small flow-rates of' the liquid oi-

gas. With high flow-rates, when cons-Iderable forcer, are required, the vaive is

opened by air pressure from the small control valve. In this case we use a valve

with a pneumatic or- hydraulic servo-piston (Fig. .3.141). Figures 3.153 and 3.1" show

two types of check valves; their operation Is explained beneath the figures.

The feed systems of LFTRE's often utilize

A I .

N LP

I., ~ ~ r 
ur a C

Ci.l-3 3.. Iz A. I. 11, 16

-p .e.1;Ir i I I*~4 K j;C
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valwe oprn vaiVe closed Operation of operation of safety
opration of check valve filler valve valve

Fig. 3.15. Check valve, and diagrams
of the operation of check, filler and
safety valves. 1) intak pipe 2) ball mall 3)

rring; 4) sprng support and guide bushlngs; 5) check rin;
6) openins for pasup of the fluid. Fig. 3.16. Check

valve with plate
the simplest types of burst diaphragm6, which burst spring. 1) intake pipe;

2) filter; 3) valve seat; 4)
valve shoulder seal; 5)when the pressure exceeds a certain limit (Fig. plats s.pin; 6) OXIaust

3.17). After bursting, the tabs of the diaphragm

fold back and allow the liquid to enter the pipe. If the diaphragm is designed to

burst after a certain length of time, instead of by pressure, it is force-burst

using a special explosive charge (Fig. 3.18). The diaphragms are single-direction,

one-time valves, used only as openers. Sometimes they are equipped with pyrotechnic

valves which make it possible to close the pipeline at the required time.

As a pressure sensor, the pneumatic-hydraulic system uf FRE's uses, for the

most part, diaphragm devices with electrical contacts, similar to that shown in

Fig. 3.19.

via- at A

SS

Fig. 3.19. Pre;sure

Fig. .8. Forced burst relay. I,, ires"-ed lino;

2) 1~r~ ~conlapses iraidiaphragm with explos va- 3, p*r; to -r~-*r t 'i

I-fr 3.17. Automatic charge, 2Y notiotjet~o~~~r~~r .'l1
bu rst diaphrag m . i)I ,-!.- riz ve 6 %.-,g; '.) expioilve ¢.ar .Y :o'11-i;:3 s; 41 rockaraft; t, e~vfr

t~n ;pe 21 burq% Ianorni-; 3; bkstr 3) I.;-isjor, ~' ;); )11' to to trnnrlt mwent to *- 9i e

f !lxtsr; . el st p ipe; 5) in- arA.odct h. ex:.1-ure Vitv e " :Sa- rit 1io; f trirn i-t..- or.
t t~ o :r t ic . I.2 ra." '; k ; 'r ,I i t. t"! 7..+ r; ) , tco

.ttt3 r -t in, rowi aek. fii; * a.e.-l .-St cv~..0t" .
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CHAPTER tV

ROCKET ENGINE PROPELLAMNTb

1. The Chemical Eergy of RockeL Engine Propellants

Power 8ource2 for Rocket -nr-nes

A rocket engine, Just as any other engine, requires scme tyf e of' EYhergy :.y I

in order to operate.

The energy source widely used at pre.Sent In rocket enriInc.; is chemical energy.

A:; the engine onerates, this energy can be released in reactions of varlou.; type. ;

Phe :.iost widespread reaction is combustion. Thl s reac tion L.i used In the ca.eri .lon

ot' the majority of existing heat engines.

Propellants are also used whose chemical energy is evolved by decompositicon.

';uch decomposition is accompanied by the release. of heat. The decompos,]ior L ,ofl

hydrogen pero:-l.de is widely usod in rocket, engines.

I f deco'I.: .5 ti L e~au ' (, " the re.l or a eF ree cxi dizng or ",iel el ,r. ent , s'w.

•-'w t tLon cat, be ou:mbf ned wilh the '.ubsequent normal combiistion ... I,. element,
M'i. in 'e t, li d I'hii.ioflal I 'eed (.1' the RUSS, np, chamh I,

We can al::: conceive of using propel]ants which generate energy by recombIna-

ion, e.g., the recombinatlon of atomic substances into moleeular one:. As a rule,

re,.,wxb hation occur.- with the release of great amounts of energy. A:; with d.cm-

* ivn, reei rbinat an c be combined with ordinary cconbust i on.

r "cket ctigih'" requirer: nol ,,nly a t,,wfr .ource but .-ie., a ,i( ", I! tj , .

*', r:.i r','} I :i.; T ! rtt "' he ruh : a rt cf, -:' pe.I leel froni 1.,:. r'.,-k t i.- ,.,ia ty

C::V 1 * " :'ls;rr o . rl , ' :,-1* (',r! .! " :.e c.', I I anht I. ' , *i' ' 'c

S., .. . , ; , . '. , . r t * r • " ::: - i:. I ; . .. r o I ' , .' " I ' -1' .
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Thus, the propellant is first a chemical-energy carrier and then a kinetic-energy

carrier.

Nuclear power is a potential source of energy for rocket engines. It is not

used at present, but it undoubtedly will be in the near future. Eviden4 ly, nuclear

propellants will be used only as a power source, while the mass carrier will have

to be carried on board the rocket. Sometimes the atomic propellant is called the

active mass, and the mass carrier is called the passive mass.

Combustion and Chemical Energy

By combustion we mean the chemical process between two substances, the oxidizer

and the fuel, accompanied by the release of great quantities of heat.

The chemical process of combustion can consist of many diverse reactions, but

the basic reaction of this process, from an energy standpoint, will be the reaction

of the combination (combustion) of fuel and oxidizer atoms. Let us examine this

reaction.

The energy level of atoms is determined by the ntructure of the outer electron

shell of the atom. When the ou~er level is filled, it contains a definite number of

electrons, eight in the case of the elements usually used for rocket engine propel-

jb H @ ® lants. Hydrogen, whose outer shell contains two

electrons, is an exception.

The filling of the outer shell with electrons

is accompanied by a decrease in the energy level

g 0@ ® ® of the atom. An atom has minimum energy level

4 when the outer shell is filled with electrons.

Examining the structure of the electron

Fig. 4.1. Diagram of the chem- shells of fuel and oxidizer atoms, we see that
ical combustion and recombina-
tion of elementary propellants. t
The dots indicate the electrons their outer shells are not filled. The hydrogen
of the outer shells. The elec- atom (Fig. 4.1) is missing one (of two) electrons,
trons in the rectangles belong
to two atoms simultaneously, the carbon atom - four, the oxygen atom - two, and

the fluorine atom - one (of a possible eight).

During the chemical process of combustion there is no change in the structure

of the atom, and the total number of electrons in fuel and oxidizer atoms remains

the same. However, when combustion products form, there is a mutual interweaving

and transformation of the electron shells of the reacting atoms, so that some of

the electrons can simultaneously enter the shells of both fuel and oxidizer atoms.
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For example, the formation of' water vapor, as a result of the combustion of hydrogen

and oxygen, is accompanied by the transformation of electron shells; two groups of

two electrons each enter the oxygen and hydrogen atom shells simultaneously. In

this case the oxygen atom, becoming a water molecule, will have eight electrons in

its outer shell, while the hydrogen atoms will each have two electrons, i.e., the

shells of all atoms are filled with electrons.

The same is true of molecules of hydrogen fluoride (HF), carbon dioxide (C02 ),

and molecular hydrogen (H2 ) (Fig. 4.1); the comrmon possession of electrons results

in the fact that the outer electron shells of all atoms in the reaction product are

filled with electrons. Therefore, the energy level of a molecule of a reaction

product will be lower than that of the atoms before they entered into the reaction.

The difference between these energy levels is what determines the amount of chemical

energy produced during a given reaction.

Since the energy levels of the initial substances and the combustion products

depend solely on the atomic structure of the corresponding substances, the amount

of' chemical energy produced by the combustion of a known mass of the given substances

is always constant, independent of external factors - pressure, temperature, vol-

ume, etc.

We have examined the combustion of atomic substances. Actually, however, the

fuels and oxidizers used in rocket engines are not in the atomic state, but make up

the composition of molecules of simple or, most often, complex substances.

In this case, qpmbustlon, from the viewpoint of energy yield, can occur as

t'ollows. A substance in molecular iorm decomporei Inth atoms of the e(,rresrpndIiig

elements with the expenditure or generation of chemical energy. Then the atom.,

imbirne into combustion products, always with the release of chemical I ent tgy. The

vera l effect 7f the ch ,incal energy yield is determined by the algebraic sum ,{o'

Mhe chemical energy corresponding to each of the conctituent I.rucesses.

Chemical Energy and the Heat of Formation

The chemical energy evolved or expended during the formation of" :-ubsI.an.e.:,

including combu:tion, can be determined in two ways.

The 1irs t methiod consist.- .,t using the data .(. }he .-- neottca ly I o lI jar-

l l;,t; (atonis and molecules) to compute the energy I(v'; ,I. o ie;e Il! rI I ( IeC b('fC re

anil l,",. 't'' , ,'i , .{' t ,, ; the amount o-'" chcmiial ,Ine rry e , rre.,pon z rng to, Ihe giv.r

t r:ur'orn t ion Of" the substance Is dete rm int'dr, the dVr'i'mrwtile
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The second method consists in the calorimetric determination of the heats of

formation (also called the heats of combustion) of the substance. In this case the

required reaction is carried out in a special container (calorimeter); this re-

action results in the chemidal energyts being transformed into heat used to warm

the reaction products. Upon completion of combustion the reaction products are

cooled to the temperature of the initial substances before the reaction; the amount

of heat removed from the reaction products is measured. The amount of heat thus

determined is called the heat of formation of the substance, as opposed to the

chemical energy found by the first method.

The heat of formation is in definite correspondence with, but not equal to,

the chemical energy.

The difference between the heat of formation AH and the chemical energy Qce

occurs because combustion and thk corresponding change in state of the substance

(the structuri of its molecules) are accompanied by a change in the energy reserve

which the substance had before and after the reaction, at uniform temperature T.

If the initial and final products are at the same pressure, the difference AQT

of their energy reserve at temperature T equals the change in heat content of the

substance which occurs as the result of the reaction (computed per unit weight)

T T

AQT = cp rp dT- I cp ip dT (4.i)

0 0

or, if we consider the heat capacities constant,

wer = (Cp rp o Ctp ip )T, (rt o s

were cp rp is the heat capacity with constant pressure of the reaction products;

C P ip is the heat capacity with constant pressure of the initial products.

If during the reaction the pressure is not constant, but, e.g., the volume

remains unchanged, the value of AQT will be different, since the heat capacity of

gaseous substances depends on the conditions of their heating or cooling. However,

absolute temperature T exerts the most influence on AQT

The heat of formation, used in calculating rocket engines, usually has the

fi*1cwing conditions: constant pressure, equal to one absolute atmosphere, and

normal temperature. In this case the heat of formation is considered as the change

in the value of the heat content H of the combustion products, and is lesigatd

The concept of the "heat capacity of a substance" will be explained in

Chapter V.
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by AiT,'where T is the absolute temperature at which the heat of formation is deter-

mined.

Knowing the heat of formation and the heat capacity of the substances partici-

pating in the reaction, we can always compute the chemical energy as the difference

of the algebraic values

Qce = -T -

Since when T = 0, AQ = 0, the chemical energy can be defined as the heat of

formation at absolute zero, and designated as AllO . This value serves as a measure

of the chemical energy, and is widely used in many thermodynamic computations.

In light of the fact that the heat of formation of the combustion products

depends on external conditions, we use the so-called standard conditions in deter-

mining it. For the most part, the heat of formation of substances is eetermined

at temperatures of 18, 20, or 250C (291.16, 293.16, or 298.160K) and a pressure of

one atmosphere. In this event, the difference between the chemical energy and the

heat of formation of the corresponding products is relatively slight.

Since the heat of formation of a substance depends on the form (atomic, or

simple or complex substances) of the elements which make up the given substance.

the heat of formation always pertains not only to standard conditions, but alsD to

the standard state of the elements. By this we mean the state of the element as it,

is usually found in nature. We assume the following as the standard states of the

most often used fuels and oxidizers: H2, 02, and N2 molecular gases for hydrogen,

oxygen, and nitrogen; P-graphite for carbon; and the crystalline form for metals

(the form in which they are most often found in the natural state). The sign of

the heat of formation is determined by the fact that the energy lost by the system

participating in the reaction is considered negative; hence the heat of formation

o:' combustion products is always negative.

The heat of formation is determined under standard conditions and pertains to

the standard state of the elements; in designating this we add the superscript "0."

0
The standard heat of formation of a substance is designated by AHT, while the stan-

0dard chemical energy is AH.

The Calorific Value of a Propellant

ly callrifit value of a propellant we mean the amount of heat liberated with

com!eto, combu'IIon of a weight. unit of the propellant. We designate hics by KG ,
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measured in kcal/kg.

The calorific value of a propellant equals the heat of formation of the products

of complete combustion of the substances compricing the propellant, taken with the

opposite sign, since the chemical energy of a substance lost during the formation of

combustion pro(ducts is completely transformed into liberated heat, according to the

law of conservation of energy. Thus,

The heat of formation is usually given in kcal/g-mole of the combustion pro-

ducts, but it is easily converted into the amount of heat per unit weight by using

the relationship

AH kcal/kg - - 1  kcal/g-mole,

where 4 is the molecular weight of the combustion products.

We should point out that a rocket carries both fuel and oxidizer, and there-

fore these have equal value. We will, therefore, always relate the calorific value

or the heat of formation to the entire mass of the substances expended in the re-

action, not only to the fuel alone, as is done in ordinary heat engineering where

the consumption of oxidizer (oxygen from the air) is never considered, since the

oxygen is taken from the surrounding atmosphere.

Under standard conditions and with standard state of the elements, the calorific

value is, obviously,

This value depends basically on the type of element participating in combustion.

Henceforth we will call it simply the calorific value of standard elements.

As fuels and oxidizers in propellants we should use those which have maximum

chemical energy. In the thermal calculations of rocket engines we often use the

0 0
heat of formation AIT which, as has been shown, is close to the value AHO, instead

of the chemical energy, as a value to estimate the chemical energy of propellants.

Since there exists in nature only a limited number of chemical elements, in

our selection of propellant components we must select those elements which have the

greatest supply of chemical energy.

Tsiolkovsky, in one of his first works: "A Rocket into Space," indicated the

need for the existence of a definite regularity in the values of the chemical energy

of elements in conjunction with the periodic system. Actually, the heats of
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formation of combustion products for vrious elements are regularly distributed,

forming periods which correspond to the series in the periodic table. More detailed

investigations of this problem led to the following results.

Of all the elements, only two, oxygen and fluorine, can be used as oxidizers,

giving a great supply of chemical energy, and assuring the necessary combustion in-

tensity. Other oxidizers such as chlorine, bromine, and iodine do not have high

chemical energy. The following elements produce the maximum effect as fuels:

beryllium, lithium, boron, aluminum, magnesium, silicon, hydrogen, and carbon.

Rocket engines rarely use elements in their standard states as propellants.

It is more convenient to use certain complex substances having more favorable physi-

cal properties.

However, the formation of substances (propellant components) from standard

elements is accompanied, as a rule, by the absorption or liberation of heat, i.e.,

each propellant component and the fuel in general has its own standard heat of

formation.

Considering the heat of formation, the calorific value of a propellant will be

K AH 0  - 0 (4.3)
G T prop - A4 cp'

0

" where AH prop is the standard heat of formation of the propellant components;

cp is the standard heat of formation of the combustion products.

For example, if the standard heat of formation of a propellant substance is

positive (AH prop > 0), i.e., heat is expended on its formation from standard ele-

ments, the calorific value of the propellant also increases by a corresponding amount.

The use of atomic substances in rocket engines is based on just this idea of

t.he use of positive heat of formation.

If the propellant substance has a negative standard heat of formation (Ali 0 I
0), its calorific value will be less than that of the standard elements. Therefore,

when analyzing propellant components it is necessary to consider their standard heat

of Lormatlon.

Before examining in greater detail the properties and energy characteristics of

varlous elements, let us give the basic factors to be used in evaluating rocket pro-

pellants and theIr components.

N The Baslc Requirements of Rocket Propellants

In order to formulate the basic requirements of' rocket propellantA, let us use
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the transformed Tsiolkovsky formula (1.14) for the ideal terminal velocity of a

single-stage rocket:
Mt+Mp2

vt we in

Since the terminal velocity developed by a rocket is one of its basic proper-

ties, we can consider that the best rocket propellant will be one which assures

maximum terminal velocity when used with a given payload weight and initial weight

of the rocket. Therefore, the first basic requirement of a rocket propellant is,

as we have seen from an analysis of (i.14), that as it burns in the rocket engine

it produce a maximum effective exhaust velocity, i.e., maximum specific thrust.

On the other hand, the ratio (Mt + Mrop)/ will be the greater, the smaller

the volume of the tanks necessary to carry a certain amount of propellant on the

rocket, since the weight of the rocket and, consequently, the terminal mass Mt,

depend to a considerable extent on the size of the tanks. In this case we must bear

in mind that the propellant tanks take up 50-90% of the space in the rocket. There-

fore, a second requirement of rocket propellants is that they have maximum specific

weight

The specific weight of the propellant, coisisting of fuel and oxidizer, is

determined by the formula

I. + V' (4i. 4)'Yprop ".I + 2.

7f Y0

where -f is the specific weight of the fuel;

7 0 is the specific weight of the oxidizer;

v is the amount of oxidizer, in kg, per I kg of fuel.

Let us point out that

V = avO"

where v0 is the theoretically required amount of oxidizer, determined from the ordi-
nary material (weight) balance of chemical reactions when carried to com-
pletion;

a is the excess oxidizer factor - for LFRE's the factor a is usually somewhat
less than unity.

Since for most present-day propellants of LFRE's v > I (v = 2-5), the specific

weight of the oxidizer has much more effect on the value of the specific weight of

the propellant than does the specific weight of the fuel.

The need for high specific weight of the propellant is quite obvious and needs

no further explanation.
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It is much more difficult to explain what quantity of rocket propellant will

assure maximum specific thrust.

Since the kinetic energy of a stream of combustion products is obtained due to

the chemical energy (calorific value) of the propellant, the first condition for

obtaining high specific thrust is maximum chemical energy in the propellant, or

maximum calorific value. This is a necessary but, as it appears, far from suft'fctent

condition, although for a long time it was the dominant condition when evaluating

propellants.

Another very important condition for attaining high specific thrust is the

high efficiency of the basic thermodynamic processes of the conversion of energy,

i.'e., combustion and expansion.

The efficiency of combustion and expansion depends on the design features of

each rocket engine, and on certain properties of the combustion products, which we

will call the thermodynamic properties. Thus, one of the conditions for attaining

high specific thrust is the good thermodynamic properties of the combustion products.

Studying this problem in more detail, we see that combustion (the formation of

combustion products) is also accompanied by the reverse process, dissociation (the

decomposition of the products). Dissociation is accompanied by a considerable loss

in energy. The degree of dissociation sharply decreases with a decrease in the

temperature in the combustion chamber and with a decrease in the number of atoms in

the molecules of the combustion products, since molecules of combustion products

with a small number of atoms decompose with more difficulty, as a rule, than do

molecules with a large number of atoms.

The temperature in the combustion chamber of a rocket engine is determined, in

first approximation, by the relationship

T KG (4.5)

cp

where cp is the heat capacity per unit weight of the combustion products at constant

orersure. Therefore, with uniform calorific value of the propellant, the temperature

in the combustion chamber will be the lower, the greater the heat capacity per unit

weight of the combustion products.

For gases with a uniform number of atoms per molecule, the heat. capacity Cpm,

expressed in kcal/g-mole degree, varies within narrow limits. SLnce I kg contains

i00j L g-mole ombustlon products (jL is their molecular weight), the heat capacity
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per unit weight
:1000 .6

C= cpm-2 kcal/g degree. (4.6)

Consequently, the lower the molecular weight of the combustion products, the

greater their heat capacity per unit weight. With a uniform calorific value of the
propellant, the energy lost to dissociation in the combustion chamber of a rocket

engine operating on a propellant whose combustion products have low molecular weight

will be less, due to lower temperature.

The molecular weight of combustion products can be described by two other

values: the gas constant R of the combuation products, and the so-called gas-for-

mation value Vg.

For any gas, the universal gas constant R - 0.848 kgm/g-mole degree or, in

thermal units,

A= 0848 1.986 X o-3 kcal/g-mole degree.

Here A = i/427 kcal/kgm is the heat equivalent of work.

The gas constant per unit weight

R = 848/L kgm/kg degree.

The smaller the value of the molecular weight of the combustion products, the

greater their gas constants. Thus, the gas constant for the propellant combustion

products of rocket engines should have a maximum value.

Let us further use the equation of state, written for I kg of gas:

pV = RT,

whence

v R(T/p).

We see that under specific conditions the specific volume V of the forming

combustion products is equivalent to the value of the gas constant R. The value of

-the specific volume which ;he combustion products have under normal conditions

(T = -93.160K, p = ± kg/cm2 ) is called gas formation V . It shows how many liters

of combustion products are formed from I kg of propellant under normal conditions.

The greater this value, the larger the gas constant of the combustion products and

the lower their molecular weight. Consequently, during propellant combustion there

should be maximum gas formation.

The requirements of low molecular weight p, or a large gas constant R per unit

weight of the combustion products, or high gas formation Vg, are completely
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identical. If they are fulfilled, :high heat capacity per unit weight of the com-

bustion products is assured to a certain degree, and therefore they are widely used

when calculating the propellants for rocket engines.

Let us show the influence of the molecular weight of the combustion products

on the combustion process, examining the combustion of two propellants: oxygen +

hydrogen and oxygen + carbon (see Table 4.1). The combustion provucts of these pro-

Table 4.1. pellants (non-dissociated)

~omlusto ations Combution, considering dissociation in both cases are triatomic
Qt

as A / A/, V %, "%Gis' AQds PspO(IOOO") gases, but their molecular. Gas P :kc:l/kF kcal/kg T' ka/ K k-o/F

degee detee it er/kg 
0 K kcalA# KG kg-sec/kg

(11'P) weights differ greatly due

(bc.n # hydrogn to the different atomic

3210 H2018 0,640 47.1 1 1330 13663 116,1 865 1027 376 weights of hydrogen and car-

oyyn - Oarbon bon, and their different

2140 COu 1 410381 921N 39%5 1,, 35 0.44 27200 0,318 19.2 I 3 304 I 278 molecular structure. The

luerine • hydrogen value of c is approxi-

3210 HF 120 1 0.30 1 42.4 1 1233 14980 118,01 950 1 0.30 1 411
mately the same for H20 and

C0 2 . The heat capacity per unit weight of the combustion products differs by more

than a factor of 2, depending on the values of the molecular weights (R or V

Therefore, although the propellant oxygen + hydrogen has a calorific value which is

almost 1.5 times that of the propellant oxygen + carbon, its combustion temperature

(taking dissociation into consideration) is 3350 less than for the second propellant.

In this regard, the losses to dissociation A~dis , even in absolute magnitude, are

less for the first propellant than for the second (865 kcal/kg vs. 935 kcal/kg).

The difference In the relative losses to dissociation AQdis/KG is particularly

noticeable; for the propellant oxygen + hydrogen it is 27%, while for oxygen + carbon

it is 44%. As a result, the specific ground thrust under uniform conditions (expan-

sion of the combustion products from a pressure of 100 atm to I atm) P issp 0(100:1)

considerably greater in the first case than in the second.

The influence of the number of atoms per molecule of combustion products on the

combustion process can be studied by comparing the combustion parameters of the pro-

pellants oxygen + hydrogen and fluorine + hydrogen (see Table 4.1). These two pro-

pellants have identical KG and approximately the same molecular weight, but the com-

bustion product of the second propellant is a diatomic HF molecule, as opposed to

the triatomic H20 molecule. Therefore, because of the greater stability of diatomic
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molecules to dissociation, despite the considerably higher combustion temperature

(498o0 K vs. 3660°K), the propellant fluorine + hydrogcii has only slightly higher

absolute and relative losses to dissociation than the propellant ixygen + hydrogen.

As has already been pointed out, the efficiency of the expansion process also

depends on the properties of the combustion products. It is determined by the value

of the specific heat ratio k = /CV , where c is the heat capacity of the combustion

products at constant volume. Iater it will be shown (see Chapter VI) that the

greater the value of K, the more efficient will be the expansion. The value k for

combustion products of rocket propellants is a function of the number of atoms i in

the molecules of the gaseous combustion products; it increases with decrease in i.

The .nfluence of the efficiency of expansion on the attainable specific thrust

is easily seen if we continue our comparison of the propellants oxygen + hydrogen

and fluorine + hydrogen. The amount of heat liberated in the combustion chamber

for these propellants, as has been shown, is practically identical, while the spe-

cific thrust P sp O(iOO:i) for fluorine + hydrogen is considerably higher than for

oxygen + hydrogen: 411 kg-sec/Kg vs. 376 kg-sec/Kg (see Table 4.i). This is due

to the fact of the complete absence, in the combustion products of fluorine + hydro-

gen, of triatomic gases, and the high efficiency of expansion.

Another important condition for effective expansion is the gaseous state of the

combustion products as they expand in the rocket engine nozzle, since the expansion

process and its corresponding energy transition during expansion occur only when

the combustion products are in the gaseous state.

Thus, for effective expansion, the propellant combustion products must have

such a low boiling point that they remain completely, or at least mostly, gaseous

as they pass through the chamber nozzle. In this case, not much heat should be ex-

pended on the evaporation of the combustion products, since it is lost with the

gaseous c.ombustion products which leave the nozzle.

Now let us mention briefly what we mean by the phrase "good thermodynamic prop-

erties of the combustion products." This refers to the following properties of the

combustion products: low molecular weight, small number of atoms in the molecules,

low boiling point, and low heat of evaporation.

We should mention that it is very difficult to evaluate the advantages of a

certain rocket propellant, since the specific thrust, as we have stated, cannot be

described merely by the qualities of the propellant, but depends, to a greater



extent, on the design features of the engine, mainly of the combustion chamber in-

cluding the nozzle. We have also seen that the specific thrust is also affected by

the additional consumption of the components fcr the auxiliary needs of the rocket

feed system.

The influence of the specific weight of the propellant on the flight perfo.-

mance of the rocket is closely connected with the weight characteristics of the

design of the rocket itself.

Therefore, strictly speaking, it is impossible to evaluate the advantages of,

using a certaln propellant if we divorce it completely from the design of the rock-

et, its propulsion ur .t, and the feeo systems. Only an approximate evaluation can

be made.

Sometimes, when calculating the joint influence of the calorific value f the

propellant and its specific weight on the properties of a rocket propellant, we

use their product

K Gprop*

The value K is called the heat density. Physically, it is the concentration

of chemical energy per unit volume of the tanks. Since th . value KG in itself is t

only characteristic of the specific thrust, we should consider that the product

Psp~'prop = Psp V'

is a more correct combined evaluation parameter; this is measured in kg-sec/liter,

anu in its physical sense is the impulse removed from a unit volume of the tanks.

1lowever, this value as well is only partially valid for a final estL.-,'-e of the

propellant quality, since it assumes that P and pr exert uniform influence un
sp ~prop

the terminal velocity of the rocket.

When evaluating propellant properties we usually use the values of the specif!i.

thrusts under surface conditions, i.e., Psp 0 kg-sec/kg and P sp 0 V kg-see/liter.

Thus, when selecting a propellant, we can perform many operations on the pro-

jection of several variants of rockets using various propellants, and on the basis

of the obtained results, determine the propellant best suited under the given con-

ditions.

An Analysis of the Fuel and Oxidizer Elements as
Rocket Propellant Components

Table . gives the basic properties and the energy charactPristlcs of fuel:-.

and ,xid .ze.; for JFRE' s.
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When examining this table, we should not be surprised at the blank spaces and

the doubtful data (the numbers i parentheses). Although most of the substances in

the table have long been used in technology, their properties and those of their com-

pounds have only recently begun to be studied in detail, in connection with :ocketry.

Data in the literature oi these substances are extremely contradictory and often

change. However, the information in the table is sufficient to give a basic evalu-

ation of the6e elements as LFRE propellant components.

Of the oxygen compounds, BeO has the highest heat of formation per unit weight:

5830 kcal/kg. Thi' is considerably higher than the calorific value of the hydrocar-

1-on propellants now used. B203 and LiO also have high heats of formation. H20, MgO,

41203, and SiO2 have lower heats of formation. C02 has the lowest heat of formation.

The volume concentration of energy (thermal density) is maximum for BeO and minimum

for 11O. This latter fact is the essential drawback of liquid hydrogen as a rocket

fuel. Of the oxygen compounds, water vapor and CO2 have the best thermodynamic

oroperties. The diatomic substances BeO and MgO have an extremely high boiling poilt

and heat of evaporation. For BeO, e.g., it is higher than the heat of formstion of

tht- olid product. The thermodynamic properties of the other oxides are even worse.

Of the fluorine compounds, LiF has the highest calorific value per unit weight.

Other elements also have high energy concentration, per unit weight and unit volume.

As in the case of the oxygen propellants, those fluorine propellants which use the

most readily available fuel elements - hydrogen and carbon - have the lowest calorific

values. In this case, the heat of formation per unit weight of HF is the same as for

1120, while CF4 is lower than C02. Despite this, it might be advantageous to use

fluorine oxidizers (e.g., OF2 ) for ordinary hydrocarbon propellants, if we select tho

propellants such that ;he hydrogen combines basically with the fluorine, and the car.-

bon combines w Uh the oxygen. The thermodynamic properties of the combustion producs

01' such propellants will be better than for oxygen + hydrocarbon propellants. The

thermodynamic properties of the fluorine compounds of all the other elements are better

than for the oxygen compounds.

These, in brief, are the basic results of an analysis of the elementary propel-

lants. Propellants whose components are complex substances should be analyzed in ike

manner. In this case, the standard heats of formation of the propellant component,'

atc w ,L as the types of fuels and oxidizers used in them, Influence the calorific

value of the propellants.
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2. Present-DayLiquid and Solid Propellants for Rocket Engines

The Requirements of Liquid Propellants

In addition to the basic requirements examined above, the use of piopellants in

LFRE's involves many other extremely diversified requirements, ones which are diffi-

cult to fulfill. Fulfillment of these requirements simplifies the creation of a re-

liably designed rocket engine and assures its *ucess7ul operation under the most

diverse conditions. The cooling of an enginc requires that the propellant components

absorb as much heat as possible or, so to speak, have maximum heat absorptivity.

The value of the heat absorptivity of the component

Q - c(Tbp - TO) kcal/kg,

where c is the heat capacity of the component; Tbp is the boiling point of the com-

ponent at the pressure in the cooling Jacket (see below for a description of the

v.ooling system); and T0 is the initial temperature of the component.

ComL' nents having a higher heat capacity and a higher boiling point will have

greater heat absorptivity. The heat absorptivity of a component should, more correctly,

pertain to I kg oC the propellant burned in the engine, since both the amount of heat

liberated in the engine and the amount of the substance used for cooling are propor-

tional to the total propellant consumption, not to that of an individual component.

The specific heat absorptivity of the fuel

Qf = cf(Tbp f - TO)i kcal/kg of propellant;

the specific heat absorptivity of the oxidizer

= c(Tbp - To)v kcal/kg of propellant.

With uniform physical properties (heat capacity and boiling point) the oxidizer

will have greater heat absorptivity than the fuel, since v > i. Therefore, if an

oxidizer with a high boiling point is used in the LFRE it will, as a rule, be used

for cooling. The total heat absorptivity cf the coolant, QG (where G is the propel-

lant weight flow per unit time), should be greater than the total amount of heat to be

removed from the cooled surface of the engine p r unit time. If this condition is not

fulfilled by one individual component, the engine must be cooled by both components

simultaneously.

The feeding of the propellant into the combustion chamber requires that the

components have low viscosity, and also that this viscosity be weakly dependent on

temperature. Otherwise, a change in the temperature of the surrounding medlu;. r.ay

lead to a change in Lhe ratio v of the components fed to the chamber, and decrease
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tie usefulness of the propellant.

Mixture formation requires maximum equal volumetric flow rate of the propellant

c(omponents, since in this case a uniform mixture of the propellant components forms

more easily in the chamber.

The ignition and combustion of the propellant In the chamber require low igni-

tion temp rature for nonhypergolic propellants, and a minimum ignition delay tine

for hyy rgolic propellants. This last requirement is extremely important.

!'y hypergolic delay time we mean the time it takes for the propellant to ignite

from the moment the liquid components of the hypergolic propellant come together.
I

This value is sometimes called the induction period. Naturally, during chemical

combustion, the amount of propellant which accumulates in the combustion chamber

when the engine is started will (other conditions being equal) be the greater, the

longer the hypergolic lag period. As has alresdy been mentioned, the accumulation

of' the mixture in the chamber can lead to an explosion in the engine.

To successfully start an engine under various meteorological conditions and at

various altitudes it is necessary that the hypergolic lag time not increase appre-

ciably with a drop in propellant temperature or a decrease in atmospheric pressure.

To assure normal combustion, it is required that the propellants not be susceptible

to vibration combustion, in the case of LFRE's, anomalous combustion, in the case

of SFRE's (see Chapter V), or detonation.

The use of engines and rockets requires that the propellants be physically and

ohemically stable (in order that the components be stored for long periods of time

without any particular precautionary measures being taken), explosion proof, and

have high boiling point and low solidification point. The propellant -should be

nontoxic and should not exert corrosive action on the structural materials. In

addition, a rocket propellant should be inexpensive, be able to be produeed tn large

juantities, and enough raw material must be available for its production.

It goes without saying that as yet there are no propellants which satisfy a.'J 1

the above requirements.

At present, a rather limIted number of chemical compounds are used i, the prn,-

pellant componerts for rocket engines. However, there will. undoubtedly be more

ava* labLe in the near future as a result of vast investigations in this field.
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The Classification of Liquid Rocket Propellants

Rocket propellanits can be classified according to their various features. The

first classification Is according to the physical state of the propellant. Accord-

ing to this we divide it into liquid and solid. There is an intermediate group of

hybrid propellants, one of whose components is liquid, the other - solid. We might

note the attempts to use such propellants in LFRE's. For example, there are rocket

engines which use jellied gasoline (napalm), carbon rods placed directly in the

combustion chamber, and LOX fed from tanks.

Let us first examine the classification of liquid rocket propellants. These

propellants must first be divided according to the number of components which must

be fed to the combustion chamber. The following types of propellants are known at

present: tripropellants and bipropellants with separate feed (three and two systems

of pipes, respectively, are required to feed them to the combustion chamber), and

monopropellants, fed to the chamber through a single pipeline system. Separate-feed

bipropellants are most widely used at present. Sometimes a tripropellant is used,

but this complicates the feed system, and is usually a forced measure. For example,

sometimes water is fed to the chamber z the third component; this decreases the

extremely high combustion temperature.

Bipropellants are divided according to the type of oxidizer used. There are

two types of oxidizers: those with high boiling points, and those with low boiling

points. The firsc type of oxidizer has great operational advantages and makes it

possible to produce rockets, containing fuel, which can be stored for long periods.

The propellants can be classified in iven greater detail according to the specific

oxidizer and fuel used in a given propellant. Additional classifications can be

derived to increase the number of substances used as propellant components in LFRE's.

Monopropellants can be divided into two classes. The first contains propellants

which consist of a single chemical substance in which there is a supply of' chemical

energy. Such a propellant can be called a homogeneous monopropellant. The proper-

ties of such propellants are determined entirely by the properties of the givern

chemical substance. The second class of monopropellants consists of propellants

with two (sometimes more) liquid substances, dissolved in one another. In this case,

one of the substances, as a rule, has excess oxidizer, and the other has excess fuel.

A monopropellant with various properties can be obtained by varying the ratio of

these substances.



The disadvoitage of monopropellants is that they are, as a rul. , explosive when

their composition is most advantageous, i.e., when the oxidizer excess factor a is

close to unity. To decrease the danger of explosion, monopropellants are ballasted

with water or one of the components, but this decreases the calorific value of the

propellant and impedes combustion. Therefore, much effort has been devoted to

finding substances (so-called flegmatizers) which, when added in small amounts, will

sharply decrease the danger of explosions of the propellant.

The third method for propellant classification is that with which we are already

familiar: the classification into nonhypergolic and hypergolic. Figure 4.2 gives

raci the classification of liquid

----- nt7 rocket propellants.

14Mrts-eod ta.The properties of the
biprop I nant, propellants are determined

L_...-U, b-xn -L- mainly by zne propertie' of

the oxidizers, and therefore
et.

-Homo the propellants are also

__i 11.010M -Edivided into groups according

Components to the type of oxidizer used.

--. 811 Therefore, we will begin the

iWpergolic description of propellants

Fig. 4.2. Classification of liquid rocket propel- with a description of the

lants, oxidizer properties.

Tables 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5 give the properties of oxidizers, fuels, and certain

other rocket propellants. These tables give the element composition, i.e., the

elements (C, 11, 0, and N) in I kg of fuel or oxidizer, the heat of formation, the

specific weight, the melting (solidification) point, and the boiling point. For the

propellants, the tables give the calorific value, the specific weight Y prop' sample

values of the molecular weight p. of the combustion products, the specific ground

thrusts Psp 0(40:1) and Psp 0 V(40:i) = Yproppsp 0(40:I)' and also the so-called

parameter complex = ScrPt/G kg-sec/kg (see p.

These data were obtained from Ca]culations using a chamber pressure of 40 atm

and a nozzle exit pressure of I atm. The propellant component ratio in the calcula-

tions was selected such that a given propellant would produce maximum thrust.

The composition of a propellant for which a = I is called stoichlometric.
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Table 4.3. Basic Data on Certain Pure Oxidizers for Liquid-Fuel Rocket Engines

Eleosnt coosition, Spe-9; kab/k Heat of ic

Molec-cific Meltin BoilingChemical Hobo - ormation weit point point**
formula we"gi N[F . 0l. 0tlS0 °G °C

-h 0 o - - -

Nitric acid HN403 63.02 0,76 - 0.016 0,222 - -41.66 1.52 -41,6 -186

Nitrogen tetroxide N&04  92,02 0, - 0, -- 6,80 1,47 -1 +21

Tetranitromethane C (NO$) 4  198,04 0,6+3 0,061 0, + 8,80 1.65 +13.8 +126

Liquid oxygen (LOX) 0, 32,00 1,000 - - - - 0,00** 1,14 -2"7 _183

Hydrogen peroxide 11,0, 34,02 0,940 - 0,060 - - -44,84 1,48 -2 +151

Liquid fluorine P1 U100 - - - - 1, 0,00 1,51 -218 -188

Fluorine monoxide Ot 54,00 0,467 - - - 0,5431 +5,5co*" 1,53 -224 -141
Water (in the s 8" 0 -

liqui stte)* 11, 18,02 0,8 - 0,1111 - - 1-.60.35 1.00 0 +10D

*at the boiling point
**the water is contained in the oxidizer as an inert substance
***at atmospheric pressure
***for the gaseous substance

Table 4.4. Basic Data on Certain Fuels for Liquid-Fuel Rocket Engines

Element composition, Spe-
Molec- kg/kg Heat of cific elting Boiling

Name Chemiral U- formation ,eight point point*

formula weight C H 0 a
__kcal/g- ziterI I mole I

Kerosene . $ 0, 01350 ,007 -- 48,0 0,76+ 170(150+ -50+-70
0,84 315)00

Ethanol C H 46,07 0,522 0,131 0,317 - -66,36 0,798 78,5 -117,3

Methanol CH30H 32,04 0,375 0,125 0,00 -- 57,02 0,791 61,6 - 91,9

Aniline CH&NHS 93,08 0,074 0,7 - 0,10 + 7,08 1,022 181,4 - 6,2

Triethyl amine (Clla)SN 101,07 0,712 0,140 - 0,139 -42,33 0,728 Sq.5 -11.1.8

Xylidine (CH,),CXItN i 121.12 0,79 0,092 - 0,118 -46,2 0,98 210 - 54

Furfurol C4 J30CHg01i 98,06 0,613 0,062 0.321 - -63,1 1,13 171 - 32

Vinyl ethyl ether C2"HgOi~ 72,07 0,667 0,111 0,222 - -46,0 0,754 36 -

Hydrazine N,1 4  32,03 - 0,125 -- 0,875 + 12,05 1,01 113,5 - 2

DimethyehydrazIne NsH (CHs) 68,12 0,400 0,134 0,46 +11,28 0,83 63 - So
(unsymmetrlc 

'4ydrazine hydrate NgH4.H9O 30106 0,122, 0,318 0,560 -.63,13 1,C3. 118,3 - 4

Ammonia NHS 17,08 - 0,177 - 0,23 -16,00 0,68"** -3.3 - 77

*at atmospheric pressure
**start of boiling
***at the boiling point



Table 4.5. Basic Data on Certain Propellants for Liquid-.:'uel Rocket Engines

p~~ ~ ~ 'Ypr p K V : o P p : ) P s V O 'I

Oxidizer Fuel KG a4I , ,K spOO:) S p

e (i kal kg-sec/kg kg-sec/ kg-sec/
liter liter kg

98% nitric Kerosene 1460 1,36 1990 26 2980 230 313 156
acid

the same Tonka 250 1490 1,32 1970 26 3000 235 310 157

the same Aniline8 1420 1,39 1980 26 3050 225 3!3 156.fur u1ol2U%

retranLtromethane Kerosene 1590 1,47 2340 26 4200 245 360 163
Nitrogen tetrox- the same 1550 1.38 2140 25 330 240 331 163
ide

80% hydrogen peroxide 190 1,35 730 23 780 .k) 122 72
80N hydrogen per- Methanol z50%) 1020 1,30 1330 20 2600 215 280 149
oxide + hydraz ne.

hydrate (50%)
LOX Kerosene 2200 1,00 2200 24 3600 275 275 177
the same 93.5% ethanol 2020 0,99 2000 23 3300 255 247 172

the same Dimethylhydrazine 2200 1,02 2240 22 3350 285 291 168
the same Ammonia 1650 0.89 1470 19 300 2&5 254 1b7
Liquid fluorine Hydrazine 2230 1,32 2940 20 4650 315 455 187
the same Ammonia 2315 1,18 2730 20 4650 3!5 410 197

. *the values for combustion temperature T and specific thrust Psp 0 are preliminary, for
average (data-wise) LFRE's with a 40:1 ratio of chamber pressure to nozzle exit pressure.

-, Nitric Acid and Nitrogen Oxides.
Tetranitromethne

Nitric acid, HN03, is a product widely used in the national economy, It was

produced in great quantities even before the advent of LFRE's.

The first proposal for using nitric acid as an oxidizer for LFRE's was made in

1930. At present, nitric acid propellant;s are widely used in rocketry.

Pure nitric acid is a colorless liquid. Technical nitric acid always contains

a certain amount of water, and also nitrogen oxides, which color it. The color of

the acid varies from yellow to reddish brown, depending on the nitrogen oxide con-

tent.

The presence of water in nitric acid is undesired, since this decreases the

calorific value of the propellant. Therefore, LFRE's use acid with a concentration

of 99-96%, i.e., with a water content of not more than 1-4%.

Pure nitric acid (see Table 4.3) contains 76% oxygen and has a quite low nega-

tive heat of formation, which :,akes it a relatively powerful oxidizer. Of all the

widely used oxidizers, nitric acid has the highest specific weight, which makes it

possible to produce a propellant having high energy concentration per unit volume.
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The boiling point (+860C) and freezing point (-42 0C) of nitric acid highly

favors its use in LFRE's. A 10% addition of water to nitric acid lowers the freezing

point somewhat (to -68.50C). The further addition of water raises the freezing

point.

Nitric acid is an oxilizer with a high boiling point, and has all the advantages

of such oxidizers. The boiling point increases with an increase in pressure; at the

pressures which occur in the cooling jacket of an LFRE, the boiling point of nitric

acid exceeds 2000C.

The heat capacity of nitric acid is about 0.5 kcal/kg degree which, together

with the rather high boiling point and high relative content of nitric acid in the

propellant (V0 = 5.47), makes HNO3 a high-quality oxidizer with great heat absorp-

tivity.

Nitric acid also has a number of disadvantages. HNO3 vapors are toxic; when

nitric acid gets on the skin it causes severe burns. Therefore, precautionary

measures must be taken when working with HNO.

Nitric acid has a highly corrosive effect on metals and other structural mate-

rials. Aqueous HN03 reac+s particularly vigorously with metal; therefore, the en-

gine and its parts must be carefully flushed after using HNO3 . Stainless steel,

aluminum, and ceitain plastics are materials which can withstand thr effects of HN03.

Nitric acid evaporates readily and tends toward spontaneous decomposition with

the liberation of gaseous oxygen, which causes inconvenience in storage.

Various additives can be added to HNO3 to improve its properties as an oxidizer.

These can be added to increase the calorific value of the fuel, increase the specific

weight of the oxidizer, decrease the corrosive effect on structural materials, in-

crease the activity of the oxidizer with respect to the fuel (particularly with re-

spect to fuels that are hypergolic with HNOa), and, finally, to decrease the freezing

point of the propellant components. Many additives change not one, but several

properties of HN0 3, i.e., they have a combined effect.

Nitrogen tetroxide (e.g., the oxidizer RFNA), sulfuric acid, and other substan-

ces are used as additives to HN0 3 .

Nitrogen tetroxide is an oxygen-rich nitrogen oxide with a considerably lower

(compared with HNO3 ) negative heat of formation (-74 kcal/kg, vs. -660 kcal/kg for

HiN0 3 ). Liquid nitrogen tetroxide is yellow colored, and evaporates readily. Its

vapors decompose in air and have a clearly expressed yellow color. It is difficult
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to uoe pure N204 as an oxidizer because of its high freezing point (-11.2
0C) and low

builing point (+210C). Therefore, N2 04 is used only as an additive to HNO3 to in-

crease the calorific value of the propellant. Moreover, the addition of N20 4 to

HN03 gives a solution with a higher specific weight than the specific weights of

N204 and HNO3 individually. The maximum specific weight of such a solution, con-

taining 40% N204, is i63 kg/liter. The addition of N204 also increases the activity

of the oxidizer and, accordingly, facilitates the starting of the LFRE.

The addition of N2 04 to HN03, just as the addition of water, changes the

freezing point of the mixture. The lowest freezing point (-73 0C) is obtained with

the addition of i8, N20 4 . Any further increase in N 2 04 increases the melting point

of the mixture.

Concentrated sulfuric acid is used as an additive, to lower the corrosive prop-

erties and improve the starting of the engine, particularly with hypergolic fuels.

Mlixtures of HNO3 and H2S04 are called nitrating mixtures. One of the disadvantages

of adding H2S04 to HNO3 is the decrease in calorific value of the propellant.

The addition of a small amount of hydrofluoric acid (liquid HF) to HNO3 sharply

decreases its corrosive properties.

Ferric chloride is added to HNO3 to lower the freezing point and inccease the

activity of the acid.

Besides HNO3 and N2 04, tetranitromethane, of the nitrogen compounds of oxygen,

can be used as an oxidizer. It has a positive heat of formation. The great value

of tetranitromethane as an oxidizer is its high specific weight (1.65 kg/liter),

which is higher than for HNO3 . Tetranitromethane does not corrode structural mate-

rials. The use of tetranitromethane is limited by its tendency toward explosions.

In addition, it is a highly toxic substance, effecting the mucous membranes.

The freezing point of tetranitromethane is relatively high, +13.80 C, although

when mixed with N204 it drops to -260C; this makes it possible to use this mixture

with no difficulty as an oxidizer in LFRE's.

Fuels Used in Propellants Containing Nitric Acid
and Nitrogen Oxides

The most widely used fuel component of propellants containing HNO3 and nitrogen

oxides is kerosene. The main physical properties of kerosene are given in Table 4.4,

while the properties of the propellant HNO3 + kerosene are given in Table 4.5.

Kerosene can be used as the fuel for an LFRE because of its many positive
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qualities. Propellants containing kerosene have a high calorific value. Kerosene

remains liquid throughout a broad range of temperature changes. Kerosene can be

used to cool the engine: its heat capacity is C.45 kcal/kg degree, and its boiling

point at increased pressures is 250°C. There are no difficulties in transporting

and storing kerosene, and it can be easily produced, thanks to the vast development

of the petroleum refining industry.

Kerosene can be used as the fuel with all oxidizers which have oxygen compounds

of nitrogen as their base. A propellant with HN03 and kerosene has a calorific value

of i60 kcal/kg. It increases somewhat for nitrogen oxides (to 1550 kcal/kg) be-

cause of the better properties of the oxidizer. The disadvantage of kerosene as a

fuel is its relatively low specific weight (o.76-o.84 kg/liter). Kerosene + HN03

and other propellants with kerosene and nitrogen oxides are not hypergolic, and re-

quire forced ignition.

Numerous attempts to activate kerosene so that it will be hypergolic with HNO3

have been unsuccessful. Only recently, information has appeared to the effect that

a relatively small (about 20%) amount of unsymmetric dimethylhydrazine N2H2 (CH3 )2

added to kerosene produces a fuel which is quite reliably hypergolic with HNO3 and

other such oxidizers.

Other hydrocarbons, e.g., alcohols, which produce nonhypergolic propellants in

combination with HNO3 , have not been used for LFRE's.

Hypergolic propellants have also been developed using HNCn and nitrogen oxides.

Such propellant fuels are complex organic compounds, e.g., anilin. CeH5 NH 2 , furfurol

C4H30CH20, unsymmetric dimethylhydrazine N2H2(CH3 )2, xylidine (CH3 )2CeH3NH, and

triethyl amine (C2 H5 )3N. Table 4.4 gives their composition and basic physicochemical

properties. Of the special properties of these hydrocarbons, let us merely indicate

the following: aniline and furfurol have somewhat high specific weights (1.022 kg/

liter and 1.13 kg/liter, respectively), and aniline has a low, positive, heat of

formation (+76 kcal/kg).

In order to obtain as short a hypergolic delay time as possible, other con-

ditLons being satisfactory, we select the best mixtures of fuel consisting of various

substances. There are a great many hypergolic propellants with various compositions.

Their common disadvantage is their high cost and unavailability of the components.

Depending on its molecular structure, dimethylhydrazine has two modIfication;;:
symmetric and unsymmetric, having different properties but the same chemical compo-
sition.
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In practice, in addition to being used as the basic propellant in an engine, hyper-

golic mixtures are often used as igniters in chemJcal combustion systems.

The most widely used hypergolic fuels in reaction with HNO3 (and other compounds

of' nitrogen and oxygen) are as follows:

1) a mixture of 50% xylidine and 50% triethyl amine, called "tonka 250";

2) a mixture of 80% aniline and 20% f-ofurol.

Hypergolic propellants containing HNO3 and nitrogen oxides are considerably more

resistant to vibrational combustion than is the propellant HN03 + kerosene. There-

fore, despite their relatively high cost, they are sometimes used as the basic pro-

pellants for rocket engines.

Liquid Oxygen (LOX)
-I

Liquid oxygen is an even more powerful oxidizer than HN03 , since it contains

100% oxidizer. LOX is a transparent light-blue liquid which boils at -1830 C. Its J!

specific weight is considerably less than that of HNO3, 1.14 kg/liter at the boiling

point. Because of its low boiling point, LOX cannot be used as a coolant. There- 1

fore, oxygen is not suitable for use in rockets which must be stored while fueled.

The rocket's tanks are filled with LOX directly before launching.

Much oxygen is lost to evaporation when LOX is stored, transported, and placed

in the tanks of rockets.

LOX is relatively harmless. When small amounts get on one's skin, it boils,

and the layer of gaseous oxygen that forms protects the skin from frostbite.

Recently, LOX has been used extensively in many branches of engineering; there-

fore, it can be produced in large amounts. The problems of storing and transportirg

LOX have also been satisfactorily solved. Therefore, despite the unavoidable losses

to evaporation, the cost of the LOX used in rockets is not great. A

The Fuels Used in Propellants Containing LOX

Any of the hydrocarbons can be used as fuels in combination with LOX, producing

nonhypergolic propellants. The propellant LOX + kerosene has a high calorific valtl,

2200' kcal/kg. This is generally one of the most powerful propellants In use at the

present time. It is used, e.g., in the Atlas and the Thor. Attempts to use kerosene 4

+ oxygen as a propellant had been made at the outset of the develcpme o1l rocketry.

This propellant was difficult to use in LFRE's because of its high combustion tern-

perature in .he combustion chamber, and also the relatively ilaJl amount of keroselle



in the propellant (approximately 20%), which made it difficult to use to cool. the

engine.

Propellants with LOX as the oxidizer and ethanol or methanol as the fuel are

widely used at present.

Table 4.4 gives the main features of ethanol and methanol. Ethanol with 93.5%

or less concentration is used in technology. It is too complex to obtain a higher

concentration. The calorific values of the alcohols are lower than for kerosene,

since they have a higher negative heat of formation, although the combustion tempera-

ture of alcohol in kerosene is lower. This facilitates the creation of a reliably

operating engine. The alcohols have low specific weights (0.8 kg/liter). The

boiling point is sufficiently high (considering the pressure in the cooling Jacket

of the engine), so that the alcohol can be used as a coolant. The heat capacity of

the alcohols is somewhat higher than that of kerosene, approximately 0.6 kcal/kg

degree. Due to the fact that the alcohol itself contains a considerable amount of

oxygen, the relative amount of alcohol in the propellant can be 40-45%. This also

makes it possible to use the alcohol to cool the engine.

Ethanol and methanol can mix in any proportion with water. This makes it easy

to produce a propellant with varying calorific value, and thus to lower the tempera-

ture in the combustion chamber and increase the total heat absorptivity of the fuel

to any degree. This was Just the method used by the designers of the first LRBM's,

using an aqueous alcohol solution of 75% concentration, although this decreased the

specific thrust considerably (to 208 kg-sec/kg).

The low solidification temperature of alcohol allows it to be used within a

broad range of temperatures of the surrounding medium.

Great amounts of alcohol are produced from the most diverse raw materials.

Alcohol has no corrosive effect on structural materials, which makes it possible to

use relatively inexpensive materials for the alcohol tanks and lines.

Ethanol can be replaced by methanol which, in reaction with oxygen, gives a

somewhat poorer-quality propellant. Methanol mixes with ethanol in any proportion,

which makes it possible for it to be used when there is insufficient ethenol, and

added to the fuel in a certain percentage. LOX propellants are used almos exclu-

-ively in long-range rockets which allow, and even require (because of the great

weight), that they be fueled at the launch site.
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Hydrogen Peroxide

Pure hydrogen peroxide (i.e., 100% concentration) is not used in engineering

since it Is an extremely unstable product, capable of spontaneous decomposition, and

exploding easily as a result of any (it would appear) insignificant external dis-

turbance: a blow, illumination, the slightest contamination by organic substances,

and admixtures of certain metals.

Rocketry utilizes more stable highly concentrated solutions of hydrogen peroxide

in water (most often, 80-96% concentration). For increased stability, small amounts

of substances (e.g., phosphoric acid) are added to hydrogen peroxide to prevent its

spontaneous decomposition. The handling of 80% hydrogen peroxide a' present requires

only the usual protective measures taken when handling strong oxidizers. Hydrogen

peroxide of such a concentration is a transparent light-blue liquid with a freezing

point of -25°C.

Heat is liberated when hydrogen peroxide decomposes into oxygen and water vapor.

This liberation of heat is explained by the fact that the standard heat of formation

of hydroge. peroxide is 44.84 kcal/g-mole, while that of water is 68.35 kcal/g-mo]e.

Thus, when peroxide decomposes in accordance with the reaction 11202 = H20 + 102,

chemical energy is released; this equals the difference 68.35 - 44.84 = 23.51 kcal/

g-mole, or 690 kcal/kg.

Hydrogen peroxide of 80% concentration can decompose in the presence of cata-

lysts, with heat liberation of 190 kcal/kg and the release of free oxygen, which can

be used to oxidize the fuel. Hydrogen peroxide of such a concentration has con-

siderable specific weight (1.35 kg/liter). Stabilized hydrogen peroxide can be use j

to cool the engine.

Stainless steel and very pure aluminum (no more than 0.5% impurities) can be

used as the materials for the tanks and pipelines for engines operating on peroxide.

Copper and other heavy metals, which aid in the decomposition of hydrcgen peroxide,

cannot be used. Certain types of plastic can be used as packing and seals. Concen-

trated hydrogen peroxide burns the skin and ignites organic materials.

Propellants Using Hydrogen Peroxide

Two types of propellants using hydrogen peroxide have been created. The fIrst

type is a separate-feed propellant, in which the oxygen liberated by the decom-

poiLtion of hydrogen peroxide is used to combust the fuel, An example Isf the
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propellant used in the previously described interceptor plane engine (Chapter III).

It consisted of 80% concentrated hydrogen peroxide and a mixture of hydrazine hydrate

(N2H4 .H2O) and methanol. When a special catalyst is added to the fuel the propellant

becomes hypergolic. The relatively low calorific valre (1020 kcal/kf) and also the

low molecular weight of the combustion products determine the low combustion tempera-

ture, which facilitates the operation of the engiae. However, because of the low

calorific value, -he engine has low specific thrust (190 kg-sec/kg).

The second .3eparate-feed fuel consists of 90-92% concentrated hydrogen peroxide

and kerosene. It gives approximately the same specific thrust as the HN03 propellant.

Hydrogen peroxide with water and ethanol can form relatively explosion proof

ternary mixtures; these are examples of monopropellants. The calorific value of

such safe mixtures is relatively low: 800-900 kcal/kg. Therefore, they can hardly

be used as the basic propellant for LFREts. Such mixtures can be used in steam

generators.

The decomposition of concentrated peroxide, as has already been mentioned, is

greatly utilized in rocketry to obtain the steam which is the working substance for

the turbine in the pump-feed system.

We also know of engines in which the energy of peroxide decomposition serves to

create thrust. The specific thrust of such engines is low (90-100 kg-sec/kg).

Two types of catalysts are used to decompose peroxide: liquid (e.g., an aqueous

solution of potassium or sodium permanganate), and solid.

The solid catalyst is a porous substance, whose pores contain the catalyst to

decompose the peroxide, e.g., potassium permanganate. Other types of solid catalysts

are formed by the sintering of various mixtures, also containing the catalyzing sub-

stance.

The solid catalyst is placed directly in the reactor, where the hydrogen peroxide

decomposes; this eliminates the need for a system to feed the liquid catalyst to the

reactor.

Solid Rocket Propellants

Historically, the first propellants used in rocket engines were solid propel-

lants - powders. Powder is a special type of explosive - a projectile explosive.

In addition .o the requiremients placed on all rocket propellants, solid propellants

should satisfy a number of additional requirements, including the following:

1. A solid propellant should burn stably at low pressures in the chamber. This
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is due to the fact, that the combustion chamber of a solid propellant engine is simul-

taneously the container for all the propellant. At high pressure, the great thick-

ness of the walls leads co great chamber weight and a high value of the relative

terminal weight pt of the rocket.

2. A solid propellant must have high mechanical stability. This is necessary

because the propellant grain undergoes pressure in the combustion chamber, and con-

siderable inertial loads. The destruction of the grain during the combustion process

would lead to an increase in the combustion surface, an increase in pressure in the

chamber, and an explosion.

3. To assure the required duration of combustion of the solid propellant, the

grain should have the appropriate dimensions.

i. The properties of a solid propellant grain should be uniform and identical.

Otherwise, there may not be uniformity within the same types of rockets and engines.

Certain other requirements placed on solid propellants and powders will be dis-

cussed in Chapter V. devoted to propellant combustion.

Rocket engines of the past first used ordinary artillery powder, black and smoke-

less, prepared using a so-.,alled volatile solvent (ether and alcohol) which, as the

powder solidifies, is removed by evaporation. However, about 20 years ago special

rocket powders were created using a nitrocellulose base. These powders are colloidal

solutions of two or more organic nitrogen compounds.

Nitrocellulose is the basic substance used in the powder, assuring the required

physical properties.

Nitrocellulose is obtained by treating cellulose, i.e., organic fibrous sub-

stances (wood cellulose or cellulose obtained from cotton), witn concentrated IN03.

Bales of cellulose are immersed in vats containing HNO3. With such processing the

cellulose is converted into esters containing oxygen, carbon, hydrogen, and nitrogen.

Thus, nitrocellulose is a monopropellant which liberates heat as is burns. The

calorific value of this propellant is low, since there is not enough oxygen for com-

plete cobustion.

Nitroglycerine is used as the liquid to dissolve the nitrocellulose and assure t

that it will Jell (i.e., produce a solid solution of uniform composition and with

uni' 'rm physlcochemical properties). Nitroglycerine is a solvent wh*,-h can remain

in the powder and does not have to be evaporated out. Such powders are called non-

volatile colvent powders. Nitroglycerine is the second basic substance which maken

up the nowder.
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Nitroglycerine is obtained by treating glycerine with a mixture of concentrated

nitric and sulfuric acids. A nitroglycerine molecule [chemical formula CnH5 (ONO2 )3]

contains a considerable amount of oxygen which oxidizes the fuel elements of not only

the nitroglycerine but, in part, the nitrocellulose as well. The calorific value of

nitroglycerine is 1485 kcalAg. Nitroglycerine is the basic substance which assures

combustion; therefore, its content, by percents, determines the calorific value of

the powder.

At normal temperature, nitroglycerine is a heavy (specific weight 1.6 kg/liter)

oily liquLd. Pure nitroglycerine is colorless, while technical nitroglycerine has a

pale yellow color. Its vapors are toxic, causing headaches, while large doses can

cause poisoning.

Ordinary artillery powder (smokeless) is prepared by di.solving nitrocellulose

in a volatile solvent (a mixture of alcohol and ethez) which, after the grains are

prepared, is removed by drying. Large grains cannot be made from pyroxilin since

they cannot be completely dried. In addition, pyroxilJn powders have a relatively

low calorific value. This is the reason why modern rocket powder is made using

nonvolatile solvents.

Glycerine, the source product for nitroglycerine, requires edible fats in its

production. Therefore, in the production of rocket powder we tend to partially re-

place glycerine with other solvents, e.g., diethyl phthalate, dinitrotoluene, diethyl-

eneglycol dinitrate, and certain others.

In addition to the above-named basic substances, rocket powder contains small

amounts of various additives. To make the powder chemically stable it contains cer-

tain additives such as diphenyl amine and centralite. These substances, which keep

the powder from chemically decomposing, also prevent changes in the physical proper-

ties and structure of the powder. A change in structure of the powder during storage

Is highly undesirable, as it may disrupt the normal combustion process and cause the

engine to explode. Certain additives (vaseline, wax) make the powder mass plastic,

which is necessary for the preparation of powder grains.

Since rocket powder is a mixture of various substances, the calorific value of

the powder is determined by the composition and heat of formation of its components.

The nitrogen, which acts as the bond between the fuel and oxidizer elements in

a single molecule, is a ballast in powders, as in the liquid propellants. Therefore,

a high nitrogen content leads to a decrease in the calorific value of the powder.

The nitrocellulose used in the powders usually contains 12-i4% nitrogen.
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The calorific value of the powder is also determined by the value of the so-

called oxygen balance, i.e., the value v for powder or its components. For most

powders, v < 1v 0 or, as is said, the powder has a negative oxygen balance, which de-

termines the oxygen deficit (a < 1) and incomplete combustion of the fuel elements.

Most rocket powder components, except diphenyl amine, have a negative heat of

Lormation.

Because of the aforementiuned factors (high nitrogen content, negative oxygen

balance, and negative heat of formation of the components), the powder has a rela-

tively low calorific value, varying between 820 and 1250 kcal/kg depending on the

nItroglycerine (or other solvent) content.

The so-called derived force of the powder fo, in kg-m/kg, is often used, in

adjdition to the calorific value, as a power characteristic of rocket powder.

The powder force is the product of the gas constant R and the temperature of the

combustion prodicts T. To determine the derived force of the powder, the combustion

temperature is taken in relation to the conditions of powder combustion in the rocket

engine at constant pressure.

The derived force of the powder enters directly into expressions for exhaust

velocity and therefore, in certain cases, it is more suitable for calculations than

the calorific value.

Table 4.6 gives the composition and properties of certain rocket powders.

For ordinary rocket powders, combustion at relatively low pressures cannot be

easily guaranteed; moreover, the powders are expensive. Therefore, new solid pro-

pellants have recently been developed which cannot be called powders, strictly

speaking (projectile explosives).

Inorganic substances, rich in oxygen, are used in these propellants as the

ox'dizer; these i.elude: perchlorates (e.g., potassium or ammonium perchlorate)

and nitrates (e.'., ammonium or potassium nitrate).

These inorganic oxidizers are mixed mechanically with the fuels. Many substan-

ces rich in fuel elements can be used as fuels. Those most often used at present

include rubber, asphalt, organic resins, polyethylenes, etc. Substances containing

metal fuel elements can also be used as solid propellant fuels. Solid propellant

fuels are bonding agents which assure first, that the mixture will be uniform, and

second, that solid grains wtth the required mechanical properties will be obtained

after cooling (hot mixing for the asphalt-type propellants) or after vuLcan.izing
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(for the rubber-base propellants). Table 4.7 gives the composition and propertles

of some new types of solid propellants.

Table 4.6. Composition and Properties of Certain Rocket Powdert

-Comositon - obustion Derived 'Specific SpecificI Calorific upera-Pe at t powder thrust* weight
Powder Content value k, onstant force fO, Psp O 7 prop,

SSubstance wt. % kcal/kg ressure, kg-r/kg kg-sec/kg kg/liter

Nitrocellulose (13.25% Y-) 82,2
Nitroglycerine 43.b

P. Diethyl phthalate 3.0 1230 3170 100000 230 1,60
Diphenyl amine 0,6
Potassium nitrate II
Aniline black 0,1

Nitrocellulose (13.25% N2) 51,80
Nitroglycerine 43,00

J. P. N Diethyl phthalate 3,00 1230 3170 10000 230 1.61
Centralite 1,00
Potassiun sulfate 1,25
Carbon black 0,20
Candelilla wax 0,05

Nitrocellulose (12.2% N2) 56,I
Slow- Nitroglycerine 28,0
b iing Dinitrotoluene 11.0 76000 (395) -

powder Centralite 4.4
Candelilla wax 0.1

*the specific thrust was computed from the average data for powder rocket engines

Table 4.7. Certain Properties of New Solid Propellants

Combustion kolecular
Properties tempera- |weight of Derived Specific Specific

Brand ture at /the gas- force fo' thrust* weight
Content, constant |eous Pprcp.,

Substance wt. % pressure, Iproducts, kg-r/kg s O, Vpr_______ 1kg-sec/kg kg/liter

ALT-161 Potassium perchlorate 76
11C 104

Asphalt 18,8 2060 30 58000 182 1,77

Petroleum 7,2

- , orium perchlorate s
%14 C10 4  2M7 25 90000 200 175

Rubber 20

- Ammonium nitrate 80
NH4 N03
Rubber is 1720 22 66000 225 1,55

Catalyst 2

r the specific thrust values are approximate
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These propellants have the following advantages: high specific weight, the

ease of casting the grains, the relatively low cost, and the ability to burn at low

pressures.

We can expect that solid propellants will be developed further. Their calorific

value can ne increased by using new fuel elements and changing the composition such

-Ntnrogiyetine that the oxygen content will assure

m&ximum combustion of the propel-

sing a nonvo lantile solventJ

Rokete .... tr t Figure 4.3 gives the classifi-

... .. dcation of solid rocket propellants.
_.__ sng a rol-| L

41 t I s so v et !
° doThe Development of New Propellants

with Increased Efficiency

Ru ber-base One of the most urgent require-

roeli ments for the further improvement of

rocket vehicles is an overall in-

Asin-base {crease in the specific thrust of the

Fig. 4.3. Classification of solid rocket pro- engine. This can be done mainly

pellants. by developing new propellants.

In the first stages of working with new propellants, beginning with the works

of A. F. Tsander and Yu. V. Kondratyuk, particular attention was devoted to the values

of the calorific value and the specific weight of the propellant, while there were no

particular requirements placed on the thermodynamic properties of the combustion

products.

Such an approach to the development of new propellants was dictated mainly by

the fact that the calorific values of the ordinary fuel and oxidizer elements used

are very low and many metal propellants have a calorific value which is 2.5-3 times

greater than present propellants (see Table 4.2). The specific weights of metal

propellants are also high.

The lack, at that time, of the necessary theoretical and experimental data, de-

scrLbing the combustion products of metal propellants, resulted in the fact that these

propellants could not be evaluaLed from the viewpoint of the thermodynamic properties

of the combustion products. However, metal propellants, especially those which use

By metal propellants we will arbitrarily mean all propellants which use fuels

of itiorganic origln, including boron and silicon.
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oxygen as the oxidizer, have essential shortcomings in Just this respect. These

shortcomings can be demonstrated by using as our example the combustion of an oxygen +

aluminum propellant. Because of the low heat capacity per unit weight, the tempera-

ture of the combustion products, even taking dissociation into account, reaches

50000 K. In this case, the heat expended on dissociation is 2600 kcal/kg, i.e., 67%

of KG. The high boiling point of the oxides of aluminum results in 21% (by weight)

of the combustion products being in the liquid state in the thrust chamber. The

great number of atoms in the molecules of the combustion product (A1203 ), and also

the great amount of the combustion product in the condensed phase, cause the low

efficiency of expansion. Therefore, despite the high KG, the calculated specific

thrust Psp 0(100:1) is only 230 units in all. This shows that many of the hopes of

using metal propellants were unfounded.

Somewhat better results can be obtained by the combustion of metal propellants

and fluorine. However, it will be very difficult to introduce the highly toxic and

corrosive fluorine oxidizers into rocketry. Solid (metal) fuels can appear as melts,

suspensions of finely ground metal in ordinary fuel, or organometallic compounds and

metal hydrides, liquid under normal conditions. The physical properties of certain

Table 4.8. Properties of Certain Organometallic Com- organometallic compounds and

pounds and Metal Hydrides metal hydrides are given in

Hat of
Chemical Melting Boiling formation Specific Table 4.8 (the values in

Substance formula Point,$ point, kcal/g- weight, aetee retoeo h1 C 00 l moe l.... parentheses are those of the

physicochemical constants
Pentaborane BA (50) (60) (0) (0.64) which have not been reliably
Diboranimine B2HN -66 16 (-10) (0,70)
Diethyl beryllium B(C) 2  12 (200) (-35) (0,60) verified).
Trisilane S1hS -117 53 (-20) (0.88)
Trisilane amine (SIHAN -0 (+1 0.895 The disadvantages of

metal fuels, detected during

a more detailed study of them, has made it necessary at present to turn our attention

to fuels with better thermodynamic properties of the combustion products. The sub-

stantial influence of these properties can be shown by using the propellant oxygen +

dmmonia as an example (see Table 4.5). This propellant, with a calorific value of

only 1650 kcal/g, can pioduce a ground thrust of 280-290 kg-sec/kg, approximately

equal to the specific thrust of oxygen + kerosene. In this case, the temperature in

the combustion chamber is only 30000K (as opposed to 36000K for oxygen + kerosene).

Such results occur because of the great amount of diatomic gas with low molecular

weight in the combustion products.

This is why, at present, there is much discussion of the use of nitrogen hydride
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fuels such as ammonia, hydrazine, and their derivatives in LFRE's.

Even better results in the use of nitrogen hydride fuels can be expected if

fluorine oxidizers are used with them. In this case, with combustion, triatomic

gases generally do not form, and the efficiency of combustion and expansion greatly

Table 4.9. Substances with Positive Heats of Forma- increases. As has been

tion shown, fluorine oxidizers

Heat of formation Specific can be advantageous in theSubstance Chemical wih
formula kcal/g- kcal/ 1 gt combustion of ordinary hydro-

mole liter kg/liter

carbon fuels.
Atomic hydrogen H 51.6 51500 Other methods of in-
Atomic oxygen 0 58.6 3640 -

Ozone 0 35.0 730 1.71 at -183Cr creasing the efficiency of
Acetylene Ci s  54.85 2120 0,618 at -81.5*C
Tetranitromethane C(NOAj. S.S 45 1,65 at -150C rocket propellants are con-

Fluorine monoxide OF$ 5,so 102 1,53 at -145 0 C sidered in the literature on
Hydrazine N2H4  12.05 376 1,01 at -156C
Diiethylhydrazne N2H2 (CH3), 11.28 IS? 0.83 at -150C rocketry problems.(unsymmetric

The calorific value of

chemical propellants can be increased by using, as the components, substances with a

high positive standard heat of formation (AH
O >0)

Fuel or oxidizer elements in the atomic, not the standard molecular, state are

examples of substances with positi,-e heats of formation. In this case, tremendous

amounts of energy are expended on the formation of the atomic elements (see Table

4.9). For example, I kg of atomic hydrogen accumulates 51,500 kcal of heat. How-

ever, as of now, there are no known cases where pure atomic hydrogen or oxygen has

been produced or stored for any length of time.

Other examples are substances such as ozone, which requires 730 kcal/kg for its

formation from molecular oxygen, and acetylene, which expends 2120 kcal/kg in forming

from carbon and hydrogen.

These substances have the disadvantage that they are only slightly stable and

tend to explode during storage and combustion, which makes it difficult to use them

in engines. The only substance of this type, with a very low heat of formation,

which is used in rocketry, is tetranitromethane C(N02 )4.

It will be considerably easier to conduct further experiments in finding rocket

propellants with increased efficiency, since we now .have more or less accurate tables

cf' the thermodynamic properties of the combustion products. This will make it possi-

be o select the most effective combinations of propellant components by calculation
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methods, without having to resort to experiments which are costly and difficult to

carry out. However, as the calculations show, chemical propellants have a clearly

perceptible specific thrust limit of the order of 380-400 kg-sec/kg.

3. The Energy of Nuclear Reactions and Its Use

in Rocket Engines

The Atomic Nucleus and Mass Defect

A further and very essential increase in specific thrust of a rocket engine can

be achieved through the use of the energy of nuclear reactions, or so-called atomic

energy.

Nuclear reactions, unlike chemical reactions, occur so as to change the structure

of atoms and their nuclei.

If we schematize, to the maximum, the structure of an atom, we can say that its

nucleus consists of two types of heavy particles having relatively large mass: pro-

tons and neutrons. The proton is a positively charged particle whose mass is prac-

tically equal to that of a hydrogen atom. The neutron, as its name implies, in gen-

eral hasno charge, and its mass is also close to that of the hydrogen atom. The

total number of protons and neutrons contained in the nucleus is called the mass num-

ber of the nucleus.

In the formation of the nucleus of an atom from free protons and nell'trons, just

as in the case of the formation of molecules from atoms, energy is released. This

energy release is due to the fact that the nuclei of elements are a stable system

bound by intranuclear forces, the origin of wpich during nucleus formation should be

accompanied by a decrease in the potential energy of the system.

The energy of nucleus formation is most conveniently calculated using Einstein's

mass-energy equivalence principle. According to this principle, the energy and mass

are connected by the relation

E = mc , (4.7)

where E is the energy;

m is the mass;

c is the speed of light, equal to approximately 3 x 108 m/sec.

The energy equivalent to a mass of i kg-sec 2 /m is 9 x 101 6 kg-m. On conversion

G. S. Sutherland. Recent Advances in Space Propulsion. ARS Journal, Vol. 2P,
No. 10, October 195), pp. 698-705, and the bibliography to Sutherland's article.
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to heat units per I kg of weight this gives

9= 2.15 x iO13 kcal/kg.
9.81 x 427

From the mass-energy equivalence principle it follows that the Interaction of

the elementary particles of a nucleus, forming a stable atom (with negative potential

energy), is accompanied by a decrease in their mass compared with the mass of these

same particles separated by a distance such as to exclude interaction between them.

This mass decrease Am in nuclear reactions is called mass defect and can be deter- I
mined experimentally. From relation (4.7) the decrease in energy of the system, i.e.,

the value of the energy thus released, is

2
E= AMC

Nuclear Reactions

The formation energy and, consequently, the mass defects of different nuclei are

different. Therefore, there are possible, in principle, nuclear reactions that lead

to the formation of nuclei with greater mass defect than in the parent nucleus. Here

the newly formed nuclei will be more stable. The energy released during the formation

of the new nucleus is equivalent to the difference in mass defects of the newly-formed

and the parent nuclei.

Nuclear reactions occur in various ways depending on the elements that partici-

pate. The nuclei with greatest mass defect are those of the atoms of elements in the

middle of the periodic table. The nuclei of the atoms of these elements are the most

stable.

Nuclear energy can be released in two ways. The first is decomposition of the

nuclei of heavy elements (at the end of the periodic table) with the formation of

lighter ones, which is accompanied by a high mass defect. The second is by synthesis

of relatively heavy nuclei from the nuclei of light elements, which is also accompanied

by a high mass defect. In the first case we are dealing with fission reactions of

the nuclei of heavy elements; in the second - with so-called thermonuclear reactions.

The most easily accomplished fission reactions are those of the atomic nuclei of

elements havlng large mass numbers. The higher the mass number of the heavy-element

nucleus, the less stable tne nucleus and the greater its tendency to decay. It is

these heavy nuclei of elements that have the property of radloactivity, which Is

characterized 'y radiations occurring during nuclear fission.

However, to obtain a hJgh constant energy yield, during fission reactions It Is
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necessary to artificially excite the nuclei. The magnitude of the excitation energy

in itself should be considerable; in addition, the exciting particle carrying the

necessary energy should penetrate the nucleus. Charged particles are not very suited

for intense nuclear excitation, since they lose much of their energy on overcoming

the forces of the electric field of the nucleus itself. The particles most suited

to nuclear excitation are those having no neutron charge.

To maintain the continuing fission reaction it is necessary to have an external

emission source of neutrons having the necessary energy reserve, or the nuclear re-

action itself should be the neutron source for excitation of ever-newer nuclei. The

practical use of the energy of such nuclei became possible as a result of the reali-

zation of a nuclear fission chain reaction.

The energy released during fission of atomic nuclei can be liberated in explosive

reactions (atomic bomb) as well in controlled chain reactions carried out in so-called

atomic reactors.

As for thermonuclear reactions, there are more serious difficulties involved in

their technical realization. Conditions for the occurrence of thermonuclear reactions

require colossal temperatures, commensurate with intrastellar temperatures.

At the present time, of practical interest from the energy standpoint are thermo-

nuclear explosions (hydrogen bomb). The high-temperature source for the excitation

of such reactions is the explosive nuclear chain reaction (atomic explosion). Con-

trolled thermonuclear reactions with continuous energy release are in the stage of

preliminary scientific and research development.

Each nuclear reaction has its characteristic energy effect. The measure of this

is the mass defect which is expressed in percents 5 of the initial mass of the active

substance. The value of 6 is very low; it is less than the relative defect during

the formation of nuclei of elements, since it is defined as the difference in the

mass defects of nuclei produced as a result of the reaction and the original nuclei.

l'or example, for the fission of uranium nuclei U9 5 the value of 5 is 0.000731.

Thermonuclear reactions are characterized by a higher mass defect. For the re-

action of the formation of helium from lithium and hydrogen L13 + HI - 2Het the value

= 0.00232; for the conversion of hydrogen into helium 414 - Het, 6 0.00715.

In the notation for nuclear reactions we use conventional designations that
show the structure of the nucleus. The superscript indicates the mass number, and
the subscript indicates the number of protons in the nucleus, i.e., the number of' The
element in the periodic table.
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However, even with such insignificant mass defects, in view of the enormous

value of the energy per unit mass the energy yield K will be very high. In accor-G

dance with (4.7) the value KG = 2.15 x 101 6 kcal/kg. For the above-indicated re-

actions we will have:

Reaction J , kcal/kg

Uranium fission 1,57.1010

3I + "If --- Mel 5100.1010

MH1-.H41,.01

For nuclear power engineering of the future, including the future of rocketry,

of particular interest is the thermonuclear reaction H2 + H 2 Hel. In this reaction

the parent substance is the heavy hydrogen isotope Hf, i.e., hydrogen containing in

its nucleus, in addition to a proton, one neutron and therefore having an atomic

weight which is twice that of ordinary hydrogen. This isotope of hydrogen is called

heavy hydrogen, or deuterium. The mass defect of this reaction is quite large - it

reaches 0.0059, i.e., KG = 1.265 x iO kcal/kg. At the same time, deuterium is

quite widespread in nature. One kilogram of ordinary water contains 0.037 g of deu-

terium with an energy content of 460 x iO4 kcal. Thus, I kg of water, according to

the energy content of the deuterium in it, is equivalent to 450 kg of petroleum. At

present, deuterium is extracted from ordinary hydrogen quite inexpensively. The cost

of producing I kg of deuterium is only 1% of the cost of an amount of coal having an

equivalent energy content.

Nuclear Rocket Engines

The use of the energy of nuclear reactions in rocket engines is possible in

various ways. In the so-called nuclear rocket engines (NRE's) the energy of nuclear

reactions, released in a nuclear reactor, is absorbed by some working substance in

the form of the energy of thermal motion of particles of the working substance. The

subsequent conversion of this energy into the kinetic energy of the discarded parti-

cles and the creation of thrust is accomplished, as in ordinary rocket engines, in a

supersonic nozzle.

As the working substance of an NRE we should use a substance with good thermo-

dynamic properties, I.e., as was shown above, a substance with a small number of

atoms per molecule and as low a molecular weight as posslb]i. The bent such
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substance (of those that can be used) is hydrogen H2; next come ammonia NH3 , water

H20, and hydrazine N2H4. The weight heat capacity of these substances is also rela-

tively high.

Table 4.10 gives data on the energy yield KG, in kcal/kg, accumulated in i kg of

working substance consisting of various substances at temperatures of 4000 and 60000K.
9 o p.2se necessary for

The same table gives the amount of active substance Ga (U2 5 or u94 n

heating i kg of working substance to the appropriate temperatures.

Table 4.i0.
i Wimu heating temperature 4000oK bxmum heating t %perature 6000OK

PeOeeeur ratio 100,1 Pressure ratio 5081 Preseure ratio 100:l Pressure ratio 5011

substanoe a , 0 ~ 0 *~ Gas 0 Ga# 0

Wdromen 20662 1,31.10-4 1095 77 22365 1,42.10-' 1063 75 80931 3,87.10-6 15O 109 67 82 4,32.10-' 1544 108

OXY n 1430 9,10.10-4 277 316 1551 9,90.10-' 266 303 4497 2,87.10-7 399 455 4914 3,12.10-7 381 433

Utrosn 1 3 7,86.10-8 267 216 1241 7,90.10- 256 .07 2620 1,67.10-? 372 301 2925 1,86.10-7 361 287

*ter 4459 2,84,10-? 409 409 4989 3,18.10-7 395 395 14040 8,92.10 - 1 683 683 15356 9,80.10-1 63 663

knonia 5474 3,48.10-7 513 350 5850 3,72.10-7 517 352 14763 9,50.10-7 779 53 16379 1,04.10-6. 759 517

Wdrazins 3175 2,C3.10-7 459 463 330 2,13.10- 7  457 1462 10300 6,W. 10-- 685 692 11566 7,35.10-1 688 A

REMRKSt 1. These tables are oompiled using identical nozzle-exit pressure, equal to 1 kg/om2 .

2. The heat expended on heating the woluing aubetance KG kcalikg is xpeeified taking into account the heat of evaporation of
the liquid working substance.

3. The speoific thrusts Pep 0 V kg-seo/liter arecaloalated for the spsoiflo weight of the working substane at the normal
boiling point.

As these data indicate, the consumption of active substance - the nuclear energy

carrier - is very low, so that the thermodynamic properties of the substance partici-

pating in the expansion process, and the specific thrust developed by the nuclear

fuel in rocket engines, are determined entirely by the type of working substance, the

maximum temperature of its heating, and the pressure drop in the rocket engine.

The values of the specific thrust achieved for various working substances at

different temperatures and pressure drops are shown in Table 4.10. The specific

thrusts are calculated taking into account dissociation during heating of the working

substance, recombination of the combustion products during flow through the nozzle,

and expansion from maximum pressure to pressure at the nozzle edge, equal to I kg/cm
2

during static tests of the engine. The data on the valaf- of the specific thrust

attest to the fact that at temperatures restricted to 40000K, high values of specific

thrust can be attained when hydrogen is used as the working substance. However, the

specific weight of liquid hydrogen at the boiling point is 0.07 kg/liter, which
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greatly impairs the weight qualities of the rocket. Higher specific thrusts than

thoe developed using chemical fuels can be obtained with working substances having

satisfactory specific weights and containing a relatively large amount of hydrogen,

viz., liquid ammonia, hydrazine, and water.

Naturally, an increase of the heating temperature of the working substance to

UOI) 0 K, i.e., to a temperature considerably exceeding the present design capabilities

of rocket engines, leads to a sharp increase of specific thrust.

The task of creating an NRE is considerably more difficult than the problem of

producing stationary atomic power plants or other types of engines (in particular,

ramjets) in which the use of nuclear fuel is advantageous even without the significant

increase in temperatures of the working substance which is standard for these engines.

The primary problem that arises in the creation of a rocket engine is the organi-

zation of heat exchange during which the energy of the nuclear fuel will be imparted

to the working substance.

Another problem pertaining to the use of nuclear energy is that frr a nuclear

fission reaction there must be a certain minimum (critical) mass. This requirement

lst explained by the fact that the dimensions of the atomic nucleus are very small

(the cross section of the nucleus is approximately equal to iO - 2 4 cm2 ); to assure a

zufficiently high probability of the collision of a neutron with the nucleus there

must be a considerable path length which the neutron must traverse in the active

material.

The value of the critical mass and the corresponding critical volume depends on

the form of the active material and the conditions under which nuclear reactions take

p lace.

Thus, the reserve of nuclear fuel In a rocket engine is in no way determined by

the meager amounts shown in Table 4.10 and calculated on the basis of the energy

balance. This reserve is determined at least by the value of the critical mass. It

is also to be expected that the dimensions and weight of the nuclear reactor must

additionally increase in order to obtain the required heat-transfer surface.

In N1RE's it is possible, in principle, to use three types of reactors: reactors

with solid, gaseous, or liquid (molten) nuclear fuel.

The simpte?,t type of' NRE with a solid nuclear fuel reactor is shown in Fig. 4)

Tne liquid working substance (passive mass) Is located in tank I. Py pump ? 1

i: C'ed through interJacket cooling spaice 4 to the engine chamber. The flow cf the
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working substance is metered through control

2 device 3.

As it passes through head 6 of the cham-

ber the working substance comes into contact

with packet 5 of solid fuel elements.

___The fuel elements of such an NRE consist

of fissionable uranium in a can made of a

___material having a high melting temperature.

Fig. 4.4. Diagram of an NRE with a The maximum heating temperature of the working
packet of solid nuclear fuel. i)unk
with liqid cooling ,ibaemo 2) pmp 3) devi" to *on- substance is limited by the melting tempera-
trol reed of wriing subwtawej 4) cooling loopi 5) yuk-
t of solid naolar futel$ 6) hed with injetor. ture of the can materials. The highest-melting

materials are graphite (sublimation point near 40000 ), tantalum carbide (melting

point near 39000 C), and tungsten (melting point near 3400 0C). But even when using

such materials, the heating temperature of the working substance, taking into account

the temperature drop during heat transfer and the need for a certain reserve, is

limited to, e.g., 28000K when using tungsten. At these heating temperatures the NRE

can give a higher specific thrust than LRE's using chemical fuels only when hydrogen

is used as the working substance.

According to data in the foreign press, in several years there will be an NRE

using hydrogen and having a specific thrust of about 800 kg-sec/kg and a weight

(reactor with shielding, feed and nozzle system) of the order of 35-50 kg per one

ton of thrust.

Higher working-substance heating temperature and, consequently, higher specific

thrusts can be achieved by using in the NRE a reactor using gaseous nuclear fuel.

In this case, to the nuclear reactor are fed, from separate compartments,

working substance and nuclear fuel which are mixed in the reactor. When the critical

stage is reached in the reactor, nuclear reactions begin to occur. The heat of the

nuclear reactions is transmitted directly to the working substance. Therefore, the

magnitude of the developing temperatures is not restricted to the melting temperature

of the fuel-element materials, as can occur in solid-fuel nuclear reactcrs, and can

attain very high values limited by the conditions of cooling of the reactor walls

which will heat mainly due to the extremely intense thermal radiation. In this case

the nuclear fuel in the reactor is in the gaseous state. Numerous difficulties will

arise in realizing such a logically possible NRE according to data in the cited source.



The basic difficulties are: large dimensions of the reactor and the need for re-

stricting the carry-over of nuclear fuel by the flow of working substance into the

nozzle and beyond the engine. This latter is conceivable, e.g., by creating in the

reactor core a strong magnetic field to restrict the ionized heavy atoms of nuclear

fuel, or by creating a field of centrifugal forces that quite well restrict the heavy

atoms of nuclear fuel and do not prevent light atonu of the working substance from

reaching the core. As for the critical dimensions of a gaseous-fuel nuclear reactor,

previous calculations yielded dimensions which are completely impermissible In an

NRE, viz.: a spherical reactor should have had a radius of 120 m with a pressure in

2
the reactor of 100 kg/cm . Later calculations, taking into account the use of a

neutron reflector in the form of a layer of heavy water, give a critical diameter of

I m for a spherical reactor, with a pressure in the reactor of 70 kg/cm 2 and a tem-

perature of 17,0000 K. The amount of U2 3 5 necessary for the operation of such a re-

actor is about 2 kg according to these calculations.

An engine with a reactor using liquid (molten) nuclear fuel is a possible inter-

mediate design for an NRE.

An analysis design of a solid-fuel NRE shows that the problem of using nuclear

energy in rocket engines consists mainly in solving the problems of heat transfer,

and also in creating small and relatively light reactors capable of operating at high

temperatures. Successful

solution of these problems

could lead to the creation

of combination rocket en-

gines with preheating of the

chemical fuel components in
Fig. 4.5. Design of a liquid chemical fuel rocket en-

gine with heating of the components in a nuclear reac- the nuclear reactor. A
tor. 1) tank with oxidizers 2) pumps 3) nuclear reactors for heating and vaporizing
tae chemical fuel components; 4) pi;ts to feed vapors of the components into the chan-
ber; 5) pipes for circulation of liquid oxidizer in the chamer cooling system; 6) fel typical design of such an
tank; 7) engine chamber.

engine is shown in Fig. 4.5.

In these engines the chemical fuel components, located in tanks I and 6, are

heated in nuclear reactors 3 to as nigh a temperature as possible before being sent

to the combustion chamber. In this case the fuel components absorb much heat, not

only as a result of heating and vaporization, but also as a result of the decompo-

sition of the complex components (e.g., HN03 , C2 H 5 0H, kerosene, etc.) into simpler

compounds (CH4 , C2 H, COO1, etc.). In such mixed types of engines it is also

14?
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possible to use other fuels, e.g., water- and metal-base fuels. The vaporized and

t heated components enter engine chamber 7 wher., their combustion and expansion occur.

A3 a result of preheating of the comporents and their subsequent combustion, there

develops a specific thrust which is higher than that which would be produced from un-

heated components. The engine chamber is cooled by one of the components befor, it

enters the nuclear reactor.

Since as a result of preheating of the components there is a conside-able rise

in temperature in the chamber, the combustion products of the chemical fuels used in

such a nuclear rocket engine can, when the fuel components are correctly selected,

have good thermodynamic properties.

To limit the maximum temperature in the engine chamber, the fuel can be fed not

to the head of the combustion chamber but along the chamber nozzle in such a way

that due to chemical reactions the thermodynamic temperature will nowhere exceed a

given value. In particular, by selection of the law of component feed along the

nozzle we can achieve constancy of the thermodynamic temperature of the gases as

they move in the nozzle, i.e., so-called isothermal expansion in the nozzle.

Ion and Photon Rocket Engines

At present, in the press, there is intensified discussion of the possibilities

of creating rockets having engines of new, as yet uncreated, types, viz., with

plasma, ion, and photon rocket engines. Such engines will permit the obtaining of

prospectively high specific thrusts. The idea of creating these engines can become

feasible only after study and assimilation of nuclear reactions. Let us examine

some proposed designs of these engines and their power possibilities.

In a plasma rocket engine the working substance is heated, with the aic of a

powerful electric arc having high current density, to a very high temperature

(greater than 10,000RK). At this temperature there occurs practically complete

ionization of all particles appearing in the operating xegton of the arc, I.e., the

creation of so-called plasma, for which such an engine is named. The working sub-

stance is expanded and thrust is created in the nozzle. According t- the foreign

press we can expect from such engines a specific thrust of i000-1200 kg-sec/kg with

- efficiency. The creation of such an engine involves a great many difficulties

associated with high temperature and the erosion of the electrodes, cooling, e.tc.

In connection with the fact that in a plasma rocket engine electrical energy is use,]

to create thrust, this engine belongs to the group of so-called electrical rocket

eng 1 r es.
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The ion engine is based on the fact that the acceleration of ejected particles,

necessary to create thrust, occurs by the action on the particles of an electro-

static or electromagnetic field. For this, the accelerated particles should have an

£ , * * electric charge, i.e., they should be ionized.

From this we get the name "ion engine." In

principle, the ion engine should consist of

three basic parts (Fig. 4.6): charged par-

a ticle generator 2, charged particle accelera-,a
tor 4 with winding 5, and power plant 3 to

Fig. 4.6. Diagram of an ion rocket generate the electric power necessary to create
engine. 1) tank with working Sbstanaej 2) okxpd
particle-ion ,w tor; 3) atomic rwmr pantl 4) oe'. d and accelerate the ionized particles. As can
particle aooelsratorl 5) eleotrionl, winding to create enacceleratng electrouanetic rieid. be seen from the description, an ion rocket

engine can also be classified as an electrical rocket engine.

The charged particles necessary for the operation of the ion engine can be pro-

duced in various ways, the best known of which is the ionization of atoms of certain

substances during their heating; in this case, the substances to be ionized should

have low ionization energy. An exaaple of such a substance is cesium, for which the

ionization energy is only 4 ev in all (approximately 85 kcal/g-mole or 650 kcal/kg).

Ionization of cesium (the combining of an electron with a cesium atom) is accomplished

during heating of its vapors on the surface of an incandescent tungsten grid. Ac-

cording to the foreign press, at a grid temperature of about 15000K there is almost

2
complete ionization of cesium atoms at an ion current density of up to 100 ma/cm

Charged particles produced in some way or other enter accelerator 4 where they

are accelerated by an electromagnetic field created by winding 5 or by a system of

t'lat electrodes that accelerate and focus the ion flux (not shown in Fig. 4.6).

During the outflow of negative cesium ions, there is formed in the accelerator

and generator a positive space charge that prevents acceleration of the ions in the

accelerator. It should be neutralized by the intense isolation of electrons by means

of some special device,

A charge in the mom'ntum of the accelerated particles leads to the occurrence

of a reactive force applied to the winding or to the flat electrodes of the acceler-

ator; this Is transmitted to the engine housing.

The kinetic energy of a charged particle passing a potential difference of U

v,1t: Is !ell ev, where I is the number of' electron charges of the on. in thermal

unit.-, the kinetIc energy of' such particles Is 23.071U kcal/g-moe.
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Let us make some elementary calculations which will allow us to evaluate certain

basic properties of an ion rocket engine. Calculations will start from the fact that

in an ion generator all particles are singly ionized (i = i). In this case the

kinetic energy of a mole of ionized gas having velocity wa at the outlet is
Sa

!e~i23,07 I kcal/g-mole.

Considering further that there are ionized, as a rule, atomic gases, the atomic

weight of which we designate by A, and that the mass m of one mole of ions is

A x 103  2/m
I.8O kg-sec /m, let us calculate the ion escape velocity:

w04=-2,07.42?U 2L-22B.0?.427 9.1ON-1,3101ME
A A,

or

'w"139 to /860 w/u 139 k/sec.

As is evident from the obtained expression, the ion escape velocity is propor-

tional to .I

The specific thrust of an ion rocket entwine is, as usual,

P I 1.415. iOk~ /'---sec/g.

To obtain higher specific thrusts it is necessary either to increase the voltage

of the electrical field created in the accelerator or to decreage the atomic weight

of the ions used.

The total thrust of an ion rocket engine will be

P = Ps G,

where G Is the ion flow per second.

Let us now determine the power consumption necessary to impart a velocity wa to

I kg of ions. This is:

1I- kg-/kg.

With ion flow G kg/sec the required power N is

N =.-L kw,

102

while with an ion flow of 1. kg/sec

N *ft 185 k /kg/sec.
A
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The total power expended on the operation of an ion engine should be greater

since first, a certain amount of energy must be expended on ionizing the working

substance, and second, part of the work of the electromagnetic field that accelerates

the ions will be expended on an increase in the velocity of random thermal motion of

the ions, which is useless for the creation of thrust.

If we designate by C the coefficient that accounts for the additional power ex-

penditure due to the above-enumerated reasons, the total power expended in acceler-

ating I kg of ions in I sec will be

ff=C1O'L kwAg3ec.
A

Now let us determine the power necessary for an ion engine to create thrust P

In kilograms. With a specific thrust Psp the expenditure of working substance is

.p__________

p 1.415. 13

while the expended power

NVCtGN -,.'log A um70PV. kw.

The power used to create I kg of thrust will be

N*m7Oj/ C ky/kg,

while if we do not take into account the energy expended on ion generation, and the

above-indicated losses (i.e., if we consider = 1), then

N' - 70 1 knrg.

The power spent on creating I kg of thrust is directly proportional to VUA and,

consequently, proportional to the specific thrust of the engine. Thus, the lower

expenditure of working substance which will occur with an increase in specific thrust

requires increased power of the power plant of an ion rocket engine.

To evaluate the basic properties of ion engines, let us make certain elementary

calculations using the above-derived formulas without taking into account the energy

1.-:ended on ionization and the losseo on increasing the energy of thermal motion of

t. particles. The results of these calculations are given in Table 4.11.

The derived data attest to the fact that the type of working substance, particu-

: wly its atomic weight, influences principally only the voltage of the required cur-

rent. The energy consumption (and, consequently, the power of the power plant) and
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the mass flow of the working substance are direct functions of the specific thrust

of the engine. With a ±0-fold increase in specific thrust there is a ±0-fold de-

T crease in the consumptionTable 4.n1.

- ~ of the working substance,9WWN* MOMM . - Worin substiso

4i,%W eOwiM )W- sii,y lo ed
eo Mo solum atess and a ±0-fold increase in

(I -, A i) (1 1, A 133)
-. ..... .. - the expended power.

fr Consequently, the

§ basic properties of an ion

F rocket engine are such that

it is most suitable for the

iMbeosm sleotri"o1 volue of the
field U0 volt.s..... . . .. . . . . 0,1 6 00 creation of low absolute

beaU N' expaed M ooaleftien of
1et Po , o , . . . #- . . M thrusts (kg units) with

luaN U" k aaet1 be ep-o-d to pe
.S ot, of I k& ......... so s very high specific thrusts

x to r", &A a~thl o 200 k&or with very high exhaust
S . .. .... .. 0.01

weeso"ay *Mrs Of POU? plant Nvelocities.
used to aeelerate ion in enrn with a
thrut of 10 k& ........... 500 sl 5000 5000 Such engines are desir-

able only for controlled space flights of the future which must be accomplished at

very high speeds. Only under such flight conditions will rocket engines with high

outflow velocity operate with sufficiently high external efficiency (see Section 3,

Chapter I).

The source of electrical energy for generation and acceleration of ions can be

an atomic or solar power plant. The production of an electric current from nuclear

or solar energy can be realized through a closed thermodynamic loop, as a result of

which a turbine activates some type of electric generator, or by the direct conver-

sion of thermal energy into electrical energy using thermoelectric batteries. Ac-

cording to data in the cited article, at considerable energies (of the order of tens

of kilowatts and higher), devices with nuclear reactors and turboelectric generators

will have the least specific weight.

Figure 4.7 shows the diagram of the photon engine. It is depicted extremely

simplified, since we cannot discuss here the ways of embodying this design in an

actual model. In principle, however, the photon engine consists of chamber I in

which any working substance is heated to a very high temperature - of the order of

tens and hundreds of millions (i07-iO 8) degrees Kelvin - due to the occurrence of a

thermonuclear reaction.
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Such a thermonuclear reaction can occur as a result of the heating of the work-

ing substance using a powerful highly-concentrated electrical discharge or as a result

of other nuclear processes occurring with a high mass defect and, consequently, with

high energy release. Naturally, the chamber walls I by some

. . .means, e.g., due to winding 2 that creates the electromagnetic

field which concentrates the zone of the nuclear reaction in

the center of the chamber, should be shielded from the effects

Fig. 4.7. Schematic of high temperature.
of a photon engine.
1)oha b winwhich thrmuolea In chamber I one of the walls, e.g., wall 3, is trans-
reaotion ocourel 2) ohamber wall
shi1ding; 3) tr s arent chamber
VMll. parent, capable of passing light. The flux of light electro-

magnetic waves or, in other words, the photon flux moving at the speed of light (i.e.,

with a velocity of -3 x 1O5 km/sec) creates a reactive force and, consequently,

engine thrust.

The reaction force caused by light radiation, i.e., by the ejection of photons,

is the reason for the occurrence of light pressure which was detected heoretically

and experimentally by Academician P. N. Lebedev as early as 1900.

This reaction force can be calculated as follows.

If the momentum of the photon passing through the transparent chamber wall is

designated by L, the total momentum carried off by all photons N radiated by the body

per unit time will be LN.

The number of radiated photons N can be expressed in terms of the total energy

of the luminous radiation €P and the energy of a single photon e. Obviously,

N = 0/c.

Then the total momentum carried off by the photons per unit time will be

LN =

Since the reactive force P is equal to the per-second momentum of the ejected mass,

then

P LN

If photons are radiated uniformly from the entire surface, it is convenient to ex-

press the thrust in terms of the magnitude of the radiation pressure prad

P PLPrad =  =  " -P

The expressions for thrust of a photon engine and radiation pressure contain

the ratto of the momentum of a photon to its energy L/e, which can be found from the

following. The increase in kinetic energy of a moving body Is associated with the
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increase in the momentum by the following relationship

d(mw2/2) -wd(mw).

Applying this expression to a flying photon, and considering that the speed of the

photon is constant and equal to the speed of light c, we obtain the differential

equation

d c dL,

from which, after integration, we find

= cL + C,

where C is the integration constant. With kinetic energy e = 0, and the momentum

L = 0. From this it follows that C also equals 0. Then,

e - cL and Lie = i/c.

Using the obtained relationship, we obtain the radiation pressure:

Prad - (4/)(L/e) = l/c,

where I = 4/S is the specific radiation flux, i.e., the flux radiated by a body per

unit time from a unit of surface. If we assume that incandescent gases - products

of the thermonuclear reaction - are an absolutely black body, to calculate the

specific radiation flux I = I0 we can use the Stefan-Boltzmann equation

I0 - 5.67 x 0-'5T 4 erg/sec-cm 2 .

The radiation pressure of an absolutely black body Prad 0 is

grad 0 - 5.67 x i0-5T4 dyne/cm2 = 1.927 x 1O-21T4 kg/cm2

2.9979 x 1010

As can be seen from this expression, the radiation pressure prad 0 is negligibly

small at low temperatures, but can attain very high values at the very high tempera-

tures which are actually attainable at present because of the mastering of thermo-

nuclear reactions. Thus, if in the zone of a thermonuclear reaction there is achieved

a temperature of one million degrees, the radiation pressure of an absolutely black

2
body is about 2000 kg/cm . This makes it possible to attain a thrust equal to 2000

kg per I cm2 area of radiation of the photon engine.

If the properties of the products of the thermonuclear reaction are actually

analogous to those of an absolutely black body, the radiation pressure can actually

guarantee the required thrust for a photon rocket engine. However, many authors

consider that gas heated to high temperatures has low density and does not contain

complex (polyatomic) molecules, because of which it cannot possess high emissivity.
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These concepts have been partially confirmed by calculations and experiments through

the realization of controllable thermonuclear reactors; it is expected that when

hydrogen atoms are heated in them to a temperature of 50 X O6 o K their radiation

intensity will correspond to that of an absolutely black body heated only to 50000 K.

The light pressure with such radiation intensity is only 1.2 X 10-6 kg/cm 2 , i.e.,

a very small magnitude.

Thus, the question of the possibility of creating a photon rocket engine must

still be considered unresolved. Just as problematic are the methods for utilizing

a photon engine, since it can be used effectively on rocket vehicles only at flight

speeds close to the speed of light.

Note: All data on propellants and their components given in Chapter IV are
taken from foreign sources.

I
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CHAPTER V

PROCESSES IN A ROCKET ENGINE COMBUSTION CHAMBER

1. Burning in a Liquid-Fuel Rocket Engine

Preparatory Processes and Burning of Fuel in the
Chamber of a Liquid-Fuel Rocket Engine

In the combustion chamber of a rocket engine chemical reactions

of burning occur, as a result of which a significant part of the fuel's

chemical energy passes into heat and is expended on heating of

combustion products.

There exist many proofs that fuel components, before reacting,

have to be evaporated, and that burning, thus, occurs in a gas phase.

Concurrently, there are examples of reactions occurring in liquid

phase, as, for instance, in the case of burning of spontaneously

inflammable fuels and especially at the moment of their ignition. It

is possible to assume, however, that also in this case a large part

of the fuel reacts only after evaporation.

In any case, a chemical reaction is possible only during contact

of fuel and oxidizer molecules in a proportion necessary for burning.

Therefore, in order to carry out burning of liquid fuels, it is

necessary in thp beginning to form as uniform a mixture of fuel and

oxidizer vapors as possible.

The process of creating such a mixture is called carburetion.
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Physical completeness of burning of fuel in the chamber is deter-

mined by the fractions of reacting fuel and oxidizer molecules; it

depends on the quality of preliminary mixing of fuel in the engine and

on the time which is alloted to the burning process. Besides the

time necessary for complete burning will be less, the better the

preparatory process of carburetion.

Since the time of burning in the engine with the given parameters

is determined by dimensions (volume) of the com:bustion chamber, then

improvement of carburetion allows a decrease in its dimensions. To

decrease the dimensions of the combustion chamber is profitable, since

as a result the weight of the engine decreases, and the, problem of

its cooling is simplified.

For appraisal of the quality of the carburetion process two

criteria are used. The first criterion assumes that complete burninr

of fuel is possible only when in every point of the chamber the

necessary relationship between the fuel components exists. When

there is a shortage of oxidizer in any section of the chamber, the

fuel will not be used completely, but with a shortage of fuel a

certain quantity of the oxidizer is unused.

Therefore, the carburetion process should occur in such a, way

that in every point of the chamber the necessary relationship betweCn

fuel and oxidizer is established, or, so to speak, the distribution

Of the relationship of components should be the most uniform. As

a limit, in ideal carburetion at every point there should be that

relationship between oxidizer and fuel which is selected for the enir,

as a whole. This requirement becomes especially important I,, cause

pr-)ducts of combustions, forming in d.ifferent points of th( c'mbus".1. rl

chamber, then flow through chamber nozzle in the form f s parat(

str-ains. Those streams iij.x very weakly. '].'bus, if in formation of th,
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mixture of fuel and oxidizer an equal distribution of the relationship

of fuel components is not attained, then the irregularity appearing is

significantly maintained in the expiration process, leading to physical

incompleteness of burning and loss of chemical energy.

The second criterion assumes that in any elementary volume of the

chatter the burning process should occur with equal intensity, for

which through every elementary cross sectional area of the chamber

an identical quantity of fuel or its combustion products should pass

in a unit of time.

The quantity of fuel passing per second through an elementary

cross sectional area is called the flow rate pressure, is designated

by r and is expressed in g/cm 2 sec or in kg/m2 sec.

Consequently, it is possible to say that the carburetion process

should ensure as equal a distribution of flow rate pressure on the

chamber cross section as possible. As a limit, in ideal carburetion

in every point of the chamber cross section the flow rate pressure

should be equal to the average flow rate pressure r = G/Sc ' , where

G - weight of fuel per second flow rate; Sc'c - cross section of the

combustion chamber.

The jet stream of gas is of importance in the engine chamber.

Due to weak mixing of gas streams, the time during which fuel and

combustion products pass through the combustion chamber, for streams

with different flow rate pressures, is different. A stream with low

flow rate pressure, having a low speed, is in the combustion chamber

for a long time, even longer than is necessary for completion of the

burning process. But then, the stream with a large flow rate

pressure passes through the chamber very fast, and the time which it

is in the combustion chamber turns out to be insufficient for
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completion of chemical reactions. This leads to additional losses

,,f chemical energy of the fuel.

The cap of the combustion chamber is the organ of carburetion.

In the cap of the chamber atomizers are disposed, injecting

fuel and oxidizer in fine atomized form into the chamber. Mixing of

fuel components can start still in the liquid phase by means of

merging of drops and mutual dissolution of fuel and oxidizer, but

the basic share of the mixture will be formed after evaporation of

the drops and mixing of components vapors.

EvaDoration and mixing of components is connected with the

phenomenon of transfer of particles from one point of the chamber to

another, i.e., with diffusion and convection flows in the combustion

chamber. Besides this, for evaporation and subsequent heating of

vapors to the temperature at which the chemical reactions of burning

can start and continue, passage of heat from the hotter regions in

the chamber is required. Processes of particle transfer and heat

transfer occur simultaneously and are intimately connected.

Law of mechanical and thermal motion, which the process of

carburetion obeys, are extraordinarily complicated. Therefore, below,

considering carburetion, we will be limited only to certain qualitative

cone lus ions.

It is absolutely clear that it is easier to satisfy the require-

ments for the carburetion process, the smaller the drops of atomized

fuel, the more uniform the drops are distributed in the atomLzer jet

and the more atomizers with small flow rate are located on the cap.

.h(. dLmensi.ons of the drops and uniformity of' their distribultnn, are

(letcrmjned mainly by the type of atomizers.

In iLquid-fuel rocket engines two types of at,)mizers ar used,
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jet and, centrifugal.

Jet -tomi-zers (Fig. 5.1) constitute simple

F !cylindrical holes of small diameter, ensuring

Ithe flow of thin streams of liq).id. The streams

1 4\ break up into drops -due to friction of liquid

against gas in the chamber.Fig. -5-61., Jet
burner and the A narrow-, long Jet of the componet is
law of flow rate
pressure distri- characterlstip. for jet burners; disintegration
bution in a sec-
tion of the jet of-the stream and formation of drops starts
of the component.

quite far from the atomizer. Flow rate pressure

distribution in the jet of the component turns out to be very nonuniform:

the greatest flow rate pressure is in the axis of the jet, but in the

periphery it decreases rapidly (see Fig. 5.1). Since the jet for

Jet atomizers is narrow, mixing of different components starts far

from the cap, and flow rate pressure distribution of components in a

c-ross section of the Combustion chamber is not sufficiently uniform

after displacement of fuel.

For removal of this deficiency, jet burners are installed some-

tLmes with the iuea that two or more streams, ensuing from different

atomizers-, cross- in. one point in the chambe-r

(Fig. 5.2). Also, it is often done so that

at the point of crossing the stream of fuel

and oxidizer meet. As a result of the streams
F'ig. 5.2. Jet
atomizers with hitting each other, their faster disintegration
crossi ng axes.

into drops occurs, and mixing of fuel components

is improved.

Centrifugal atomizers ensure the best atomization (Fg. 5.3.

In these atomizers the fuel component passing through the atomLzer

channel, obtairs rotary motion, which is maintained also outside of
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Cross section tfurou h a&
the channel. Un~rder the-action of-centrifugal

forces- the outgo!ng stream is stretched into

a film, -which rapidly breaks up into drops.,-

The jet of centrifugal atomizers is wide

and -short-, and drops are distributed in it

more evenly, although the greatest flow- rate

// 't -pressure of the c-omponent is obtained on--a

periphery of a- certain radius -with its c-enter
Fig. 50-. -Centri-
fugal atomizer and on- axis ot the-atomizer.
the law aof flow rate
pxes-sure dIstribu- Rotation of the liquid in-the-channe~l
tion in a sect-ion
of the jet-of the of- -a centrifugal atomizer resu tlt s tEther
component, owing- to- tangent-&1 -entrance into- the

atomizer (Pg .1,or -due to -motion along-

a .spiral -channel,- formed -by ~a threaded Insert -(screw)- and- the wall of

the a-tomizer-.

Sometimes both -centrifugal and-- j~t Atomizers are used stmulta-.

Entrance of ~ neou-sly in- -the zcham~be~r cap-,.

c~poner-

/,'- - -The -flow rate of components

- through the atomizerisdt--

-~ '!~ -mined by, theitr passage soc-tion

~ ~' 7 and- pressu-re drop on 1heati1:r

-b as- -a- result- the- flow- -rate- is

rig 51k Two types of centrifugal1-
a~t-mz-ers. a with tangential, -prop~ortionalt the quarai
ent-ranc-e_; b) sc-rew. I - -ent-eri~ng--
tangential hole-; 2 _ xasoroot- of the pressure drp Th
1i ldlng c-p- (of atomi2,er.; 3 = ct
;fnsr (auge')- -greater the pres-sure -drT(- p, -ihe,

higher--the qual t~y of at(ymniizat- ri

'4' fuel_.- On- the other ha-nd, an- increase of drops icadS -to a grn1wAth i-r

the necssary -feed -pressure that- is -connected-,_ especilally *,n- d-ispln-( iv -

fi'kUnr,_ with-an- inecase in: weight -c)f the engint'As -ft~ediw , sys-14rn.
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As was already mentioned- above, obtaining of a uniform mixture

requires a great number of atomizers with a low flow rate through

every atomizer.

And indeed, completed engines have a large number- of small

atomizers. Thus) for instance, in the engine of the V-2 rocket,

atomization of fuel in a quantity of approximately 3 kg/sec for one

prechamber is carried out through 68 atomizers (of which 44 are

centrifugal and 24 are jet), so that for one atomizer on the average

-fu the flow rate is 42 W/sec.

S0XIn order to obtain the
SB X 0 most possible equal distri-

* 0bution of components per
0 X 0oxicu zer

entrance .section of combustion chamber

I X . X atomizers for fuel and oxi--
'x 0--- dizer are disposed on the

S1 * X 0 cap in a definite order.

X It is very simple to dlspse'

X in the atomizers on the flat

Fig. 5.5. Diagram of flat cap and cap of the engine in -a
types of atomizer distribution on
it. a) checkered distribution of definite order (Fig. 5.5).
atomizers-; b) honeycomb distrib-tion
of atomizers; c) honeycomb distribution On such caps a checkered or
scale. x - basic fuel atomizers;

- oxidizer atomizers; U- peripheral honeycomb distribution of
fuel atomizers for protection of
chamber walls, atomizers is fru-quently

applied. The latter method of location is convenicrnt because it

allows an increase in the number of oxidizer atomizers as compared

to the number of fuel atomizers. And although the hlow ratc of

oxidizer is usually 2-4 times greater than the flow ratc, of fu(i,

dimensi uns of ,)xidizer atomizers and flow rate through them ar

obtaLned in this case approximately the same as for fuel aLomtzor(.
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The principle of -equal distribution of fuel and oxidiz-er -may be

dis turbed on the perlphery of the cap-. Here frequently only single

fuel atomizers are installed for formation of a boundary gas stream

of lowered temperature, protecting the wall from direct influence

of the nucleus of flow, in which the temperature is higher. For

decrease of unproductive flow rate of fuel through peripheral atomizers,

they are made so that the flow -rate of the component through each of

them as compared+ to the -flow rate of the corresponding component through

the basic atomizer is 30-50%.

If- the cap is not flat, but of spherical form-, the atomizers are

arranged in special- atomizer chambers (s-ee Fig. 5.10r).

For evaporation and -subsequent heating of Vapors it is necessary-

to heat the atomized fuel. This heating occurs as a result of vortex

motion of gas at the cap., radiation from volumes of gas having high

temperature, radiation from hot chamber walls -and,, finally, after the

start of the burning reaction by means of direct transmission of -heat

liberated -during the reaction. The greatest value in feeding of heat

to fuel drops in process of e+vaporation of

vortex motion of gas near the cap.

• +rre+ , t" Vortex motion of gas near the cap is

--+ --  accompanied by revers. flows in the space bc-

tween the jets of fuel components ejected by
JIr. 5.6. Diagram of the atomizers (Fig. 5.6). These reverse cur-

the appearance of-
the vortex motion and rents carry heat-necessary for +evaporation ,X
reverse currents for +

the cap- of combustion fuel and promote mixing -of fuel and oxd1i7er..
chamber.

In the mixture of fuel and ox-di zr

vapors chemical reactions start duc to heating, as -a result of which

hca V Ls evolved, sufficient for continuation of the reaction Fo I the

total volume of -the combustiUon chamber.
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In accordanc-e with such

-a- picture- car-buretion -processes

and4 burning in 8 llquid f uel

rocket engine., the combustion

Schamber may be conditionally

divided into several character-

4S istic- zones (-Fig. 5.7)

WIn the first zone-,

'0 directly adjoining to the

Fig. 5.74 Combustilon chamber of itra ufceo h a-
liquid-fuel rocket engine and itsinealufceothcp-
se-paration Into different zones.
T -- atomizing zone;- Il - evaporation disintegration of Ijets -of
zone;, III!- zone of mixing and-fe opnnsit rp
chemical1 re actions-; mm - section- of, fe opnnsit rp
transit-ion of burning from the
kinetic region. into the diffusion ocurs--. Thereforei this zone-
region-; GIGO i- relative quantity of may be called the atomizing
atomized -or -evaporated-, or mixed-,
or reac ted fuel-.- zone-.- Other proc esses'

evaporation and mixing --occur in it with a relatively small_!ntensi-Q/_.

As a result of further advance, -of fuel along the chamber evapora-

tion of components becomes more intense, and their mixing starts.

Ti this zone chemical reactions already also -start-, but- thetr ra-t,

is small due to low temperature. -Gonsequently,. the second zone mray -

I)- cond-it ionally, called the -zone of evaporation and- mixing-

Feinall-y., as- a -result of accumulation of -fuel vapors &-nd iricrease

1-n- t1heir temperature, in- the following, -third, zone -chemiical reac- -nr - -

be7gin i~v take -place kntensely. In the- -first -part -of th-is- Z(,ne the

toiiiparature of the gas s still rela-tivelylw an~d co-rre.-,pu)d IngEy

te rate- of e-hemlcal -reaction is sloi.: Thereforcallth Vp v

and mixed fuel des not -bu-r-n -here -right away,- -but- -steadily in -conformity

wWi h~he- rate or, so t,,- 6peak., with the kirivties cJ'w l. in



reactions. This region of the combustion chamber is called the region

of kinetic burning.

Growth of temperature leads to a very sharp growth of speed of

chemical reactions, where starting from a certain temperature all

fuel, which turns out to be mixed,. practically burns instantaneously.

Now the burning rate will be almost wholly dependent on the speed of

mixing of the components. Since the speed of mixing is determined by

the diffusion rate,* then this region is called the region of diffusion I

burning. The process- of burning in a liquid-.fuel rocket engine occurs

chiefly in the diffusion region, so that the time necessary for combus-

tion is determined by the speed of mixing. Thus, the third zone of

chamber of burning is the zone of mixing and chemical reactions..

Time of Presence of Fuel in Combustion Chamber

The dimensions of the combustion chamber have to be such that

mixing and chemical reactions succeed to be completed before entrance

into the nozzle of -the chamber. This will ensure the fullest-trans----

formation of chemical energy into heat and will decrease phystcal

Lncomplete burning of fuel.

The necessary dimensions of the chamber are determined- by the

condit onal magnitude of time of presence in the chamber :r.,

If the flow rate of the fuel, temperature of burning products in

the combustion chamber before entrance into the nozzle, and pressuro

in that same section are respectively equal to G, Tc and- pC' then the

general volume of gases passing through the chamber in on,- sec-ond Ls

*S-called turbulent diffusion is implied. In d-ist inti',j fr,Pn
inlecular diffusion, iJn this case there occurs a random sh if 1, r:1-1s T
separate molecules, but of small volumes of gas.
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This volume of gas will be in the chamber during period of time

.9= V.p,, ,

where c -- volume of combustion chamber.

Magnitude T is called the time of presence.

Magnitude T only indirectly reflects the real time of stay of

fuel and its- burning products in the chamber. The fact is that the

volume of fuel as a result of its burning in the chamber increases from

an insignificantly small magnitude of liquid fuel volume to a value V,

and the time of stay is calculated namely by this greatest volume. The

average volume of fuel in the combustion chamber -w-ill be less than V.

Thus, the real time of stay of fuel in the chamber is more than -T but

corresponds to it with definite confbrmi-ty.

Time of stay T, necessary for sufficiently complete combustion

of fuel, i-s determined experimentally and through the study of operated

engines. n existing engines it is 0.003-0.008 sec. With an increase

of pressure the time of stay in the chamber is increased; consequently,

a chamber with that flow rate of fuel at a large pressure -may be of

smaller dimensions.

The time- of stay in a charnber with a given cap construction is

the basic factor determining physical fullness of fuel combustion, i.e.,

that share of fuel which succeeds to enter into chemical reaction in

the chamber.

Construction of Combustion Chambers and Chamber Caps

As can be seen- from expression- (5.), time of stay T does not

depend on the shape of the combustion chamber, so that for a given

vojluime the chamber can have any shape. However, selection of the

combustion chamber shape cannot be totally arbitzrary.

Pirst of all the form of the combustion chamber should corre:pnA-

to tue form "rId construction of the cap.- Besides it is necesau.w'y Loo

FG



try to make the cap -and chamber such that carburetion in the combustion

chamber is everywhere approximately identical and that there are no

zones -where fuel is insufficient.

The relationship of length and diameter of the chamber also affects

the proc:ess of carburetion and burning. In a long chamber with a

small cross section at its cap, it is difficult to install the necessary

number of burners. In a short chamber the carburetion zone occupies

a significant part of the chamber volume, and the length of the

mixing and burning zones becomes very small. The usual relation of

cross sectional area of the chamber to area of the smallest, so-called

critical, section of the nozzle is within the limits 3-b.

However, there also eXist chambers with a very small cross s-ectlon

equal to the critical section of the:nozzle (-a chamber of such form

is called a semithermal nozzle). The merit of a semitherml nozzie

is the decrease of diameter and weight of the combustion chamber.

Attempts of use of chambers of such type in liquid-fuel rocket en'iFnoS

are known.

in the contemporary engines combustion chambers of two geometric.

forms, cylindrical and spherical (or close to spherical) are applied

mos t frequently.

The advantage of a spherical chamber is that this chamber of

identical volume has the least surface area as compared to a chamber

of any other form. A small surface area determines the chamber's

low weight and the small quantity of heat which Is transmitted in th'

cooling system.

A spherical chambpr is also profitable because of its dura.bili t1y

Lndi s. At identi cal durability the wall of a spherical chamber i-s

half as thick as the wall of a cylindrical chamber. Th-refr', ri
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that case when the thickness of the chamber walls is determined not

by technological or practical considera:tions, but by durability (as

in engines of large dimensions and with great pressure In the chamber

Pc )" -the spherical form should be prefered-.

The deficiencies of the spherical chamber are the complexity of

its manufacture and difficulties connected with achievement of good

joint fuanction of the cap and chamber. In this respect the cylindrical

chamber has great advantages.

Really, considering Fig. 5.8, on which a chamber is represented

of a liquid-fuel rocket engine, utilized as an accelerator, we see

that a flat cap, fixed on this engine, allows even distribution of

fuel through the cross section of the chamber, not leaving any zones

into which fuel does not enter and where combustion would not occur-

so-called -"dark" zones.-

J

- W.-. 
6~0

Fig. 5.8. Cylindrical chamber of a liquid-
fuel rocket engine - maneuver accelerator.
i - fuel feed; 2 - oxidizer feed; 3 -

passage for Supply of fuel for internal
oling, 4 - gap for outlet of fuel for

internal cooling of chamber; 5 - input
C-f oxidLer for cool bng; 6 outlet of
oxid.zer from c)oling jacket;- 7 - SP l !t
-insert, forming a narrow channel through
which oxidizer passes, cooling the nozzle
of the chamber.

Suc 'h a iflat cap, l'ixcd on a Combustion chambe:r of peaxr-shapf-d

...'- :' -3 - = - ; ' .. . .. . -_ =_ -.. -1-. ...8- L



form (Fig. 5.9), no longer allows complete use of the chamber volume

for combustion. Part of the chamber., being beyond: the borders of the

cylindrical volume with a diameter equal to that of the cap, is prac-

tically not used for burning of fuel. At the same time, the dimension

of the flat cap is obtained such that it is not possible to dispose a

large number of centrifugal burners on the cap. For this engine it

was necessary to be limited to application in less perfected jet

burners.

Fig. 5.9. Pear-shaped combustion chamber with
flat cap.

In the same way the volume of the combustion chamber in the V-2

rocket, engine -(Fig. 5.10) is used incompletely, on the spherical cap

of which 18 prechambers are distributed. The fuel mixture, prepared

in the prechambers, ensues as a powerful jet into the chamber.

Although these jets, colliding with, each other, are mixed thoroughly,

a s Lgn-ificant part of the chamber volume between the jets ensuing

from the prechambers for is not used the burning process.

The concept on the arrangement of a fiat cap with jet burners

g ves Fig. 5.11.
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4 ci?

F ig. 5.10-. Combustion chamber of long-
range rocket V-2 eiagine.- I - prechanibers-;
2 - pipe for-inlet of fuel for inrtenal
c-olink7;- 3, 4k, 5- and 6 - belt of holes
for introduction of fuel onto the internal
surf ac-e of the chamber wall;- 7 - _pIpe f o-r-
inle-t of fuel -into -the cooling cav--jty-;

3-brackets fox bracing- f- ngfine to frame;-
9-main alco__hol1 valve-.
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Section through AA Distribution or radial holes
for oxidizer input

A! 1 /'

Fig. 5.1. Flat cap Qf combustion chamber
with jet atomizers.

The openings of the fuel and oxidizer atomizers are drilled

slanted toward the engine axis and at such an angle to each other

to ensure carburet ion in the liquid phase. Fuel is broug-,ht in from

the upper cavity of the cap-,- and for input of oxidizer It is noecessary

L, drill long radial holes. Manufacture -of such a cap turns 'vtt tc) 1)c'

ver1y complicated.

It-is also possible to place centrifugal atomi2zers on a flat

head, It is necessary to consider that they can give more- equal

A-stribution of-the mnixtu~re through the cross section of the chamber.

I urthermore, centrifugal atomizers ensure crossin f.tiiigfe

and- oxidizer-jets with- a normial- location of atomizers,, when their

axis j. are parallel to the axis- of the chamber--- -thus, Lnstallat i -)a o r

centrifugal atomiZezrs dtles not require drilling of' slanted holes.

GentxiI'utal atomizers hev~wever, occupy more spac' ; therefore, t~he m
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should have large dimensions. In the cylindrical chamber this is

easily possible to execute without an increase of chamber volume, by

increasing its diameter and- decreasing length.

In a spherical combustion chamber by conditiors of assembly it is

very difficult to place burners directly on its bottom. Furthermore,

because of small surface area of the bottom, it is difficult to dispose

the necessary number of small burners on it. Therefore, prechambers

are used on eng-4.nes with spherical chambers. Arrangement of the

prechamber on the engine of the V-2 rocket is shown in Fig. 5.12.

In every such prechamber the oxidizer v- liquid oxygen - will be

atomized by one atom1;er cap with a large number of jet atomizers.

i'uel - alcohol - is br-aght in through atomizers located on the

lateral conical surface of the prechamber. It is clear that such a

method of mixing does not ensure (at least by simple means) equal

distribution of components in the cross section of the prechamber.

In o rder to improve carburetion, in the described prechamber

a complicated system of coordinated atomizers is applied. Oxygen is

injected through holes placed on concentric circles and inclined

t-ward the axis of tht prechamber at different angles, so that the

stream of oxidizer could more evenly fill the prechamber volwume.

Pelts of fuel atomlnzers are located in correspondence wit~h belts

x' -i-dizer holes. Centrifugal atomizers are in upper bolt 5. Tho

.;mall -)f the jet of these atomizers allows protection of the

Prechamber wall from a direct hit on it by oxygen. The t', : ; f4-1low1,

b, lts 6 consist of jet atomizers, which owing to great range carry

fuel into the 2enter -f the prechamber volume-. In the lower b.lts 7

a.a n centrifugal atomizers arc plac .d. All enumerated mcasures allow

i, ,iovon,-nt ,f the quality A' carburet.!)n, but -n the whole D, Is
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Fig. 5.12. Prechamber of -an engine
having a spherical c@p (long-range
rocket V-i. i- oxidizer input
(liquid oxygen)-; 2- body of pre-
chamber; 3 - atomizer cap of

oxidizer with jet atomizers-; 4 -

perchamber housing, forming a
cavity for feeding fuel to atomizers;
5 - upper belt of centrifugal
atomizers; 6 - belt cf jet ator~izers-
7 - belt of centrifugal atomizers.o

worse than in an engine with a flat car. As a result cf this the

time of stay -., necessary for completion of burning o17 fuel in the

chamber, is increased and, as result there is an inc-rease of the

relative volume and weight of the combustion chamber

Ignition of Fuel in a Liquid-Fuel Rocket Enginc

The established process of burning in the engine was described

b-a1ve. Initial burning of liquid fuel in the combustion- chamber-

bil) Lt--)n -- in certain cases -presents special requirement fr the

en i ne.

A-. we already know, fucls can I-c -. p ,ntane(,,usly inflaMaIdj and
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unspontaneously inflammable. Conditions of their ignition in the

combustion chamber are different. Anergolic propellants are ignited

by means of their injection into an ignition jet which fills the

combustion chamber. The ignition jet is created by a special device

and becomes sufficiently powerful to ignite the basic components in

those quantities, in which they are fed during start-up. Ignition of

anergolic propellants does not present special requirements for cap

construction.

Spontaneously inflammable fuels start to react and evolve heat

during their contact still in liquid form. Therefore, for their

reliable ignition it is expedient to ensure good contact of components

in the liquid phase.

Spontaneously inflanmmble fuels have a certain period of delay

of self-ignition. At start-up of the engine in this perio-d an accumu-

lation of liquid unburned fuel occurs in the chamber. Afterburning

o>f accumulated fuel leads to a sharp increase ("throwing") in pressure,

which may be dangerous for the engine.

In order to decrease accumulation of fuel in the chamber, at the

initial stage of start-up the flow rate of fuel should be artifically

decreased in accordance with the delay time of self-ignition.

Namely because of this in a system of supply of engines by

spontaneously inflammable components or in engines withT chemical

iK nition devices are applied ensuring gradual build-up of fuel fet-:

in the start-up period. These devices are constructed either in thiI

f-riii of thr',ttle flaps, relatively slowly opened during start-up (see

J,,s,-ription o" zenith rocket engine)-, or in the ff,ri of turning valvs

and multistague valves, gradually allowing access or fuel L,1 hc

a ti L..'," r s.



In big liquid-fuel rocket engines with pump feed, smooth build-up

of fuel feed is carried out due to inertia of the turbopump unit,

which has a given number of turns for a certain interval of time.

Engines used in aircraft have to ensure several startings during

one flight of the aircraft. In such engines a very complicated

ignition system, connected usually with the supply system, is created.

Starting of engines of separate stages in multistage rockets in

flight should be carried out in conditions of low temperatures and

high vacuum. Ignition of fuel in such engines is hampered and requires

very thorough selection of the source for creation of the ignition

jet.

Vibration Burning

In standing starts using liquid-propellant rocket engines it was

noticed that so-called vibration burning can appear in the combustion

chamber. Periodically, with a frequency up to 200 cps, a change in

gas pressure occurs in the chamber (Fig.. 5.13). The amplitude of

pressure oscillations can attain very
p. great size, which leads to disturbance

of the correct functioning of many units

2 not only of the engine, but also ,of the

whole rocket. In certain cases as a reoult

F1g. 50,13. Character of of oscillations even destruction of the

pressure change in a
combustion chamber during engine is possible.

vibration burning. Pressure change in the chamb-r leads

to a corresponding change of engine thrust. Periodic changes of thrats

haimfully affect- durability of rocket junctions and the work .;f st(!ert no
e-,]upient. Therefo-e, appearance of vibraltion burning in th, enairw

z.hLd 1. eliminated, or in extreme case it is necessary L. 1.imit the
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vibration to a very small amplitude.

Theoretical analysis of conditions of engine function during

vibration burning is veiy difficult to conduct. As is established,

appearance of vibration burning is caused by the fact that from the

moment of entering of lqiuid fuel into the chamber to formation of

gasiform burning products a certain time passes (time of transformation).

Very schematically, the appearance of vibration burning in the

chamber of a liquid-fuel rocket engine can be presented by the following

form.

We assume that the pressure in the supply system, for instance in

the engine reservoirs during displacive supply, remains constanit.

Let us assume further that by some accidental cause the pressure in

the combustion chamber fell as compared to nominal. Then the flow

rate of fuel-through the atomizers will be increased, since the

pressure drop on the atomizers will increase. Increased flow rate

of fuel through the atomizers will take place until after the time

of ,order r in which the first portion of the fuel with increased flow

rate will not be turned into gas and will not start to ensue from the

engine., From this moment the pressure in the chamber of the liquid-

fuel rocket engine increases proportionally to the increased second

expenditure of combustion products of fuel and will be greater than

the nominal. In connection with this, the pressure drop on the

atonizers and the flow rate of fuel through them will decrease.

Upon the expiration of the time T, the flow rate of gasiform products

will also decrease, in connection- with which, the pressure in the chamber

will fall, and consequently, the conditions for repetiti)n c-f the

preceding cycle of uscillations will arise.

Chane ,of flow rate, evoked by oscillations .,f pressure in the

Chang -e -r1-th



chamber, depends on nominal pressure drop on the atomizers. The

greater this drop, the less will be the relative change of pressure

drop on the atomizers. The less will be the change of flow rate.

Thus, an increase in pressure drop on the atomizers counteracts the

appearance of pressure oscillation and vibration burning.

In exactly the same way the oscillatory conditions in the chamber

depends on the volume of the burning chamber. The greater the chamber

volume the greater the part of unnecessary flow rate of fuel transforms

into the gas reserve in the chanber. Thereby in a chamber of large

dimen,-ion, pressure oscillation is dampened.

Pressure oscillations in the chamber may also cause oscillation

of the fuel column in feeder tubes which under the determined relation-

ships of frequencies can lead to an increase in amplitude of pressure

during vibration burning. If during vibration burning such strong

pressure oscillations occur that feeding of fuel into the chalmbr in

some moment in general will stop, then during subsequent restoration

,,f fuel feed, explosion of the engine is totally possible.

Besides increase of pressure drop on the atomizers and inc~rease

of the combustion chamber volume, measures preventing appearance -f

-vibration burning are an increase of the burning rate that leads to

d-crease of transformation time for fuel into gas iform prAuot., and

also selection of such geometric dimensions of tle chamber' and supply

systems, which do not allow development of oscillations in them.

BurnIng rate depends basically on the properties of thb fuel.

Therefore, different fuels have different inclination to v ].bra on

b1urning. In sciection of fuels for li.quid propellant rocket , n(',
s,. or i s nt x;~uc-h- <n is-alttttd i" finld ii"g 11els stabl,' Vlti'i

r'spoct t- arpcaranec vLbrat, .n burning.



Besides vibrations of low frequency (up to 200 cps), oscilla-

tions- of significantly higher frequencies having smaller amplitude

-also take place in the engine chamber.

As is proposed, the cause of appearance of high frequency vibra-

tions in many respects is similar to causes of onset of oscillations

of low frequency. However, they are connected not with the burning

process in the chamber on the whole, but with processes of burning

and transformation of liquid fuel into heated gases in separate small

volumes of the-chamber.
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Ch. V. Pfocesees in the oombustion chamber of a rocket engine

2. COMUSTION OF SOLID ROChTT FUELS

Rate of Combustion of Solid Fuel.

Solid rocket fuel, represents a homogeneous mass which is impenetrab]e to

Cases anA each small volume of which contei$ns the necessary mixture of fue! rind

oxidizing coi*nents. The burning of the fuel takes. place at the surface, andL t:he

flame front penetrates inside the body, or,, as it is said, the arc of the boly

only as the higher layers are burnt up.

It has been established theoretically and experimentally that the

combustion of fuel, is preceded by thermal decomposition of the mteria' on Its

solid s rface. The intensity of the decomposition reaction Is basically determ!ne,

by the re+te Vwh which heat is epplied from the zone where the £urther combus. lon

of the gaseous products of decomposition formed at the surface of the burning

Tel1. takes place. The heat is supplied to the surf-ce through the heot conductiv t1.

and t!Lroth radiation, since the flov of the gaseous products is alvayb d 1rected-

a.way from the bukrni -surface and- thus no appreciable convecU-,ve heatien, o.2 .he -Crv' r.

Is possible. .



The basic characteristic of the combustion of fi&! is taken to be the

rate of combustion Up, i.e., the thickness of the layer of fuel burning per unit of

time. Usually this quantity is expressed in cm/sec.

Since the fuel forms a homogemous mass, it is natural to expLct that

the fuel -ill burn evenly over the entire burning surface. Experiments in vhich

the combustion of a fuel grain was suddenly stopped has confirmed this assumptLon.

Fig. 5.14, a shows a view of a fuel grain before combustion. This grain

was ignited over the entire surface, and then after a certain interval of time

the combustion was extinguished (see Fig. 5.14, b). From the photographs of the

grain it is apparent that the burning takes place fairy evenly over the entire

surface.

The weight of - burnt per tuit time, and consequently the amount -f

coibustion products formed, is C L i'

wnere FP is the burning surface of the r powcler ,,-r1i3;

U,  Is the rate of combustion of the fmi powder; p., !-. ,

C is the specific gravity of the mi nowder. or
P _,* . " 'W K

SMIS

ig. 5.1 View of a powder grain before combustion (--and after

70, combusLion (b).
, . 1,1fl



Since the specific gravity of the fuel is a constant quantity C 1.6 - .7 kc/1:)

the amount of gases formed depends on the size of the burning sxrface and on the rate

of combustion.

The rate of combustion of powder (or of another solid rocket fuel) is

determined primarily by composition. However, the rate of combustion is also

affected strongly by the pressure at which the combustion takes place and by the

initial temperature of the powder grains. The increase of the pressure facilitates

a sunply of heat to -the powder grain and accelerates the reactions taking pLace

on its surface.

At pressures up to 200 kg/cm 2 , which are characteristic of the combustion

chambers of powder engines and of powder pressure accimulators, the dependence of

the rate of combustion of the powder on the pressure p can-be expressed approxImt.E y

by the empirical formulae

or

where , , \ and n are constants found experimentally.

For nitroglycerine powders, the value of the exponent n in fcrmulab (54)

varies within the limits of 0.6 - 0.8. The coefficients end b do not depent'

only on the composition of the powder, but also to a considerable extent on the

initial temperaLure of the powdtr (before combustion) e a of the inital
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temperature of the povder on the rate of combustion is natural. The increase of

the temperature facilitates the . f decomposition reactions of Ihe

poder on the surface of the charge and thus inc:eases the rate of combustion. At

the same time, because of the relatively large rate of combustion and the small heat

conductivity of the powder, the entire powder grain is not heated through during

the process of combustion. Consequently, the temperature of the powder remains

almost constant and equal to its initial temperature (only a very thin layer is

heated, which is practically al-ady a r of the reaction).

°i V'P -1 -
4, 1,0

0

C) 0:2i
20 30 0 50 70 100 150 200 300 400

Fig. 5.15. Dependence of the rate of combustion of powder on the

pressure and initial temperature of the charge.

a - rapidly burning powder, b - slowly burningf powder

The dependence of the rate of combustion of the powder charge on its

initial temerature is quite appreciable and causes a considerable variation In

the rate of formation of combustion products within the temperature interva from

-50 to +5)°C, which is characteristic of the different seasons and climatic conditions.
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Typical relations of the rate of combustion of powders to the pressure

and temperature are shown in logarithmic coordinates in Fig. 5.15.

The upper group of lines belongs to powder having a large rate of

combustions (2 cm/sec at a pressure of 80 kg/cm2 a initial temperature of the

charge of .The rate of combustion of this powder depends to a relatively

small extent on the pressure ( and the initial temperature.

The lower group of' lines refers to a slowly burning powder (rate of

combustion 0.6 cm/sec at the same pressure and temperature as above). However,

the dependence of the rate of combstion of this powder on the temperature air

especiaJ ly u pressure is stronger (h-O.1?.

Solid rocket fueli on a perchlorate base, which are now widely used in

the rocket -technology of foreign armies, follow qualitatively the some combustion

laws as ordinary powders. It should be noted that the rate of their combustion

depends to a considerably smaller extent on the initial temperature cf the cha'Xge

than in ordinary powders. For certain fuels, the pressure also has P smaller

effect on the rate of combustion. Moreover, the new solid fuels ore able to burn

stabily at relatively low pressures.

These properties of the new solid fuels are their great advantage, since

the aunomts of product of combustion formed per unit of time in the burning of fue"

will depend to a smaller extent on climatic and meteorol6gical conditions.
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Consequently the thrust of the engine, as well as the pressure in the combustion

chamber of a rocket engine (very important), will fluctuate in a smaller range.

The reduced range variation of the pressure makes it possible to decrease the

safety factor of the combustion chamber. If it is considered that perchlorate

solid fuels can burn at a considerably lover pressure than ordinary nitroglycerin

powders, it will now be clear that in this case the ccmbustion chamber of the rocket

engine can be made much lighter.

Shape of Rocket Powder Charges

As follows from express'on (5.2), the amount of gas formed per unit of

Lime as constant pressure is determined by the size of the burning surface of

the charge Fp. During the process of combustion of the powder grain, the quantity

F. generally does not remain constant and can diminish as well as increase. if

the surface Fp decreases during the process of comustion, the amount of gas formed

per uanit time will also decrease. This type of burning of the charge is called

degressive. If the burning surfaceincreases with time, the amount of gas formed

per unt of time also increases. In this case, the burning of the charges were

progressive.

By making powder grains in various shapes, it is possible to regu.ate

within certain limits the formation of the gases in time.

Ordinarily, ii the design of powder rockets, an attempt iv made to obtain
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constant thrust of the engine over the trajectory. For this it is obviously

necessary to produce a constant amount of gases per unit time, i.e., to have a

burning surface of the powder grains of constant size. To satisfy this condition,

grains are made in a special shape. An example is provided by the hollow cylindrical

grain (called ttbw grain) shown in Fig. 5.!6. In this grain, the burnirs, of

the outer cylindrical surface result in a dicrease of the burning surface, while

the burning of the inner surface results in an equivalent increase of the burning

surface. if the grain is very long, the effect of the buroing of the ends on the

common surface will be very small, and the combustion will take place over an.

almosT- constant surface (or, more accar-.L ,,, ove: a x very s %v y decreasing, surf,9ce).

"lie burning of a grain of this type vill be slightly degressive.

Fig. 5.16. The burning of a tubular grain.

The dotted line shows the burning surface after t/sec. Shading Unicate

the surface burning from the end.

We note that, in some cases, for instance to obtain a large velocitY of

the rocket in aunching it from short guides, it is necessary to achieve rapiu burni.nr
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of the povder (in 0.1 - 0.3 sec). In such cases, the surface Of the grain is

increased aUd their thicimess (the thickness of the arc) is decreased. A multi-grained

charge is made (Fig. 5.17,a). Other more complicated shapes of grains are used to

obtain the required change of the burning 6urface (see Fig. 5.17, b and c). Especial.ly

interesting is a grain ' shape shovn in Fig. 5.1(, d. Such a grain burns

only over the internal surface of its geometrically shaped channel (star-,sxxx

shaped in cross section). Therefore, the volume of the povd.-r, which as we know

has a small heat cnriductivity, protect6 the walls of the combustion chamber of the

:oc'ket engine from overheating. Grains of this shape can find use in Large solid-

fuel rocket engines which are designed to operate for a relative!y period of time.

In some cases, it is necessary to obtain a solid-fue' charge or powder

charge which can burn for an extremely lorg period of time (several tens of seconds).

This is necessary, for instance, in large rocket engines or in powder acc'-.muvLirs

cv" pressure. Such charges can be made out of atesv -viivd armoreri -rlhis. In thisr-

r6rains, a p:art of the surface of the powder is covered with a p.astic form" for

instance, acetyl cellulose) which doeb not burn AWW and vhich keeps the part

of the grain's surface covered by it from catching fire. Fig. V8 shows a grain

which is armored on all sides, except for one end.
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The burning surface of an armored grain of this type remains strictly

constant. This is very convenient in producing a stable regime of combustion and

in obtaining a constant rate of formation of combustion products.

The Burning of a Powder Charge in thE Combustion Chamber of a Powder Enine.

The rel&tio'discussed above are characteristic of the burning of a

powder charge when there is no flow of gases along the burning surface of the

grain. However, when a grain burns in the combustion chamber of a powder engine,

the gases which are forme~A flow on the surface of the grain as they travel tovards

the nozzle. Eueriments have shown that the ratem of combustion of the powder

depends on the velocity of the flow of gases flowing on the surface; the greater th.

velocity of the flow, 1 11 ±x the bigger the rate of combustion is. liis is

eq)ained by the increase of the heat supplied to the powdered from the burning

PIC_ 5.19 . A partially burned powder grain. Lest -Jview from the

c*_- bottom of the chmber, right - view from atter-f nozz'e.

.... LI..



In powder engines, the combustion chamber is filled-with fuel tn the

highest degree possib e. The space between the burning grains is sm-i.', and the

elocity of the gases flowing on the surface of the grains is fairly large. The

velocity of the gases increases towards the outlet. For this reason, powder grains

burn more rapidly on the side of the nozzle. Fig. 5.19 shovs a photograph of a grain

which was partia l.y burned in an engine. It is clearly seen that the grain burned

more on the side of the nozzle.

At small pressures in the combustion chamber, it is possible that

i nter' rted burning, or so-called anmalous burning, will arise. The separatc

burning consists of the powder charge periodically extinguishing ond lighting up

again. The pressure at which anomalous burning arises depends on the composition

of the powdcr as well as on the temperature of the charge. A decrease in the

"nitial temperature of the charge favors the arising of anomalous burning

With nitroglycexin# rocket povders, it is possibue to ,ower blie pressure

;vt which annam ous burning begins to 20 - 40 kg/= by adding specIal su.ibstances

to the powder. Solid fueli on a perch.orate base have a smal ler 'tendency touards

aanomalous burning and burn stably at low pressures without any aImixtures.

ILmition of a Rocket Powder Charge

T-he ignition of a rocket powder charge is carried out by means of an ignitec.

A diaLgrtua of the cosIstructiot, of the igniter is given in :ig. 5.- .
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To light 'the igniter, an electric current is fed through the wires, 3,

of the firing device (electric fuse), 4, to the filamett b. This filament

bec-mnes incidescent and easily lights the ignition ' r c. From this ignition

L.ixture, the charge 2, is ignited.

Fig. 5.20. The construction of the igniter.

I- body of igniter; 2- charge of igniter; 3- wires suqpyiDng current

to electric fuse; 4- electric fuse; a- sealing wax, o- i'amen ,

c- easily ig.nited ixture.

The body of the i4gitcr, 1, can be made of plastic or meta . s nie

Iguition charge burns, the body of the igniter is destroyed., and the hr , ses '"

I' ihe burning of thi! igmiter blow on Zhe surface of the main powler charge and "

it. 2n the nrocess of ignition, first of a!l the 'emperature of t he sur:c !c ";

ci:_es raised to the igiition temera tiu:, arina second e pressure in t : .s..

caintber _.s raised to a pressure providing for normal burnng of !.e ci.1rg-.

Vhe time it takes for the nomder charge to be ignited must e .. s.r

P possible. For this, it is necessary -that there be an Intensive tvanst't- . hen*.

frxn the cummustion products of the Igniter to the powder charge.
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Under the conditions of ignition, where the velocity of the flow of the gas

in the chamber is small, radiation is important in the transfer of heat. However,

the radiative power of gases is smallk. To increase their radiative power, the charge

of the ignite" is made in such a way t.at its products of ccmbustion will contain

, considerable amount of solid particles, which radiate heat intensively.

Therefore, K the charge of the igniter is made either of black power or fran a

mixture of magnesium powder (or aluminum powder) and potassium perchlorate (KCl04),

in the burning of which a fairly large number of solid particles is formed.

More rapid ignition (5 - 10 msec) is provided by igniters made of KC104

and Mg (or Al). However, they are more dangerous to handle. Moreover, the

metal powder entering into the composition may oxidize if they are kept for a long

time, and this will cause failure of the igniter. The time it takes to ingite

a rocket charge with black powder is longer (25 - 30 msec), but it is more

reliable hen stored.

The development of the ignition process in time is shown in Fig. 5.21,

In the cambustion chamber of a powder engine the igniter is located at the

ends of the charge. More reliable ignition of a powder charge is provided by the

igniter located on the bottan of the chamber. In this case) the igliting gases

flow about the entire charge and heat it before flowing out of the nozzle.

3. PRODUCTS OF COMUSTION OF THE FUELS OF ROCKET

ENGINES AND THEIR PROPERTIES

Parameters of I& State of the Gas Mixture.

The process of ccmbustion which takes place in the combustion chamber of

the rc!ket enginc represents a roup of ccmplicated chemical reactions and of

14 1/
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preliminary processes which are necessary for these chemical reactions.

- fL -

I'I

Each division represents 10 miliseconds

Fig. 5.21. The process of ignition in time.

I- Curve of strength of current in the circuit of the filament.

A- Supply of current to filament, B-Burning of Filament.

II- Curve of the internal stresses in the body of igniter, C- Beginning

of destruction of the body.

III- Curve of the increase of pressure in the combustion chamber,

D- The pressure sufficient for the beginning of cabustion of charge.
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The basic results of the combustion process is the com,'ersion of a liquid

oi? solid fuel into products of combustion heated to a high tmperature. Since a

fuel always contains several components, the products cif combustion represent a

mixture of different chemical compounds, most of vhich are gaseous. he properties

of the products of combustion of the fuel have an extremely iportant influence

on the course of the processes of combustion and expansion. As we have seen, in

the selection of the fuel it is necessary to tale careful consideration of the

properties of the products of combustion. Otherwise, it is impossible to evaluate

the qualities of the fuel correctly. Still greater attention must be devoted to

the thermodynazic properties of the materials vhich can be used as carriers of

energy !n the nuclear rocket engines of the future. Therefore, we must familiarize

ourselves with the basic thermodynamic properties of gaseous substances and with

the quantity defining their state.

The state of the gass is characterized by the following parameters: the

absolute pressure p; the absolute temperature T; the density P (or else the

specific gravity I I or the specific volume V); and the gas constant R.

For an ideal gas (or a mixture of ideal gaser), the parameters p, f , and

T are connected by the welLovn equation of asome'the Clapeyron equation):

P gRT.
p
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The gas density is conrected with the s'pecific volume by the equation

gP=- (5.6)

Accordingly the eqution of space &t 'be vritten in the form

&v (5.7)

The vulue ox the gas constant for a mixture of gases is determined

by the composition of the mixture. To caupute R., it in possible to use the

equation
R(5.8

where is the universal jas constant per oe kg-mole of any gas or ars gas

mixture;

W=848 kilogram meters/kgwole deg, or in thermal units Kc'(l/kg-mole deg;
AR- 1,986 t:IL06fA, MTYS~t /,Kj tmott 4f

A is the apparent molecular weigit of the mixt=e.

2mn The apparent molecular weight of the mixture is

(5.9)

where is the molecular weight of the i-th gas which fol7ns 'a part of the mixture;

r is the volumetric proportion of the gas with mnoecula. veiglt

It is simplest to express the voluatric proportions of the gases J:a a

mixture in te. s of partial pressures Pi.

As Imown, the partial pressure is the term for the pressure which the gaw,

vould have if it occupied the entire volume in Niich the gas mixture is locatre. .
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Te total pressure of the gas mixture is equal to the sun of the partial pressures:

The volusnetric proportion with which we are concerned is

From this equation, we obtain in the place of (5.9)

1.i
__- _ (5.

For a gas mixture of constant composition, the value of/Aj and R is

constant. If the composition of the mixture changes, the apparent molecu~ar weight

and the gas ztxKi constant of the mixture will also change.

internal rnergy in ipecific Aeat of the 6as

The thermodynamic processes in roiket engines are accompanied by o change

in the ,energy state of the gas mixtures and by the conversion of energy from .ne

form to anothbr. Therefore, it is necessary that we acquaint ourseLves wit! Lhe

energy characteristics of gases.

One of the energy clracteristics of the gas is its internal energy. The

internal energy of the gas r.means the energy of the thermal motion of the particles

(molecules and atoms) of which the gas is formed. This concept corresponds to the

tnderstanding of heat as a form of motion of matter.

Die energy of the thermal. motion is determined by the te.mperature of the

cas an? by the structure of the actual molecule.

As known from physics, the value of the internal energy depen.1s in "he nuber
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of degrees of freedom of the molecule and represents the soum of the energies of the

motion of molecules in each of these directions.

It has bei.a established that the internal energy of a given gas is determined

exclusively by temperature. Consequently, the internal energy U can be represented

in the form of some function

i=YT). (5.12

Thus, the interkal energy is a function of the state of the gas.

Mhe derivative

OU CV(5. 3= cv . 3
OT

represents the rate of increase of the internal energy as the temperature increases.

he quantity cV is for the constant volume specific heat. Expressed in terms of ;"V,

for a unit ,mass (for instance a mole),Adimensions of this quantity are Kcal/ni'ce (-eg.

By using the definition of cV and equation (5.13), we ca n write the

"nterna7 energy in the form T
U--. cv dT.

0

(b. 4)

At 2 first sight it may seem that the internal energy of the gas depend

on the conditions (such as constant volume or constant pressure) under which heat

is supplied to the gas. indeed, the term constant volume specific heat means that,

when the gas is heated under the condition V = const , the heat: is used on. y in

increasing the internal energy of the gas, and not for any other purpose.
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Adiabatic

Heat Content of a Gas. Ari±dfr Exponent.

he second function which characterizes the energy state of a gas is the

heat content, or enthaljy H.

Mie heat content differs from the internal energy inasmuch as it

represents the internal energy added to the product pV or, in thermal units, ApV.

This product is a measure of the potential energy possessed by one kilogram of

gas occupying a volume V at a pressure p. Therefore, the heat content is a measure

of the stun of the internal energy and the potential energy of the pressure of the gas.

Thus, for instance, the total energy of a compressed spring is equal to the interna'

energy of the material of the Epring, vhich is heated to a given temperature, and

of the work expended in comnoressing it. This total energy of a compressed spring

is analgous to the heat content of a compressed gas.

Te heat content is the most important energy characteristic of the gas,

since in the vast majority of cases both the internal. energy and the potentir'

energy change when the state of the gas changes in different technical processes.

'Thu.s, the total change in the energy oL the gas which takes place in different gas

processes is always determined by the magnitude of the change of the heat content

From the definition of the heat content,

H=U+ ApV,
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or according to (5.7) and (5.14)

r

tlcvdTART. (.6

It is easily seen that a change in the heat content of the gas A

corresponds to an expendliture of heat in heating a gas at constant pressure. If

the ttnperature of the gas is increased by .AT and its specific volume by A/ at

a constant pressure p, the expenditure An will be

AQ AU+pAVA =c,T,

vhere p6V is the ork exerted in the expansion of the gas at a constant pressure p;

heat
a is the constant pressure specific/of the gas.

From. the equation of state t k T, at a constant pressure p

p

Then
AQz=cpAT=U+AAT

and AQ = CV+A,

On the other hand, on the basis of (5.!6)

i' ± c v -FAR c1. (5277)

T~hus, the heat content can be represented. in the form

TH-= c,, (1, .

Zie heat content, like the internal energy, is a function of the pa' Lneters

of the state of the gas. The change of the heat content :n the course of some

:rocess does not depend on the type of process and is determine[ only by the lnitia
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and final. state of the gas.

'fhe heat content of liquid and solid substances (for instance, fuel

components) is almost exactly equal to their internal energy, since their potential.

energy of compression is negligibly small d as a consequence of the smallness of

the specific volumesi

We note That for all gases and. at all temperatures, the specific heat c

ic greater than the specific heat cV by the amount AR.

In thermodynamics, as in gas dynamics, the ratio of the constant pressure

specific heat to the constant volume specific heat is very important. This qu:inti.y

is called thexii adiabatic exponent and is denoted by k:

Cv Cv
CV CV (53)

From equation (5.18), it follows that quantity k, depends on the constant

volume specific heat of the gas, i.e., on the molecular structure and temperature

of the gas. For the technical gases which appear in the products of combustion,

the quantity k varies within broad limits depending on the temperature. For a ga

of constant chemical composition, the quantity k decreases as the temperature

increases. For dNomic gases, for instance, the value of k changes from 1.4 at

low temperatures to 1.28 at very high temperatures.

q The maximum value k = 1.67 is attained by monatomic gases at low temperaturs,

while the minimum values k = 1.15 is attained by k triatomic gases at very high

.. ,199
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temperatures.

The constant pressure apecific heat can be expressed in terms of the

adiabatic exponent k as follows:

C) -- k-- AR. 0,.]9)

Tie internal energy and heat content of the gas, or correspondingly the

specific heot s Cp and cV , are computed for the products of combustion of rocket

fue.s at high temperatures on the basis of experimental data by the method of

statistical thermodynsmics. Within narrow intervals of temperature, the change of

the specific heat with termperature can be represented by functions which are linear

or vhich vary according to some power of the termerature. However, such functions

can not be used over the entire range of variation of the temperatures of the pro-ucLs

ofL corbustion of liquid-fuel rocketz engines.

Chemical Energy and Total Heat Content. Ba sic Equation

of Combustion.

:n rocket engines, chemical energy is converted to other forms of energy -

Interna. energy of thermal motion, potential ener-y of pressure, and -finally kinetic

tnery: of the gas jet.

For any substmace (including a gas) two energy characberistics vhich inclute

ci:e supply of' chemical energy ore distinguished; the total i.nternal energy Ut, aw:

she totl heat content I.

Imd The total interna.i energy is called the stnn of the interria' energ-y
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of thermal motion and the chemical energy(Y= 4 J "  Te total heat content

is equal to the sum of the heat content (sometimes called the physical heat content)

and the chemical energy, i.e., I=II-&A18.

The difference between the total heat content of the fuel and the total

heat content of the products of combustion measured at t-he same temperature 2 To,

which is equal. to the temperature of the fuel before combustion, determines the

amount of heat Uhich is given off in combustion of the fuel. This amount of heat

is obviously equal to the calorific value of the fuel.

Since the calorific value of a fuel is defined at a normal, tenmperature,

it is not necessary to consider the difference between the k physical heat contat

of the fuel and the products of combustion because of their smal changea at :ov

ter.meratures. Thus, the calorific value of a fuel is determined basica~ly by the

difference between the chemical energies of the fuel and the products of zomIbustion,

or, as we saw in Chapter IV, by the difference between their standard heatsformati(n

[see formula (4 3)7

Dl - a o I-
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The total heat content is used extensively in computing the combtion

and expansion of fuel in rocket engines.

If it is assumed, as is usually done) that in the standard states molecular

gases and carbon in the form of Y-graphite have a chemical energy equal to zero,

then, for exwnple, a chemical energy equal to -94.05 Xcal/mole, or -2140 Kcal/kg is

obtained for carbon dioxide. Water vapor also has a negative chemical energy, equal

to -57.79 Kcal/mole or -3210 Kwal/kg. 'he formation of these gases results in a

conversion of chemical energy into heat, vhich may be expended in increasing the

7-hysical heat content xx of the gases.

Some gases which appear in the products of combustion, for instance atomic

gases, have a positive chemical energy. This means that, when they are formed (from

standard elements), chemical energy is absorbed rather than given off.

By using the concept of total heat content, we can write very easily the

basic equation of combustion. For this, it is necessary to apply the aw of

conservation of er.rgy to the process of combustion.. Let us assune first of all

that the combustion is not acccrimanied with any losses of energy. Then the tota!

heat content Icp of the combtistion products at the temperature T wlirh they will have

.s a result of the process of combustion must be equal to the total heat content 1.

of the fue' entering the combustion chamber:

(5.20)
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In the process of combustion, different energy losses can occur, as

throxw the &rawin off of heat by the walls of the chamber, or as a result of

incomplete combustion in poor atomization of the fuel. These looses can be

taken into account by introducing the coefficient of the completeness ot the

combustion i. In this case the equation of combustion can be written in

the form

To determine the temperature of combustion from equation (5.20)

or (5.21), it is necesoary to know the composition of the products of combustion,

since both the chemical energy and the heat content depend on the composition of

the gas mixture (inasmuch as the specific heat of different gases are differant).

In the combustion chambers of liquid-fuel rocket engines, the processes

of dissociation have an important influence on the composition of the products of

combustion and on the completeness of the transformation of chemical energy.
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4. THERML DISSOCIATION AND COIPOSITION OF THE

PRODUCTS OF COMBSTION.

Therma! Dissociation and Constants of Equilibrium.

In describing the processes taking place in the combustion chambers

of rocket engines, (especially liquid-fuel engines), we devoted npecial attention

to the problems of obtaining complete combustion of the fuel and, consequently,

compiete conversion of its chemical energy into thermal energy. However, the degree

of conversion of chemical energy into thermal energy is determined not only by the

construction of the chamber and the heat, but also by the characteristics of

physical and. chemical properties at high temperatures.

As we already mentioned, combustion processes taking place at high

temperatures are characterized by an extremely intensive thermal dissociation,

that is, the processes of formation of chemical compounds in combustion under

these conditions is partly accompanied by their decomposition.

Vhcn reactions take place in a zm reverse direction, there is also a

reverse transformation of energy. As a consequence of dissociation, there is a toss

of physical heat content and the extent of use of the chemical energy is diminished.



For instance, at a high temperature, the reaction of oxidization of carbon monoxide

is necessarily accompanied by the reverne reaction of decomposition of the carbon

dioxide:

CO+± --+ -2  CO2.2

From the kinetic point of vlew, the occurrence of the reverse reaction is

explained by the fact that in a gas-mixture those collisions - collisions of CO2

molecules with one another, or vith CO and 02 molecules. If the force of collision

's great enougb, it will be accompanied by the decomposition of the CO moleculesinto
2

its components. Here the source of' energy necessary to split the C02 molecule is

the energy of thermal motion.

As the combustion reaction takes place, the number -of initial. molecules,

i.e., CO and 02 . gradually decreases, and consequently the speed of this reaction

also decreases. On the contrary, as the content of the products of the combustion

reaction (in our case C02) increases, the rate of the dissociation reaction wi'l

increase, since the number of collisions in which C02 molecules participate increases.

.s a result, there is a time at vhich the rate of the reactions of combustion and

dissociation become equal to one another - the state of chemical equilibrium begins.



In this state, the average chemical composition of the gas does not change.

The quantitative relation vhich is established between thc dissociated

gas and the undissociated gas in the conditions of chemical equilibrium is defined

by the so-called equilibrim constant.

For each chemical reaction, the equilibrium constant istablishes a relation

between the concentrations or partial pressures of the individual components of the

gas mixture, which is in chemical equilibrium.

In computations for liquid-fuel rocket engines, equilibrium constants Kp are

used which are expressed in terms of partial pressures. Each partial pressure appears

in the expression for the constmts with the same power as that with which it effects

the rate of the reaction*x bm For instance, the equilibrium constant of a reaction

C0- CO-'1 O2

is expressed in the following way:

pCop 2
. -05.22)PCO,

where P , p0 2 , and pCO are the partial pressures of the gases forming the

riven mixture.

From this expression to the equilibrium constant, it is seen that the

* As Iomwn from the law of UW acton for chemical reactions, this power is given by

the corresponding coefficients the reaction.

p ZO6
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stronger the dissociation, the larger the quality K vill be (since the pressures
P

p 0 O and p0 are larger, ai the pressure pCO2 is smaller).PC2

From the equilibrium constants, it is possible to find the composition

cithe gas mixture and to determine the change of its composition under varying

external conditions.

The value of the equilibrium constants K for a given rw reactionP

depends solely on the temperature. This relationship is extremely complicated, and

for the reactions between the products zz of combustion of rocket engines it is

impossible to give an analytic expression connecting the equilibrium constant

to the temperature.

At the present time, the equilibrium constants are computed by the methods of

An statistival thermodynamics. For this, it is necessary to know the molecu'1r

c wrn, and n:ost important, the chemical energies of the corresponding substances.

Trab'es of values of the equilibriu constants compiled over the required range of'

temperature are useri extensively in computations forprocesses in rocket engines.

Effect of Temperature and Pressure on the Composition

CC Products of Combustion.

The values of the equilibrium constants of dissociation reactions increase

strongly vithl increasing temperature, and in the products of combustion the c.'ntent

of dissociation products increases correspondingly. This is also clear fron the

k-_.. 20-7



the kinetic point of view. If the temperature T of the gas mixture is increased,

the number of molecules having a large store of energy will increase, and this

will result in an increase in the rate of the dissociation reaction of the products

of combustion and in the destruction of the equilibrium established at the previous

temperature. At the new higher temperature of the gas, an equilibrium state Vill

again be established. This state ill be characterized by equal rates of the

initial reaction (combustinn) and of the reverse reaction (dissociation), but

with a higher content of dissociation products in the gas mixture. Thus, the

temperature of the gas mixture influences the composition of this mixture. Indeed,

it influences the composition in a way such that, as the temperature of the mixture

increases, there is a higher content of gas whose formation requires expenditure

of heat.

The equilibrium constant foi- ideal gases does not depend on the pressure,

but this does not mean that the composition of the gas mixture always remains constant

ulhen the pressure changes.

Iany dissocialon ractions are accompanied by a change in the vo' tme of

the gas mixture. Thus, fr instance, in the dissociation reaction of carbin dioxide,

the number of moles is increased by ./2 mole for each moole of complete'y dissociated

-~-7-7



carbon dioxide. In the constant-pressure case, this leads to an increase of the

volume of the gas mixture.

For dissociation reacons in hich the number of moles changes, the

composition of the gas mixture will depend on its pressure. At the same time, the

equilibrium constant does not change, while the partial pressures of thie gas

components are redistributed. If the number of moles increases in dissociation
A

reaction, the increase of pressure will suppress the dissociation reaction and

increase the products of total combustion in the gas mixture. In other vords, an

increase of pressure reduces the degree of dissociation of gases if it is accompanied

by an increase in the number of moles. For dissociation reactions in which the number

of moles does not change, the composition of the products does nwt depend on the

pressure. Since the number of moles increases in most dissociation reactions of the

combustion products of rocket fuels, an increase of the pressure in the combustion

charter reduces somewhat (not very greatly) the degree of dissociation.

Composition and Tjmperature of ?roducts of Combustion

in Rocket Engines. Comple teness of

Liberation of Chemical Energy.

Ordilary rocket-engine fuels contain four elements: carbon; hydrogen;

oxygen; and nitrogen.

if combustion were not accompanied by dissociation, the pzorlucts of

comoustion would consist of carbon dioxide C02, water vapor ."2, and mn ecular

2-'.'



nitrogen N2*. However, at temperatures which are still fairly low, - about 28000 abs. -

a considerable dissociation of carbondioxide in water vapor is observed (Fig. 5.22).

As a result, carbon monoxide CO, the hydroxyl group OH, and molecular oxygen 02 and

hydrogen 112 awo formed. At a still higher temperature, the content of nitric oxide

110, as well as the atomic gases hydrogen, H, oxygen 0 and Nitrogen N, becomes

significant in the products of combustion.

100 /DIOC10 H

z 80 80. .

OCo 2  Hz0

Co 60

4 0- - 40
00

,,o OH, .o0

,j 20 20

1 000 2000 30700 4 000 0T 1000 2000 3000 4000 00

Fig. 5.22. The dissociation of vapor 20 and carbon dioxide CO2 depending

on the temperature.

The composition of the products of combustion in thd chamber is determinea

frora the equilibrim.3 constants in the corresponding dissociation raactions :nd the

ressure in the chamuber p.c in addition, the gas composition depends on the relative

content zf the different elements in the 1uel.

Since the ccmposition of the products of combustion depends on the

* For a stoiciometric re'ation of the components.
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temperature, the solution of equations (5.20) or (5.20) requires a fairly large

amount of computations. Usually, it is necessary to assume the value of the

tempersture, then find the composition of the product of combustion (i.e., the

partial pressures of the gases) from the equilibrium constant and the composition

of the fuel, and finally verify the basic equation of combustion

The true temperature an& the corresponding comppsition of the products

of combustion is thus determined by the method of substitution.

q The resultsm of the computations shows that, because of the sharp increase

of the degree of dissociation of the products of combustion at temperatures above

0
3000 aos, an increase of the supply of chemical energy in the Cuel does not '.ead

to = proportional increase in the temperature of the chamber. Thus, as an example

we can compare the combustion temperatures of two fuels: kerosene + nitric acid,

and kerosene + oxygen. The calorific value of the second fue" is 2201 K'.aO/ht;, whichu

ia approximm:tely 50jC greater than the calorific value of the first fue (1% .

Hnwever, the combustion temperature of theg fuel kerosene + oxygen (36Y)n abs) is

on'y 201' higher than the combustion temperature of kerosene with nitric acid (P98-0 c'vs).

'Tis is a dircc. consequence of the intensive dissociation of the prodicts of

-combustion nnd of the decrease of the extent of liberation of chemical cnergy.
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Fig, 5.23. The relation of the temperatures of

products of combustion of the fuel oxygen + kerosene

to the 7ressure at kO.Z

HoW 1.e/ consider the relation of the combustion temperature to the

pressure.

This relation is well illustrated by the graph in Fig. 5.23, which was

drawn for the products of combustion of the fuel a kerosene + iquid oxygen for k 0 7

2he dissociation of the products of the comp ete combustion of it fue' - these

.rotlucts forming a mixture of carbondioxide CO and water vapor takes place

with an increase in the number of mo.es (CO ' .Cyonsequently,

an Increase in the pressure must reduce the dissociation of the product of combusti.. n,

"ncrease the amount of chemical energy converted to physical heat content of the

product of combustion, and finaly "lead to an increase in the bombustion temperature.

As can be seen from the graph (see Fig. 5.23), at first, at sma" absolute

vv'ues, an increase in the pressure leads to a rapid increase of the temperature.

Mien, as the pressure increases further, the temperature increases ever -,tore so, y.

This takes 'a ce because the raising of the ;emreracure 3cads in turn L,-, a nce sc

ofI the dissociation of the products of combustiin.
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Such a relation of the combustion temperature to the pressure is

characteristic of all rocket-engine fuels. Consequently, there is an effort to

increase the pressure in the chamber for the purpose of improving the use of the

chemica] energy of the fuel and thus increasing the specific thrust.

Te temperature and composition of the products of combustion is effected

by the ratio of the components of the fuel, as well as by the pressure.

If dissociation is ignored, the maximimi combustion temperature and the

maximxnm amomt of heat liberated in combustion would be obtained for a theoretical

Mtio 10 of the fuel and the oxidizer, i.e., foroI . However, the phenomenon

of dissociation reduces the combustion temperature and the different stabilities of

the combustion products with respect to dissociation results in the fact that the

rxixmum temperature and the maximum liberation of heat correspond to values of

for presently existing liquid propellent. Thus, they correspond to propellants

with a defective oxidizer and an excess of fuel

3500 100

3400 1400_

3200 -- 1200

3000 1000 O0.6 0.8 1,0 0.5 0 ,0
Fig. 5.24. The relation of the combustion Fig. 5.25. Relation of the heat

temperature of the fuel oxygen + kerosene liberated in the combus'-n of the

to the coefficient, the excessf oxidizer fuel oxygen + kerosene to the coe1*JefL°'.e.:-

Sand the pressure p. ta the excpssle oz dize ' -n"~'

. " -the pressure p.
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Fig. 5.24 and 5.25 show the relations of the combustion temperature and

the amount of liberated heat Q to the coefficient 04 4 the excessix oxi&izer and

to the pressure for the case of the fuel oxygen + kerosene. The shift of the

maxima of the temperature and. of the liberated heat v the side of D4 is explained

by the increase in the relative content of carbon monoxide, which is stable with

.espect to dissociati6n, when there is a shortage of oxidizer x in the products of

corustion. As shown by the curves in Fig. 5.25 the loss of heat through dissociation

in the combustion chamber is fairly large: at a pressure of 10 kg/cm2 , it amounts t

more than 30 of the calorific value of the propellent vhich is equal to 2200 Kcal/kS/

We have examined the effect of dissociation for the case of a fuel having

a large calorific value. Since the intensity of dissociation diminishes as the

temperature decreases, i follows that in fuels with a low calorific value (oxygen +

a'cohol or nitric acid + kerosene) the influence of dissociation is reduced, althougi

it does rmain fairly important. For instance, the loss of heat in the combustion

chaoer through dissociation amounts to 18 - 25e of the calorific value for the fue!

oxygen + alcohol, and to 12 - -,X of the calorific value for nitric acid fue- s.

We note that the carrying out of the computations hich make ic pcsaJsb e

to evaluate the quality of the combustion of fuel in rocket engines is possib'e

only by so vLnZ a :Ux fairly cumbersome system of equations by the liefuh.d of

successive approximation. Consequent.y, ikt is necessary to perform many compuLat7nE

211
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of this type to find the best conditions for the burning of a given fuel ( g and

.,t the present time, electronic computers are used for these computations.

it is also necessar,, to perform computatns of the combustion before the

subsequent analysis of the exhaust of the products of combustion through the nozzle.

shall see below, * equations for the exhaust contain quantities determined by the

composition of the products of combustion; the gas constant R, and the adiabatic

exponent k.

As shown by formulae (5.8) and (5.9) the gas constant R depends on the

composition of the gas and is determined by the combustion temperature and the pressure

at which the combustion takes place.

The adiabatic exponent k changes as a result of the joint influence of the

temperature and. the composition of the combustion products on the specific heat.

130-k

p1000 2500 3000 3,a00 bT

Fig. 5.26. T-e relation of the gas constant of the products

of combustion R and the adiabatic exponent kk k to the

temperature T and the pressure p.

The effect of the temperature and the pressure of the products of co.tbustion

on their gas constant R and their adiabatic exponent k is i lustrated by the graph

in Fig. 5.26. As this graph shows, the gas constant of the ps products of combustion
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increases with increasing temperature. This is a consequente of the reduction of

the content of monotomic gases in the products of combustion, which is in turn a

consequence of dissociation. For the same reason, the adiabatic exponent of the

producti of combustion increases with increasing temperature and decreasing pressure.

Special Thermodynamic Properties of Gas Mixtures at High

Teperatures.

Any thermodynamic process which takes place in a gas mixture heated to a

high temperature is accompanied by the reactions of dissociation or recombination,

which lead to a change in the chemical composition of the gas mixture. Thermodynamic

processes of this type are frequently encounrcered in practice. In particular, they

occur in combustion chambers and especially in the xozzles of rocket engines in rapid

f'ight in the atmosphere, in air flows about streamline& rudders, and so on.

A change in the chemical composition of the gas mixture effects first of a'!

the gas constant R, which does not remain constant, although the pzp parameters of

the gas mixture for any state (i.e., for any chemical composition) do satisfy the

-quation of state as an ideal gas.

The change of the chemical composition also effects th*x specific heat o1

the gas.

We shall call specific heat which take into account the chemica: energy of

-p A2



the gas total specific heat and denote them by a dash. Thus, by definition, the

total constant volune specific heat i in equal to

c- - V'const = (;7: )V-.const +

(5.23)

t~L -T0V)+ (OMJH /
T V-Cont .T c - cont

Likewise, the total constant pressure specific neat c' can bep

written 
+

5T-om . ./aAO(5 .2

Here the rean re approximately equal to cV  and
quantitie{ an " to-' ru.

c respectively.
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As we showed above, when the temperature increases the content of produtts

of dissociation which have a large supply of chemical energy relative to the initial

substances is increased In the gas mixture. Tnerefdre he quantities

are always positive, and consequently d ?QVand Vi C "

In the range of temperatures which occur in the combustion chamber and

nozzle of the *:ocket engines, the quantities / n be of the same order as c- and

c , and can even exceed them.

She numerical values of the total specific heat are determined by the nature

of the processes of heating or cooling of the reaction mixture of gases.

Let us consider the case where, in the process of heating or cooling, 'he

gas mixture aLways satisfies the conditions of chemical equi'ibricn. This is possib e

W-W qP'-



t

if the dissociation reaction or recombination reaction, Which are necessary for chemical

reactions to rbe constantly wai&inei in th gas mixture, is able to take place in the

tiime in which the gas heats up or cools down. Thus a process of heating or cooling

of a gas is called a limit euilibrium process.

Theoretica I studies and special experiments have shown that the state of the

products of combustion in the nozzles of rocket engines changes according to a limit

equilibrium process, despite the short time of heating xf up and cooling down. Therefore,

from now on, we shall take the total t specific heat ct and ct to be the specific

heat contrIbAuted under the condition of equilibrium heating or cooling.

In the case of a limit equilibrium process, the quantitative composition

of the gas mixture and, consequently, the total heat content or total internal energy

of the gas mixture are completely determined by the chemical structure of the molecu es

of a gas mixture, as well as by the va.ue of the temperature and pressure.

/A
We note that under these cnnlitions the quantities and

wi'). not be equal, since when a gas is heated in a constant volume it S pressure will.

increase. A we know, an increase in pressvxe 'a obstructs the clissociation reaction

which accompany the increase in the number of moles. Consequently, -- gas heated at

constant voixme will not change its composition as rapidly as a gas heated at constant

pressure.
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Fig. 5.27 shows a graph of the change of the total heat content of the product

of dissociation of water vapor with temperature. In constructing this function,

the cmposition of the products of ccmbustion for different teperatures is determined

in accordance with the graph of Fig. 5.22. For cmparison, a graph of the change

of the physical heat content of undissociated water vapor is given.

l~f~of

2

-z -

Fid. 5.2.(. Change of the total heat conten-t of water vapor which is dissociating

in equilibrium, and of water vapoi7does no change its hia cp~~i~

as the temperacturo T changes.

I- total heat content oi' water vapor which is dissociating in equilibrium,

2- total heat content of water vapor which does not change its chemical composit'on.

Fig. 5 ?8. Ahnge in the specific heat c' of wder vapor which is

dissociating and c P of water vapor which is not dissccialcng in

relation to the temperaLure T.
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Fig. 5.28 shows the relation of the specific heat.s c' and C of water
p

vapor to temperature. It is seen that C e> , At high temperatures the total

specific heat is many times greater than the specific heat of a gas of constant

chemical composition.

By means of the concept of the total specific heat, it is possible to use

the some methods to describe thermodynamic processes in gas mixtures as those used

to describe processeO in gases of constant composition. In particular, the very

important adiabatic process which takes places in gases of variable composition can

(.pp COlnSt,

be described by the equation ( Q/

where the quantity k , represents the ratio of the total specific heat and can be

called the adiabatic exponent of the gas of variable composition.

To -compute k' . it is necessary to know the values of the total specific

heat a .They ccn be found by performing the corresponding- thermodyawmic computc tions.

e must note that, the equation z Vhich is suitable for roses of constznt

caaposition, no longer holds for thermodynamic processes in gases of variab'e coirpositfn.

In computations of the process of expansion in rocket engines which use

:din ry fue's raid whose products of comrbustion do not have too high a temperature,

(not above 360 os.), it is prssibl.e to use nn average Index for the process of

expaiision ni , I called the isotropic index. The quantity ns accounts for (C.!hou5h n:t

quite accurately) the variabiLi'y of the coposition of the products of combustion.
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CHAPTER VI

FLOW OF COMBUSTION PRODUCTS THROUGH THE NOZZLE OF A
ROCKET ENGINE

1. Basic Laws of Motion of Gas Flow

Parameters of Gas Flow

Combustions products formed in the combustion chamber of the

.tngine proceed into the nozzle, where their expansion and acceleration

occurs. In the process of motion through the nozzle the parameters

of gas flow are changed. To parameters of flow of gases in the nozzle,

besides the above-indicated magnitudes characterizing the state of the

gas: p, V (or p) and T, also pertain speed w and area of cross section

of flow S.

During motion through the nozzle a decrease of temperature and

pressure of' the gas occurs. A decrease in temperature leads to

d'! crease of the degree of dissociation of strongly dissociated gas

in the chamber - recombination of atoms and radicals into molecules.

Decrease of pressure prevents this process insignificantly. It

k- -lear that recombination leads to additional liberation of heat and

pit'omotus fuil.cr conversion of chemical energy of the fuel into kinetic

,IPt'iy of ga- flow ensuing from the no7zle.

At the m,°omtnt we wil.l not consider the phenomenon of re(ombinati-on

and w cii. eonsi der flow of gas of constant composition !.hrol h the
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nozzle. As a fundamental equation for determination of parameters of

flow we use the equation of the state of the gas

-- v~gRT (6.1)

or in another way

pV=RT.

The second equation, into which parameters of gas flow enter, is the

equation of thermodynamic process. We will stop on this equation

somewhat more specifically.

The state of the gas during thermodynamic processes can be changed

in the most diverse way, for instance, under constant volume, under

constant pressure or under constant temperature. Depending upon the

above, the connection betwetrn parameters of the state of the gas turns

out to be different.

The most general form of the equation of thermodynamic process is

-- = constp.

or

PV = conL, (6.2)

in the following we will consider only such processes whose

index n, remains constant for the whole process.

Taking different values of index n, it is possible to describc

basiLc thermodynamic processes occurring in gases. Thus, for instanc ,,

-aking n = 0, we set p = const; consequently, equation (6.2) in this

case, will express the isobaric process equation. Such a process has

p ace, for instance, in the combustion chamber of a rocket engine.

T,1: process in pV-coordinatec on Fig. 6.1 is depicted by line I

( Isobar)



At n = I we get pV = const, or, taking into account the equation

of state, we get T = const, i.e., the isothermal process equation

(line II - isotherm - on Fig. 6.1).

At n-- co equation (6.2) will be the

equation of isochoric process V = const.

I ,0 Line III (isochore) on Fig. 6.1, dif-

ferentiates two characteristic regions, the

region of expansion processes (increase of

specific Volume V) and the region of compres-

sion processes (decrease of snecific Volume V).
Fig. 6.1. Graoh of
basic thermodynamic From all possible processes in gases we
processes in gas.

will be interested mostly in the expansion

process of a gas of constant composition, occurring in conditions of

absence of heat exchange between gas and environment. One would think

that such conditions for the motion of a gas, especially in the nozzle

of a rocket engine, are not able to exist, since the gas has a high

temperature and touches the intensely cooled walls of the nozzle.

However, in reality it is not so. The time of contact of the gas with

the walls of nozzle is very small. Due to great speed of flow this

time is, even in an engine having significant dimensions, of a magni-

tude of 0.001 sec. Furthermore, a large part of the gas oasses far

away from the walls and only in small degree transmits heat to them.

By the shown causes the quantity of heat given by the gas to the

walls, is insignificantly small as compared to its general reserve in

the gas, and the expansion process of the gas in the rocket engine

nozzle is possible to consider occurring without heat exchange wi th

th1-e walls. Such a process of exoansion is called adiabatic.
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The adiabatic orocess, occurring in gas, is characterized by the

fact that the simplest form of the law of conservation of energy

appears in it.

During adibatic expansion a decrease in temperature and pressure

of the gas occurs. In connection with this decrease of temperature,

internal energy which the gas possesses decreases. It is possible to

show that a decrease of pressure during adiabatic expansion of gas

evokes also a decrease of potential energy of gas pressure, not con-

sidering growth of specific volume. According to the law of energy

conservation the difference of energies which the gas oossesses in

the beginning and at the end of the process, wholly passes into the

work of expansion of gas.

Work of gas exoansion is used in various machines differently:

in a oiston engine, for instance, it is turned into work of shifting

the piston; in a reactive engine - into kinetic energy of gas flow.

The quantity of work obtained during adiabatic expansion of gas is

:,asy to calculate having determined the change of internal and poten-

tial energies of the gas in the expansion process. This we will do

below during conclusion of the energy equation.

Index n for adiabatic orocess, occurring in a gas of constant

coiwosition is equal to the index of adiabat:

C,

As can be seen from Fig. 6.1, the exoansion curve with index

n :k (line IV) passes between the isotherm and isochore somewhat

t:Ei c' than the isotherm, since k > 1.

Established and Transient Flow of Gas

i,'r detJrnmination of the connection between parameters of m,-.vi:
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gas it is insufficient to use only thermodynamic relationships; it is

necessary to consider also regularities characterizing gas flows.

In the first place we will separate from all possible flows

established, or stationary, flow. As established flow of gas it is

under'stood that in every given point of space the gas parameters

(speed, pressure, temperature, density) do not change in time. If

this constancy of parameters by time is not observed, this motion is

called transient.

In many technical problems connected with motion of gas, flow of

gases can be considered established, and if not completely, then in

any case on the average. This significantly simplifies solution of

many practical problems.

Namely as such we will consider motion of gas in the nozzle of a

rocket engine. As a result one should exclude from consideration the

period of starting and stopping of the engine, and also the moment of

transition of the engine from one set of conditions to another, when

the flow rate of fuel is changed in time, and consequently, the flow

rate of gas and parameters of gas flow. In these cases we have an

example of transient flow of gas.

Distribution of Speeds by Cross Section of Flow.

One-Dimensional Flow

Gases, as liquid, possess viscosity. Characteristic of viscosity

is the coefficient of viscosity p, determined by the relationship

AW

Ay

Wficre T - tangent force, referred to a unit of area which appears
between parallel moving layers of gas or liquid located at
a distance Ly from each other;

Aw - difference of speeds am.ong these layers.
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Viscosity of gases is much less than the viscosity of liquids

and appears only where there is a great difference of speeds, for

instance directly at the surface of a streamlined body. Particles of

gas directly adjacent to this surface seemingly adhere to it and

remain motionless.

As a result of removal from the body surface the velocities of

gas particles increase fast and then remain as constants equal to the

speed of flow.

A film of gas in which a build-up of speed occurs from zero to

the speed of free flow is called the boundary layer. Gradual build-up

of speed in the boundary layer is explained by the action of forces of

internal friction in the gas.

The thickness of the boundary layer at the surface of a stream-

lined body increases in the direction of flow, and at large linear

dimensions of the body, can attain signifucant magnitude.

Motion of gases and liquids, as it is known from physics, can e

laminar and turbulent. With laminar flow the movements of gas stream-

are not mixed; in turbulent flow intense mixing of streams at the

Xpense of transverse shift of small volumes of gas occurs,.

Lainar flow may be both established and transient. Turbulent

motion is always transient. However, because mixing of layers of

liquid or gas occurs in volumes essentially smaller than the general

dimensions of flow, turbulent motion can be considered established on

thr, average.

During flow of gas along a wall, in the boundary layer fcr a cur-

tain lcrigth the motion is laminar and then passes into turbulent.

ranitJion of motion from laminar to turbulent depends on condi ton.;

,' -aO flow.
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Fig. 6.2. Dis- "
tribution of Fig. 6.3. Diagram of
speeds in a cross one-dimensional flow
section of tur- through the nozzle of
bulent flow. the engine chamber.
[cp = av = average]

The law of change of speed in a boundary layer by its thickness

is distinguished for laminar and turbulent motions. In a turbulent

boundary layer, due to intense mixing of gas layers, the speed grows

significantly faster than in the laminar layer.

Conditions of gas flow through the nozzle of a rocket engine are

such that the boundary layer is always turbulent with fast increase

in speed to full speed of flow (Fig. 6.2). Therefore, in examining

of gas motion through the nozzle of a Liquid-Fuel Rocket Engine, the

boundary layer usually is not taken into account, and it is considered

that in any point of a given section the speed is the same, equal to

the average speed of flow wav.

The nozzle of a rocket motor is a channel of variable section,

in which radial flow of gas toward the axis of the channel Ln the

narrowed part and from axis in the expanded part should appear.

However, radial speeds of gas in the nozzle in first approximation

can be disregarded.

Thus, in every cross section of the engine chamber spr-ed i.

L.ken as constant and equal to the speed on the axis of the channel

(Pi i. ' .. ). Such flow of liquid is called onQ-dimensionai.

If radlal speed is not -onsidered, then the calculated (tLheoret-

.'al) s~ecd ~o' f'low will appear higher than the 'eal. It s p,:s l,



consequently, to consider that radial flow leads to a certain loss of

exhaust velocity and specific thrust of the motor. This loss is

included in total sum of losses, occurring in flow of gas through the

nozzle.

Flow Rate Equation

Let us consider two sections perpendicular to the direction of

speed of one-dimensional flow (Fig. 6.4), and calculate the mass of

gas passing through both section during the time At. Mass flow rate

is determined in this case by volume flow rate SwAt, multiplied by

density p. Thus, the mass of gas passing through the first section

of one-dimensional flow will be piwSiAt, and through second -

f)2 w2 S 2 At.

But during established motion during the time At no variation of

gas parameters in any point between the first and second sections is

able to occur. Consequently, accumulation or decrease of gas mass

in the volume between sections will not occur. Therefore, entrance

of gas through section 1-1 should be equal to its expenditure through

sct ion 2-2, whence it follows that for one-dimensional gas flow

during established motion,

pwS=const. (6.3)

The obtained equation is called the flow rate equation. It is

the expression of the law of conservation

2
of mass for the case of gas flow.

s;2 e For incompressible liquids f - const
' 2 and the equation of flow rate takes thce f'orn

WS =const. (,.4)
FI . C.) Conclusion
of t' flow rate
cqUt i~nl --.Z



At low speeds the gas can be considered an incompressible liquid.

From equation (6.4) it follows that in this case the speed is changed

reciprocally with respect to the area of the stream's cross section.

For a compressible gas, due to change of density p the illustration

is changed not only quantitatively, but also qualitatively: at

supersonic speeds in the expanded channel, as we subsequently will

see, the gas speed does not decrease, but increases.

Energy Equation

Let us consider energy relationships characteristic for gas flow.

These relationshiDs ensue from the law of conservation of energy. We

will consider that heat exchange between flow and the walls (environ-

ment) is absent, i.e., we will consider adiabatic gas flow. In thil

case the general reserve of energy E, which a certain mass of gas

possesses, in the process of flow cannot be changed and for any section

of flow will remain constant.

However, in connection with the fact that in the flow process

paramneters of flow are changed, redistribution of energy occurs, with

its transition from one form to another. Moreover, in dependence on

the character of flow certain forms of energy de not change their

magnitude. Thus, for instance, if gas flows along a horizontal

Thannel, then the potential energy of its weight does not change. If

the flow consists of gases of constant composition, then its reserve

of chemical energy remains constant.

During calcill-ation of the magnitude of the reserve of flow energy

E, there is no sense in considering those of its forms which do not

change their magnitude in the given flow.

in the ease of motion of compressible gas consLdered by us the

kindtic energy of flow, potential energy of pres-sure, ,)otni.al ener;,y
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of weight and, lastly, internal energy of thermal motion of gas

particles can change their magnitude.

First of all, at speed w the gas possesses kinetic energy equal to

2

or for I kg of gas w 2/2g, and in thermal units Aw2/2g.

Potential energy of pressure of I kg of gas in thermal units is

equal to ApV. Potential energy of weight mgz for I kg of substance

numerically equal to the height of location of the center of gravi tj

of thb mass of gas z, counted off from a certain level. For gas flows

having small density, potential energy of weight as compared to poten-

tial energy of pressure usually will be disregarded,

Finully, internal energy of the gas -s

U=CVr.

Thus, if we disregard the potential energy of weight, the general

reserve of energy per I kg of gas

E= Aw+U+Apv.
2g

The sumn of internal energy U and potential energy of pressure ApV

ic; called enthalp H (see Chapter 5). Therefore,

o Aa'+ fcn.(.t
2g

For adiabatic flow E = const; consequently,

H+ A t= const, (6 .6 )

or, for two arbitrary sections of a stream of gas 1-1 and 2-2 (see

2g 2z
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The obtained equation expresses the law of conservation of energy,.

affirming that energy does not disappear and Joes not appear anew uut

passes from one form into another. Equation (6.7) will be subsequently

called the energy equation.

Equation (6.7) is frequently used for determination of speed of

gas flow

W1 -Vw.2+ - (H. - .).(6.8)

If exhaust of a gas from a vessel of large dimensions is con-

sidered, in which speed w0 is small, then

w, (H. -(H.)9)

We will present the energy equation in another form which will

be useful to us subsequently. For that, using relationships derived

in Chapter V, we will express enthalpy of gas through parameters of

state:

A hp
H=T=*--_ART=A h-lgP

The energy equation can now be copied in such a form:

+T-=const,

k-1- 2

During the analysis of flow of incompressible liquid one should

consider that due to absence of heat exchange with the external

medit, the internal energy of the moving incompressible liquid will

not be chang, d. Therefore, in the energy equation for motion of an

incompressible liquid it is not necessary to consider the magnitude

oi* Lntcrnal energy. On the other hand, due to large specific gravity

(,I* dropping liquids, it is necessary to consider change of potentiat
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energy of weight. The equation of energy conservation for a incom-

Dressible liquid is recorded in the following form:

- + "-+z= const. (6.11)
1 2g

Equation (6.11) is the Bernoulli equation.

2. Flow of Gas Through the Nozzle

Speed of Sound in Gases

A very important characteristic of gas is the speed of propagation

of sound in it.

As speed of sound, speed of propagation of longitudinal oscilla-

tions in a medium is understood. Also, here we discuss not only

oscillations perceived by the human ear as' sound, but also oscillations

of gas, the freouencies of which lie beyond the threshold of sound.

Let us assume that a cylindrical

2 tube (Fig. 6.5) contains a motionUsi;

mass of gas with pressure p, density

p, and temperature T. Let us assule

1 21 that, further, in the left end of

Mowet 0! the tube a certain pulse is trans-

lniitted to the gas, for instance aMoment of 4UmO t. I ii]!

Fig. 6.5. Conclusion on the short shock with the help of a

expreszion for speed of mobile piston. Gas near the pistorn
sound.

will become compressed, and then,

-in Pxpended, .,ill induce motion to particles of gas loca ted on the

r', -hL. Along the tube from left to right a wave travels.

In a certain moment t1 the wave will reach section 1-1. After

it 2ccondL (in a moment .L" time t 2 ) it will shift into section 2-2.
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Past section 2-2 the pressure of the gas will be the same as it

was before the gas received a pulse. Left of section 2-2 the pressure

will be greater than in the undisturbed gas. We will designate it

through pi(p i > p).

The speed of propagation of the wave will be, obviously,

Ax

wher,: 1-x is the distance between sections 1-1 and 2-2.

The mass of gas in the tube volume, corresponding to section lx

is increased at the expense of flowing into this volume of a certain

mass cf gas from the left with a certain speed w. The magnitude of

this mass

where S is the area of the tube section;

P1 is density of gas left of the wave front.

On the other hand, an increase of mass of gas may be expressed

through a change of density in volume SAx:

m= (, -p) )s'sx.

Equating the right side of the last two expressions, we find

,o- P'- F a. (6.12)
PI

In order to exclude unknown speed w we will use 'the theorem of

momentum.

The mass of gas in volume Sgx will be pSAx. This mass during

the time Lt begins movement with speed w. Change of momentAun here

should be equal to the energy impulse,

PS.x (W -0) ( (P, -P) S.It,

whence'

-P
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Placing in this equality the expression (6.12) for w, we obtain

a- F1 P-P. (6.13)

For weak perturbations of gas, such as sonic oscillations, p1

does not greatly differ from p, and p1 from p:

p1___p+ p (6.14)

and

a= AP(6.15)

Magnitude AD depends on the process of compression of gas.LgP

Newton, for the first time obtaining this expression in 1687, consid-

ered that the temperature of' the gas during passage of a wave througb

it remains constant. In this case

--- const.

P
w.} ience

i~p _e_ p
Ap p

and

This formula gives the value of the speed of sound in air almost.

1'." smaller than what is obtained from experiment. Newton in his oivl

t.ime explained this divergence by the presence in the atmosphere of

suspended hard particles and water vapors.

Much later, in 181., Laplace indicated that the process of com-

prs'ssion of gas during passage of a wave should be considered~ not as

isothernal, but as adiabatic, inasmuch as during fast comipressions ano

expansions of gas the heat exchange in gas does not succeed in occur-

r i'.
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In case of an adiabatic process in a wave

p - p* const,
Ap = kpk- I A. const.

Hence

ap

and

a,- I/h-k- (6.16)

or in accordance with the equation of state p = pgRT.

a= V kT. (6.17)

The latter two formulas give for higher values the speed of

sound, agreeing well with experiment.

Thus, the speed of sound in a gas depends not on the absolute

value of pressure and density, but on their relationships, i.e., on

temperature.

For air k = 1.4; R = 29.27 kg-m/kg deg, and the expression for

the speed of sound takes the form

a=.20I VT

The speed of sound in air at 00 C is equal to 330 m/sec. For

,-orbustion products in the thrust chamber at T = 3000 °0 absolute, k =

= 1.2 arid R = 34 kg-m/kg deg, spped of sound a = iO0 m/sec.

Speed of soi'nd has clear physical meaning, constituting the speed

of propagation of weak perturbations in a gas. Furthermore, speed of

sound has also definite energy meaning. For clarification of it, wE-

w;iI extract an expression for the square of speed of sound and the

manpiitude of enthalpy of gas:

a'--kgRT;

H=--!- ART.
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Eliminating from these two equations magnitude T, we find

a=-L(k- 1)/'H.
A

The obtained expression means that the square of the speed of

sound is a measure of enthalpy of the gas.

The idea of speed of sound has great value in aerodynamics and

gas dynamics. Streamlining of bodies by gas, exhaust of gases througtQ

pipes, cap, and nozzle and in general the character of any form of

motion of a gas is in the closest contact with the relationship of the

speed of gas to speed of sound in gas. Depending upon the magnitude

of this reiationship, we refer to subsonic and supersonic conditions

of exhaust and speeds of flight. The relation of speed of flow to

speed of sound is designated in all aerodynamic and gas-dynamic cal-

culations by the letter M and called "the M number,"

a

For the first time (in 1868) the relation of speed of gas (or a

body moving in a gas) to the speed of sound was introduced in scien-

tific everyday use to Russian scientists-ballistics by N. V. Maiyevslij.

Later it was used also by the Austrian physicist Mach and widely knowrt

in technology undet the name of Mach number.

We will return to expression (6.13).

If pressure p1 and density p1 noticeably differ from pressure p

and density p in an undisturbed gas, then the wave of perturbation i.-

called a strong, or shock, wave in distinction from a weak (sonic)

wave. The speed of propagation of a shock wave

I/- F AP

[y.A = sw = shock wave]
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From comparison of expressions (6.15) and (6.19) it follows that

the speed of propagation of a shock wave is always greater than the

speed of sound.

If a gas is given a strong perturbation, i.e., evoking a large

difference of pressures p, - p. then the formed wave during its

propagation will partially disperse energy to the gas. The force of

the wave, measured by the difference of pressures p, - p, will decrease.

Correspondingly its speed will decrease, and the shock wave after a

certain time will be turned into a weak wave, spreading with the speed

of sound.

Maximum Exhaust Velocity

Let us suppose a vessel, for instance the combustion chamber of

a rocket engine, inside which there is a motionless gas (w0 = 0) with

constant parameters pO, p0, T0 . Let us assume that from this vessel

exhaust of gas occurs through a, hole in the region where the gas

parameters will be p, p, T.

From the energy equation it follows that the speed of the gas will

be the biggest in those sections of the stream where its enthalpy will

be least. The maximum speed will be obtained if all enthalpy will be

tarned into kinetic energy of the stream of the exhaust gas. Also,

the absolute temperature of the gas has to become equal to zero. For

an adiabatic process, as is considered exhaust of gas from a vessel,

from comparison of (6.1) and (6.2) we can find an expression for

temperature

-)

\Po0 (6.20)

whelice it follows that for getting a temperature of the .as equal to

l'o, it. is necessary that the pressure in the gas flow p al.o be
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equal to zero. Thus, the maximum speed of the gas may be obtained

during exhaust in a vacuum, under the condition that in the gas flow

itself a pressure equal to zero will be attained.

According to expression (6.9) the magnitude of maximum speed

where H0 -- enthalpy of a motionless gas,

The magnitude Wmax can be expressed through state parameters and

speed of sound in a motionless gas:

16%ist 2 po k _ gRTO = a. 2f~

il -I2oi k 0 01V/k -1' (6.21)

For air at room temperature Wmax 750 m/sec; for products of

combustion of rocket engine fuel (T. = 30000 abs, R = 34 kg-m/kg deg,

k = 1.2) Wma x  3500 m/sec.

Maximum exhaust velocity, as follows from formula (6.2J), depends

only on temperature TO and does not depend on pressure. From the

energy point of view this is absolutely clear. Maximum speed has

place at full transformation into kinetic energy of all initial

enthalpy of the gas, but the magnitude of enthalpy is determined only

by its initial temperature. At maximum speed there occurs a full

:onverting of thermal chaotic motion of molecules into directed motion

of flow.

At first glance it seems that with an increase of pressure the

speed of flow Wmax should increase inasmuch as, talking conditionally,

the force ejecting gas from the vessel increases. However, with a

growth of pressure, (at TO = const) density pO is increased in that

same measure and, consequently, the mass, contained in a unit of

voliune. It is clear that increased pressure corwalnicates by an
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increased mass in that same order the same speed Wmax .

Dependence of Gas Parameters on Local
Speed of Flow

Let us consider, how parameters of moving gas will change depend-

ing upon speed of flow.

We will write the energy equation for two states of flow - motion-

less gas and gas moving with speed w:

k-I gRo= 2  k-

Here w and T pertain to a certain arbitrary section, and To - tempera-

ture of gas at w = 0. For temperature T the following expression is

obtained:

T=T 0 (1 2k W2

or I £ ,gRT0

" 7"o 0 .,2 (6.22)

Consequently the greater the speed of gas in the flow, the lower its

temperature.

in adiabatic flow of gas [see relationships (6.1) and (6.-2)]
I

Consequently,
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Thus, both pressure and density of the gas decrease with an

increase of speed of flow. At achievement of maximum speed, in

particular, the pressure and density of the gas become zero.

Dependence of Local Speed of Sound on Speed of

Flow. Stalling Speed

As we already know, the speed of sound in a gas is determined

only by its temperature. But the temperature of the gas in different

points of the flow may be different. Consequently, the speed of

sound will also be different. Therefore, for a moxing flow one should

consider not only local speed, temperature, pressure, and density, but

also local speed of sound.

After introduction of the idea

of maximum speed, the energy equation

can be recorded in the following form:

Wv2  k na

Fnce, taking into account that
Lim" kgRT = a2

Fl'.. 6.6. Dependence of
,;peed of sound in gas on
sjced of flow. k -) I W2.

c r = critical] a=V 2 "

Dependence of speed of sound on speed of gas is shown on Fi;. (.

At w = w the speed of sound drops to zero, inasmuch as with thi.rmax

Speed of flow may be both greater and less than the local spec d

e" sound. Speed of flow, equal to th-e local spced of sound, il ca!1,

the t;alling speed. It can be found from expression ((,.26) pu1t1i,,

a = w

W2 W1!

&P k+1 MAX-

2Z401 m'P- ' -W -'r"



But since

max h

then

k -go - a2. (6.27)

Thus, magnitude Wcr depends only on the temperature of the gas

in the vessel from which expiration occurs.

We will find the local parameters of gas at the stalling speed.

According to expression (6.22)

T,, -- To (I __ -- a

or, inasmuch as w
2  k - iLm
cr k + I max'

T'P T., 2 (6.28)
k+1

Considering expression (6.23) and (6.24), we obtain also

k

P T_ (6.29)

P
Po am +u (6.30)

PO

In particular, for air (k = 1.4)

P= 0,528 po;

T,, 0,833 To;

PN= 0,634 po;

for products of combustion of a rocket engine (k = 1.2)

Pp =0,565p o;

TI- 0,909T,;

PXP-0, 21 Po.
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Thus, for obtaining of supersonic air flow in the chamber atmos-

phere, it is necessary to have a pressure, approximately twice exceed-

ng atmospheric.

Form of Supersonic Nozzle

Till now we talked of the dependence of parameters of gas flow

on speed but did not consider the question of how to create this

>peed.

It is widely known that for an incompressible liquid or gas an

increase of speed is possible by narrowing the channel. However,

experiment shows that in a narrowed channel it is impossible to obtain

a speed of gas greater than critical. Supersonic speeds of gas flow

can be obtained with tihe help of a Laval's nozzle, constituting a

channel, the section of which at first decreases and then is increased

(Fig. 6.7).

It has been -revealed that if gas were

passed through a Laval's nozzle in sucn a way so

that stalling speed was attained in the narrowe2'

section that subsequently, after the neck, th',

La 6.7. Form of speed of flow w starts to increase. Thus, by
Laval's nozzle.

experimental means it was established that fer

-personic flows a rule of flow exists, directly opposite to the rule

of flow zzubsonic flows. In other words, flow, passing with

subsonic speed, is accelerated in a narrowed channel and is delayed

in on expanded channel. Supersonic flow, conversely, in a narrowed

Apn ,cl is -telay~aI, and in an expanded channel is accelerated.

Let us con,- -der trhis question i- ,,'eater detail. We wil] 'it

.U- i' i"on o flow ratetz (i .3) in the :%jr,,

C_.. onit (, :-1'
,,2nw
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For an incompressible liquid (p = const) the speed is reciprocal

to the area of a section of passage. For a compressible gas at small

speeds the density p, as follows from formula (6.24) drops with an

increase of speed, but so insignificantly that the character of gas

flow qualitatively remains the same as for an incomp "essible liquid,

and the area of the section of flow with an increase of speed decreases.

At great, and namely at supersonic speeds, magnitude p with an increase

of speed decreases faster than w increases. Consequently, section of

flow S in this case should increase.

We will consider the dependence of pw
ew

on w.

According to expression (6.24),

P / 1 w I _

I consequently,

PW=PFw( V,!
-,---- --- ima:

Fig. 6.8. Dependence Magnitude -pw can be called the mass
of magnitude pw on
speed of flow w. specific flow rate, understanding by this

the flow rate of a mass of gas in a unit of time through e unit of

area of passage- section. At w = 0 the specific flow rate becomes

zero. At w = wmax it also becomes zero, since here the density p

becomes equal to zero. in the interval between these two limiting

values of speed there exists, obviously, a maximum of the function.

On Pig. 6.8 the dependence of the specific flow rate on speed

ij shown.

We will consider, at what value of speed is the maximum of

,.if Ic ri'f: rate. Differentiating the expression for pw by w and



equating the derivative to zero, we obtain

I I

P.11 -pow .~ ---- 0'c W I kA/.
m a

whence

k-w

I- W2 I m__E2_x 2 W2 =0. (6.32)

Consequently, either w = Wmax or the expression standing in

brackets (6.32) is equal to zero.

In the first case pw = 0, as this is shown on the curve of

Fig. 6.8. In the second case at

k m--I .1 (6.33)h+'kI max

Lhe specific flow rate pw attains maximum value.

But the speed determined by relationship (6.33) is nothing else

but the stalling sleed, equal to the local speed of sound. The

maximum point on thc curve of Fig. 6.8 separates, consequently,

.subsonic speeds of flow from supersonic.

Now, considering curve pw, it s simple to establish, how the

crouss section of channel should be changed for achievement of super-

sonic speeds. The area of the section according tc (6.31) shoula at

first decrease and then increase. Where magnitude pw has maximum:

value, the area of section S should be minimum. Here local speed u

.,k)ind and stalling spee-d are attained. Therefore, the minimum sCcti,,,

-1 the nozzle is also called the critical section.

Thus, we see that in Laval's nozzle achievement of supefscmxioe

.:d2; is possible. Howcve. r, this is nct always poz 3 c, Ii

d;li't'crence of pressure at the entrance a,:'. outlet of the coi &r

i :-'ic~ent for creation of stalling spced in the narr'x oerciori, :'

_~ ' .I



is not always possible to attain supersonic speed.

On Fig. 6.9 possible cases of nozzle function are chown. Curves

of solid lines correspond to the basic functioning case, when the

relation of outlet pressure to inlet pressure is less than the critical

relation,

Here the pressure in gas continuously drops, and speed increases.

in those cases, whey, relation of

pressures .h
P 2 _"i

__- i.e., when the outlet pressure of the

- "KPnozzle turns out to be too large or at

the entrance too small, the stalling

Fig. 6.9. Variation of speed in the narrow section of the
flow parameters alongfloupaametersonil atg dnozzle will not be attained, althoughsupersonic nozzle at dif-

ferent values of gasaraetvaes at enran, the speed here also will decrease, andparameters at entrance.

pressure and density will increase

(dotted curves on Fig. 6.9).

3. Work of a Rocket Engine Nozzle

Area of Critical Section of Nozzle

Geometric dimensions of a supersonic nozzle of rocket engine are

determined by areas of critical and output sections.

We will find, first, the necessary area of critical section.

For thai. we will express weight second flow rate of fuel (gases) G

through :as parameters in the critical section of the nozzle,



But according to (6.30) and (6.27)

PO k+ I ______________

Therefore

gPoS1,P \- V k+1 (6.34)

Since

SRTO'

then
I

.s,, ( di h2 2k (6.35)

Equation (6.35) connects flow rate of gases G with the area of

critical section of the nozzle Scr and parameters of gas pO and To in

the combustion chamber before entrance into the nozzle. These param-

eters, as we already know, are determined from calculation of com-

bustion in a Liquid-Fu-l Rocket Engine. In Chapter V they were

dlesignated correspondingly through Pk and T.

Equation (6.35) can be rewritten in another form,
sp -, K

~.p~re 1 _____

fk +\ k4-1 R
= -) ; 2k g

Magnitude P = PoScr/G has the dimension of specific thrust -

k'sec/kg - and is called the complex of rccket engine parameters. It

frequently is applied during calculations and analysis of work of

engines.

It is necessary to note that magnitude P is proportional to the

root oi the square of temperature of combustion T., ,:tnr coefficient F-
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depends on composition of combustion products. Consequently, magnitude

is basically determined by properties of fuel; for chemical rocket

fuels, magnitude P changes in the range from 150 to 200 kgsec/kg.

For a given fuel a certain change occurs as a result of dependence

of dissociation of combustion products on the pressure in the combus-

tion chamber. Since with an increase of pressure due to decrease of

dissociation the temperature T0 increases, then P is somewhat increased.

This change is usually not very great -- it does not exceed 1-2%.

Therefore, the magnitude of the complex of parameters is considered a

characteristic of the fuel, and in the table of basic properties of

rocket fuels the values of 1 are shown (see Table 4.5). These values

can be used for approximate analysis of work of rocket engines. The

exact value 0 for given parameters of the engine is determined from

calculation of combustion and exhaust.

Knowing the magnitude of the complex of parameters 0, it is easy

to find the magnitude of critical section Scr necessary for transmis-

sion i second G kg of combustion products of fuel at a chamber pressure

2
pQ kg/cm . It is possible to also resolve another problem: to

determine what pressure will exist in the combustion chamber if

G kg/sec of a given fuel is expended in an engine with a given section

Scr Using magnitude P, it is possible to resolve also a great number

of practically important problems.

From the equation for magnitude P it is clear that an increase

)f' fuel flow rate of G in an engine with a constant critical section

of the nozzle Scr leads to a proportional increase of pressure in the

o',rbustion chamber p.. This is a direct result of the fact that. the

.petd in the eriti./al section [see formula (6.27)] does not. depend on

flow: rptV of' i'ueL and at a constant temperature of' combustion T is

consi arirt. B.iow we will see that a similar conclusion rema-ins .:



for every cross section of nozzle, i.e., the change of flow rate G in

general does not render an influence on the law of change of flow speed

through the length of the nozzle. Also, the temperature of flow in

any cross section of the nozzle, as shows relationship (6.22), also

does not depend on the flow rate. Thus, with change of mass the volwl

I'bow rate of gas through the critical section Scr., as through any cross

section of the nozzle, will not change, if only the temperature in tho

combustion chamber remains constant. This means that for transmission

of a large flow rate through the nozzle G, it is necessary to increase

the density p of the moving gas.

At constant temperature of the gas its density may be increased

only at the expense of increase of pressure in the chamber. As a

result the pressure, and conse.quently also the density of gas will be

increased proportionally in all sections of flow, including in the

critical.

Let us note that an increase of temperature T0 at constant Clow-:

rate of gas also leads to growth of pressure in the chamber and in th(,°

iiozle.

The composition of combustion products affects the necessary arcs

of' nozzle section through magnitudes of the adiabat index k and gas

constant R. The substances contained in the combustion products with

a small number of atoms in the molecule and with small molecular we] i

for which large values k and R are characteristic, the less the flow

rate of gases through the nozzle for the given Scr and pO (iagnituac

B,, as a result increases due to change of R).

With Lncrease of pressure p. in the chamber, the magnitivie of tL

,ifriv rlow rate G may be obtained for a smaller dimension or r1 t'

S('?Lt<n S. ., Wh i" leads to a decrease also of' :91 ot.hler no'wi ,

dirw oi. 17
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Fig. 6.10. Exterior of a four-chamber engine.

Tn many types of rocket engines (in particular, in aircraft)

it is necessary to regulate engine thrust. The most simplest way of

all to do this, is by changing the flow rate of fuel G. However, such

adjustment of thrust, especially if it is carried out in wide limits

of flow rate change, leads to significant change of pressure in the

chamber. Decrease of pressure in the chamber unfavorably affects the

burning process (in particular, it may cause vibration burning); it

leads also to impairment of nozzle function (the nozzle starts to work

in conditions of overexpansion - see P.265). Therefore, if it is

necessary to regulate thrust in wide limits, then for preservation of

constant pressure in the chamber, the engine's nozzle should be made

with a variable critical section.

Mechanization of the nozzle (adjustment of the critical section

in the process of engine function) is a very difficult problem.

Therefore, this question is resolved practically by means of step

adjustment of thrust in propulsion systems with several combustion

chambers (Fig. 6.10). With necessity of decrease of thrust one or

soveral chambers can be turned off, and the remaining continue to

work with normal or close to normal pressure in the combustion chamber.

The uiiagniLude of thco complex of parameters t3 can be calculated

no't on-ly t.heoretically, i.nt also can be determinCed cxperjiR n!taly
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during testing of the rocket engine in a testing unit. For 'that it

is necessary to determine the chamber pressure PO flow rate of fuel

G, consisting of flow rate of fuel and flow rate of oxidizer, and to

m(nasure the area of critical section Scr. Thus, it is possible to

determine the real value with great accuracy. If one were to com-

pare the real magnitude and its theoretical value, it is possible

to analyze how fully burning occurs in the engine.

If the real value P i.s considerably less than its theoretical

magnitude, then, obviously:, theoretical temperature T0 is by far not

attained in the combustion chamber, calculated taking into account

dissociation, testifying to a great physical unburning of fuel and

bad work of the cap and combustion chamber of the engine. Thus, using

the magnitude of the complex of parameters , it is possible by

relatively simple means to control the quality of combustion in the

engine.

Area of Output Section of the Nozzle

Above it was shown that obtaining of a maximum exhaust velocity

1.,nax is connected with full expansion of gas to f = 0 and, consequet y%

requires an infinitely large area of output section of the noz7e S .

This is a very essential case, since now we see that for obtaining

of maximjin speed it is necessary to cool the gas to T = 0 in the

ectual flow, i.e., to obtain a total vacuum not in the surroundinF

medi umi, but on the nozzle .,ection of the engine.

The tendency to increase exhaust velocity can lead to impratcicIal

growth of the dimensions and weight of the nozzle. For this r..a..

ma<i:umu~ speed remains practically unattainable, arid velocit,:! of'

e.pirati.on is established taking into account rational dimev ;irin8 A'

tik. nuzzlc o f the engine.
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Let us find the connection between dimensions of output section

of the nozzle S a, exhaust velocity Wa, and gas pressure on the nozzle

section pa" For this we express exhaust velocity wa using equation

(6.9) through enthalpy of gas in the combustion chamber and on its

exit out of the nozzle,

Up& = A2 (H.o- H.,).

Since
H, -- opT,;

k-I

T. T.( )kkr\ -- ;

then the exhaust speed

We will next express the secondal flow rate of fuel G by the

gas parameters in the output section of the nozzle,

G =, gp °S.

Considering that the equation of thermodynamic process gives

- /P-a A?
P.--. O o)

[H = k]

and also using expression (6.36), we find

T
gOs.It- I ]" (6.37)
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Equating the right side of (6.37) with the right side of formula

(6.34) we get

/ I k4-1 (6.38)

V(-) -)

As can be seen from formula (6.38), for combustion products of

a given fuel having fully definite composition and, consequently,

magnitude of adiabat index k, the relationship of pressures p. po

depends only on the relationship Sa/Scr. The latter we call broadening

of the nozzle.

Relationship (6.38) allows us to determine gas parameters in any

section of the nozzle Sx . For that in (6.38) one should replace Sa

by Sx , and Pa by Px" Knowing magnitudes Sx and Scr, it is possible

to calculate px/Po, in a given section; then by the formula analogov:s

to (6.36), we determine the velocity w., and next by relationships

((,.22), (6.23), and (6.24), find all remaining parameters of flow in

a section with area Sx .

Thus, we see that speed, and consequently also temperature in al.y

section of gas flow of constant composition (k = const) do not dep i,,I

on change of mass flow rate. They are determined by dimensions of

and by the law of change of Sx along the length of the nozzle, and

also by the magnitude of temperature in the combustion chamber.

One more important conclusion can be made. Inasmuch as t6he rela-

tionship of pressures pa/PO does not depend on flow rate, and pressr.t

in the combustion chamber pO is directly proportional to flow rate,

tLhen the pressure in the flow along the nozzle section pa will c.ar,,c,

also proportionally to the change of flow rate.
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Fig. 6.11. Variation of parameters
of gas flow along length of rocket
engine using nitric acid and kerosene
(k -= 1.2).

Equation (6.38) fits both for the subsonic and for the supersonic

parts of the nozzle. Thus, we can establish a law of variation of

parameters of gas flow along the length of the whole nozzle.,

A typical graph of variation of parameters of gas flow along the

axis of a rocket engine is represented on-Fig. 6.11. Variation of

gas parameters along the length of the combustion chamber is shown by

a dotted line, inasmuch as there these dependences are not suffi-

ciently clear. From the graph it is clear that the fastest variation

of parameters (excluding the Mach nuber) occurs in the region of

eritical Section of the nozzle. In the divergent section of the

noz.l- chan,-e oil parameters occurs more and miore slowly.
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Broadening of Nozzle. Thermal Efficiency of the
Rocket Engine

Expressions obtaine-d above for parameters of gas flow allow us

to estimate the degree of use of gas enthalpy in the rocket engine.

During motio along the nozzle, the speed, and consequently also

the kinetic energy, of the flow increase. Growth of kinetic energy

is accompanied by a corresponding decrease of gas enthalpy, and the

higher speed the gas obtains on getting out of the nozzle, the greate.

thiie share of its enthalpy converts into useful kinetic energy of

exhaust.

Total transformation of all thermal energy into kinetic, i.e.,

achievement on a nozzle section of the maximum speed Wmax, as we

already know, is impossible. This would demand creation of a nozzle

with infinitely large dimensions of the output section. Consequently,

in real engines it is necessary to be limited to the use of oniy part

of all the enthalpy of the gas. Besides, the greater the broadening

of the nozzle, i.e., relation Sa/Scr the lower are the temperaturc and

pressure of gas on getting out of the nozzle, and the smaller the

-hare of enthalpy is lost with gas flow leaving the nozzle.

The degree of enthalpy transformation of gas into kinetic energy

i, characterized by the thermal efficiency of the engine Tt. It is

natural to determine the thermal efficiency as a relation of the

kinetic energy of gas flow to that enthalpy which the gas has on

critrance into the nozzle:

A-

2gSince, according to the energy equation



then

Hom-H,.i* - -"

~He HO T

Usually thermal efficiency is expressed through the relationship

of pressure on entrance into the nozzle and on getting out of it

pOp a , or the reciprocal of pa/Po. By the equation of adiabat

h-!

To P
and

h-I

-I-= (6.39)

Dependence of the magnitude of thermal efficiency of the engine

on the drop of pressures and adiabat index is represented on Fig. t.12.

We note also that thermal efficiency may -be expressed also as

the relation of the square of exhaust velocity to the square of maximum

speed.

Relation of pressures pIPa is directly connected to the magnitude

Sa/Scr by formula (6.38). The value of the index of adiabat of com-

bustion products has much influence on the character of the connection

of these magnitudes. On Fig. 6.13 the dependence of po/Pa on Sa/Scr

for two values of k is represented.

Relation pp a is one of the initial parameters for designing of

the nozzle.

Curves of Fig. 6.12 and 6.13 show that magnitude k strongly

affects the relationship of nozzle dimensions and the thermal effi-

ciency. As a result, growth of the adiabat index of combustion

products leads to a decrease in dimensions of the supercritical part

of the nozzle and an increase of thermal efficiency. Thus, an increase

of it beneficially affects the dimensions of the nozzle and degree of

use of thermal energy in the engine.
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Fig. 6.12. Dependence Fig. 6.13. Dependence
of thermal efficiency of relationship of pres-
of a rocket engine on sure on entrance and
the relationship of getting out of the nozzle
pressure on entrance PO/pa on broadening of
and getting out of the the nozzle for two values
nozzle p/Pa for two of k.

values of k.

Let us note that an increase of pressure in the chamber pO at a

constant flow rate leads not only to reduction in area of the nozzle's

critical section Scr' but also to a decrease in the area Sa even under

the condition of maintenance of constant pressure p a on the nozzle

section. This circumstance favorably affects the perfection of the

rocket engine for several reasons. First, an increase of pO at a

constant pa leads to an increase in the engine's thermal efficiency,

i.e., to the best use of gas enthalpy and an increase of exhaust

velocity wa. Thus, in these conditions the specific engine thrust

increases and, consequently, for obtaining of a given thrust P, it is

possible to decrease flow rate of fuel G. This leads to an additional

decrease of nozzle dimensions and promotes simplification of the

pr-pulslon system, calculated for a given thrust.

Furthermore, with a decrease of Scr and Sa (with preservation of'

thc law of profile for the nozzle) the lateral surface of the super-

eritical (supersonic) part of the nozzle decreases also; consequentl.v,

the weight and heat-transfer surface of the nozzle decrease.
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Earlier we already noted that an increase of pressure in the

combustion chamber allows us to decrease its volume, not decreasing

tne time of stay T and thereby not worsening the quality of fuel

combustion. An increase of pressure in the combustion chamber to a

certain degree improves the combustion process, since, as a result

the share of chemical energy of the fuel convertir- into heat is

increased (due to lowering losses of heat from dissociation of combus-

tion products). Consequently, an increase of pressure pO leads tu

an increase of phys . al enthalpy of gases in the combustion chamber

before entrance into the nozzle H0 , which additionally increases the

exhaust velocity and the specific engine thrust.

As can be seen, an increase of pressure in the combustion chamber

allows the possibility to decrease the dimensions of the chamber of a

Liquid-Fuel Rocket Engine. Therefore, an increase of-po0 is a constant

in the development of liquid-propellant rocket engines. It is limited

only by an increase of weight of the supply system and difficulties

in creation of light and reliable supply systems, which can ensure the

necessary pressure of fuel components on entrance into the tPgine

chamber.

Influence of Recombination of Gases and
Burning of Fuel on the Flow of Gas
Along the Nozzle of a Rocket Engine

Till now we talked about flow of gas of constant composition

along the nozzle. However, during movement of combustion products

aiong the nozzle the process of partial recombination of dissociated

gases and burning of fuel not succeeding to burn in the combustion

chamber occurs in them. In contemporary Liquid-Fuel Rocket Engines

owing to rational constrtiction of the cap, physical rion-burninc of

f el; i very ins~inificant, and the basic influence on the expansionftie ; s v ry ns..U



process of combustion products in the nozzle is rendered by recombina-

tion of combustion products and transition of chemical energy into

other forms of energy evoked by it.

The energy equation derived earlier in connection with the above

should be modified in the appropriate way. In the general energy

reserve it is necessary to also introduce chemical energy. For that

enthalpy of combustion products H in equation (6.5) should be replaced

by total enthalpy I and considered, as also earlier,

E= I + const.
2g

or for two states corresponding to sections 1-1 and 2-2 (see Fig. -6.4)

A 0  
Art
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Equation (6.8) for calculation of speed will have the form

us. I /a.+- (10-/a)

In particular, for the exhaust velocity from the rocket engine

nozzle we get

Total enthalpy of combustion products in the chamber I0 = Icp

is determined from calculation of the combustion process. In the

absence of thermal losses

[rO = cp = combustion products; TOga = fuel = fuel]

Total enthalpy of combustion products ort nozzle section 1a is deter-

minet- Just as total enthalpy in the chamber, i.e., by temperaturr ani

comnposition of gases.



It is absolutely obvious that exhaust velocity, taking into

account recombin&tion and burning, will be large as compared to

magnitude wa , calculated with the assumption of invariability of com-

position of the gas mixture flowing along the nozzle. Thermal effi-

ciency of the engine may be in these conditions defined by the formula

'0-I

Ka

whore KG is the weight caloricity of the fuel.

The phenomenon of recombination leads not only to change

-(increase) of exhaust velocity, but also to change of all other param-

eters of gas flow as compared to parameters of flow of gas of constant

-omposition.

Flow parameters are changed because the expansion process recom-

biniig chemically active combustion products occurs not with the index

of adiabat k = ccV, but with the average index of isentropy nis.

Thus, the equation of adiabatic process in reacting gas will have the

Corm

-- con:;t.

[Kr3 = is = isentropy]

As magnitude ras, usually the averaged index of isentropy, con-

-tant for .he whole expansion process is understood, although sometimes

its magnitude in the process of gas flow through the nozzle can be

changed significantly enough. The magnitude of index nis is determined

by the results of calculation of combustion and exhaust.

in connection with this all formulas describing the phenomenon

of -as flow derived by us earlier remain just also in the case of flow

along the nozzle of chemical active combustion products, if the index

in iho. equaltons k is replaced by nis*
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Let us see how such replacement reflects on the basic parameters

of gas flow.

In the first place speed of sound will be changed. In reacting

gas. it will be equal to

This expression for speed of sound will be valid only if in a

sound wave passing through the gas, the necessary chemcial reactions

succeed in occurring, due to which the gas composition is changed in

ac-ordance with change of temperature and pressure in the sonic wave.

Measz,4'ements of pressure in the combustion chamber of a Liquid-

Faiel Rocket Engine, which at constants G and S cr depends on the index

of the expansion proce3s, imply that indeed the process of expansion

occurs with an index close to the magnitude of nis. This also con-

vinces us that in the chamber nozzle the gas composition changes in

accordance with equilibrium conditions with variables T and p. In

particular, this implies that speed of sound indeed is equal to

, _nisgRT; ie., in a sonic wave chemical reactions necessary for

supporting of equilibrium succeed in occurring.

Calculation of the exhaust process, taking into account recombina-

tion just as in calculation of combustion taking into account disso-

ciation, is complicated enough. Howev'r, to get computed values of

specific thrust close to real independence upon the dimensions of te

engine chamber nozzle, it is necessary to ise these complicated cal-

culations; as a result they are widely applied during designing and

analysis of rocket engine tests.

Form of Rocket Engine Nozzles

Liquid-propellant rocket engines known at present, the data or,
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which is published by foreign press, are characterized by the following

basic parameters.

Pressure in the combustion chamber is within the limits of

220-40 kg/cm'. Increase of pressure in the chamber, other things equal,

leads, as already was said, to an increase of specific thrust, to a

decrease of the dimensions of the nozzle's critical section, and

consequently, all its other dimensions, and also to a certain decrease

of dimensions of the combustion chamber. Therefore, it is subsequently

possible to expect an increase of pressure in the combustion chambers

of rocket engines.

Relations of pressures pO/P a for contemporary engines are equal

to 20-60. Thus, broadening of the nozzle Sa/Scr is equal to 4-9. It

is possible to expect a further increase in p Pa both due to growth

of pressure in the chamber and also at the expense of lowering the

pressure on the nozzle section, which is profitable for engines of

long-range rockets and certain types of aircraft engines.

The elementary theory of the supersonic nozzle, considered above,

shows that the exhaust velocity of gases from the nozzle and the

pressure on a nozzle section do not depend on its form. It is neces-

sary only, that the nozzle in the beginning is narrowed and then

becomes expanded. Change of profile of the nozzle, i.e., law of change

of section area along the length, affects only the law of variatipn

of parameters of gas flow along the length. Pressure and speed at

exit are determined only by the relation of area of the exit section

Sa to the-area of the critical section Scr*
The geometric form of the nozzle should be made in such a manner

so that the nozzle does -not have- !arge losses of speed. At the same

timc its surface should be least. With an increase of surface, the



weight of nozzle and quantity of heat transmitted into the liquid x

coolant increase.

Losses in the nozzle occur as a result of friction, molecular

collisions, and eddy formations in the gas flow. Also, part of the

kinetic energy of the directed motion becomes gas enthalpy unutilized

for creation of tractive force. Let us consider in connection with

the above,, what shape the separate sections of the nozzle should take.

The entrance part up to the critical section should be as short

as possible and also smooth to avoid collisions of gas against the

walls, in order to decrease losses due to friction.

In tho supercritical part, for decrease of nozzle surface, it is

desirable to make it shorter and correspondingly to increase the angle

of expansion.

However, it can happen that at a large angle of expansion the

flow of gas, passing with great speed, will not succeed in being

expanded and will not fill all of the nozzle section. Breaking away

of flow from the walls will occur, and loss through eddy formation

will sharply inciease. Thus, the angle of expansion of the nozzle

should be limited.

The allowed angle of expansion of nozzles in Liquid-Fuel Rocket

Engines is sufficiently large. In the beginning of the divergent

section of the nozzle it can be as high as 35-400 (Fig. 6.14). Here

intense reactions of burning and recombinations, which are accompanied-

by liberation of heat still occur. Due to this, the conditions of

radial expansion of flow are simplified, and breaking away of the

stream from the walls, even with such large angles of expansion, will

not occur.

At the exit of the nozzle the angle of expansion should be
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decreased. Here the reactions of recombination and burning are

significantly less intense,, evolution of heat decreases, and the

conditions of expansion of flow are hampered. Furthermore, at the

nozzle exit the angle of expansion should decrease still more in order

to lower the radial component of the flow speed (see Fig. 6.11) which

does not give thrust. It is desirable that the total flow has a

direction coinciding with the rocket axis.

Fig. 6.i4. Loss of Fig. 6.15. Efficient
kinetic energy due to form a nozzle with
creation of radial large broadening.
gas flows.

Through technological considerations it is more convenient to

make the divergent section of the ozzle in the form of a cone.

However, in this case the angle of opening of the nozzle must be

comparatively small (20-300) in avoidance of losses, and the resulting

nozzle is long with a large area of lateral surface.

It is more profitable to consider the nozzle whose share is shown

on Fig. 6.15. Transition from a large angle of expansion for the

e-ribical section to a small angle on this section is done along the

arc circumference. The nozzle length and loss to radial flow are

reduced to a minimum. Such a nozzle shape, however, does not exclude

the possibility of appearance of local losses. In order to bring

Lhese losses to a minimum,, *t is necessary to make the nozzle shape

correspond to the trajectory of gas particles passing near the wall.

This f:ra.!ectory is definite if the broadening of the nozzl.e and

distilbut-ion of speeds in the critical section and on the noszze
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section are given. Nozzles such as this are called gas-dynamially

shaped nozzles.

Methods of shaping, known from aerodynamics, give the nozzle a

very great length, and consequently, a great area of lateral surface.

Therefore, such methods of shaping of nozzles in rocket engines are

not applied.

4. Peculiarities of the Supersonic Nozzle.
Characteristics of Rocket Engines

Peculiarities of the Supersonic Nozzle and the

Conditions of its Work

The supersonic nozzle possesses a number of interesting peculiar-

:ties that influence the work of a rocket engine.

The first of such peculiarities is the independence of parameters

of combustion products in the chamber and nozzle on external atmos-

pheric conditions. This is explained by the fact that change of

atmospheric conditions during supersonic exhaust cannot penetrate into

the nozzle toward the flow, which is moving with a speed, faster thaii
sound. Thus, with ascent of the rocket the pressure on the no7zle

section (under constant pressure in the chaber) remains constant.

On the other hand, if the engine works with a variable flow rate oC

fuel, then independently of atmospheric conditions after a pressure

chanpe in the chamber, the pressure on thE nozzle section will be

icianged.

Speed on getting out of a nozzle with a given broadening w.Ll

r(main constant vnder any conditions of exhaust, unless there is a

eiine in temperature and gas composition in the combustion chaamber.

, CSSuI-e in the combustion chamber influences exhaust veloelty, b0,,

only by chaniig the degree of dissociation of comtbuistion prodict;u.
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Let us consider so-called efficient and inefficient conditions

of the work of the nozzle.

Efficient conditions of the nozzle are understood to be such

conditions of its work, when the pressure in the flow of gases on the

nozzle section is equal to atmospheric. If pressure on the nozzle

section is not equal to atmospheric, then it is said that the nozzle

works under inefficient conditions.

Two inefficient conditions of work of the nozzle are distinguished:

conditions of underexpansion and conditions of overexpansion.

Under conditions of underexpansion, the pressure in a gas flow on

the nozzle section is greater than the pressure in the atmosphere.

Underexpansion appears, for instance, during ascent of a rocket into

altitudes, where the pressure in the atmosphere becomes less than the

pressure on the nozzle section. Gas ensuing from the nozzle at excess

pressure is expanded in the atmosphere and is mixed with the external

medium. As a result, the speed of flow during expansion outside the

nozzle is practically not increased due to formation of turbulence on

the strean boundaries.

In case of overexpansion, pressure on the nozzle section is less

than the external pressure. As a result, beyond the borders of the

no,-zle there occurs, naturally, a braking of flow and deceleration

to subsonic. Transition to subsonic speed, as will be shown latter

(see Chapter VII, Section 3), is accompanied by an intermittent change

of pressure. Because of growth of the external pressure, jumps of

pressure approach the nozzle section and, at sufficiently larg(e exces-

,pressure in the atmosphere, enter inside the nozzle.

In t his case the normal operating conditions of no7. .1e are di:;-

turbed, Jnc Jolts inside the nozzle lea.- to breaking[ away of fl)w

froim t wh alls, appearance of powerful turbulence, and lar;'e i...,.
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of kinetic energy. According to certain data, formation of pressure

juirps inside the nozzle occurs, if external pressure is 2.5-5.5 times

greater than the pressure on the nozzle section.

Overexpansion in the nozzle appears during work of the engine at

such altitudes and such conditions, when the pressure in the surround-

ing atmosphere is higher than the pressure on the nozzle section (for

instance, with decrease of flow rate of fuel in the engine and cor-

responding lowering of chamber pressure).

The most interesting aspect in appraisal of operating conditions

of the nozzle is the comparison of these conditions with the magnitude

of specific thrust developed by the engine.

We will compare the three nozzles, shown on Fig. 6.16. The first

nozzle is shortened, and pressure pa on its section will be greater

than the pressure of the surrounding medium p. The nozzle works under

conditions of underexpansion. The second nozzle has large dimensions

and works under efficient conditions (pressure pa is equal to external

pressure). Finally, the third nozzle has still larger dimensions,

and pressure on nozzle section turns out to be less than the pressure

of the surrounding medinn. In this case conditions of overexpansion

appear.

If one were to return to formula (1.6)

P=mw +S.(p.-p).

then immediately it is difficult to say, in which of the three casc'.

we will obtain a large thrust at identical flow rate. In the firrt

case the exhaust velocity w = w a will be smaller, but then the dif-

fe0rence pa-p has a positive value. In thE third -case there wi.ll be

a IWh exhaust speed, but tne difference p -p becomes negative.
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The given question, however,

Coiditions of is resolved rather simply, if one
underexpansion P P,

were to remember that thrust force

Pis a resultant of forces of pressure,

distributed along the internal sur-

fi P face of the engine chamber and exter-
oonditions

nal surface of the rocket. On

Fig. 6.16 the distributive law of

P pressures near the nozzle section

Conditions of is shown in the three considered
oerxpans ion

. _cases. As we can see, an increase

of nozzle length under underpxpansion

Fig. 6.16. Comparison will cause an increase of the axial
operating conditions of
a nozzle, component forces of pressure. These

forces are shown on the first figure by a dotted line. In conditions

of overexpansion the atmospheric pressure on the final section of the

nozzle predominates over pressure of exhaust gases, and the projection

of the resultant force on the engine axis will be directed against the

thrust force. Thus, it becomes evident that optimum operating condi-

tions of the nozzle at constant flow rate of fuel are the efficient

conditions. In other words, during work of the nozzle under efficient

conditions, the engine will have maximum specific thrust.

Characteristics of Rocket Engines

The dependence of thrust on conditions of work of the engine Is

understood by the characteristics of rocket engines. The basic

chiaracteristics are high-altitude and throttle.

The h ih-altitude characteristic i: a dependence of engine thru.1.

orn the altitude, at which it works, at a constant flow rate of uAe.
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To obtain the high-altitude characteristic we will consider the formula

for engine thrust (1.7)

P.+ -s . (P - P).

At a constant secondal flow rate of fuel G, the magnitude of th

tractive force on the earth's surface P0 also remains constant.

Therefore, the only variable in the formula for thrust is pressure pl.

Total change (increase) of thrust of an engine in ascent from earth,

where pO = 1.033 kg/cm , to such an altitude, where atmospheric pres-

sure can be assumed to be equal to zero (Ph = O), will be i.O 3 3 Sa kg,

2
if the area of the nozzle's output section is expressed in cm

Thrust in these conditions (in vacuum) is

p.= P + S.p.
[rI = vac = vacuum]

High-altitude characteristics of engines have the form of curves

depicted on Fig. 6.17.

It is interesting to clarify what thrust engines will give,

having identical flow rates of fuel G, identical areas of critical

nozzle section, and identical chamber pressures, but different areas

of the nozzles-'s output sections Sa and, consequently, different

pressures on sections pa-

From the considerations given in the preceding division, it i;

obvious that an engine having a large efficiency altitude i (for wi:,

Pa = Ph)_ i.e., having a large output section S a , will develop grual.

thrust during work in upper layers of the atmosphere (curve B). An

engine, having a lower efficiency altitude will have a greet thrus;t

in lower layers of the atmosphere (curve A).

In this is included the cause of the fact that many engines of'

ion-range and zenith rockets, working at great heiights a large par,
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of the time, and also aircraft engines, are made so that the pressure

on the nozzle section is less than atmospheric pressure on the surface

of the earth (0.7-0.8 kg/cm 2). The nozzles of such engines are called

high-altitude. The relative change of thrust during ascent depends

on the height of the nozzle, and for contemporary engines it is I0-25%.

P

Fig. 6.17. High-altitude characteristic
of a rocket engine.

) The throttle characteristic expresses the dependence of engine

thrust on change of flow rate of fuel at a constant altitude at which

the engine works. During change of flow rate of fuel G and correspond-

ing change of pressure in the combustion chamber of the engine PO,

in general both temperature and magnitude of the gas constant change;

however, these changes are usually not considered in plotting of the

throttle characteristic.

The equation of the throttle characteristic is easy to obtain

from the equation of tractive force of the rocket engine if one con-

siders that for a given engine the exhaust velocity wa does not depend

(at constants R and To in the chamber) on flow rate G, and the pressure

on the nozzle section decreases proportionally with fuel expenditure.

The last affirmation follows from the fact that the relation of pres-

sutres p,3 /p0 t'or a nozzle of given dimensions, i.e., with the fgiveni



relationship Sa/Scr , is constant. In connection with this the pressure

on the nozzle section can be expressed as a constant share from the

chamber pressure,

P.- XPo.

The actual chamber pressure at constants TO and R is proportion1

to expenditure of fuel G;, consequently,

PS-4

whence

'0

[Hou = nom =nominal]

where Gnom - nominal (efficient) flow rate for the given engine;

Pa nom - pressure on nozzle section with this flow rate.

Considering the above remarks, expression (1.6) for tractive

force of an engine

P-=mw+S,,(p.-Ph)

can be rewritten in the following form:

P-G(4 ,,&+S EPaM) -S..(.0

The obtained equation of the throttle characteristic is an equa-

Lion of a straight line, cutting off on the ordinate axis section

Saph (Fig. 6.18). The slope of this straight line is determined,

obviously, by velocity wa and is increased- with an increase in Sa .

In certain cases, using that circumstance that chamber p-oozsure

lo proportional to expenditure, the throttle characteristic i derivJd

not by expenditure, but by the magnitude of chamber pressure. Yh is

i- especially convenient in derivation of experimental charar- terr'.tist-,

obtained during testing of the engine, since chamber pressuric is

si:nif'icantly simipier to measure thaw flow rate of fuel.

',-.~~
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The rectilinear form of the throttle

characteristic, deter'mined by equation
P

(6.40)-, is well confirmed by experiments

with flow rates, greater than nominal and

j with such lowered flow rates, where over-
I

' expansion is not as great, so that pressure

jumps could enter into the nozzle. Thus,

Fig. 6.i8. Throttle the throttle characteristic has the form of
characteristic of achrctengsie ofa straight line to flow rates of 30-40% ofroaket engine.

the nominal. At lower flow rates relation-

ship -(6.40) becomes false, and the throttle characteristic is approx-

imately as is shown on- Fig. 6.18 by the dotted line. At small chamber

pressures a significant increase of the degree of dissociation of

combustion products and a corresponding decrease of temperature in

the chamber also becomes prevalent, additionally effecting the form

of the throttle engine performance.

5. Cooling of Liquid Rocket Engines

Heat Exchange in Rocket Engines

High temperature of combustion products and high speed of their

movement through the chamber and especially along the nozzle leads to

a very intense transmission of heat from gas to the walls of the

rocket engine.

This seemingly contradicts what was said above because of pro-

cesses occurring in the engine's nozzle. Earlier we considered expan-

sion of gas adiabatic, i.e., occurring without heat exchange beiqeen

pas and walls. Now we discuss intense transmission of heat to tf:e

walls. However, the fact is that the thermal energy transmitted to



the walls and then into the cooling medium is a small share of the

total enthalpy of gas and cannot essentially influence the character

of flow. In absolute magnitude this share constitutes a i¢ery large

quantity of heat, which without proper cooling cannot be absorbed by

the wall without a burnt place and destruction.

Heat is tvansmitted from the gas to the wall by two ways: con-

vection and radiation.

Convectional heat exchange plays a basic role in contemporary

rocket engines. The essence of it consists in the fact that particles

(molecules and atoms) of gas in their chaotic motion passage along

the wall exchange thermal energy with it. Thus, in convectional

heating exchange practically only the layer of gas flowing by the

wall participates - the so-called bounclary layer of gas.

Closest to the wall the flow of gas is laminar, and intense

motions of small volumes of gas are absent in it, characteristic for

turbulent motion,. However, feeding of heat, and consequently also

the temperature of the laminar layer are determined by turbulent motiou

of gas of the region of the boundary layer farther away from the wall.

Therefore, the conditions of turbulent gas flow in the boundary layer

also affect heat exchange between gases and the wall.

The quar,tity of heat transmitted to the wall depends on the numo(r

of' collisions of molecules against the wall and on the difference of

temperatures of the gas and wall. At equal temperatures on the av n'-,

the gas obtain as much heat from wall of the engine as it returns to

it.

The' influence of the number of blows of gas molecules against

'fie wail on heat exchange is considered by the coefficient G4' hat

radLation a, which is the quantity of heat transmitted to a iinit (W



surface of the wall in a unit of time at a difference of temperatures

of the ga-s and wall of one degree. The number of blows of moving gas

molecules against the wall is proportional to the number of molecules

in the volume of gas passing past the wall in a unit of time, i.e.,

gas density p and speed of gas w.

Thus-, the number of collisions, which means also the quantity of

heat, cransmitted to the wall is proportional to the product pw. The

latter magnitude is the mass specific flow rate, which is equal to the

relationship of the mass secondal flow rate to the area of passage

section,

0
ZS

The quantity of heat transmitted by the gas to a unit of wall

surface in a unit cf time, i.e., the specific heat flow is

q=.,(r,.- r,,,)-(6.41)

[a = a = coefficient of heat transfer from gas to wall; ras = gas =r g
= gas; -.CT = g.w = gas wall]

where Tg.w - temperature of the wall surface in contact with gases;

Tgas - temperature of gas;

a - coefficient of heat radiation from the gas to wall.g

Inasmuch as gas flow near the wall is braked, it has in all

sections of' the nozzle a temperature close to the temperature of

braking, i.e., a temperature corresponding to zero speed of gas flow.

Formula (6.22) shows that the braking temperature will be equal to the

tcmperature in the chamber TO, if the speed of gas in the combustion

chamber is disregarded. The wall temperature is considerably less

than the Yas temperature. Due to this, a large difference of tempera-

tures is obtained Tgas - Tg.w. On the other hand, owing to hifh

27r



pressures and high speeds, tha mass specific flow rate of gas is great,

and the coefficient of heat radiation a in a Liquid-Fuel Rocket Engine
g

turns out to be very high. All these circumstance also lead to the

position where a significantly larger quantity of heat is discharged

into the walls of the rocket engines than into the walls of any othei

thermal machine.

Along the length of the engine's nozzle both coefficient a and

the difference of temperatures Tgas - Tg.w are changed. As a result,

due to change of specific mass flow rate pw along the length of the

engine the coefficient of heat radiation a is changed sharply. Theg

biggest values of pw and a are atta-ned in the critical section of

the nozzle. In this section the magnitude of heat flow q also has a

maximum (Fig. 6.19). In contemporary engines the magnitude of con-

vectional specific heat flow in the critical section reaches

10.10 6 kcal/m2 hr.

With an increase of temperature and pressure in the Chamber, iioat

flow into the walls of the nczzle significantly increases.

To convectional thermal flow is added heat flow from radiatiou

ol gases. The magnitude of radiant heat flow is less significanit t:lpr

that of convection. The most intense radiation occurs, where the

temperature of gases is great, i.e., in the combustion chamber. The

Ma *nitude of radiant heat flow here is equal to (1.5 to 2).1.0 C

lkcal/m 2 hr. In the critical section in connection with lowering ot"

Tas tcmperature the magnitude of radiant flow is less.

Heat flow, obtained by the walls from within the chamber, shol-i.,1

1)( transmitted to the surface of the wall touching the liquid cool.,,of

A.- a rc_;ult, the surface of the walls absorbing and returiiir " ha-

!lavu temperature connected among themselves by the equa;tio, )iA t,h .:T,,

c 1nduc t orn

Z IP- - "



To,,-,..~q' (6.,42)

[m.CT = 1.w = liquid wall]

where TI.w - temperature of wall surface, bathed by liquid coolant;

- thickness of wall;

X - coefficient of thermal conduction of wall material.

Magnitude 6/X becomes the thermal resistance of the wall. The

thicker the wall and the worse its material conducts heat, the greater

the thermal resistance of the wall.

Heat flow should next be transmitted to the liquid coolant, having

a temperature Tliq . The magnitude of heat flow is connected with the

temperatures of the surface bathed by the cooler and the liquid by the

equation

q-,, (.- .T). (6.43)

= liq = liquid]

wnere ali is the coefficient of heat radiation from the wall to the

liquid coolant.

Excluding TI.w from equations (6.42) and (6.43), we get for the

temperature of the wall surface, touched by the gas, the following

expression:

r,.(z +

Change of temperature during transmission of heat from the gas

to the wall and then to the liquid coolant is shown on Fig. 6.20.

Wall temperature Tg.w does not have to exceed that upper lilnit

at which the wall material significantly loses its durabil-ity proper-

ties. In this sense it is desirable that magnitude Tg.w is a:3 low as

Z 7)



possible. To limit temperature Tg.w is possible by increasing the

coefficient of heat radiation to the liquid and decreasing the thermal

resistance of wall.

Zt.....a
qT. / ir-e,

Fig. 6.19. Distribution Fig. 6.20. Distri-
of heat flcow and temper- bution of tempera-
ature- of a hot wall along tures in the bound--
the length of the engine. ary layer of the
i) heat flow through wall, gas, in the wall
2 temperature of hot wall. and in the liquid

coolant.

The magnitude of the coefficient of heat radiation to liquid

should be still greater because in the cooling system of the engine

it is impossible to allow excessive increase of T1  above the boilin(-

point of cooling liquid. A small increase above the boiling point is

allowed and even useful, since it increases the coefficient of heat

radiation aiq Intensification of heat radiation is obtained due to

formation of vapor bubbles on the wall surface. These bubbles are

continually washed off by the flow of liquid coolant and, gettinfT lto

the mass of colder liquid, are condensed in it, issuing the heat

obtained from the wall,

The magnitude of the coefficient a heat radiation aliq. just

as the magnitude of a g depends on the flow of the mass of liquid

bathing the wnill. But since the density of the liquid is practtcaiiy



constant, the basic factor determining magnitude aliq' is the speed

of the cooling liquid. Intense cooling of the chamber walls and

nozzle of a Liquid-Fuel Rocket Engine requires large values of

coeffic4ent aliq" In connection with this, the speed of the liquid

in the cooling system should be significant.

Organization of Engine Cooling

The problem of cooling the engines consists of the temperature

of the walls during all work of the engine not exceeding a definite

magnitude. In different types of rocket engines this problem is

resolved in different ways.

In powder engines there is no liquid, which could cool the engine.

Therefore, the time of work of the engine here is usually limited Sc_

that its walls do not succeed to be heated to such a temperature, that

could cause a loss in durability.

For deceleration of heating of the walls and increase of the time

of work of a powder engine, heat-insulating coatings, which are applied

on the internal surface of engine's walls, are used. Analogously,

wishing to prevent overheating of walls, the same is done in liquid-

propellant rocket engines of brief action.

In a Liquid-Fuel Rocket Engine, however, reliable cooling iF

hampered by higher temperatures in the combustion chamber and great

duration of the time of work of the engine. On the other hand,

organization of cooling is facilitated by the fact that the wall can

be protected by means of an abundant supply of one of the fuel com-

ponents to the internal surface of the combustion chamber wall. It

is. true that such use of fuel components worsens the quality of coin-

bustion, and consequently, lowers the specific thrust of the cnginc-.

liow' ver, in engines requiring limiting si, plicity, it U; ncvvert'tL,



Most frequently cooling of a Liquid-Fuel Rocket Engine is carried

out by one of the fuel components, expelled through a cooling jacket.

This method of cooling is more profitable. It does not require any

additional liquids and distribution of the tanks in the rocket for

their storage, i.e., it allows us to obtain a propulsion system of

minimum weight. Furthermore, heat removed by liquid coolant will

return into the combustion chamber and is not lost uselessly.

However, there are also certain difficulties in the organization

of cooling of an engine by this method. They are determined mainly

by the properties and mass flow rate of the components. It occurs that

one of the components, for instance liquid oxygen, is unfit for use

as a liquid coolant due to small difference of boiling point and

initial temperature of the component. The second component may be

insufficient for absorption of all heat transmitted through the wall

of the engine during the time of its work.

Another difficulty consists in the fact that for achievement of

the necessary magnitude of the coefficient Of heat radiation a liq it

is necessary to create high speeds of the liquid coolant in the jaek A'.

S For that the gap between the walls of the chamber should be

very small. It is especially difficult to ensure tne necessary speed

of cooling liquid in er~ines of small dimensions. Thus, in the maiiu-

ver accelerator engine nown on Fig. 5.8, the height of the slot in

the critical section must be made equal to only 0.6 mm. For that Jn

the cooling jacket jt is necessary to place a mechanically adapted

insert and to guarantee preservation of the gap by spacer belts. It,

tzawg engines the necessary magnitude of the gap increases, and

techniological- difficulties partially drop.

it is necessary to say that high speeds i-, the cooling jacket

are a-companied by hydraulic 1o-zes an .orce .. to irereas

... . ... .. .... .... j :-.. ... _, . .. .. , ,- . . ........ :" ...W V,



pressure of the cooling component. This in turn complicates the work

of the supply system and makes it heavier.

Returning to expression (6.114), we see that lowering of Tg.w may

be attained not only by an Increase of speed of the cooling liquid

and a corresponding increase of cliq , but also by a decrease of thermal

resistance of the wall 5/X. It follows from this that the thickness

b should be as small as possible, and the coefficient of thermal conduc-

tion of the wall material X should be as large as possible.

With an increase of thickness 6 the temperature Tg.w is increased

so sharply that the durability of the wall is lowered. With an

increase of heat flow in the wall the latter must be made much thinner.

Thus, the special conditions of work of the wall material during a

large heat flow consist of the fact that, it is impossible to increase

the durability of the wall by increasing its thickness.

For decrease of gas temperature the internal surface of the wall

can be prepared from a material with high thermal conduction, for

instance, from copper or aluminum. It is necessary, however, to con-

sider that heat-conducting materials, as a rule, are less heat-resist-

ant.

The given circumstances, especially the necessity of creation of

a thin internal wall, lead to great difficulties in construction of

the engine chamber and the nozzle.

A significant force acts on the internal wall of the engine evoked

by a difference of pressures of the cooling liquid in the jacket and

gases in the chamber and nozzle. This difference of pressures is

especially great at the end of the nozzle. Therefore, for creation

.A' a sufficiently durable and stable internal wall, it is necessary

to :frringthen Lt -omc how. Let us take as an example the design of

M-1I



an engine, ii,, which the internal jacket is made in the form of a

spiral by cc, pper tubes of small diameter, inside which passes the

cooling liquid. Tubes of small diameter sustain difference of pres-

sures of liquids and gases well. The internal pressure in the chamber

is absorbed by a thick steel jacket protected from the action of higlh

temperature by a belt of tubes.

The structure of a chamber is known, in which the walls are

prepared from shaped tubes of right-angle section, located along the

generators of the chamber and soldered together. The general durabil-

ity of chamber is attained also using steel bands, girdling the chamber

in many sections. Other structures of Liquid-Fuel Rocket Engine

chambers are also possible. Thus, for instance, the chamber can be

of double-walled construction, the internal and external wall of

which are fastened together. Owing to installation of connections

strong rigidity is attained of the gap, through which passes the

cooling liquid, and also essentially increased is the rigidity of thc

inner shell, which may be filled by the thin-walled material. In the

last case the number of fastenings should be sufficiently large.

Connections fastening the walls can be longitudinal, spiral and poin11.

Longitudinal connection is exemplified by external and internal wailh

which are united together on the generators by means of welding rigid

longitudinal belts to both walls, and located between them. Spiral.

connection is formed through fastening of walls by helical oelts.

Channels for passage of liquid coolant in this case are aiso helical.

Point connections are made by means of spot welding of shells hhroush

dents, sta.ped into the external shell.

Difficulties in construction of the engine, conrnectct with, tht.

proesence of large heat flow, force us to look for methods o ' deeceas-Inr



the latter. The basic method depends on the fact that, in the layer

of gases adjoining the wall, in the so-called boundary layer an excess

quantity of fuel moves. Such cooling is called internal. Thus, for

instance, in the engine of a long-range rocket the fuel in the boundary

layer is fed by several rows of holes (see Fig. 5.10). As a result a

curtain of fuel protects the wall. The action of this fuel curtain

consists not only in the fact that it, being heated and being evap-

orated, takes away heat from the wall, but also and in that it lowers

the temperature of that layer of gas which directly touches the walls

of the engine. So that the boundary layer could decrease convectional

heat flow in the wall of chamber, it should be greater than the bound-

ary layer, in which processes are developed, determining transmission

of heat into the wall. Protective action of the boundary layer

overenriched with fuel, is maintained for a certain length. Gradually

the boundary layer is washed out by the basic flow of combustion

products, and the excess of fuel in it burns, when brought into contact

with the oxidizer penetrating from the basic flow; the temperatuire in

the boundary layer is increased, and its protective action decreases.

Therefore, in large engines it-is necessary to make several series of

holes to feed excess fuel.

Introduction of fuel for internal cooling through radial holes

is not expedient, since a large part of it passes into gas layers

remote from the wall. A more rational method of feeding of fuel is,

for instance, in the engine whose chamber is shown on Fig. 5.8. Here

the fuel enters through small holes into a narrow gap between the cap

and chamber and moves along the walls, not immediately entering into

thfe basi mass of gas.
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Distribution of peripheral atomizers of fuel on the flat cup,

also serves the goal of internal cooling, creating for the walls a

boundary layer of gas of lowered temperature at the expense of addi-

tional feeding of fuel.

Expenditure of fuel for creation of a boundary layer of lowered

temperature, of course, lowers the specific thrust of the engine, since

part of the fuel does not burn completely and removes with itself parf

of the chemical energy. Therefore, a combined system of cooling is

frequently applied, by which through moderate internal cooling the

heat flow into the wall decreases, but then the heat is absorbed by

external cooling with comparatively small hydraulic losses in the

cooling system.

A significant decrease of flow rate of fuel to internal cooling

can be expected, if as material for the internal wall of the chamber

a porous material is used - a so-called perspiring wall, passing evenly

over the entire surface a very small quantity of liquid, which contin-

uously enriches the boundary layer and lowers its temperature.

There are also proposals to organize cooling of the engine by

wa-ter, bringing it not only to boiling, but completely evaporating: it

and obtaining superheated steam on exit. This steam may be used jT

a TNA turbine, and then condensed in a heat exchanger cooled by one

of the components. Similar systems of cooling can be useful only U

very big engines.



CHAPTER VII

FORCES AND MOMENTS ACTING ON A ROCKET IN FLIGHT

1. System of Forces Acting on a Rocket in Flight,. and
Differential Equations of Motion

Coordinates Determining the Position of a Rocket in Space

In solution of different problems conmected with calculation of

rocket trajectory, with stability of motion, and with thermal and

durability calculations, it becomes necessary to introduce systems

of reference of time and position of the rocket in space.

Reading of time, used in rocket technology, is the single factor

independent of the peculiarities of the considered processes and is

conducted from the moment of start of the rocket in seconds.

The position of a rocket in space is determined first of all by

hree coordinates x, y, z of its center of gravity in the so-called

terrestrial (starting) system of coordinates. For the origin of this

system the point of start of the rocket is taken. For long-range

ro!kets for the x axis a straight line is used tangent to the arc of the

great circle connecting the start with the target (Fig. 7.1). Axis y

is directed upwards, and axis z - perpendicular to the first Lwo axes.

We will introduce also the so-called connected, or mobile, syseem

of ooordinates. Its origin is placed in the center of ravity of the
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rocket, and axes x , Y , and z

are connected with the charac-

teristic elements of the rocket.

Axis x -s directed along the

axis of the rocket and called

its longitudinal axis.
Iaunah- g ,

point . Axes y and z are disposed

Fig. 7.1. Terrestrial and asso- in a plane perpendicular to the

ciated coordinate systems. longitudinal axis of rockez in
! t

such a way so that in the launching position the plane x -y coincides

with plane x-y of the terrestrial system of coordinates, while axis
! !

z has a direction similar to axis z. AXIS y is called the transverse,

and axis z - the lateral axis (Fig. 7.1 and 7.2).

For total determination of a rocket's

position in space as a rigid body, in supplemenu.

to coordinates x, y, z we introduce three more

angles, determining the mutual direction of

axes of connected and terrestrial coordinate

Fig. 7.2. Connected systems.

system of coordinates. The angle between the rocket axis x and
[U.T = c.g. = center
of gravity] plane x-z, i.e. the angle of inclination of

the rocket axis with respect to the "starting" horizon, we will desi ,-

nate by T. This angle is called the pitch angle of the rocket ('ig.

7.3).

The angle which is formed by the axis of the rocket with plane

x-y will be designated by 41. This angle is called the rove ang]e.

It. characterizes the deflection of the rocket axis from the vertical

pl:ne passing through the target.



Target

Target Viewed from Grd

! I

Viewed from end of axis z' of axis y Viewed along axis x

Fig. 7.3. Angles of pitch q, rove 7P, and yaw y.

We introduce, finally, one more angle determining the turn of the

rocket body about its longitudinal axis - angle of yaw y between axis
t

y and plane x-y.

Thus, three coordinates x, y, z and three angles cp, ?P, and y

(see Fig. 7.3) completely determine the position of a rocket in space.

The described coordinate systems are used in the first place in

ballistic calculations and for solution of questions on stability of

rocket motion. Along with this, for convenience of conducting

aerodynamic calculations, for atmospheric sections of flight a so-
?t It It

called continuous system of coordinates x , y , z is also introduced.

The origin of this system is placed in the center of gravity of the
ft

rocket. Axis x is directed along t.e vect6r of flight speed v, i.e.
It

along the tangent to the trajectory; axis y has the direction of the
,,

principal normal of the trajectory, and axis z is directed along the

binormal to the trajectory* (Fig. 7.4).

*The principal normal of the trajectory is determined by a line
crossing the plane perpendicular to the tangent of the trajectory in
a given point from the plane of the trajectory itself. The binormal
is perpendicular to the plane passing through the tangent and principal
normal.
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The connected and continuous coordinate

systems during the rocket's flight, in

general, do not coincide. Rocket axis x

forms with speed vector v angle a, calledY: the angle of incidence, and with plane

x -y angle P, called the angle of slide

(see Fig. 7.4). On a section of controlled

Fig. 7,4. Continuous flight in the atmosphere these angles are

coordinate system. minute (angle a usually does not exceed 5-t,").

For ballistic rockets angle P is much less than the angle of incidence

a. Therefore, in ballistic calculation of flight trajectory the

slide angle 0 is, not taken into account and is considered only during

the analysis of stability of motion.

Forces Acting on the Rocket

Let us consider the force system actIng on a rocket in flithi-.

The basic forces determining rocket motion are tractive force,

rorce of weight, and aerodynamic forces.

A rocket, as an. body moving in air, experiences on the 0Crt (

,he latter a definite influence in the form of pressure distribuled on

the surface in a determined way. The resultant of pressure forces

is called the total aerodynamic force.

During the analysis of the laws of rocket motion and aircraft

in general, the total aerodynamic force is spread usually on the
II It If

continuous axes x , y , and z on the components X, Yj Z.

Component X of the aerodynamic forcc on the t.mngent o the

trajectory of motion of the body's center of gravity (or pro~ie tio

of toltal aerodynamic force in the direction of the speed vect.) is

called the drag force. This force is always direci-ed opposite lhe

........... , =.,,-= - . . .. . . . ,. r ' i



motion.

Component Y of the total aerodynamic force on the continuous axis
t

y is called lift.

Component Z is called the drift force.

On Fig. 7.5 are shown the tractive force P directed along the

rocket axis, the force of gravity of the rocket G = Mg, and also

components of aerodynamic force X and Y.

The total aerodynamic force may be

z# distributed also not on the continuous but on
I -, I

the connected axes, x , z . Such distribution

is used, for instance, during the analysis

at point of of loads acting on elements of the structure.
launch

Total aerodynamic force components

corresponding with axes x , y , z are

designated by -R, N, and T and are called axial,
F~ig. 7.5. Forces
and moments acting transverse, and lateral aerodynamic forces. On
on a rocket (with
reduction of Fig. 7.6 axial R and transverse N forces are
aerodynamic forces
to the center of sbown. From comparison of Fig. 7.5 and 7.6 it
gravity). is easy to estabt i± 'that -n the absence of a

slide angle (at P = 0)

R-Xcos- rsina,

N-XsIn -+cOS4.

and at small "ngles of incidence a

N--Zr -: 1 (7.')

DisLributed on the rocket surface the system of aerodynamic

f'or.:es accc'rding to laws of mechanics is reduced not only to the
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! s. total aerodynamic force, but also to the
moment, the magnitude of which depends on

selection of the point of reduction of

I- forces. Reducing the force system to the

rocket's center of gravity, besides the

mentioned forces X, Y, X (or R, N, T), we

Fig. 7.6. Aerodynamic obtain a resultant aerodynamic moment,

forces B and N in the
connected coordinate which in general may be analogous to the
system. vector of total aerodynamic force distributed

II- II- it I I
on the coordinate axes of system x , y , z , or x , y , z

On Fig. 7.5 and 7.6 the components of this moment M , are shown
tI I I I I

acting in planes x -y or x -y of the continuous and connected

systems of coordinates.

Each of the moment components is considered usually as the sum

of two moments - static and damping:

[CT = st = static, A = da = damping]

These moments will be discussed below in more detail.

If a rocket has controls (air or gas current steering me-Lanisms

or turning engine chamber), then to the force system shown on Fig. 7.

;.he f£orce system from the controls should be added.

For every separate control it is convenient to reduce these

forces to the axis of joint of its turning part in the foni of

component forces and moments in a connected coordinate s'sten. ,T;P

,t.ment acting on the controls and calculated by means of reducl ion oi*
f'oies to the axis of control rotation, is called the hihge roren'.

The force system and hinge moments '1cting on all controls .-an b-

assigned 1.o the point of crossing of their hinge axes with '%ie



rocket's longitudinal axis. We will consider that this point is

located at a distance c from the rocket's center of gravity.

Thus, the force system on the controls for each of the coordinate

planes of the connected system is reduced to two component forces and
t !

moments. Thus, in plane x -y one of the components. Xcon (Fig. 7.7)

is directed along the rocket axis; the second Ycon is perpendicular to

i 4.

The first of these forces Xcon is called the loss of thrust on

the controls. This component is not the control force, inasmuch as

it does not create a moment about the rocket's center of gravity.

The second force Ycon is the control force. It creates a control

moment with respect to axis z
Moment Mh is the hinge moment.

In the case where controls are steering wheels, force Xcon by

analogy with aerodynamic forces is called the resistance of steering

wheels, while force Y - the lift of the steering wheels.
con

It is absolutely obvious that the analogous
! !

at control force Z con appears also in plane x -z

This force gives a control moment with respect

to axis y . Finally, in plane y -z the control

Aforces on separate controls will ensure obtaining

Vof a control moment with respect to the longitudinal

rocket axis x

We will now turn to derivation of equations

. 7.7. Con- jf rocket motion.
r&[ fiorces.
I u h = hinge,

ya. con = con-
!rol]
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Differential Equations of Motion

Let us consider the simplest case of motion of a rocket in one

plane.

On Fig. 7.8 is shown the total force system acting on a rocket
I I It I'

during its flat motion. Here, planes x -y and x -y , obviously,

will coincide with the vertical plane x-y.-

In order to derive an equation

of motion, we will use d'Alembert

ter of gvity principle and introduce inertial

r forces.

Tangential acceleration of the

z rocket (acceleration on the tangent

mIi Mto the trajectory) will be

/ C-Ag dvC', 'g

S d ,

The corresponding inerf-JrJ r'ore:-
rig. 7.8. Conclusion on
!1oLon equations. is directed opposite %:zeelera-ion

and is equal to

Mv.

Normal acceleration caused by the curvature of the trajectoury,

is equal as it is known, to

2

r

where r is the radius of curvature of the trajectory.

But

I d dOd t 6
r ds dt ds v

where ," is the angle of inclination of lh, tangent to Lhe trajec! orx-
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counted off from the starting horizon (see Fig. 7.5).

Thus, normal acceleration, directed to the center of curvature,

turns out to be equal to

ve.

The inertial force directed in the opposite direction is equal

to

Mvb.

Forces Mv and Mvb are shown on Fig. 7.8.

We will introduce, finally, inertial moment, equal to the

derivative of the rocket's angular momentum by time and directed

opposite of the angular acceleration T. Here T is the pitch angle,

determining the position of the rocket's longitudinal axis (see Fig.

7.8):

=0+ at.

The inertial moment will be

The moment of inertia of the rocket J, relative to the central

ztxis z , and perpendicular to the plane of the trajectory, is also

a function of time. Therefore, moment (J)" may be represented in

1.he form of a suin

The first factor is inertial moment. The second factor is the

restlL of chinge of the rocket's moment of inertia in time. This

co:ponenlt., proportional to the angular velocity, may be included in
.he in'ernal dampin, moment (see p. 3-19). In derivation oI' I[he ir,,.ion

eqi'r ions we w111 combine it with moment M, which was considered
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earlier. Subsequently during the analysis of damping moments we will

return to this question again.

Projecting all forces applied to the rocket onto the tangent to

the flight trajectory we get

Av+ X+ (P- X,,,)cos a+ .Mg sin o+ Y,.*,ni2.

In view of the smallness of angle a, the value of cos a = i.

Disregarding Y con sin a, we get

P-Xyw-x
low- A gsin. (7.2)

Projecting all forces onto the normal to the flight trajectory,

we get

Y+Y,,,cos a-v+(P- X,,) sin 2-Mgcos 0.

At small values of a

= I(P-x,.,) 2++ Y rl- cos 0. (7.3)

In these equations magnitude g should be understood as the

acceleration of terrestrial gravitation on the height of flight.

Finally, taking the sum of moments about the center of gravity,

we get

Ji+M.+ Y,,++M=O.

The system of differential equations (7.2), (7.3), and (y.4)

describes motion of the rocket only in one plane and does no. r:onsider

i.he possibility of motion along the trajectory. Nonetheless, in a

nomber of cases it is possible to use these equations treely fey

detcrmination of parameters of the rocket traJectory, especl-UA"
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In those cases, when the flight trajectory is a space curve,

as, for instance, for a zenith guided rocket pursuing a maneuvered

aircraft, this system of equations is significantly complicated. In

derivation of this system it is necessary to consider forces and moments

on three coordinate axes and additionally to introduce into consideration

angular shifts of the rocket through rove and bank. As a result,

instead of three equations, six would be obtained.

It is important to note that for a guided rocket, equations giving

the space location of the rocket during flight also have to be added

to the differential equations of motion. The form of these equations

depends on the methods of guiding and control in the rocket.

Thus, for instance, for ballistic long-range rockets an equation

-ot the program of change of pitch angle

[11p = pro = program]

is introduced where f(t) is a given function of time.

This condition of control is determined by the fact that the

rocket is oriented in a determined way in the section of governed

"light relatively constant in the direction of a coordinate system of

:yroscopes.

These types ot' equations are called program equations.

FLnally, in order to complete the presentation on the motion

of a guided rocket, it is necessary to consider, furthermore, so-called

eaiiations of control, giving the magnitude of control forces (or turning

-nu~es of the controls) depending upon the rocket's space orientation

:-nd an,,ular deflections of it from the assigned position. The form

md riwer-ici.l va ues of' parameters of control equations depend on Lhe

fund '1' en' ,1 ,chei. Ie of the ,control system and on parameters of i ts
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We will discuss -all these questions more specifically in Chapters

VIII and IX.

In order to integrate the equation of motion, it is necessary to

know how the magnitudes entering, into these equations change in time

and,. in general, on what they depend.

It is absolutely clear that aerodynamic forces for a given rocket

depend on speed, altitude of flight and angular orientation of the

rocket in space. The tractive force of the engine does not remain

constant; it changes as if because the external atmospheric pressure,

entering in the expression of thrust,, is changed on the flight

trajectory. The mass of the rocket decreases in time in accordance

with expenditure of fuel. Finally, even acceleration due to gravity

g, if we consider large altitudes, should be considered a variable.

All these ques-tions we will also consider below. We will start

with properties of the atmosphere.

2. Terrestrial Atmosphere and Its Properties

Let us consider the properties of atmosphere, since the majnitufles

ot' aerodynamic forces acting on a rocket in flight depend on t*hese

properties.

The basic parameter of the atmosphere affecting aerodynamic forc,s

is air density p. Lts temperature T also renders a certain int'luence,

inasmuch as with a change of temperature, as we already know, the

speed of sound

=V-kgT.

ts 'ha-nged, and depending upon the relation of flight speed to !f~eej

ei' seund (on the Mach number), as will be shown below, the -A'rv'er - -r

s',rearilining is changed and as a result the magni tude of aerodyn', i o



It is necessary also to consider that the speed of sound depends

on change of chemical composition of the atmosphere with altitude.

This will affect gas constant R and index of adiabat k. Change of

chemical composition of the atmosphere is observed, however, only at

very great altitudes.

Pirameters of state of the air, especially in the lower, and also

in significant measure in the upper layers of atmosphere, are changed

depending upon the time of day, time of year, upon latitude of the site

and, finally, on the general meteorological situation. However, all

parameters oscillate near certain average values determined on the

basis of results of atmospheric observation for many years.

The mean values of the parameters of the atmosphere themselves

essentially depend on altitude. Thus, for instance, air pressure p

due to increase of altitude should decrease, inasmuch as the magnitude

of pressure is determined by the weight of air layers located higher.

The character of pressure change with respect to altitude may be

determined analytically. For this we will derive an equilibrium

equation of unit column with base area dF and altitude dh separated

from the atmosphere (Fig. 7.9).

Pressure p acts on the bottom of the column; from above in

onformity with an increase of altitude dh, the pressure is p + dp.

Let us assume that y is the specific gravity of air at height h.

Then the equilibrium condition will be the following:

dpdF+Idh-dF=O,

whence

dp
dhs -T

or

dh
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Derivative dp/dh is negative, signifying a drop

of pressure due to increase of altitude. It is not

difficult to show that in the absence of absorption of

flll heat from without, the temperature will also drop.

dF With a shift of any air mass upwards expansion

and corresponding lowering of gas temperature occurs.

Fig. 7.9. Conversely, air travelling downwards is compressed, and

D rivation its temperature is increased. Thus, a temperature
: 1f the
ofpendence equilibrium is established in the atmosphere, as a
of air
pressure on result of which the underlying layers will have a
altitude,.

higher temperature than those above. Naturally. this

affirmation is true only to the extent that it is possible to consider

that heat exchange between air layers by means of radiation is small.

Temperature distribution by altitude can be considered dependent

on that thermodynamic process which corresponds to the mentioned

expansion and compression of gas during slow vertical mixing with

preservation of temperature equilibrium. Let us assume that this

expansion occurs on a polytrope with index n not depending on altitude

ii:

~(7.

where Po and Po are the pressure and air density at the earth's surfa-.:.

Using this law, we have the possibility of establishing ',. ow '

change of pressure, density and temperature of the air by heigh ..

With the help of expression (7.6), we find density r, -ond.

placing it in the equilibrium equation (7.5), we get
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We divide the variables,

I I

p- dp- -Pp 0 o"dh,

whence after integration we find
a -I

IP - -I -gPp ah + C.

Constant C is determined from the conditions: at h = 0 pressure

p = P0 . Consequently,

a-1

and

a-I a-II

P-a-N-PO -gpopon- k,
N

or

Since

ftu

then finally the dependence of pressure on altitude we get in the form

a

"-'P- hr - 'i . (7-7)

Density will be related to altitude by the relationship

I

P=P0( a-lhy)l (7.8)

In accordance with the assumed polyi-;ropic process

a-o

or, akiung into account (7.7)



(7.9)

Thus, temperature drops with altitude by linear law. The gradient

of temperature drop is equal to

X-|
nR

If one were to take n = k = 1.4 for air, i.e. to assiume that in

state of temperature equilibrium, expansion and compression of air it,

vertical mixing occurs adiabatically, then we get

X- I ___.4 _- mO ,0098 degree/meter,

RR 1,4.29.27

i.e. temperature drop of air is approximately 1° for each 100 meters

altitude. In fact, temperature drops in lower layers of atmosphere

on the average 0.650 per 100 meters altitude, which corresponds U

n = 1.23 and heat absorptionl during expansion.

Magnitude n, however, is changed with height; therefore dependen-

00s (7.7)-(7.9) should be considered approximate.

Experimental investigations of the atmosphere show thal up uu an

•1titude of h = I to 12 kilometers the derived laws of variation c"

air parameters by altitude will agree with the observed values

suiaficiently well. At high altitudes sharp deflections from "lie den ;ed

laws take place, and further regularities connecting the chanje ot'

atmospheric properties with altitude are not open now Lo ieore. i 'a

analysis; they are studied experimentally, primarily wilh the help oi'

rockets and artificial earth satellites. Inasmuch as rocket inves'i-

;",. i ons began relatively recently, in data on atmosphere prenr i .

-here are quite a lot of contradictions, especially for a]ti-des

over 100 kin [kilomelers].

Al present it is possible to derive ti:e following t.,
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model of the atmosphere.

The atmosphere spreads to altitudes of 2000-3000 km (earlier it

was considered that the border of the atmosphere is located below

1000 kn), where it gradually passes into interplanetary gas.

The lowest layers of atmosphere, to i1 km, where the equations

derived above are valid, is called the troposphere. Layers located

higher than ii km, are called stratosphere. Layers of atmosphere

starting from 90 km are called the ionosphere, while the highest

layers (over 1000 km) are the exo,phere.

The chemical composition of the atmosphere (i.e. relationship

between content of molecular nitrogen and oxygen) to a height of 90 km

remains constant. At great heights the air becomes strongly Ionized,

as a result of which it is called the ionosphere. From a height of

90 Ym noticeable dissociation of oxygen into atoms begins, while from

altitudes of 220 km nitrogen also starts to disintegrate into atoms.

Simultaneously nitrogen oxide (N0) appears in the composition of Vhe

atmosphere. All these gases are greatly ionized. Also, ionized

molecules and atoms in the upper layers of atmosphere can contain a

noticeable quantity of free electron.

The chemical composition of the .tmosphere, and also the types

and quantity of charged particles contain in it, along with other

causes strongly affect atmospheric temperature.

Starting from an altitude of 11 kin, the air temperature remains

approximately constant and on the average equal to -560C. Then from

an altitude of' 30 kin an increase of temperature is observed to the

maximum corresponding to altitudes near 50 km. Further sLarts a new

lowering of t emperature,, and at- a height of 80-100 km the temperature

a.0aa.:'inz a minimiun. A' great height., the temperature consfLanll!y

Increases. Thus, 1,he temperature with respect i; altitude i- chanredf'NM99



approximately as is shown on Fig. 7.iOa.

of~ hih laer -f atoshe =a- disribtio

atophr.Dotd uv o helf --

"0

.10 0 go5V 0 5 104
'n ~N nIn

Tesperbtooe if te e t in kIoet er
a) b)

Fig. 7.10. Data on temperature and density
of high layers of atmosphere. a - distribution
of temperature by altitude in the terrestrial
atmosphere. Dotted curve on the left -

distribution of temperature obtained by
meteorological rockets (March, central latitude
of northern hemisphere). Solid curve - standard
distribution of temperatures. b - curves of
density change of neutral particles with altitude,
obtained by different methods. 0-- results of
determination of density by study of braking of
Soviet satellites. 0 - result of determinatior of
density by diffusion of a sodium cloud., * - data,
given in international literature by the study of
braking of Soviet and American satellites. Sol4 d
lines correspond to results obtained with the
help of manometers fixed on the third Soviet
satellite and by radio signals of the first Soviet
satellice.

The first increase of temperature at altitudes of 30-50 kw, is

explaLned by the fact that in layers of air located at these al'Ii 4 ude

there is a small quantity of ozone, which absorbs short wave (1] tra-

violet) solar radiation very intensely. Further' lowering o" i e1,,pe-;rL

is possible to explain by the same causes as in the first low layers

ot' ',mosphere. Finally, temperature increase in the highest, [nyerc,

sl-arting from altitudes of 80-100 kin, is connected with bom.ardrmen, , '

the terrestrial atmosphere by cosmic particles and wifth s"Iir
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radiation. Therefore, the temperature of these layers of atmosphere

greatly oscillates 0'-r'ng the day and is noticeably changed depending

upon the time of year and latitude of the site. Recent measurements

of Lemperature with help of satellites showed that at an altitude of

300 km the temperature is 800-i000° absolute and then increases to

2009-3000 0 absolute.

It does not follow, however, to consider that such a high

temperature can in any way evoke complications during mastering of

this section of the atmosphere. The temperature of an aircraft,

being at these altitudes for a prolonged time, will remain essentially

less than the temperature of the surrounding medium. In view of

extraordinary rarefaction of gas, heat transfer from air to the apparatus

will be very insignificant, and the balance between heat transmitted

by the gas, and heat lost by the body through radiation, will be

established at a comparatively low temperature of the aircraft.

In this sense temperatures appearing as a result of high speeds of a

rocket in the atmosphere present danger incomparably great. (We wi 1.

specially discuss this question later.)

Numerical data characterizing the change of average parameters

oi' air by altitude are given in Table ".1, which is of primary importance

'or ballisl i- cal2ulations.

In Table 7.1 data of the so-called International Standard Atmos-

phere (ISA) is used up to an altitude of 20 km for average parameters

ofir, i.e. under the conditions of the introduced atmosphere, the

parameters of which are considered independent of the t'Gime of year and

day and o! the ]atitude of the site. The International Standard

Atmosrhere is determined proceeding from the following assumptions:

I. Air Is an ideal gas with gas cons:tant R = 2('.27 kg.m/k,.de'.
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Table 7.1. Value of Parameters of Air Depending

Upon Altitude Above Sea Level

0 1.000 1.000 1,000 6 0.423 0.487
2o0 0,976 0.980 600 0.412 0,476
400 0.953 0.960 0.400 0,465 1,078
600 0,930 0,940 7 0.389 0.454
Soo 0,907 0.921 7400 0.378 0.443

1000 0.885 0.902 1,010 76001 0.367 0,433
1200 0.863 0.884 7800 0.356 0,422
1400 0.842 0.866 800 0.316 0,412 1.091
1600 0.621 0.848 8200 0,336 0.402
1800 0.800 0.831 8400 0,327 0,393
2000 0.780 0.813 1,021 8600 0,317 0,383
2200 0.761 0,796 800 0,308 0.374
2400 0,742 0.779 9000 0-299 0.365 1.104
2600 0,723 0,763 92 0,291 0,356
2600- 0.705 0,747 9400 0,282 0,347
3000 0,687 0.731 1,032 0,274 0,339
3m00 0.670 0.715 9800 0,266 0,330

3400 0.653 0,700 10000 258 0,323 1,118
3600 0,636 0.685 10200 0.250 0,314
3800 0,619 0,670 10400 0.243 0,306
4000 0,603 0,655 1,043 1 0,235 0.298
4200 0,587 0,641 10800 0,228 0,290
4400 0.572 0,627 11000 0,221 0.282 1,133
4600 0,557 0.613 11200 0.21.1 0,274
4800 0,542 0.600 1140 ,207 0-266
5000 0.527 0.586 1.054 11600 0,201 0:258
5200 0,513 0.573 11800 0,195 0.251
5400 0.499 0,560 120 0.169 0.243 1,133
5600 0,486 0.548 12200 0,183 0,236
5800 0.473 0;535 12400 0.178 0,229
6000 0,460 0,523 1,066 12600 0, 172 0.222
60 0,448 0,511 128001 0:167 0,215
6400 0,435 0.499 130001 0,162 0,208 1.133
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Table 7.1. (continuation)
P k/r A _ II.

13200 0,157 0,202 26000 0.159.10- 1 -0,198.,10-' 1,114

13400 0.152 10.195 29000 0,137 0,169 1,112

13600 0.148 0,189 30000 0.118 0.145 11109

13800 0,143 0,183 31000 0.102 0,125 1.107

14000 0,139 0.177 1.133 32000 0,876.10-2 0.107 1.105

14200 0,135 0.172 33000 0.756 0.919.10-2 1,102

14400 0,130 0,167 34000 0.652 0,790 1.100
14600 0,126 0,162 3 ,5000 0,563 0.679 1,098

14800 0,122 0,157 360001 0,487 0,573, 1,084

15000 0,118 0,152 1,133 37000 0:423 0,485 1.071

i,2CO 0.114 0,148 38 0,369 0.413 1.058

15400 0.111 0,143 39000 0,322 0,M52 1,046

1560 0,107 0,139 40000 0,283 0,302 1,031

15800 0,104 0.134 41000 0,249 0,260 1.022

1600 0,101 0.130 1 4-0 0,219 0,224 1.011

16200 0,980.10-1 0,126 43000 0,194 0.194 1.00

16400' 0.950 0,122 44000 0.172 0.168 0,999

16600 0,923 0.118 45000 0.153 0,147 0,979

16800 0,895 0.115 46000 0.136 0,128 0.969

17000 .0.867 0.111 1.133 47000 0,122 0.112 0.960

17200 0,841 0,108 480000109 0.984.10-3 0.951

17400 0.815 0,105 49000 0,977.10-3 0.866 0,942

17600 0,790 0,101 0000 0878 0.761 0.933

17800 0.766 0.980.1-0 0,5)8 0.473 0-963

18000 0,742 0,952 1,133 60000' 0,284 0.282 0,997

100 0,635 0.814 1,133 6500 0,152 0,16.3 .1.%

20000 0543 0,697 1,13 70000 0.774.10-- 0.895-10-4 I1075

21000 07465 0,594 13 75O 0,372 0468 1,1,22

2200 0.398 0,507 1128 80000; 0.167 0,22V 1,176

23000 0,311 0.432 1,12 8500 0,721.10-s 0.990.10-55 1176

24000 0,299 0-369 10123 m 0310 0,429 1,176

25000 0-251 0:316 1,121 95(KX 0,134 0.18.5 1.176

260C0 0.216 0,270 1, 1 00000i.-0-80-.10- 6 0,6M0.10-C 1,176

27000 0,185 0,231 1,116I
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2. Parameters of air at sea level:

pressure p0 = 760 mm Hg;

density p0  0.125 kgsec2/m4

temperature T0 = 2880 absolute.

3. The temperature gradient in the troposphere is cons tan'a did

equal to 0.0065 degrees/meter.

4. The temperature in the lower layers of the stratosphere is

constant and equal to -56.5°C.

As a result, for the troposphere (i.e. within limits of height up

to 11,000 m) the laws of change of pressure, density and temperature

by height according to expressions (7.7), (7.8) and (7.9) have the Corr

p--po(I 44300)'

P=P°( -

T-To- 00065h.

Values of atmospheric parameters for altitudes greater than 20 in,

are obtained by means of experimental measurements with subsequent

theoretical generalization of the data obtained.

Data on density of still higher layers of atmosphere before launch-

ing of Soviet earth satellites were for altitudes 150-250 km extre ely

contradictory, while the density of the atmosphere higher than 300-500

km was actually unknown.

Measuring change of time of rotation of a satellite around Ear'h

due to its braking by the atmosphere, it is possible to determine

sufficiently accurately the perigee of orbit magnitude, proportional

to the density of the atmosphere. On the third artificial earth

satellite furthermore for the first time, special manometers oI' ionic

and magnetic types were installed with help of which density in thp

region of altitudes 225-500 km was measured.
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Data on these and certain other measurements of density of the

atmosphere at, great heights are shown in Fig. 7.10b.

Parameters of high layers of the atmosphere (to 300 km), calculated

on the basis of the model of' the atmosphere considered earlier, are

given in Table 7.2.

Table 7.2.

Pressure Densitys '30 Preseuwe Dens

0. dynes/omi S/on 3  0.~ dyneuo ~ go

100 237 5,69-10-1 8,29-10-10 190 601 ]5,72.10-4- ,2.74-10-13
110 267 1,58.10-1 1,97.10-10 200 647 3.73.10-4 1.66.10-13

120 301 5,32.10-2' 5,61.10-" 220 732 1,73.10-4 6,82.10- 14

130 340 2.13.10-2 1,90.10-" 240 798 8,74.10-6 3,11.10- 14

140 380 9-72.10-3 7,57.10-12 250 827 6.38.10-5 2.15.10- 14

150 418: 4.88!0-3 3.40.10-121 260 853 4.74.10-3 1.52-10- 14

160 461 2-63.10-3 1.65.10-12 280 887 2,74.10-5 7,93.I0-t

170 505 1,51.10-3 8-61.10-13 300 901 1,68.0-34 4,42.10-13

180 553 9,08.10-4 4,7310-13

During calculations of stability of rocket flight, and also for

determination of lateral loads acting on the body of the rocket in

flight, it is necessary to consider the peculiarities of wind

distribution in the atmosphere. Depending upon the probable magnitudes

of ch-nge of' air flow speeds with altitude, the possible lateral brief

:ierodyn.wnipc per;,urbattonal forces are determined.

Nominal wind speeds for the earth's surface are determined on

the basis of 'tatistical treatment of results of meteorological

olb3ervat:ions in i.he region of rocket launching for more or Iess a

pro]onred interval of time.

Tn tle upper layers of atmosphere, winds dif'fer by high speeds

a(nd . mpai.af i e eonstancy. The basic perturbation factors in LCormali.on

o.' 1:r&alUsphel ' winds are semidiurnal ebb-flow motil,'ns under the

'1 of oC he 'iin mnd Moon, and the heai ing of air"' f r a day with
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subsequent cooling at night.

Tentative distribution curves of wind speeds (eastern or western)

by altitude for the central latitude of the northern hemisphere are

represented on Fig. 7.1i. From these curves

J. it is clear that a speed of 100 m/sec for

71- high altitudes can be considered common.

h too--However, the power influence of such

so currents on the body of the rocket is

- __significantly lowered due to great rare-

- faction of the atmosphere.

lug , 0 a ,JO a o0East Weit 3. Aerodynamic Forces

Wind speed in meters per seeond

FLg. 7.11. Distri- Coefficient of Aerodynamic
butive law of pre- Forces
dominant winds at We will start the consideration of
great heights.

aerodynamic forces with the drag force

X, inasmuch as during calculation of flight trajectory of rorke", 'Y!

role of this force as compared- to other aerodynanic forces is 'he mus,

essential.

The first and most natural attempt of determining drag was an

attempt to express it through the magnitude of impact pressure.

If one considers reversed motion and incompressible gas, then fcr

simple bodies having a form close to that of a plate, the magnitude

drag force X, one would think, can be determined in the fol.wini w'.

We will designate by v the speed of undisturbed air f'Iow ",nd .

the 3ernoulli equatioh [see formula (6.1i)] for a stream of incopr,2

iLi:e cas in section 1-1, sufficiently remote from the body (:. -)

and in section 2-2 by the front surface of the body (Pig. 7.1r)

2

V=W -- M



But v2 = O; therefore,
2

2  2

If one were to consider that the pressure behind the plate is

equal to ambient pressure, i.e. p,, then we get the drag force,

multiplying P2 - p1 on plate area S:

X=(p,-p,)S= -0,S. (7.10)

2,

Experiment, however, does not confirm the obtained relations

even in this simplest case. This is understandable. In the derivation

a simplifying assumption is made that v2 = 0.

2 iThis is true only in the critical front point,

'Whereas spreading from this point the air has

a speed other than zero. Then it was assumed

-4 that directly after the plate the pressure was

equal to the pressure of undisturbed flow. This
F19. 7.12. Trans-
verse streamlining is also incorrect. Pressure here will be some-
of a plate.

what lower.

For a round plate in an experiment at small speeds the value of

X is obtained approximately 11% higher than that which formula (7.1.0)

gives. As a resuli;, it turns out that this variation at not very high

speeds remains constant and independent of flow speed and absolute

d imensions of the plate.

Thus, if one were to introduce a correction factor 1.11, then for

a round plane tihe drag force is

2

In ener- I introducing correction C'acftor cx, called ithe drag
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coefficient, we can write

where cx at low speeds depends only on the form of the plate and Jts
location with respect to the flow.

By formula (7.1i) the drag of any body is determined. For area

gq here for an axially symmetric body, the area of projection of the

body on a plane perpendicular to the axis of symmetry is taken

(midship section), or any other so-called characteristic area.

Arbitrariness in selection of area S influences magnitude c

Therefore, in every case where numerical values of cx are used, jt

is necessary to explain what area is used as characteristic.

Analogous to expression (7.11) are the formula both for lift and

for drift force:

'2

'2

where cy and cz are coefficients of lift force and drift force;

S is the same characteristic area as in expressio,- ('. .

Expressions of aerodynamic forces have precisely the same 'orn

-tdso in a connected coordinate system:

N- q- S

2

Irasmuch as in all rormulas magnituue (rV /2)' 1s gen r:i, -'w

coeft' ents of aerodynamic forces the san!e relal-ionshipr ex. ....,
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I-e:ween the forces themselves, and expressions (7.1), written for the

case of absence of a slide angle ,, take 'the form

CR - - Cy2,

CN =C2+ c.

At not very high speeds of flight, corresponding to Mach numbers

nol. exceeding 0.5-0.6, the coefficients of aerodynamic forces can be

considered not-depending on speed. The shown limit of speeds to

recent time exactly corresponded to speeds attained in aviation,

and aerodynamic coefficients cx , Cy, cz were defined as constants

for a given form of aircraft as a whole or for any of its parts.

These coefficients were before thus considered as coefficients

of body form. Subsequently, however, it was clarified that forgetting

the form of the body
CS

_____1 they depend also on

speed, and more exactly

on the relation of the

speed to speed of sound,

i. e. the Mach number.

Through approach of

0 5 Z 3 . 6M flight speed to speed of'

, ir. Y.1 . Dependence of drag coefficient
'or a allistic rocket on the Mach sound their values sharply

lninber and the ang].e of incidence a
(coefficient cx refers to the midship increase. AL. high,
secti]on o"' "a rocket).

supersonic, speeds they

de--rease, osmptotically nearing to a certain constant vale. rThe

cliarac.er ol' changes in cx and cy, depending upon t1he M1aci number

:ond an ie of incidence a, is shown on, I,[g. 7.13 and 7.111 for a ta. list.,ic

ro,,ke: o,'" definlite L'orm. It, is necessary at the same time I~o indicafte

t-. , ,. ±d c in practical cases in some measure depend also oi ol-.her
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factors -on absolute dimensions of the body, air density, and so forth.

0!2 3 4 5 6M

Fig. 7.14. Dependence of lift coefficient
of a rocket c on the Mach number and angle

of incidence a (coefficient c y refers to

midship section of the rocket).

In either case, in rocket technology where a full range of

zpeed changes from low to great supersonic must be considered,

aerodynamic coefficients are considered as functions of speed v or

i;_ore exactly the Mach number. In this sense formulas (7.11) and

(7.12) lose their basic content, establishing proportionality between

aerodynamic forces and impact pressure. However in force of their

sinplicity, convenience, and certain established traditions in

aviation, they remain as the basic calculating formulfs independen

of veloci ty.

As we have seen, aerodynamic forces depend also on t1he angle olr

incidence a. This dependence is expressed through coefficien s c ancl

cy, in function at a constant S. For an axially symtmetric e

c _r-iously, this function for cx will be even, cand for c - dd-:
Y

-- - .-- 2



C,(-,)= - .,(2).

Dependences of c. and Cy on the angle of incidence a are shown

on Pig. 7.1% (for a V-2 rocket at M = 2), and also on the curves in

Pig. 7.13 and 7.14.

It is essential to note that at small a the drag coefficient

can be considered depending on the angle of incidence very littie.

The lift coefficient depends on the angle of incidence linearly.

0 - .4 - --

- -4 - I 1 - - - - -

! jZ'I
. • -- 4'-1

./: i tt i z

Feig. 7.15. Dependence of coefficients oU
drag and lift of a ballistic rocket on 'he
angle of incidence at M = 2.

i;omponent Parfs of Aerodynamic Forces and Subsonic .tream!ining

The character of streamlining and of aerodynamic Corces _,onnected

wlt.h i'; are dif.'ferent depending upon whether the flight, speed is subsonj -

or ,'iper3oni,-. However, in both cases the drag tI'-rc,e ',)n be divided

n ;wo l:asi' cumponents, fr_.etional force and pressu'e I'orrm: .:

[Tp 'ri fri. tion,I ) l-o-eA 1J

-~ -~ ~ -I



Force Xfri is understood as the resultant of resistance forces

p, tangent to the body surface; while force X -as the resultant

forces pn normal to the surface (Fig. 7.16):

X19p sin z/dS;

XS - I p cos Z dS,

where dS-- element of rocket surface;

X -local angle of surface normal.

F-rces Pt and pn refer here to a unit of surface area of the

body.

It is possible to write further that

- ~- St'

2'

and to obtain hence an expression for the general drag coefficient ir

the form

The drag coefficient of friction is determined by air ViscOS vA_.

Ln the simplest cases, for instance for longitudinal streamlinjin

of a plate, it is possible to calculn,e Th$-

PA nitude cx fri at different flow speeds.

There exist several approximate semi-epiii .,

"i;:. 7.l6. Normal and formulas, which give the possibility oI
S.,.,ngent aerodynamic
Aurces acting on the estimcting the magnitude of coefficienti t.: ke:. surifa~ce. Cx fri for bodies of any form, if or.c V.rere

aosumie that the magnitude of the "mcistened" surface deteri,i;--- Lhe

f'"ctional force independently of the form of this surface.

The influence of viscosity on drag is not lii,,ited 1:y ""

--- '- -:



friction, Ls was discussed above. Presence of viscosity can essentially

influence also the distributive law of normal pressures, forming a

second component c' resistance X. Depending upon viscosity, especially

,*(-or poorly streaailined bodies, a breakdown of flow occurs in the bound-

ary layer at larger or smaller speeds, which directly affects the

distributive law of pressures.

A theory considering a liquid ideal, without viscosity, can lead to

results unexpected at first gl-ance. In particular, the paradox of

Euler - d'Alembert is known: any body at not very fast motion in an

ideal liquid does.not experience drag. Thus, for instance, a cylinder

with transverse streamlining (Fig. 7.17a) shows forces of pressures

sym.etric about a plane perpendicular to the direction of' flow. These

forces come to equilibrium and have a resultant -force. The presence of

viscosity leads not only to appearance of tangents of forces pt' but

what is still more important, to a change of the actual character of

streamlining. In a certain zone the flow breaks away from the surface

of the body, as a result of which intense eddy formation appears behind

the cylinder. Pressure acting on the cylinder from behind turns out to

be less than ambient pressure (Fig. 7.i7b). The pressure forces form

a resultant directed against the motion of the cylinder.

'The appearance of - frontal force in this case and its absence

in the first case is understandable also from the power point of

view. Daring motion of the cylinder in an ideal iquid, streams of

,lIe latter being interrupted before the cylinder, converge behind it

iid remain motionless. Consequently, during uniform metion ,WI tie

c,:l inder in an idea liquid work is not. prodiced. Otheri-se the

:.eond c'2.oe hulds. Here behind the cylinder a vortex trail will be

1,"-di ro,:' kinet ic enerny. On transmis-sior, o:' ihis energy tv
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particles of liquid or gas, work of a force is expended during uniform

motion of a body in a viscous medium.

b)

Fig. 7.17. Appearance of resistance
to press',re during subsonic speeds of
streamlining, a) ideal transverse
streamlining of cylinder without
breakaway of flow, b) real transverse
streamlining of cylinder with breaking
away of flow and asymmetric distribution
of pressure.

From what has been said it follows that separation of the

botudary layer and eddy formation increase drag. For decrease of

%hle drag force in subsonic flow it. ts necessary to give the protile c"

a body smooth outlines that promote streamlining without breakdown c!'

flow, i.e. to make, so to speak, the form of the body streamlined.

On ?ig. 7.18 such, streamlined shapes are shown: profile of an i.'J'ral-

wing intended for flight at subsonic speeds,, aircr.!tXt; 1'uselago, -11a

a cylinder, enclosed in a streamlined unit.

I is important to note that all streamlined bodies have z ow }

eona.ergent outlines in the rear, not allowing br:aI:duwn oI*

rounded outlines on the front. Pointed shapes are less pro".f Qe

in subsonic flow. A sharp edge turbulates the I'low and teri.



increases drag.

At subsonic speeds of flight the resistance of friction for a

st.reamlined body is the main part of the general resistance, and the

resistance of pressure

here plays a secondary

role. For unstreamlined

PL1 -. 7.8. Examples of bodies having a
streamlined shape. bodies as, for instance,

a sphere or cylinder,

,le resistance of pressure is essentially greater than the resistance

of friction.

Considering the diagram of distribution of pressures shown on

ig. 7.17, we notice that excess pressure on the body surface (with

respect to pressure of undisturbed flow) may be both positive and

negat ive. In connection with this, for solids of rotation (body of

) a rocket) the resistance of pressure is divided into two parts,

head resistance (resistance from excess pressure distributed on the

body) and base, appearing due to rarefaction under the base (base

suction). In the same way resistance is divided also at supersonic

speeds.

During flight of rocket the air ahead of it becomes condensed.

Here 1eighlened excess pressure is created, -he magnitude o" which

de-.ermines "pressure resistance." This resistance increases with

,"rowth of speed without limit. Behind the rocket a rarefaction will

e ',r.ued -',o base vacuum, determining suction rests tarice. This

component of resistance also increases with speed, but nc* inifiniitely.

I* .-annor be larger than the magnitude corresponding to an -lsoltte

!e" ;.; ,c ember that 1.he 'orce irnif bence uf alb,-slufe pressure ci
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undisturbed atmosphere on a rocket is included in the thrust force;

in aerodynamics the distribution of excess pressures is considered.

Figure 7.19 shows the distributive law of pressure on the surfrtce

of the rocket body.

With the presence of angle of incidence a, the character of

s'rcr,.1nlng of the rocket will be apart from that which has place

at a = 0. In this case la'era'

overflowing of air appears

from a zone of heightened

pressure into a zone of lower

19 .pressure, leading to additional

vortex formation and additional
i'Lg. 7.19. Distribution c-F!;'Lg.~. 7-9 isrb llo expenditure of energy on their
aerodynamic pressure on a ro,_kete
body. fcrmation. The correspondj:ig

additional resisting force is called induced drag. On Fig. 7.2-

lines of additional currents of air and vortexes forming fro tbe-,

-re shown by arrows.

The division of the resisting force into separate components show:,

hiere remains valid both for subsonic and supersonic streamlini-ir.

'lowever, during transition beyond the speed of sound an additionIl

i"Uponent of resistance of pressure forces appears; the character

of streamlining sharply changes, and accordingly the approach o

selection of the most rational aerodynamic forms is changed.

0 -dr _entero t--- ---. -

Fig. 7.20. Formation of ',ortexes,
leading to induced drag during flight
of a rocket with an angle of incidence.
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Peculiarities of Supersonic Streamlining

Let us return to the transformations which were conducted in

Chapter. VI [ formula (i . 19)] for determination of the speed of sound.

Por speed of propagation of a compressional wave the expression

a.X = P + AP AP

[yA = s.w = shock wave]

At very weak (sonic) perturbations, when p + Ap = p, this

expression becomes the formula for the speed of sound

a-I

whence in assumption of adiabatic process of gas compression during

sonic oscillations

4= k =I'kgkT'

is obtained.

From a comparison of expressions for the speed of propata 1 I o n of

,t. sock wave and the speed of sound, it. tollows that, rng pe", urbal in s

Iways spread !a ser %han sound.

Let us ,ssLue that in a motionless gas medium there Is a constanl.

point source of weak perturbati-ons. We will suppose ,hat in a ,.erltain

moi eent this source creates a local condensation ot' gas. ite lo this

a sonic spherical wave aippears, which will slar, lo spread &.eniy in

Sl dire. -ions wi h the speed of sound . At'ter time i 1,he wave front

will be Oen-',eed froh pert.urbation source by a distance al. if the

"-nends si naJ p ei--odica1,, 1 fr nr s of all.
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waves will fall into concentric spherical surfaces with the center

at the source of perturbations (Fig. 7.21). The picture of propagation

Of these waves is analogous to propagation of waves on the surface of

water from the place of drop of a stone cast into the water.

We will now suppose that the perturbation source is motionless,

and the gas meditum moves about it with speed v, where v < a. During

the time t between two signals from the perturbations

2at source, the first wave will travel to a magnitude v4,
t

and the centers of the spherical waves will be displaced

relative to each other by that same magnitude vt.

At the same time, inasmuch as v < a, the waves will
Fig. 7.21. not cross over each other (Fig. 7.22).

fropagation
of weak waves Otherwise the condition v > a holds, i.e. in
in a motion-
less medium. that case when a flow streamlining a body will be

supersonic. In this case the family of spherical waves

.:ets a conical enveloping surface (Fig. 7.23).

Thus, the character of propagation of

v t Ut perturbations turns out to be different de0enddnp

uoon the flow speed.

---- While the speed of flow was below -he -peed

of sound, the perturbations spread in su'. d*-ec
"i,-. 7.22.rpagation of although not nonuniformly, but both with "he i.-i

weak waves in
1mediuir moving and, against it. When the speed -o, flew t.urn- ,
iih - s oeed

to be larger than the speed cf sound, %he

perturbation began to spread only tn one w':. -

tL.e ow. The enveloping .onical surface - a so-called r.a ,:-. -

here the surface Lhit limits the region of p-ro)a.ation w

-perruirbaions in space. This surface is called the threshj: ..av: t

wea.7 ner!Urbq ions.
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The angle at the-summit of a cone

of weak perturbations (Mach angle)

Vwa depends on the relation of ,flow speed

to speed of sound. From Fig. 7.23

it is clear that

sinz=-
Vig. 7.23. Propagation V

of weak waves in a medium
moving with a speed v > a. With a decrease of flow speed,

angle X is increased, and at v - a

becomes equal to 900. This means that the cone of perturbations is

turned into a plane. As a result, signals sent by the source of

perturbation attain any point located behind the source.

We will assume now that the source of perturbations is able to

continuously send not only weak acoustic, but alse strong shock wave'.

fet us see how these waves spread in supersonic flow.

A shock wave, we already know, spreads with a speed a s.w , higher

iLhan the speed of sound. Therefore, in the first moment a wave departed

'rom the source of perturbations can spread with suffi.-ien't ini ti.PI

power against Lhe supersonic fliow. Due to propagation, this wave

wi H weaken -nd .i's speed will decrease, ne:%rilg in the end o I he

speed of sound. Under +hese conditions the envelope o" the 'ami ,y of'

.,pIerica.l waves wi L. no longer be a simple conical surL'ace. Iis will

t~e a surface with its front end similar to a hyperbola and then

transform into a cone of weak perturbations. On Ftg, 7.24 swih -n

eiiei.opin suArface is shown. Where the force of the shook wave is

-larer (direc-tly ahead of ihe source), the eniveLope is 1'.-tod by a

tli ker I inme. Appearance of threshold waves, i .e. conoentral ion. o'

per'. :r-) n. in t certain region of space, Ls a disiinctive peculir-i iv
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of supersonic flows.

Threshcld waves of weak -perturbations are formed during stream-

lining by supersonic flow of sufficiently small obstacles. Practically,

the source of weak perturbations may be any point of a streamlined

surface.

Shock waves appear always during streamlining by supersonic

i'low of bodies which no longer can be considered small obstacles.

During streamlining of such bodies, in

definite sections the flow experiences a

local braking, as a result of which its

compression occurs. Thus, for instance,

supersonic flow will experience compression

directly ahead of the streamlined body, and

also in places of stramlining of -oncave

F'ig. 7.24. Envelope sections on its lateral surface. Ac before

of a family of spher-
ical shock waves dur- every eaement of surface, will be a zcum. .

,ng motion with a weak perturbations; however, it is r iL "
speed v > a.

to show that threshold waves of lk-hese

o erturbations now will be concentrated in one wave front wit.h t'orna ici

-o' a shock wave.

Let us consider streamlining of a certain blunt body with

suipersonic flow (Fig. 7.25) thoroughly.

Perturbations in the environment of points located on t4he rox

i!-at part of a streamlined body, form a zone of heightened c(niL

• head of the body. As a result of this a shock wave appears, ,usc;:>

the nroperty t o spread -with a speed greater than the speed of

Thus, a wave appears moving toward the flow, foweer, i. .ar .c

far 'orwa-rd. As soon as the distance between the wave frun, n nd it,.

far ~ ~ ~ ~ - --- "ard Ass-s- s



leading edge is increased, a possibility appears

of overflowing of gas from the zone of heightened

pressure into the sides (as tnis is shown by

arrows on Fig. 7.25). Here the force of the

shock wave, i.e. the drop of pressures appearing

on it, will fall, and the speed° of its

propagation will decrease. Thus, in conditions
Fig. 7.25. Shock
wave before a blunt of established movement in front of a body
body at supersonic
flight speed. subjected to supersonic- flow, there will con-

stantly be a shock wave, moving forward with the

speed of supersonic flow. The distance between the wave and body de-

pends on the form of the body, determining the possibility of overflowing

o' gas into the sides, and on the approaching streamts velocity.

Beyond the borders of the nose part of the streamlined body, the

Cront of the shock wave is bent, and intensity of the wave decreases.

A:; a limit, the angle -of inclination of a shock wave made by the

direct-ion 01 speed becomes equal to the Mach angle, and the shock wave

tself i'ransforms into a common acoustic wave.

Gas flow durilng trnsition through the Cront of a shock wave

s ,:,rply changes its pa-raineters-: the flow speed drops, pressitre ,tnd

Jitnsily Tee increased, temperature increases. These c14nges occir

s'L sharply that, it is permissible to consider them intermittent.

Lcause of This, supersonic aerodynamics shock waves are also called

shck waves.

Shock waves appear not only before, but also from behind a

s '.reamlined body.

Le- us .onsider he 'tLil end of a body, passed by ti_ supersonic

CIC11. L'r J Loaj lying with supersonic speed (Fir. -. 2,-).
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Conditionally we will

consider streamline flow to be

__ flat.

" We will take the corner o1

. ....____._the rear section of the body

for a source of weak perturb-0 ions.

Let us assume that flow
flV,. 7.26. Diagram of formation
of' tail shock wave. approaching point 0 has a speed

v., where vI > a. Before line

OA, the incident flow will remain undisturbed. The position of line

OA is determined by angle X, = arc sin a/v,. With rounding of the

corner the flow should be expanded. For supersonic flow, expansion,

as it is known, is accompanied by an increase of speed. Consequently,

after line OA the flow speed is increased, and the flow will turn.

After a certain line OB the flow will completely turn and will flow

in a new direction with speed v2 > VI > a.

The presented illustration is somewhat simplified, inasmuh as

the boundaries of streams of the turned flow will not be parallel, bu'.

r ls indisputable that during streamlining of the external corner

we do not get shock waves. Lines OA and OB are waves of weal,

Derturbations.

We will trace the further behavior of the turned flow. .;e no" i":

Qhat; the flow should again turn with the same angle but in .he

opposite direction, encountering precisely the same flew, streaiAnin..

,he lower side of the symmetric body. Therefore, 0low -passing with

speed v2 will act as If it collides at a certain angle with a j

obstacle OC (see Fig. 7.2,). In the zone of 'omprson . :']w

a shock wave appears.



Conditionally we will

consider streamline flow to be

___flat.

We will take the corner of

. ....._ the rear section of the body

_for a source of weak perturb'ttions.

Let us assume that flow
Fig. 7.26. Diagram of formation
or' tail shock wave. approaching point 0 has a speed

vi , where vI > a. Before line

OA, the incident flow will remain undisturbed. The position of line

OA is determined by angle X, = arc sin a/v1 . With rounding of the

corner the flow should be expanded. For supersonic flow, expansion,

as it is known, is accompanied by an increase of speed. Consequently,

after line OA the flow speed is increased, and the flow will turn.

After a certain line OB the flow will completely turn and will flow

in a new direction with speed v2 > vI > a.

The presented illustration is somewhat simplified, inasmuJias

tie boundaries of streams of the turned flow will not be parallel, but

ijr is indisputable that during streamlining of the external corner

we do not get shock waves. Lines OA and OB are waves of weav

perturbations.

We will trace the further behavior of the turned flow. We mc .

that the flow should again turn with the same angle but in 'he

opposite direction, encountering precisely the same f'Kcw, 31 reai i i."iir

,he lower side of the symmetric body. Therefore, flow passing witl

speed v 2 will act as If it collides at a certain angle with -j

obstacle O'C (see Fi-g. 7.2t). in the zone of , ...ompx'e-sion -t' IK:.

a shock wave appears.
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wave), it should possess a greater force than in the case of motion

slanted to the flow (oblique shock wave). In the limit, when the

wave and flow create a Mach angle its force in general may be

insignificantly small.

For lowering of wave impedance it is expedient to give such a

fonn to the rocket, so that shock waves, since they are inescapable,

are slanted, and the angle of their slope with respect to the rocket

axis is ap close as possible to the Mach- angle.

After the above it becomes clear that so-called streamlined bodies,

having the least frontal resistance in subsonic flow, in supersonic

become poorly streamlined. On Fig. 7.28 streamline flow is shown,

j of a subsonic wing profile by a supersonic flow. Before the wing

a curvilinear Jump is established, close to straight, as a result of

which the wave impedance of such a wing turns out to be significant.

With a peaked profile or coneshaped heat of a rocket, the frontal

shock wave is slanted, and at a very acute angle of the leading edge

it approaches a wave of weak perturbations.

Losses of energy in such a shock wave will be

much smaller.

On Fig. 7.29 change of the form of the

shock wave is shown depending upon the angle
V!-. 7..28. Stream-
lining of a subsonic of sharpening of the frontal edge at a constant.
profile by super-
sornic flow. streamlining speed.

Due to thickening of the leading edge or

increase of the angle of a cone the shock angle is increased. t'!er

angle of the cone or wedge for the leading edge becomes eqtal o '-he

zso-called critical angle, the shock wave in the central par, vil

become straight and will depart from the point. Wave impedanr'e w-11h
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such a jump will be significantly greater.

Thus, for the purpose of lowering of wave- impedance, it is

desirable to give as sharp a form as possible to the front of rocket.

Also, however, it is necessary to consider several other

circumstances. With lengthening and sharpening of the front section

only the wave impedance is lowered,

but at the s ame time, inasmuch

- as the surface is increased, the

S.:,- resistance of friction increases.

- "- " Furthermore, excessive lengthening

of the head section can lead also to

difficulties of construction, inasmuch
Fig. 7.29. Dependence of the
Form of29 Dumpndhene of as the difficulty of positioning theform of jump on the angle of

sharpening of the leading
) edge at a constant flow speed. stearing equipment is increased.

In most cases the front section

of rockets and missiles is given either a conical or a so-called

ogival form, which is outlined by arcs of a circle or arcs of a

parabola (Fig. 7.30).

At high flight speeds of the order of M = 5 and higher, the

problem of finding aerodynamic forms of frontal sections of rockets

cannot be resolved apart from thermal phenomena connected with the

appearance of the frontal shock wave. At high temperatures dissociation

of gases entering into the composition of air occurs-, and their

thermodynamic properties change. This affects the character of stream-

lining. In recent years the question of application for tinerconttnen-

!..1 rockets (at M > 10) of head sections with a blunted nose outline

has been discussed.* As a result of appearance of a powerfiul shock

*;3ee, for example-, Aviation Week, 1937, 20, Vol. 66, p. 51.



W

wave a significant part of the thermal energy,

as is: assumed, J.s dispersed in the atmosphere,

and only a small share of it will be absorbed-

by the head section. Thus, profiling of the

Ihead section of a rocket in -certain cases Is
-it

determined not by the condition of achievingFig. 7.30. Form of

the ogival outline good streamlining by its supersonic flow, but
of the head section.

by the necessity of protecting the material

of the head from thermal action at its entrance into the atmosphere.

Shock Stall

Wave impedance, which is the restult of the appearance of shock

waves, has place also at subsonic speeds of flight close to the

speed of sound. The fact is that in these conditions the local flow

speed during streamlining of wings, tail group or other parts of the

aircraft or rocket, can exceed the apeed of sound, and in corresponding

places shock waves can appear.

The flight speed at which appears a local speed of sound at the

surface of the body is called the critical speed of flight, and the

phenomenon-of sharp increase at which the first shock waves appear,

Ls called shock stall.

In order to understand the appearance of shocks at subsonic

"light speed-, we will be satisfied at first with the fact that

supersonic flow passes into sutsonic only through a shock wave.

Flow in which a gradual transition from supersonic speed to subsonic

is carried out is unstable.

Actually, in order to decrease the speed of supersonic- .l!wj 11

area of flow section should be decreased. After the flow speed be7onem

equal to the speed of -sound, the section area ohould be increa-z pd '
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further braking of flow, Thus, we arrive

at a diagram of a reversed Laval nozzle
(Fig. 7.31). Flow through a Laval nozzle

was described earlier in Chapter VI.

Let us assume that the flow speed

I= smoothly changes from Supersonic_ to Bxb-

sonic (see Fig. 7.31). In the critical,

Fig. 7.31. Imaginary
smooth braking of super- the narrowest, section of the nozzle the
sonic flow in a re - rSed
Laval nozzle. flow speed will be equal to the local speed

of sound.

Every point in the wall of the nozzle, and the gas itself, can

be considered as sources of weak perturbations. Let us take any point

in the subsonic region of flow, for instance point 0 on Fig. 7.32.

Perturbations emanating from this point will spread in2-all directions

to any distance along the flow, and only as far as the critical section

-Lgainst the flow. The same condition holds for perturbations from

all points located in the subsonic part of flow. As a result,

perturbations from different sources will be summated in *Ve environ-

ment of the critical section, and the wave appearing thus obtains

'he ability to move toward the flow with a speed greater than the speed

oI' sound.

In a certain section the speeds of flow and rave (shock) are

equal, and the position of the shock shoul-d be stabilized.

In practical cases, for a diffuser the described brakintg of

supersonic flow leads to the situation where a straight shock front
A

ex, eeds the bounds of the diffuser and iS; lo-ated directly he-'ore L.he

enl.rance, bu. alfer the shock, subsonic speed is established
' , 7 33)1in iredia L y (Li' 1g. 73)
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Thus-, transition from supersonic

speed to subsonic occurs 'by a shock wave.

This is explalned by the fact that in the

flow there is ilways a sufficient quantity

Fig. 7.32. Propagation of perturbation sources, forming by an

of weak waves of pertur-
bations in the subsonic integral way a wave able to move toward
part of flow.

the supersonic flow-.

We will return to the question of shock stall.

During streamlining of a body, certain streams of flow at first

are narrowed, and then are expanded as is shown, for instance, on,

Fig. 7.34. In such streams growth of speed

to supersonic, as in a Laval nozzle is

possible with a sufficient drop of pressures.

WO, (However, inasmuch as the general speed of

flow is less than sonic, reverse transition

should take place to a speed lower than

P9. 7.53- Shock the speed of sound. But now we already

before entrance into know that this transition occurs through a
the diffuser.

shock wave. This is how shock waves appear

aL subsonic flight speeds.

On Fig. 7.35 shock waves are shown forming at the surface of' a

flying bullet. These shocks are formed at speeds close to the speed

of sound (14 = 0.900 and r- = 0.946).

In con-emporary aviation, having mastered subsonic, sonic and

supersonic flight speeds, the question of shock stall is very sertous.

A, %ppearance of the first shock waves the force of aerodynamic

dr'p; sharply increases, aerodynamic loads grow, and ohe chfra-: er -U'

st.reamnining is qualitatively changed with redistri bution o' pressurxe

t'or,?es on the aircrfXt surface, All this leads to Trrge PowE.,
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overloads of the structure and a change of

the degree of stability and controllability

Fig. 7.34. Change of of the aircraft.
stream section during
streamlining of a body The appearing difficulties are being
with a wing profile.

surmounted at present, on the one hand, by

investigation and solution of questions of stability and controllability

in the stage of shock stall, and on the other, -- by application of

structure shapes eliminating the appearance of shock stall. To the

latter pertains, for instance, transition to thin symmetric wing

profiles and to arrow-shaped wings.

For those rockets, a great portion of

the trajectory of which is passed with

supersonic speed (the majority of rockets),

elimination of shock stall does not have

Fig. 7.35. Shock meaning. Here it is necessary to detect
waves forming at the
surface of a bullet the most rational forms for conditions of
at large subsonic
flight speeds. transition through speed of sound, and also

for supersonic flight.

Determination of Aerodynamic Properties

From 1li that was said above, it is clear that the mechanism of

appearance of aerodynamic forces is very complicated. To find them

by means of calculation even in the simplest cases is often very

difficult. Therefore, during determination of aerodynamic forces

(i.e. magnitudes of aerodynamic coefficients cx and c y) at present

approximate calculations are used which then are corrected by experiment.

During computation of aerodynamic coefficients, in the first

stage the desian of the rocket body is separated into simple elements -

he: d p rt, eylinder,, base, stabilizer. For each of hese elemen.s the
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constituents of the aerodynamic coefficients can be d-etermined either

by theoretical calculations (if the geometric form of the element is

simple), or on the basis of comparing results of wind tunnel tests con-

drted earlier for bodies of similar fo,-.t° Summation of coefficients

with correction for mutual influence of components on the rocket

elements gives the aerodynamic coefficient of the actual rocket.

Results obtained in such a way need more precise determination.

The basic means of more precise determination is the testing of a

geometrically similar model of the rocket in a wind tunnel.

The wind tunnel is a channel in which a gas flow with a given

regulat eo speed is artificially created.

The simplest machine is a pipe of the closed type. On Fig. 7.36

diagram of a such pipe for subsonic speeds is depicted., In this

pipe flow is createi with the help of a blower i. In the grid 2 the

flow is straightened and- enters into a narrow operating canal 3,

ip which the tested objecl is located, In the diffuser 4 braking of

Clow oc-urs (subsonic flow ib braked during expansion), after which the

air again enters the -blower.. As a result of the fact that the pipe

is closed, the work of the blower goes only to replenishing losses

in the flow, inasmuch as the impact pressure in the difruser before

entrance into the blower is restored in the form of pressure energy.

For an open pipe the energy of flow would be lost completely.

The described closed circuit is useful for creation not only

of subsonic, but also of supersonic flow . For that, obviously, before

passing the object, gas should pass through a Laval nozzle, as-

shown on Fig. 7.37. It is necessary, of course, to ensure super-

critl ical drop of pressure on entrance and exit out of the nozzle.

Speed of' flow also depends on the broadening of the nazzle. For
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change of speed it is necessary,

obviously, either to make different

nozzles, or in construction of the

pipe to anticipate the possibility

of smooth change of the geometric

form of *1he channel. In contemporary

t 2 .1 2- tunnels the first method is applied

Fig. 7.56. Diagram of wind more frequently.
funnel for subsonic speeds
of the closed type. i) blower, The object being tested in the
2) straightening grids, 3)
operating canal, 4) diffuser, tunnel should occupy a small part
5)model.

of the operating section of the

channel, so that the flow speed in this section essentially does not

change and constriction of the tunnel, so to speak, does not occur.

Since testing of the natural size can be done only with small rockets,

experiments are conducted in a wind tunnel with models that are

geometrically similar to the investigated rockets. Inasmuch as- at

high flight speeds the character of streamlining depends primarily

on the compressibility of gas, during the test a condition of

similarity by Mach number should by all means be observed. In other

words, the model should be tested in the tunnel at the same Mach number

at which it is necessary to obtain aerodynamic coefficients in nature.

Observance of similarity by Reynolds number, considering the

influence of forces of viscosity is also very desirable:

whexe _- coefTiclent of viscosity of ai.r or gas in which testing is

-done;-

- 7. certain characteri-t c linear dimension of the rocket.

i ul [lI 0ent of the ] -condtiort- i.e. equlity of Re for the
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model and nature, is met with

great difficulties, and in

practice of wind tunnel tests

is usually not sustained.

However in treatment of resultz,

Fig. 7.37. Model tested in a of the experiment, this cir-

supersonic wind tunnel. cumstance is considered by

introduction of necessary corrections.

In wind tunnels measurements of component forces and moments

acting on the model in the flow are produced. For this purpose a spe-

cial wind tunnel balance, on which the tested model is placed, is used.

Wind, tunnel balances have Various construction and can register

any number of the six components of the total aerodynamic force and

moment. Depending upon this they are called two-, three-, four-,

or six-coyfponent. For an axially symmetric model of a rocket usually

there is no necessity to measure all six components, inasmuch as a change

of the plane of the angle of incidence a leads to identical results.

Here for the most part three-component balances are used. ConstIruction

of such balances is shown on Fig. 7.38.

In the rear part of the model a hole is drilled, with help of

which the model is tightly fitted onto the cylinder i. The cylinder

has an elastic arc 2, reacting to the axial force. Under the action

of this force arc 2 is bent, as a result of which a tensometeric

transducer of resistance D, glued on its surface, is extended, and

its resistance changes. The transducer through electric leads 5

is plugged into the bridge circuit, allowing determination of' drag

under conditions of preliminary calibration testing.

Forces perpendicular to the axes are transmitted from the model
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Fig. 7.38. Diagram of a three-component wind
tunnel balance. i) front cylinder, 2) elastic
arc, 3) front elastic neck, 4) rear elastic neck,
5) electric leads., A and B " hinge points, D,, D2,
D3 - transducers of resistance.

onto the holde-r through points A and B on base a. Forces acting on

points A and B create bending moments in the elastic necks 3 and 4.

On these necks transducers of resistance (D2 and D3 ) are also glued.

By the indication of'these transducers two forces are determined in

-points A and B. Their sum gives the normal force-. Since the

position of points A and B with respect to the model are known,

then by means of reduction of forces to the center of gravity it is

easy to determine the aerodyn.-nic moment in a vertical plane also.

Consequentlyj with the help of the described circuit components R, N,

and Ma are determined.

If measuring of the aerodynamic force for the model is performed,

it is possible to consider the corresponding aerodynamic coefficient

found. For instance, for axial forces acting on the model and in

nature, we have

[MO= mod model, HaT = nat = nature]

SIF=



Under the- condition of observance of similarity in the M and RE numbers

Ln those cases, when it is necessary to determine not the actual

I aerodynamic forces, but the distributive law of pressure on the rocket

surface, testing of a hollowed model is done on surface of which hole-

are drilled in many points. Through these holes, pressure is brought

to manometers (Fig. 7.39). As a result of testing a picture of

distribution of pressure forces on the body surface is revealed. After

that by means of summation there is the possibility to find all com-

ponents of aerodynakilc pressure forces, and also the components of

both their head and base drag.

At great supersonic speeds the method of testing models is met

by difficulties connected with creation -of wind tunnels ensuring high

speed -of flow. The fact is that the power of the blower, necessary

for creation of an operational flow, at a constant area of passage

section of the tunnel's working part and constant gas density in

theworking part, increases proportionally to the cube of flow speed.

Therefore, for achievement of a speed exceeding a few times the speed

of sound, it becomes difficult to ensure the necessary power for the

blower. Thus, for instance, for-obtaining of a flow with M = 5 at

standard atmospheric pressure and at a diameter of the tunnel's workinr

part of i meter, a power compressor of about 500,000 kilowatts would

be necessary. Therefore, in supersonic wind tunnels usually it is

necessary to sharply decrease the dimensions of the working part and

of the model correspondingly and to take all possible measures for

lowering losses in flow.

At present there are many wind tunnels of brief aztion, in whi'l1h

the blower works for several hours, creating in the sealed pipe a
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Drilled openings

Support

To-manmeters

Fig. 7.39. Hollowed rocket model.

pressure of about 200 atm(tech). Then air is released within 20-30

seconds through the operating canal of the tunnel into the atmosphere.

During that time, with the help of recording instruments, the charac-

teristic of the model can be recorded. In such a type of wind tunnel

the power of the blower may be comparatively small; however, the whole

complex of equipment, especially for obtaining high flow speeds,

becomes extraordinarily bulky.

Along with application- of wtnd tunnels a flying test of models,

fixed on the nose of a carrier rocket is possible. With such a test,

data of measurements during flight are transmitted by radio and

registered by high-speed equipment. Rescue of the model and rocket

at their return to earth is possible.

Inasmuch as the flight of ballistic rockets passes through

complicated conditions of variables in speeds and density of the

medium, the most reliable information about the peculiarities of

aerodynamic forces are obtained in natural tests. For that, a system

of transducers of pressures and temperatures is established on the

rocket. Indications of these transducers, included in a system of

telemetries (see Chapter X), give the possibility to establish a full

-picture of the laws of change of' aerodynamic influence on the rocket

in its t rajectory.
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Influence of the Stream. of a Rocket Engine on

Aerodynamic Forces

The presence of a gas stream from a working engine introduces

specific peculiarities in rocket aerodynamics.

As a result of the action of the stream the conditions for forma-

tion of the boundary layer, change especially near the tail part of

the rocket, and an additional ejected flow along the component appears

(Fig. 7.40). The degree of its influence on the resistance of

pressure and friction turns out to be small and greatly depends on the

conditions (overexpansion or underexpansion)-of the n.zzle's work.

- @~f et~ttriin

Fig. 7.40. Increase of external flow
by the jet stream of the en.gine.

The jet stream has a basic influence on base drag., Behind the

rocket with a working engine there is no rarefied space pposite the

nozzle hold. Therefore, only part of the base drag, corresponding to

the base area surrounding the nozzle is included in the resistance of

the rocket. Thus, for instance, during calculation of the drag for,;e

for a V-2 rocket, with a working engine only 50% of the base drag is

kept.

At low flight speeds this circumstance lowers drag by a noticab]e

magnitude. Changes of resistance due to ejection of circumflueri- flwo,

are negligible. At high speeds a decrease of drag, connected with the

presence of a jet stream, becomes negligible, inasmuch as base drag

plays a comparatively small role here.

Thus-, during calculations of the rocket trajectory, drag becomes
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different depending upon whether all other conditions are equal in the

sections of the trajectory passed by working or not working engines-.

It is necessary to note that since usually the tractive force exceeds

drag many times for rockets, then during appraisal of aerodynamic forces

for ballistic calculations, there is no need for more precise deter-

minations. In this sense a rocket noticeably differs from an aircraft,

for which during uniform flight along the horizontal the tractive force

is equal to the resisting force.

Heating of the Rocket Body at High Flight Speeds

The aerodynamic influence of the medium on the body of a flying

rocket is not solely power. At high speeds a thermal influence appears

through heating of the rocket surface.

From the energy equation derived above (in Chapter VI) it follows

that during motion of a gas in a pipe or during its streamlining of

any bodies a transformation of some forms of energy into others occurs.

Kinetic energy transforms into thermal and conversely. Docrease of

kinetic energy (deceleration) obligatorily leads to an increase of

cas, temperature and consequently also of the temperature of the

streamlined body.

The gas speed can decrease with encounter with a streamlined

body, and also due to friction in the boundary layer. Also, increase

of gas temperature does not depend on causes evoking braking of flow.

Let us consider a body streamlined by a gas (Fig. 7.41).

At the leading edge of this body the flow divides into two parts.

Par[t of the stream goes upwards, and part - downwards. It is obvious

that. in a certain point A for the front edge ofi the body the flow speed

is equial to zero. Here, so to speak, full braking c-C flow occurs,

and all the kinetic energy of the gas tr3Lnsfonu- into cnthalpy. This



point is called the point of braking, or

critical point. It is not difficult to

Fig. 7.41. Determina- determine the gas temperature at this
tion of braking temper-
ature. point.

Let us separate from the total flow a stream of gas AB, where

point B pertains to a section of undisturbed flow, and let us write

for this stream the energy equation in the form (6.10):

But vB - v and VA = 0, therefore an increase of temperature

during braking of floW at point A will be

AT.=T-~ B2 higR"

The temperature in the critical point TA is the temperature of

braking.

For air k = i.4, R - 29.27 kgm/kg deg, and

2hgR M~OO

here the temperature of braking is

2(M (7-13)

(TOpu = brake]

At low speeds the braking temperature is small. However, at

supersonic speeds accessible by the rocket it turns out to be very

sigificant. Thus, for instance, already at a flight speed of 1500

r/sec

T, uT+- T -- -125";

= _ _ - . .J ... - _ = . . - _ . . _ - -



at an environment temperature of T 2750 absolute this will be

14000 absolute.

It is necessary to note that at high temperatures the derived

formula is not quite true, inasmuch as dissociation of gas occurs.

Therefore, magnitudes k and R entering into the written expressions at

temperatures greater than 30000 absolute cannot be considered constants.

As a result of dissociation, the braking temperature essentially

drops. Furthermore, at high temperatures a significant yield of

heat through radiation into surrounding space occurs, in consequence

of which the gas temperature is also lowered. This lowering becomes

all the more noticeable the greater the temperature.

If one consider7s not only the critical point, but also in general,

all points of the surface of a streamlined body, then one should say,

that here also, strictly speaking, total braking of flow occurs,

inasmuch as the relative velocity of gas particles directly touching

the motionless body is equal to zero. However, due to the fact that the

braked particles are in close thouch with the rapid flow, intense dis-

charge of heat through the boundary layer occurs; therefore, the

temperature in so-called points of incomplete braking turns out to be

essentially lower than the temperature in the critical point.

Registering of the distribution of flow temperatures on the

surface of a streamlined body is a very complicated problem and is

oonnected with analysis of peculiarities of the boundary layer.

Detailed investigation of this question goes beyond the lilritlts of this

course. It is possible to indicate only that the gas temperature at

the surface of a streamlined body in its different points, depending

upon the geometric form of the body, density of the atmosphere, i .e.

in ,,eneral, un conditions of streamlining, cscillates usually within



limits of 20-70% of the temperature in the critical point. Thus,

considering everything said above, the conclusion can be made that

formula (7.13) obtained above gives us only the limit of possible

flow temperatures near the streamlined body.

In spite of calculation of all lowering factors noted above, the

braking temperature sharply increases with flight speed, inescapably

leading to intense heating of the structure. The body temperature of

an aircraft here remains noticeably lower than the temperature of braked

flow due to partial transmission of heat into the body, and also due

to thermal radiation of the heated surface of the body into the sur-

rounding -space. Nonetheless, starting from speeds of 1000 m/sec the

necessity appears of acceptance of constructive measures in connection

with an increase, of an aircraft's body temperature.

The shown influence of temperature -essentially depends on duration

of flight in the atmosphere. For aircraft apparatus, forced in virtue

of the basic principle of motion, to be constantly in -comparatively

dense layers of atmosphere, external heating is a constantly acting

factor, and during prolonged flight with great speed the temperature

condition of the airplane fuselage is established. Therefore, the

existence of terminal velocity becomes evident, directly defining

thermostability indices of construction materials.

The ballistic long-range rocket has two sections of atmospheric

flight - on takeoff and during drop (see Chapter VII). The first

atinmospheric section is surmounted with comparatively small speeus,

and therefore, here protection of the structure from excessive -he'-tingr

does -not present great difficulties. In the atmosp'reric section Z

drop, the speed of the ballistic rocket is very great, where with

increase of distance the speed inevitably increases-. In these con-

ditions thermal protection of the structure is a suff-icientAy
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complicated technical problem.

If one were to return to the question of exhaust of combustion

products from the nozzle of the rocket engine, then one should note

that braking of flow occurs-, and due t0o this, an increase of temperature

for the nczzle walls in the boundary layer occurs.. This, as already

was mentioned, leads to an increase of heat flow through the wall.

During full braking of gas in the nozzle of a liquid-fuel rocket

engine and absence of thermal losses. the kinetic energy of flow will

be converted back into the enthalpy which the gas had in the combustion

chamber. Consequently, in the absence of thermal losses the braking

temperature of flow in the nozzle of a liquid-fuel rocket engine will

be equal to the temperature in the combustion chamber. Similar full

braking of gas and corresponding heating up take place, for instance,

on the leading edges of jet stream steering me~ansms,

4. Static and Damping Moments

Static Aerodynamic Moment

It was already indicated above that th system of aerodynamic

forces distributed on the surface may be given to any point of the

-r 2ket in the form of a resultant force and moment, the magnitudes

o' which depend on what point is used as the origin of the force

system.

If the system of aerodynamic forces were located at the center

ot' gravity of the rocket, then at an angle of attack not equal to

zero, we, besides the above considered forces, will obtain a result'an4,

moment. - the so-called static aerodynamic moment Ms 1  If thisi mom ,nl

is di e,-ted in the direction of decrease of the angle of inciden-:e

o, its ,.alled the restoring or stabilizing moment (Pir. 7.4P). In
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the opposite direction this moment is called overturning or destabiliz-

'n.

The magnitude of static moment is determined by a formul-a analogous

to formulas by which forces of drag X and lft Y were determined:

where p, v, and S correspond to air density, flight speed and character-
istic area;

S-certain characteristic linear dimension (usually

length of rocket);

cm -dimensionless coefficient of moment.

Coefficient cm in first approximation (at small a) is proportional

to the angle of incidence:.

In contrast to all remaining aerodynamic properties, the magnitude

of coefficient cm depends not only on the Mach number which corresponds

to speed-and altitude of flight. Inasmuch as

aerodynamic forces are given to the center of
Y

gravity of the rocket, and the center of grav:ity

Center of itself shifts along the axis due to expenditure
gravity

I of fuel, then it turns out that magnitude a.

depends also on the internal distribution of

/ masses in the rocket. In connection with this,
Fig. 7.42. RecIuc-r

tion of aerodynamic as a measured static moment it is conveniont Ite
Corces to the Center
or' gravity of the select Instead of c M another characteristic.
rocket. There exists such a point on the rocket

axis, at whIch by centering the system of aerodynamtic forces on it, we

obtain a moment equal to zero. This -point is called the center of'

pressure.
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The center of pressure can be considered as a point of crossing

of resultant aerodynaic forces with the rocket axis (Fig. 7.43)•.

The position of the center of pressure depends exclusively on the

external aerodynamics of the rocket.

Mutual location of center of pressure and center of gravity is

essential for stabilization of a rocket in flight.

If the center of pressure is located behind the center .of gravity,

then with deflection of the rocket axis from the direction of flight

the -aerodynamic forces will create a moment

A decreasing the angle of incidence and restoring

the initial direction of the axis. If the

Center -of center of pressure is ahead of the center of
gravity

Coatr of gravity, then aerodynamic forces with deflec- w
pressUr-

tion of the axis from the direction of flight

will create a moment deflecting the axis
Fig. 7.43. Reduction
of aerodynamic forces sideways, i.e. the static moment will be
to the center of
pressure of a rocket. destabilizing. In this case, so to speak,

rocket is statically unstable. In order to

displace the center of pressure back, the rocket is supplied by

stabilizers. An unstabilized rocket, as a rule, is statically unstable.

On Fig. 7.4-4 the dependence of the position of the center of

pressure is shown for a ballistic long-range iocket on the flight

speed (on the Mach number)-. This graph, however, is not a good

indicator, since it does not allow the concept of aerodynamic

stabilization of the rocket. It is more preferable to create a

dependence of the position of center of gravity and center of pressure

jolinhly in the f'unction of 'he time of rocket flight. On Fig. 7.-45

such ,I dependence for the same rocket is shown.
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Fig. Dependence of the

posit4ion of center of pressure of
the rocket on the Mach number of
flight.

From the given curves it is clear that for the given rocket dur-

ing all controlled flights the center of pressure remains constantly

behind the center of gravity of the rocket. Thus, this rocket in

all sections of controlled flight is statically stabilized.

Aerodynamic stabilization of the rocket is estimated by the

degree of stabilization or, so to speak, by the reserve of stat'.c

stability - by the relation of the distance between the center of

pressure and center of gravity to the general rocket length. This

magnitude for rockets with stabilizers oscillates from 5 to 15%.

It is necessary, however, to note that aerodynamic stabilization

cannot be useful in flight outside the atmosphere. Stabilizers

preserve their value only for atmospheric sections of the rocket

trajectory and for rockets with a separating frontalsection can be

thrown-out all together. Here flight stability is ensured by the

Arcotioning of the control system.

In constructionof a graph similar to the one shown on Fig. 7.4,

the positionof center of gravity is determined by simple calculations

mantd o okt wt tblzr silae.rm5t 5~
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50 of centeogrit

center of pressure of a rocket on

the time of flight.

considering the magnitude of weight and location of remaining fuel in

the rocket at a given moment.

The position of center of pressure is determined by means Of

approximate calculations and with the help of tests on models in

wind tunnels, was described above.

Damping Moment

Damping moments are those whose magnitudes depend on the angular

velocity of the rocket's rotation about a certain axis. It is possible

to consider damping moments about the longitudinal and the two

transverse axes of the rocket. Damping moments act in a direction

opposite rotation, and in first approximation are proportional to

angular velocity.

The appearance and magnitude of damping moments depend on con-

ditions of streamlining of a rocket by the external flow and on con-

ditions of flow of liquids and gases inside the rocket and engine.

In .tccordance with this we distinguish aerodynamic external and internal

damping moments.



The external deamping moment Mda is the evident result of simple

resistance of air to rotation of the rocket.

ADuring rotation of the rocket relative to its transverse axis

passing through the center of gravity, streaming of every element of

the lateral surface by the flow will occur with a change of lofal

.f angle of !ncidence. If rotation occurs with an angular velocity w,

then -this change of angle of incidence for an element of surface

located at a distance x from a certain reference point for cross

sections of the rocket lengthwise to its axis;* will be (Fig. 7.46)

where xc -:axial coordinate of center of gravity.

As a result of such change in the angle of incidence a local

additional aerodynamic moment appears, acting in a direction opposite

rotation. The damping moment is determined by summation of elementary

moments along the rocket surface.

An estimated expression for the damping moment can be derived

by analogy with those expressions derived earlier for aerodynamic

forces X and Y and moment Mst. The total damping moment will be

considered proportional to impact pressure pv 2/2, characteristic area

S and to relationship w/v. Introducing also from the considerations

Lhe dimension of the square of the rocket length 1, we get

*As the point of reference of cross sections along the longitudinl
axis of rocket, it is possible to take the so-called theoretical stun,-
mit - the point of crossing of the ogival outline with the rocket
axis.
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Fig. 7.46. Appearance of a local
additional angle of incidence during
rotation of the rocket. [*.T.= Center of gravity]

The dimensionless coefficient of damping moment cda, as with

all aerodynamic coefficient, encountered up till now at low speeds

does not depend on the flight speed. At high speeds this magnitude

is considered as a function of the Mach nuber. On Fig. 7.47 is

shown an example of a graph on the dependence of coefficient cda on

the Mach number for a V-2 rocket during its rotation about the

transverse axis.

Internal dMping moment Mda2 is caused by the presence of Coriolis

acceleration, which appears during rotation, together with the rocket,

of fluid flow along tanks and pipelines of the

!W II rocket, and flow of gases through the com-

_ bustion chamber and- nozzle of the engine.

- . .This moment is easy to determine if one were

to consider that these flows follow the turning

0 1 z 4 j ON body of the rocket completely.

Fig. 7.47. Depend-
ence of the coeffi- At a distance x-xc from tine center of
cient of damping
moment on the Mach gravity of the rocket (Fig. 7.48) we will
number during rota-
tion of the rocket separate an element of flow with length dx and
about the transverse
axis. with cross section S x and, consequently, with

mass pSxdx.

C-oriolls acceleration, as it is known, is determined by the

vecior product
2I--I,
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where w - flow speed in rocket;

w - angular velocity of rotation of rocket about the transverse
axis.

The elementary moment of the Coriolis force is

dM - 2UvpSa (x - xj'dx.

The damping moment is determined by means of integration of this

expression x:

A4=2. pu'S5 x -x,,) dx.
a.

But from the condition of constancy of flow + rate in the interval

of sections x2 and I

pw,= a- cons t,

therefore

A(, 2*- (x - x,,) dx -on W~l Xo- (92 x,)tI

a,

The limits of integration of this expression x2 andi l for

liquid-fuel rocket have to be determined from the surface of the fuel

component in the rear tank to the nozzle section (see Fig. 7.48). On

this interval the flow + rate of both components La sum is equal to Ri.

To the obtained expression it is necessary to add the Same , in which

the total flow + rate m is replaced by the mass flow rate of the

componenrt in the front tank mi , and integration is conducted from x.

to x2 (see Fig. 7.48), i.e. the surface of the component in the fron

tank to the surface o.' the component in the rear tank. In result we

get
Af. -. (,, I( - x,), - x, - x,)'l + m, I(x, - ,,.(x, -x,)'l).

Part of the mass moves in a direction to the center of gravity,

and not away from it. Due to this the danping moment will be p'trJi',,0



Fig. 7.48. Determination of damping moment,
created by liquid flow and gases when the
engine is working. [ .T. Center of gravity]

decreased.

To the obtained expression may be also added the proportional

angular velocity w = 4 moment J separated above from inertial (see

P. 291).

Speed of change of the moment of inertia of the rocket is

determined from simple considerations.

During the time At, the distribution of masses in the rocket will

be changed only near the surface of the first and second components

of fuel (see Fig. 7.48). Consequently,

a J- U-M, (x,-x)' -- M,(X,-XJ'At

and

=R (xi - X,)'- m, (x,- x .

where mi and m2 - secondal flow + rates of first and second components.

Adding iw to the expression of moment obtained above and con-

sidering that -m = mi + m2, we get

---2(, -x)l (7.j 6 xj -
(7.16)

The presence of a jet stream passing from the engine leads not

only to an internal damping -moment. Due to suction and change of

condi t ions in formation of the boundary I a-yer, change of fhe external
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damping moment foccurst. In particular, measurements show that in the

launching phase-, when the rocket still has a low speed, only at 'the

expense of ejection of flow for the rocket, supplied by stabilizers,

a damping moment appears exceeding the internal gas-dynamic moment by

two-three times.*

Comparison of stabilizing and damping moments by numerical

values has meaning only for the known relationship between the anglle

of incidence and the angular velocity of the rocket's rotation. Thus.

for instance, for a V-2 rocket during oscillatory motion in the

process of stabilization in dense layers of atmosphere the maximum value

of the damping moment is approximately 10% of the biggest value of

stabilizing, where of this 10% a large part is apportioned to the

damping moment from external aerodynamic forces and only a small

part to the internal moment, determined by expression (7.16). For

an ;unstabilized rocket the static moment of aerodynamic forces is, as

a rule, destabilizing. In this case the comparative numerical appraisai

o1' moments will be completely different.

The internal gas-dynamic moment obtains an independent value

during flight of a rocket outside the atmosphere, and also in appraisal

of moments appearing during control of the rocket by turning chambers.

5. Control Forces

As the basic performing control organs we will consider at iLrs'

the jet stream steering control.

Gas-dynamic forces of flow in the form of a frontal force Xj s

k!A.K.Yest1yev, "Concerning the question of determination ol I-he
g as-dynamlc damping moment, " Ccllection of works of the Moscow Rif'hpr
Technical School "Certain questions of mechanics." Defense Piblishlrar
Hoiise, 1957.



lift Y and moment M act on the jet stream steering control
J.8

located in the strean of the engine (Fig. 7.49).

The steering control in the gas stream acts as an air vane -of

the aircraft in the flow of air.

Frontal and lift forces of the steering control, and also moment

MIs can be defined by the usual aerodynamic formulas:
j.s

[r.p = J.s = Jet stream]

where w - speed of gas flow along the steering control;

p - density of gas in the flow;

S --characteristic area of steering control;

- characteristic length of steering control.

Parameters of gas flow p and w practically remain constant in

the flight trajectory of the rocket.

Coefficients cx J.s' Cy j.s' and cm J.s' as with all aerodynamic

coefficinets, depend on the shape of steering controls and angle of

incidence, i.e. the angle of rotation

of the steering controls 6 in the flow

Vp~ (see Fig. 7.49). It is necessary to

say that this angle changes in wide

enough limits. Thus, for instance,

for ballistic long-range rockets, jet

stream steering controls can turn in
Fig. 7.49. Jet :tream-
steering control in the the flow within the limits of +5
strewn of the engine.

the operational turns of the steering

controt uccur in an interval of +i5. The result is that forces acting
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on the steering control in a phase of controlled rocket flight change

in ra.ther wide limits. The typical dependence of coefficients cx J-.s'

c js' and cm ja on the angle of rotation of the steering control 6

is represented on Fig. 7.50.

It is necessary to note that aerodynamic coefficients of jet

stream steering mechanisms will change also because of possible

burning of the steering controls in the flow of hot gases.

The magnitude of the operational angle 5 in flight can be

considered as consisting of two components. The first component is

caused by the necessity of program rotation of

the rocket on the trajectory; it is determined

in dependence upon the forr of the trajectory

in ideal conditions of undisturbed flight.

.... This angle of steering control displacement

Fig. 7.50. Depend- may be calculated beforehand. For a given
ence of coefficients m
C X J.s' C J.s' and trajectory the recessary control forces are
Cm j.s on the angleo rotation of the calculated, and along it - also the unknown

steering control 6. angles

The second component is an angle appearing as a reaction to

stabilization, and consequently also to the steering controls on

accidental perturbations. Here are included both factors constantly

acLing on the trajectory (such as uncoaxiality of the tractive force,

or disturbance of a-xial symmetry of the aerodynamic form of the

rocket, and so forth), and briefly acting perturbations (for instance,

gusts of wind). Their magnitude cannot be determined beforehand

exactly. It is determined on the basis of a system of allowances

during manufacture of the rocket and also statistical data on obser-

vations of the state of the atmosphere.



As a magnitude of possible perturbations additional interval

working movement of steering controls is designated beyond those

determined from conditions of programmed flight.

The first of the two mentioned components of the working angle

6 is basic and pertains to systematically acting control forces

Xj. s and Yj.s considered in ballistic calculations.

Regarding the second component of angle 5, it pertains to

accidental, unsystematically acting forces, not considered in ballistic

calculations.

Let us consider forces XJ. s , YJ s, and moment M separately.

The total force of frontal resistance of the steering controls

Xj. s is not the directing force and- is considered as a loss of thrust

on the controls. This loss is quite significant. Thus, for instance,

for a V-2 rocket at 6 = 0 it is approximately 640 kg (160 kg on each

steering control) and increases due of turning of the steering controls.

Burning out of graphite steering controls during the time of work

of the engine somewhat lowers magnitude XJ. s .

Moment Mj. s is the sum of static and damping moments, acting on

the steering control and proportional correspondingly with the angle

of rotation of the steering control 6 and angular velocity 6. If to

this moment the inertial moment of the steering control J j.b were

11so added, we get the magnitude of the hinge moment Mh (see p. 289):

Mw-a .+ .9, (7.17)

where aO , al, a2 are proportionality factors.

For graphite steering controls these coefficients during the time

ot' t.he en'ine's operz.tion somewhat change due to burning out uC graphi te

from the surface. Coefficient a 0 changes the most essentially, since

burning out; of graphite leads to a change in position of the -:enter of

M77
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pressure. Burning out occurs basically from the front, the most

intensely blown edge (Fig. 7.51a)-. As a result, the center of pressure

for the steering control is noticeably displaced back (coefficient

a0 increases). To avoid this the graphite steering wheel is given the

form shown on Fig. 7.51b. Here burning out occurs from both Sides

of the axis of rotation of the steering control; therefore, the center

of pressure is displaced much less,

to4U

uned out surfact Burned out

U, surfteas
Axis

of steeringocontrol a) b)

Fig. 7.51. Change of form of the graphite
steering control during the engine's
operation.

The hinge moment Mh entering into equation (7.4) is much smaller

than magnitude Yconc; therefore it is possible to disregard it in Ihe

motion equation. The magnitude of hinge moment is important only

for appraisal of operational conditions of steering machines, turning

the jet stream steering controls.

The lift force of jet stream stearing controls Yj.8 creates a

basic control moment Y onc turning the rocket in the needed direction

[see equation (7.4)]. The lift force itself Yj.s in equation (7.5),

u~ilized for ballistic calculations-, is expressed usually through

lift force Y from conditions of static equilibrium of aerodynamic

and direc~tn£ moments.
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Considering that angular acceleration of a programmed turn is

small, and disregarding magnitude Mh, from equation (7.4) we get

Damping moments during programmed turns also can be disregarded. Then

for small angles of attack, moment

Me1= Ye#

where e is the distance from the center of pressure to the center of

gravity of the rocket. Therefore,

Thus, equation (7.-3) becomes

iH(P-XInp2 + Y I LJ-Coo6. (7. 18)

Control by the rocket can be carried out not only with the help

of jet stream steering controls, but also by means of turning the

engine chamber (Fig. 7.52). In this case

loss of thrust Xcon will have a magnitude

Xmm-P(I -cost),

where P is the tractive force of turning

'g. 7.52. Appearance of the engine.
of control force during Force Y is determined by the
turning of engine chai- con
ber. following expression:

In distinction from jet stream steeiing controls, the hinge moment

for a turning chamber does-not have a component proportional to the

ant!ie of rotation 5, i.e. coefficient a0 in expression (7.17) becomes



Zero, and then we get

M*Amaal+ alt

Component a16 is the sum of damping moments from the passing flow

and ejected external flow of air (-see p. 348). Coefficient a2 is the

moment of inertia of the chamber with respect to the axis of rotation.

6. Change of Tractive Force and Weight of Rocket on Trajectory

Of all forces entering into the motion equations (7.2) and (7.3),

we have only two remaining unconsidered: tractive force of the

engine and rocket weight.

Let us note forst of all that the tractive force during flight

will change in connection with change of ambient pressure. Another

cause of thrust change in flight may be flow rate change.

The dependence of tractive force on atmospheric pressure Ph and

flow + rate m is determined-by expression

PmMwS$p,, (7.49)

where

emws+

where, as it is known, pressure Ph and flow + rate m (in the limited

range of its change) do not render an influence on the magnitude of

effective speed we (see Chapter VI).

During ascent of the rocket, atmospheric -pressure changes and

together with it the axial component of external static pressure,

which is the component of the tractive force. Thrust due to ascent

oT' the rocket increases in accordance with drop of-atmospheric pressure,

as this follows from expression (7.i9).

For ballistic long-rapge rockets the increase of thrust, with
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decrease of atmospheric pressure to zero can approach 20-25%.

Expression (7.19) shows also that thrust depends on flow + rate

linearly in the case where deflections of flow + rate from certain

nominal values are small. At sharp changes of flow + rate this occurs,

for instance, during operation of the engine at different stages of

thrust, no longer allowed not to be considered with the change of

effective speed we. A significant decrease of flow + rate or, as we

say, deep choking of the motor is always accompanied by a certain

lowering of specific thrust (or what is the very same, effective exhaust

velocity).

We know that here the temperature drops somewhat in the chamber

due to great reduction of pressure and growth of losses tby dissociation

of combustion products (see Chapter V).

During flight of the rocket the flow rate will be continuously

changed in connection with change of conditions under which operation

of' the propulsion system progresses in flight, and-with the change of

these conditions from nominal.

Thus, for solid fuel rocket engines the flow + rate depends on

the burning rate of the charge and ar aA of burning surface. In turn,

the temperature of the charge and pressure in the chamber render an

influence on the burning rate. Obviously, causes of the change of

flow + rate in flight will be increased temperatures of the charge due

to its heating, change of the burning surface and free volume of the

chamber due to burning of the charge and,, finally, accompanying these

processes a change of chamber pressure, affecting the burning rate.

It is ncessary to note, however that for contemporary solid fuel

enL,,nes all these causes do not lead to great relative changes of

flow + ra, e in flight. Special measures are taken, ensuring stabili fy
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of the burning process by means of corresponding selection both of the

form of the charge and the composition of solid fuel.

For liquid-fuel rockets the cause of change of flow + rate in

flight is the inconstancy of operational conditions of the supply system.

Change of feed pressure occurs mainly due to variation of hydrostatic

pressure in the fuel's liquid components disposed in tanks and main

lines. These pressures change in sufficiently wide limits. On the

one hand, due to emptying of tanks the height of the liquid column

decreases creating hydi.-static pressure. On the other hand-, the

influence of inertial forces during progressively increasing accelera-

tions contributes to increase of hydrostatic pressure (see Chapter

For engines with a pump supply system the pressure of fuel

components on entrance into the turbopump unit is composed of feed

pressure above the liquid surface in the tanks and hydrostatic

pressure created by the given component. Change of inlet pressure in

a turbopump unit will evoke approximately the same pressure change

of the component on entrance into the combustion chamber, inasmuch as

a centrifugal pump creates -an approximately constant drop of pressures.

Obviously, any change in pressure conditions of tank feed will

also be reflected on the magnitude of feed pressure. This totaly

peruains also to engines with a displacive supply system.

Thus, engine thrust is a composite function of feed pressure

for each of the components. At change of supply pressure both the

.otal flow + rate and the relationship of fuel components change.

Change of supply conditions in flight does not have to lead to

significant quantitative changes of flow ,- rate and the relationship

of components.
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For ballistic rockets the flow rate in flight usually increases

somewhat. An increase of thrust here does not exceed 1-2%.

Speaking of the tractive force, it is impossible not to mention

its change ir transition stages at starting and burning off of the

engine.

Ignition of the engine is usually ,rcduced at a greatly lowered

supply of components in conditions of the so-called preliminary stage.

The nominal flow + rate at starting of the engine is not established

at once, but upon the expiration of a certain time. When increasing

thrust is equal to the weight of the rocket starts to exceed it, the

rocket leaves the launching pad. At this instant, so to speak, the

rocket is launched.

At turning off of a liquid fuel engine, thrust also disappears

not instantly and the phenomenon of after-effect is observed. After

turning off of the engine, due to burning of a definite quantity

of fuel a certain tractive force continues to be created,. The

magnitude of this thrust turns out to be indefinite enough, leading

to perceptible straggling by distance for ballistic long-range rockets.

To decrease it, before final turning off, the engine is shifted to the

final stage with a decreased fuel feed. On.Fig. 7.53 a typical graph

is shown of change of engine thrust of a ballistic long-range rocket.

Also the weight of rocket is changed in trajectory. This occurs

due to change of mass M, also due to change of acceleration due to

gravity gh"

The rocket mnasb in a given moment of flight is equal to the

initial mass M0 after subtracting the mass of burned fuel:

I

M-M.- mdt.
0$
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P

Prepar.atory stage Te~rminal
stage

- gijyg of rocket I

-U

Fig. 7.53. Change of tractive force
of engine depending upon time.

If the flow + rate remains constant, then

M-Mr-mt.

Acceleration due to gravity to an altitude h above the surface

of the Earth, in accordance with expression (2.2), will be

where k2 -gravitation constant of Earth;

R - average radius of Earth.

The vector of acceleration due to gravity at any point in the

trajectory has a direction toward the center of Earth. Therefore,

for trajectories of great length it is necessary to conider the

change of direction of the acceleration vector due to gravity about

the origin of the coordinates system.

-- - - ,,- - .. ... .



C H A P T E R VIII

FLIGHT TRAJECTORY OF BALLISTIC ROCKETS

1. Sections of Trajectory

The rocket trajectory from the moment of launching and to the

moment of drop or explosion in flight is divided usually into two

sections, the section of active flight,

sotion of free ligt i.e., flight with a working engine, and

1the section of free flight, when the

2engine does not work (Fig. 8.1). Thus,

Aztive flig from the point of view cf f2ight dynamics

Fig. 8.1. Active sec- the difference between sections of
tion of free flight of
rocket trajectory, trajectory consists in the fact that

from the number of forces acting on the

rocket, in the period of its free flight tractive force is excluded.

The powered-flight trajectory may be in turn subdivided into

smaller sections.

In those cases when the rocket is started from directrixes,

motion in directrixes is considered separately. This section is

peculiar mainly to unguided rockets in particular, solid-propellant

rockets of local action. During motion on directrixes the forces

coi muniated by the controlling devices of the launcher are added to

ext,,rnal forces.
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For controlled zenith rockets the active section may, depending

upon methods of control, be divided into sections of free uncontrolled

and controlled flight, but in the case where the rocket has a homing

t guidance system, also into the section of homing guidance.

A ballistic long-range rocket starts from the launching pad

vertically and during the first several seconds moves directly upwards.

This section of flight may be called the starting section. Next,

programmed turning of

Y Fre fli$i sction the rocket on the trajec-

%tory begins. The rocket
-out -off"_ ,

section deviates from the verti-

cal and, making an arc

Afh , 'on the section of removal,section of
removal .

emerges into the last
Launching eft'4 8

section Y•.e inclined section (section

of cut-off)-, in which
Section of stabillzation.

occurs the cut-off of the

Fig. 8.2. Trajectory of ballistic long- engine upon achievement
range rocket..

of a speed by the rocket,

nc-cessary for reaching the given distance. After this starts the sec-

tion of free flight, and the rocket flies as a freely catapulted body

usually without definite orientation, as this is shown on Fig. 8.2.

The trajectory of a ballistic long-range rocket can be dividerd

into sections of atmospheric and outer space flight. For atmospheric:,

flight is considered in so rarefied layers of atmosphere that the

aerodynamic forces turn out to be insignificantly small as compred

to the force of weight of the rocket. Since the atmosphere does not

k±,ve a sharp upper boundary, then a sharp division between 1host iw,

st cti._,ns does not exist. Furthermore, the stplr of outer sp , 1.



is determined not only by altitude, but also by speed of flight,

inasmuch as the magnitude of aerodynamic forces depends on the latter.

Depending upon the distance of firing, engine cut-off can occur

both in the end of atmospheric and also in outer space flight. In

the atmospheric section of free flight strong braking occurs in the

descending part of the trajectory - the rocket speed noticeably

decreases. In this section the rocket is stabilized and approaches

the target with nose forward (see Fig. 8.2).

Summarizing everything said above, it is necessary to note that

division of the trajectory into sections, by the criterion of presence

of any forces determining rocket motion and in significant measure

determining the approach to integration of differential equations of

motion, is conditional.

Let us return now to motion equations (7.2), (7.3), and (7.4).

We will write them considering that equation (7.3) is converted into

(7.18) and that in equation (7.4) the magnitude Mh may be rejected,

and moment M replaced: by the sum M- + M :

a st da*

P XpX -xg(8,1)M g sin 0;

(8.2)

+M a+M.+ ri,c--o. (8.3)

[ynp con = control; CT = st = static;
= da = damping]

This system of differential equations, as was already indicated-,

describes planar motion of the rocket. Equations (8.1) and (8.2)

determine the motion of the rocket's center of gravity, and equation

(8.3) gives the law of rocket rotation about its center of gravity in

the vlane of trajectory.

The trajectory- and paramneters of motion on trajeto-ries olt nin-d
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1A
as a result of integration of motion equations, are called undisturbed.

In real conditions of flight, the rocket is subjected to the

influence of accidental external forces, which cannot be considered

in equations of motion (for instance, gusts of wind, misalignment

of line of thrust action, and so forth). Accidental forces render a

perturbing influence on rocket motion. Basically, this concerns

rotation of the tocket about its center of gravity. For a guided

rocket this motion has a clearly expressed oscillatory character.

It is possible to suppose that during flight the rocket partici-

pates simultaneously in two superimposed motions; in the basic

undisturbed motion, accomplished under action of forces considered

in equations of motion, and in oscillatory motion, caused by external

accidental forces and by corresponding reactions on the part of c-on-

trols.

The above is illustrated by the graph on Fig. 8.3, where the

law of change of pitch angle as a function of time is represented.

From the given curve it is clear that a

guided rocket in flight has oscillatory

motion and at the same time there is a

slow change of the mean value of angle p.

Analogous curves can be represented also

Fig. 8.3 Character of for other angles, characterizing space
change of pitch angle
in flight as a function orientation of the rocket.
of time.

During normal functioning of the

control system, angular .deflections of the rocket in perturbed motion

are small and do not affect the motion of the rocket's center of

gravity, Therefore, these motions can be considered independent or in

any case weakly connected.

Undisturbed motion, caused by known forces is studied in
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ballistics. Forces and moments, entering into equations (8.1), (8.2)

and (8.3) are considered here as variable with respect to predeter-

mined beforehand and above described laws. For und-isturbed rotation

in ballistic calculations programmed turning of the rocket is used.

Oscillatory motion under the action of accidental forces pertains

to the category of phenomena studied in the theory of stability of

motion. These questions will be discussed in Chapter IX. We will

turn to consideration of the ballistics of long-range rockets.

2. Active Section

The trajectory of the rocket's center of gravity in the active

section can be obtained as a result of joint integration of equations

(8.1) and (8.2). Let us remember that the final form of equation

(8.2) is obtained from the condition of static equilibrium of aero-

dynamic and control moments. Such an assumption does not lead

practically to alteration of the motion of the center of gravity,

inasmuch as during programmed turning of rocket, inertial moment Jq)

and damping moments are very small. More exact necessary values of

control forces and laws of their change in flight can be obtained

as a result of integrating equation (8.3).

Analytic integration of differential equations of motion in

the common form is not possible. Therefore, these equations are

integrated numerically in reference to some concrete types of motion.

So that the rocket can attain the given target, at the end of the

active section it is necessary to transmit a definite velocity and

direction of flight to it at definite coordinates at the end of the

act.ve section. This is ensured first of all by programming of

removal.

The rocket, as was said above, starts vertically. Th.Yi its nxis
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deviates from the vertical. This deflection occurs gradually and

is ceased shortly before engine cut-off. Turning of rocket is carried

out by controls, to which a signal is sent from the programming

device. The rocket turns about a motionless horizontal, fixed by a

gyroscope, by the given law in the function of time. The pitch angle,

assigned by the programming mechanism of the gyroscopic system, is

called- the program pitch angle qpo and the law of its change in

time - the program of rocket pitch:

[np = pro = program]

In the simplest case of calculation of ballistic long-range

rocket trajectories, it is possible to integrate the allignment of

motion without using the equation of control for the pitch angle

(see p. 293 ), Here the error between the programmed value of the

pitch angle, assigned by the gyroscopic system qpro and the real

value of the pitch angle T in a given moment of programmed turning

of the rocket will not be considered,. This error serves as the

necessary signal for turning of controls for the purpose of reali-

ration of programmed flight.

The angle of error for ballistic rockets is small, therefore,

such an assumption does not lead to a great error if motion of the

center of gravity of the rocket is considered.

Allowing the absence of the angle of pitch error, we thereby

consider the control system of the rocket ideal, i.e., ensuring at

every moment of flight time a value of the pitch angle equal to pr,

knoiwn to us even before calculation of the trajectory:

(36)



An example of the program of a pitch angle of ballistic long-

range rocket is shown on Fig. 8.4.

Program angle Tpro.s at the cut-off section

should be kept constant. Then engine cut-off
Engine
coccurs at minimum magnitudes of angular per-

I turbations, which lowers the magnitude of

Fig. 8.4. Form of dispersion. The numberical value of angle
program of ballis-
tic rocket. cpro.s is changed depending upon flying range.

[ I= s] At comparatively small distances (100-300 km)

this angle is near to 45° . At great distances angle TPro.s essentially

decreases.

Selection of the program of pitch angle is one of the important

problems of ballistic designing. Obviously, for every concrete

construction of a rocket there exists its own extreme program, ensur-

ing maximum range of rocket flight.

For rockets flying a great distance, questions of dispersion

have special value in selection of the program of pitch angle. The

degree of effect of perturbing influences on the trajectory of free

flight, at given tolerances on scattering of parameters of the rocket,

turns out to be essentially dependent on the type of program. There-

fore, for long.,range rockets the program is chosen not. only by con-

ditions of maximum range, but also primarily by the requirements

of minimum dispersion. Requirements for the program also change

depending upon the method of the rocket's range control.

The program renders a decisive influence on lateral loads, which

the rocket body perceives in the active sectiun of flight. It is

clear that not one optimum-from the ballistic poLnt of view-program

can be used, it it causes impermissibly larg, tr ,nsvrse forces.

In selection of the program of pitch an;rle for listic rockets,
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a number of other requirements is also considered, concerning condi-

tions of start, flight stability, possibility of reaching any dis-

tance in the given range at a constant progrwa section of removal,

and so forth.

Practically, the selection of the program of pitch angle is

carried out simultaneously with selection of all remaining parameters

for the rocket being designed. As was already said, electronic

computers are widely applied in these calculations.

Let. us return to motion equations (8.1) and (8.2). Let us

assume that the program of change of pitch angle is given, and con-

trol by the rocket is ideal.

Let us consider how in the simplest case numerical integration

of motion equations is produced. We will copy these equat;ions in

the following form:

AV 41 M= x ' -  g sinO S.. 3

,,+[(-X,., Q + I .A. ( AC

For determination of coordinates of the moving rocket, to these,

oquations two more evident are joined:

Ax= vCos 0 At; (8.7)

AyVSInO .t,

where Ax and Ay - shift of the rocket's center of gravity along a.xe

x and y during the time At (Fig. 8.k5). Pit,

present coordinates x and y determin I(tl;

rocket position on the trajectory at any

moment of time.

Equations (8.5), (8.6) and (8.7),oinAr]!y

F z ,8.5. Calcula- with the progr~n equation (8.4) allow o.; tc,
tion of rocket
trajct(, ory.

fld:c,



find, depending upon flight time t, the value of five unknown func--

tions: speed v, angle of inclination of speed vector G, coordinates

x and y, angle of incidence a.

In integration consequently the numerical value of the right

members of equations (8.5)-(8.7) are found for a certain number of

equidistant moments of time t(o), t(i), t(2 ),...i t(i), t(i+l).

The difference

til ) -t ) - At

is called the integration increment (for instance, At = I sec). On

the selection of the integration increment depends the accuracy of

calculation. The smaller the inurement, the greater the accuracy o'

integration, but even greater will be the quantity of calculations.

In the initial moment of motion t(0 ) = 0 the value of parameters

of motion will be the following:

V(o)  01

X(0 ) =0,

Yx(o) -0,

c(o) =0.

The method of numerical integration allows us to calculate the

pramete-rs of' motion in moment t(i+I), if in moment t(i) these

parameters (v(i), e(), x()., y (i)-' a(i)) are known to us.

On the basis of equation (8.5), speed in moment t(i+i) will be

equal to

TV+_,_ _ _ V_-___(_sin ) At.

By the table of standard atmosphere we determine air r-lnsity
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p(i) and pressure P(i)j corresponding to the known altitude of flight

h ( Y(i) in moment ti

Then, the ractive force at this instant is

P(i) = m(i)we - SaP(')-

and the force of frontal aerodynamic drag is

Xva)=Cs(J S

where cx(i) is on the graph cx = f(M), where the M(I) number is deter-

mined depending upon speed vi and altitude h(i) (the latter must be

considered since atmospheric temperature affects the speed of sound) in

a given moment t (i).

The rocket mass at this instant is

M( )=-- Mo-,) - re(I) At.

Acceleration due to gravity at a given altutide is

=(,, (R + h,%))

Thus, all magnitudes in the right member of equation (8.5),

corresponding to time i(i) are known, as a result of which we get khe

value of speed v(i+) in the following moment t

in exactly the same way, from equation (8.6) it follows that

0(1+1) - 8(j) +61(1) em~d + I' Afu p~ () - XYP) +

+Y11) I "€ (0) At.

Lift Y(i) is determined depending upon the angle of incidence

z(i) and number M(, ) for a known value of impact pressure:

•m-Y37 S.



The position of the rocket's center of gravity in a connected

system of coordinates is a known function of flight time; the posi-

tion of the center of pressure is determined depending upon M(i )

and a (i)" This means that magnitudes e(i ) and c(i) in moment t(i)

are also known to us.

Finally, from equations (8.7) we have

X(1+1 )- X-() + AX1) - X( ) + V(v) COS i(5) At,

Y1j+) ,Ye+) Ayaj) =y() + v() sin 6(j) At.

The new value of the angle of incidence will be determined from

the program equation (8.4):

- d(I+t)YaTp~i+I) - (I+t),

where 9pro is a given function of time.

In result we get the value of motion parameters
9(1+t); 9(1+1); XvI+1; Y(1+1); NiJ+i).

in a moment of time t(i+,).

Analogously it is possible to ccntinue calculation also for

subsequent increments of integration. Results of calculations are

compiled in a corresponding table.

Calculations in this sequence are conducted for the whole

trajectory beginning from the moment of start. Obviously, on the

vertical section of the trajectory directly after start, integrrntion

occurs without use of equation (8.6), inasmuch as the trajectory

remains vertical. During transition to the section of free flight,

tractive force is excluded from the number of acting forces.

The described sequence of integration of motion equations gives

an idea only of the principlE side of rhe question. In practice,

]:,liSt-c calculations re conductedi on the basis of a well devolopcrd

s;ystem of calculations, ensuring high accuracy with a possibly

sir-niler e.xpenditure of i>bor.
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As a result of ballistic calculations the dependence of motion

parameters (i.e., components of acceleration of the center of gravity

v and ve, magnitude and direction of speed vectors v and e, and

also coordinates x and y) on flight time is obtained. Simultaneously,

for every moment of time determining the motion of the rocket's center

of gravity all external forces become known by magnitude and direction.

Figure 8.6 shows the trajectory of a V-2 rocket in the active

section, and on Fig. 8.7 - dependence of speed, acceleration and drag

of the same rocket on time. As can be seen from the curves, drag

in the beginning increases repidly, a phenomenon caused by growth of

speed of the rocket and significant increase of the drag coefficient

during transition through the speed of sound. Further drag decreases

due to decrease of air density p on the trajectory.

J u mbeo--
l - urnse I _

- -Z! 
I i ,

9 S IV5 V Oi W XX
Fig. 8.6. Tra- 0
jectory of a V-2
rocket in the
active section. A

Aor 01 J 0 ntnsee.

Acceleration of the rocket Fig. 8.7. Dependence of
speed, acceleration and drag

clvring flight in the powered- of a V-2 rocket on time on
the powered-f'lig... trajectory.

flight trajectory increases.

This occurs because the rocket mass decreases, nd tractive force

is increased. Only on a small section (in a region of speeds, close

to speed of sound) acceleration somewhat decreases, sincf here drag

increases sharply. 3



Figure 8.8 shows the dependence of change in the incidence angle

on time for a ballistic long-range rocket. This dependence is con-

nected directly with the program of pitch angle change of the rocket.

Fig. 8.8. Approximate Fig. 8.9. Negative
dependence of the incidence angle of incidence in
angle of a ballistic rocket the beginning and posi-
on the time° of powered- tive at the end of pow-
flight trajectory. ered-flight trajectory.

In the beginning, while the rocket by conditions of the program

moves vertically upwards, the angle of incidence is equal to zero.

During deflection of the rocket from the vertical, the incidence

angle due to necessity takes a negative value (Fig. 8.9). The mag-

nitude of the incidence angle in this section depends again on the

program of pitch angle. If the rocket sharply deviates from the

vertical, the incidence angle will be large in absolute value.

Usually the absolute value a in this section of the trajectory does

not exceed 2.5-3/.

The rocket program is chosen with an intention., so that at the

moment of achievement of speed of sound the incidence angle would be

near to zero. It is also profitable to pass maximums of impact

pressure without incidence angles; therefore, a value of a close to

zero is sustained as long as the impact pressure, owing to reduction

of atmospheric density, does not decrease to a sufficiently small

magnitudo. This is necessary for decrease of lateral acrudyrmmic

for.,ts and correspondingly to reduction of deflection momwtiit t ,:tirv
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on the rocket body.

Subsequently, the angle of incidence becomes positive, and at

the end of powered flight g-rows rapidly, inasmuch as a constant

program angle T = 9 + a is maintained, and angle e dectreases from the

action of force of gravity.

Calculation of the trajectory in powered-flight is needed not

only for determination of flying range. As was already indicated,

at integration of motion equations forces acting on the rocket depena-

ing upon time can be determined. This will give the possibility, on

the basis of ballistic calculation, to produce also durability

calculations for the rocket joints. In particular, knowing the

magnitude of acceleration and distribution of axial aerodynamic

resistances it is possible to, design the rocket body on compression

by axial forces. After determination of the incidence angle a also

the transverse aerodynamic forces can be calculated-approximately,

and by them we can perform calculations on durability in the section

of removal, when noticeable deflection moments act on the rocket

body.

The described principle of determination of motion parameters

along a trajectory will apply to any types of rockets.

3. Flight Beyond the Limits of the Atmosphere in the Field
of Terrestrial Gravitation

Motion Equations

A long-range rocket, such as a high-altitude meteorologic'al

rocket, for a large part of itsz trajectory passes through very

rgrofied atmospheric layers, so that in this section of fliAht it is

possible to disregard aerodynamic forces acting on the rocket. If,

moreover, the flight is accomplished without the engine worklng, th.en
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the equation of motion of the rocket as a material point can be

integrated in final form at any distance of the rocket from the sur-

face of the Earth.

From physics it is known that any body, cast at an angle e0 to

the horizon with speed v0 moves (if one were not to consider resisting

forces of air) in a parabola. Actually, after time t after start

of motion, the coordinates of the cast body will be

x=votcos 0o;

yvtsn%-* f22"

Excluding hence t, we will find an equation of a parabola shown

in Fig. 8.10:

9y=x tgO.x X A ;2,

The obtained expression, however, is valid only in certain

limits. During its derivation it was assumed that vector of accelera-

tion due to gravity g for all points of the trajectory remains

parallel to axis y and is not changed

by magnitude. In fact this is not so.

Acceleration due to gravity g, due to

ascent decreases proportionally to the

Fig. 8.10. Trajectory square of the distance from the center

of a body, cast at an of the Earth. Furthermore, the force of
angle to the horizon
(parabola). attraction of the Earth is directed con-

stantly toward its center, and vectors g in different points of the

trajectory will not be parallel to each other. These peculiarities

of terrestrial gravitation cannot have essential value, if we consi-

der low altitudes and small distances of casting of the body. But

if great distances and- altitudes are prevalent, eharactri:;1i 1c for

long-rn nre ballistic and many meteorological roekets, th bov,
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circumstance must be taken into account.

The problem of determination of trajectory of rocket flight in

such a situation coincides with the problem of determinating orbits

of celestial bodies (problem of Kepler). The theory of motion of a

body in these conditions is called "elliptic" in distinction from

the elementary problem -mentioned above on flight of a body along a

.parabola. The elliptic theory presents the greatest interest during

solution of such basic cosmonautical problems as determination of

artificial earth satellite orbits and orbits of space rockets.

Let us consider the motion of a rocket in a polar coordinate

system with the pole in the center of the Earth.

Let us assume that the rocket, depicted on Fig. 8.11 by point A

moves by inertia along a certain trajectory and in a given moment is

at a distance r from the center of the Earth. During transition

J., 2from point A to point, B the kinetic energy of the rocket Mv /2 will

be changed by magnitude d(Mv2 /2). The

potential energy will be changed by mag-

nitude d(Mgrr). Acceleration due to

d gravity g r here is not a constant.

A change of kinetic energy is equal

to a change of potential energy, inasmnuch

as the engine is not working:

d Mg,r,=O.

Fig. 8.11. Conclusion Since mass M remains constant, then
on equation of motion
of' a rocket in a polar
coordinate system. V2

2 g=const.

Acceleration due to gravity is changed reciprocally to the

square ol' distance to the center of the Earth:
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where k2 is a constant of the gravitation field [see formula (2.2)].

Thus,

9- - const.
2 r

The obtained expression, called the energy integral, shows that

the flight speed will depend only on distance r of a given point in

the trajectory from the center of the Earth. The value of the

constant in the right member of this expression characterizes the

energy level of the trajectory and is determined by initial conditions

of motion. In the initial point of the trajectory at r = rO , v = vO .

Hence

92 &2 r G k,

2 • (8.8)

But speed

it dl

and then instead of expression (8.8) we get

T (;-1r )- 0- 2 2 (8.9)
r 2 ro

We will obtain the second equation from the condition that the

angular momentum of the rocket about the center of the Earth is a

constant:

Mrocos const. (8.10)

Angle is shown on Fig. 8.11 - it is the angle of inclination

of the trajectory to the local horizon; v cos $ is the speed component,

perpendicular to the radius.

From expression (8.10) it follows that

rv cos r v, r*'ccos 6.,
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where $0 is the angle of inclination of the trajectory at the initial

point.

But from Fig. 8.i. it is clear that

therefore, ds

r-vcoo$a=r - rd- - rry
and dl da

r -vr Coso. (8.11)

The obtained equation is called the integral of areas, inasmuch

as it indicates constancy of the area, cut off by the radius-vector

in a unit of time. This area, obviously, will be equal to r 2/2.

If equations (8.9) and (8.11)-were solved together and time t

were excluded from them, then the dependence of r on T will be

obtained, i.e., the equation of the rocket trajectory.

Flight Trajectory

According to equation (8.11)

! or COS 4o
r 2

But
&V dr_ dO

Considering this, we get

j. dr ,r~roS

di r2

or

dl rel

where € - 'ro cos 8o

We replace this expression for r and expression for obtained

from (8.11), in equation (8.9), then,

dr 2 e2  2  2k2 = 2_-k2
r2 r r0
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Hence

dr Ci / 22 C? 2kW

or

4(1)

V al -2 - et + 20dym4O 2- 2 2k

To the radicand we add and subtract constant k4/c2, and intro-

duce the magnitude -k 2/c under the sign of the differential in the

numerator, and then we get

d?=4/ \- d, (

Integration of the last expression gives

* kI

?_-S- arc COS /.7 .h
9--o"SCCO _ __ ro 2 h '

whence is obtained the desired equation of the trajectory

C)

! + V') 2 0 + k - Cos 0 - to)
ra 7

The constant of integration 0 depends on the origin of angle q (see

Fig. 8.11).

Let us introduce the following designations:

2 - ,Ao C032 Oo
P' " I, '(8.13)

or e= ; - 2o~o,:o - Oo , '44co

L 20 j(8.4 7)

In result the equation of flight trajectory (8.12) will take
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the form

r-- .... +.e s(._ i) •(8.15)

Let us analyze the obtained expression.

From analytic geometry it is known that equation (8.15) is an

equation of a curve of the second order in a polar system of coordi-

nates with the pole in one of the foci of the curve. Coefficient e

is eccentricity of the curve. At e < I equation (8.15) is an equatior

of an ellipse, at e > I the equation of a hyperbola and, finally at

e = I the equation of a parabola.

One should not confuse the parabola, given by equation (8.15) at

e = I with the one obtained earlier for a body, freely cast and moving

in a field of terrestrial gravitation, with the constant with absolute

value and direction of the vector of acceleration due to gravity.

Let us first assume e =0 . Equation (8.15) will take the form

r = p = const.

In this case the body moves in a circle.

From (8.14) we get

It is not difficult to see that speed v0 determined by the last

formula has a real value only in the case when cos2$0 = I and $0 = 0.

This means that the motion of the body in a circle is possible only

under the condition that the direction of the rector of initial speed

is parallel to the horizon.

For flight speed we obtain the expression

V.

[p = cir = circular]
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This expression for first cosmic, or circular, speed is already

familiar to us from Chapter II. At r0 A R the numerical value for

the first cosmic speed

Vw8oMM rn/leo

At values of eccentricity

Oe<.

as was already said, motion occurs in an ellipse. Equation (8.15)

allows us to find radii of perigee r and apogee ra of this ellipse:

ra=-; r,. 

Hence the major semiaxis of the ellipse is

"+"- - (8.16)" 2, 1" -- 42z

We will show that the energy level of an elliptic orbit determined

by expression (8.8) depends only on the magnitude of the great

semiaxis of the ellipse. Let us copy formula (8.14) in the form

+e=rcos2 14h2 (8.17)

whence, considering (8.13) and (8.16) we get

41 i±- (et -1) kI
2 - , , - (8.18)

With an increase in a the energy level of the orbit is increased

(its negative value decreases). On the other hand, lowering of the

energy level of the orbit is always accompanied by a decrease of the

great semiaxis of the ellipse (see Chapter II, p. 6 9 ).

Let us fjnp] the magnitude of the period of conversion T for an

elliptic orbit. The area which is cut off by the radius-vector during

motion along the orbit in time t is, as follows from (8.11),

2 2
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During the time of a full rotation T, the radius-vector will

describe the total area of an ellipse equal to vab, where b is the

small semiaxis of the ellipse:

-Thus,
j-Tmua' V 1 - e',e

whence the period of conversion

The value of -the constant of ellipse areas canbe determined

from relationship (8.13):

Consequently-, considering (8.16) we get finally

T=a1 -0 2: a3Z= aI/ -P- a

We obtained formula (2.5), which we used in Chapter II for

determination of the period of conversion of artificial earth

satellites.

Let us now clarify, under what conditions eccentricity e will

appear greater than one.

From expression (8.17) it is possible to easily establish that

independently of the inclination angle of the vector of initial

speed 0 at

the magnitude

At e>

e i, and motion occurs along a parabola, but at
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when e > I, the trajectory of motion will be a hyperbola.

Speed

[nap = par = parabolic]

is called parabolic speed, or second cosmic speed. This is that

minimum initial speed which is necessary for surmounting the field

of gravitation when a body, possessing such speed, departs to any

great distance from the at-racting center.

Considering r0 : R, we obtain for the second cosmic speed the

following numerical value:

.p1 1300 ,m/56c.

Figure 8.12 shows the change in fo.m of the trajectory of flight

of a body depending upon speed at a constant launching angle 0 = 30.

At a low launching speed of a

body at an angle So to the horizon,

doescribing an elliptical arc, it

.* returns on Earth. Due to an increase

.e " ,of initial speed, the flying range

increases. Also the arc, described

by the flying body is increased.

At a speed v0  "€par the trajec-

tory becomes a parabola. A body,

cast from Earth with a speed v - vpar'

does not return to Earth.

Fig. 8.12. Flight trajec- For ballistic long-range rockets,
tory of a body, depending
upon launching speed at a significant part of the trajfoctory

= ~30 of which passes beyond the borders of'

the atmosphere, there i the possibility of direct application of" the

elliptic theory to calculatioh of motion parameters.



To a certain altitude, while the influence of aerodynamic forces

is still essential, calculation of the trajectory is conducted by the

above described method of numerical integration. From the moment

when it is possible to disregard aerodynamic forces, calculation is

conducted, by the elliptic theory formulas. Thus, there is the possi-

bility to obtain a full picture of change in coordinates, speeds and

accelerations d'epending upon time of flight for the whole trajectory.

Figure 8.13 shows graphs of speed and tangential acceleration

of a ballistic rocket for the whole flight trajectory.

Speed increases to the
U m/bia

u m/ 2  
- -2 moment of engine cut-off.

After cut-off the speed

ht drops, inasmuch as the rocket

L. -climbs by inertia. After

the rocket reaches the peak

of the trajectory, speed

again starts to increase.

Subsequently, under action

Fig. 8.13. Speed and tangential of the resisting force of

acceleration of a ballistic rocket air the speed decreases.
on trajectory.

Acceleration in the

beginning grows according to the law of the active section, shown on

Fig. 8.7. During transition of the engine 'to the final step,

acceleration decreases by -a jump. Then at full cut-off of the engine,

acceleration becomes negative. It, obviously, is equal to -g sin $.

Further, tangential acceleration is changed due to change in 4 and g.

in the peak of the trajectory it becomes zero. In the des'_'._nding

oection of tho trajectory, the force of terrestrial attraction

aecolerates the rocket. At entrance into the upper layers of the
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atmosphere braking of the rocket due to resistance of the atmosphere

starts. In the actual end of the trajectory, the-rocket speed

noticeably drops, and the drag force decreases. Acceleration in

absolute magnitude also decreases.
With increase of distance of ballistic -rockets, the diurnal

rotation of the Earth becomes all the more essential for calculation

of the trajectory. In this case in derivation of the motion equations

in the starting system of coordinates it is necessary to consider

Coriolis acceleration, caused by translational rotation of the Earth.

Transition to absolute motion, calculated on the basis of

formulas of the elliptic theory, is carried out as a result of vector

summation of relative speed, obtained as a result of numerical

integration of motion equations in the starting coordinate system

and translational speed in a given point of the trajectory, taken as

the origin of the elliptic section. The component of translational

speed directed from west to east perpendicular to the plane of the

meridian, passing through a given point, is equal to

go-res cos ?A,

[3 = E = Earth]

where rA and 4A - correspondingly, radius and- geographic
latitude of origin of elliptic sec-
tion of trajectory;

(0 7.292ii 0 _- i- angular velocity of diurnal rotation
of the Earth.

As a result, the vector of absolute velocity in the beginning

of the elliptic section will be somewhat different both in magnitude

and in the direction from the vector of relative speed in the starting

system of coordinates. Change of speed modulus at the expense of

roL , ion of the Earth during transition to absolute motion can be

approximately estimated by the formula
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Av, = rA*g cos J.

where i - inclination of plane of trajectory with respect to the

Earth's equator.

Subsequently, after calculation of the elliptic section in an

absolute system of coordinates, one should consider that during the

time of flight in this section tel, the Earth turns from west to east

by an angle 4Etel , and the final point of the elliptic section with

respect to the Earth will be additionally displaced aloni a parallel

in a western direction by the magnitude

rcetk, cox Tc.

[e! = el = elliptic]

where rc and pc- radius and geographic latitude of final point of

elliptic section.

The atmospheric section of the descending phase of the trajec-

tory, just as the active section, is calculated by numerical inte-

gration of motion equations in a relative system of coordinates,

connected with the Earth, after analogous transition here from

absolute to relative motion.

Thus, during calculation of trajectories of ballistic rockets

the influence of rotation of the Earth is considered.

Flying Range

At small speeds the flying range of a body cast from Earth at

an angle 00 to the horizon is determined by the elementary formula,

obtained from the expressions, shown on p. 375:

Low -sIn 29.
The maximum distance is at 00 = 450 . This result is well-known.

The matter of launching at high speeds is more complic.tcd.
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In this case it is expedient to isolate the elliptic section of

the trajectory, the beginning A and end C of which are located at one

altitude (Fig. 8.14), and to characterize

the distance of this section by the cen-

tral angle 2P, formed by polar radii

passing through points A and C. Due to

.1 symmetry of the trajectory it is suffi-

7cient to determine half of this angle-

angle P (from point A to point B on the

Fig. 8.14. Determina- trajectory).
tion of flying range
of a ballistic rocket. Let us return to the trajectory

equation (8.15):
r-- P

1+ecos(- o)
The vectorial angle, corresponding to the maximum value of the

radius ra will be designated by T. -Obviously,

P
|--#

i.e.,

This means that

7e = e -

and equation (8.15) can be rewritten in the form

r (8.19)= I-e Cos (T.-7)"

If reading of angles T were conducted from the radius of the

origin A (see Fig. 8.14) then at T = 0 we have

r= r.

and equation (8.19) gives

In order to have the possibility to judge that quarter, in
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which angle P is located, we find also

On the basis of relationship (8.18)

2p

therefore,

Wn -

Using expression (8.13), we get

Sinpe VINsin #*cos #*.

In the right part of the second relationship the plus sign is

kept, inasmuch as the signs of angles $0 and 3 always coincide.

Thus,

k2 o 4Cos O

PP

ig P -- 0 C(s8.20

or

W - + tgt so

where Vcir - circular speed at a given initial altitude.

If this expression were differentiated by tg $0 and the derivativc

were equated to zero, then.- without special work we can find that
a ngle of departure $0' at which magnitude 6 will be maximum at a giwen

spe ed v0 :

g 1-3-7" (8.21
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At a small speed v0

tgB 00I

This result was already indicated above; for obtaining of

maximum distance of launching, the vector of the initial speed should

be at an angle of 450 with the horizon.

At vo = Vcir, as was noted, tg $0 = 0 and $0 = 0. This case

corresponds to constant rotation of the body around the Earth with a

first cosmic speed.

Figure 8.15 shows graphs of a dependence of the optimum angle of

departure on relationship vlOvcir . From the graph it is clear that

the optimum angle decreases with growth of

launching speed. At speeds of the order

2000 m/sec, angle 0 differs little from 450

(it is equal to about 440). At high speeds

0
it decreases all more and more noticeably.

Fig. 8.15. Depend- At an optimum angle
ence of optimum
angle of departure
$0 on initial speed U;-I-

v O kvcir - circular tg - T(822)

speed). 2"/ I -

If the square of relationship vyvcir is small as compared to

one, then we can get

2P.

At v0 = 2000 m/sec, for instance,

2q, = M 2 -I .

Flying range, measured along the arc A"C" (see Fig. 8,14), is

,;qual to
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2PR=-6400=400 I:.

The given calculation of distance will apply for the section of

the trajectory, lying higher than the dense layers of atmosphere

(section ABC on Fig. 8.14). The real distance will be somewhat

greater at the expense of trajectory sections AA and CCt. The first

of them A'A is determined, as was already said, by the program of'

change of pitch angle on the powered-flight trajectory. Section CC'

can be considered by its form as a continuation of the basic elliptic

curve. The form of the trajectory for a large part of this section

cannot noticeably differ from an ellipse. Only the speed of rocket

changes noticeably from resistance of air, and consequently also the

flight time. Error in determination of distance from replacement

of section CC' by the arc of the elliptic trajectory is small, because

section CC' itself is small as compared to total distance. Thus,

additional distance on section CC' may be approximately calculated

by the formulas (8.13), (8.14) and (8.15).

The presence of section CC' affects the size of the optimum

angle of departure 4 0 . The condition of maximum distance from point

A to C' will be different from condition (8.21), derived for maximum

distance from A to C. Due to difference of altitudes of points A

and C', optimum angle 0 in fact turns out to be somewhat less than

determined by the formula (8.21). Thus, for instance, for a long-

range ballistic rocket, having at the end of the active section a

speed 1500 m/sec, the optimum angle of departure %0, calculated by

the formula (8.21), turns out to be equal to 44030 '. If however.

we consider the presence of section CC', then the optimum angle,-

ensuring a maximum of distance A"C', should be approximately equal

to
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4. Loads Acting on the Basic Elements of Construction
of a Rocket in Flight

Axial Loads in the Active Section

In Chapter VII in examining of forces and moments acting on a

rocket in flight, the question was not placed of what loads separate

joints of the rocket perceive. Discussion centered around the rocket

as a rigid integer, while resultant forces and moments were determined

in such a manner so that it was possible to produce only ballistic

calculations and to find the laws of rocket motion.

However, during appraisal of durability of construction it is nec-

essary to know not only resultant external forces, but also distributive

laws of loads in the structure, so that it is possible to determine in-

ternal forces and stress in the basic carrier elements of the structure.

We will stop at first on the simplest question of the appearance

of axial internal forces in the rocket in the powered-flight section.

We will suppose that a ballistic long-range rocket is built with

a carrier body and suspension tanks (Fig. 8.i6).

Head'part
IA.trument section

Front tank

-. Line of' horizon

Fig. 8.16. Determination o0f the axial f',,.co
in the body of' a rociket with suspen;ion trinls.
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We will determine the axial compressing force Nx , appearing in

an arbitrary transverse section of the carrier body in a certain

moment of time. In examining the equilibrium conditions of the

front part of the rocket, we get

Nw-R + (O;,'O-,.'.+ ;..+ 0 io.) sin +"
+ (fm, ;+ M.* +.$. + Af.,. (I,,)

[r.t = h.p = head part; n.O = i.s = instrument section;
n.A = f.t = front tank:. i.pR = body]

where Mh.p, Mi.s, Mf t, Mbody (i) - mass of head part, instrument see-
• ' tion, front tank (together with

contents) and part of body before
the considered section;

GhIp Gi~, Gft, Gbody(i) - weight of the same parts at a
given altitude of flight;

- axial component of aerodynamic
R(i) forces acting on the lateral sur-

face of the considered part of
the rocket;

Jx - projection of total acceleration

on the longitudinal axis of the

rocket:

P - Xynp- R
J M -gsinyt

"h,-re R is the axial aerodynamic force.

In the obtained expression for Nx the weight and mass of the

rear fuel tank together with its contents does not enter, inasmuch

as it is braced to the rear support frame of the body.

The expression for force Nx becomes

N, - R(i,) + (0 r., + 0,-. + . 6+ 0EopE (,)) t-±L ,,

go

where hP Ggt- and 'bod -weight of head parL, nLritru-
hs t n by i ment section, front 1. ink Pn,

ppart of body (on Eartt,);

gh and go- acceleration of the t'oCc,. .Jf
terrestrial gravitation
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corresponding to altitude h

and at Earth level.

Magnitude

+1=.- S + sit 1 (8.23)
to

is called the coefficient of axial overload or simply axial overload-.

It shows by how many times the axial component of the apparent struc-

tural weight in a given moment is larger than the real weight under

the conditions of the earth's surface. At starting, at Jx = 0 and

cp = 900, nx = 1. In conditions of free flight of a rocket with a

nonworking engine, beyond the borders of the atmosphere, Jx =

gh sin T and overload nx = 0.

Figure 8.17 shows the law of axial overload change in a rocket

on the powered-flight trajectory.

By analogy with expression

aJ -[ (8.23) It is possible to write a

formula also for transverse overload

-- -in the presence of a transverse com-

- -ponent of apparent acceleration

jj We'will .
+  °  (8.24)

We will use this expression subse-

quently.

It-- According to the accepted

f 30 J '40 2O U t. designation, (8.23) can be written
Pig. 8.17. Law of axial over-
load change of a V-2 rocket on as
the trajectory.

NA,-- R,,, + (9,. - ..o- (.- ,,, , ,. (8.25)
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Force N is a composite function of time ' and is determined

by laws of change of magnitudes, entering into expression (8.25)

Thus, from the preceding account it is already known that the force

of frontal aerodynamic drag X in the

active section first increases,

and then drops practically to zero.

In the same way the axial aerodynam-

i  c f(rce Ri() will also be changed.

S - - - Weights Gh. p j Gi. s and Gbody (i)

J L remain constant, and Gft decreasesI4 jzr
-M !J I -- |I L in connection with flow rate of the

fuel component. Overload nx in the

powered-flight section increases.

t ' -in '0 SF . ,Knowing the laws of change of corn-

Fig. 8.18. Law of change of ponents in expression (8.25), it
axial compressing force in a
powered V-2 rocket body on the is possible without special work
trajectory.

to establish also the law of change

of the axial compressing force in the trajectory. Figure 8.i8 gives

the dependence of force Nx for a V-2 rocket body in the front (I-i)

and the rear (II-II) sections. The obtained curves differ little

from each other, inasmuch as the mass of the carrier body is compara-

tively small. The compressing force in section II-II attains the

biggest talue at the end of the powered-flight section. In sectio,

i-I the maximum of force Nx has place in the 30th second of flight.

In the case when the tanks are carriers, axial force N in a

transverse section of the rocket is determined in the exact ,me way.

howevcr, in distinction from the preceding, here it is necr-a,--o ry t.

take into account the unloading force of internal pressure, (.qual to

the product of feed pressure in the tank on the area of the , .i,:ovr'
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ff2
transverse section Din , where D is the tank diameter on its

internal surface (Fig. 8.19).

Head part '
/InstnMent

section

Unk.

PD /

% Lin

A6 of ho son

1443

Fig. 8.19. Determination of the axial force in
carrier tanks of a ballistic rocket.
[BH = in = internal]

Thus, for the front tank

No, - R(.) -p, - Dut + (0 r.m + O.CO+ 08.. (1)
4-

where Gf.t (i) is the weight of the part of the structure of the

carrier front tank in the considered section.

For the rear tank we get

,,, - R,-, " D,+ ,.+ O** + +0, + (9.6 ,,,) its

[S.A = r.t = rear tank]

where - weight of carrier front tank, including weight of
component contained in tank in the given moment;

-- weight of part of structure of carrier rear tank in
r.t (i) the considered section.
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Depending upon the- magnitude of feed pressure, force Nx can

appear to be not compressing, as this was assumed, but str'ntching.

For instance, in the case of displacive supply of fuel components,

the pressure in the tanks is great. It., as it is known, exceeds

the magnitude of operating pressure in the combustion chamber. In

this case magnitudes p1  -and pDi 2  turn out to be large, and

forces N l and NxII knowingly will be stretching.

In a turbopump supply system the- feed- pressure in the tanks is

small. It is obtained with such calculation, so that the pressure

of components at entrance into the turbopump unit Dout is sufficient

to guarantee uninterrupted work of centrifugal pumps. The pressure

of the fuel component on entrance into the pump Poutl is composed

of feed pressure in the tank p1 and pressure of the liquid column

at a height H, from the surface of liquid in the tank to the section,,L

of entrance into the pump (see Fig. 8,19). Axial overload renders

direct influence on the magnitude of this pressure

[BX = out outer]

where y, is the specific gravity of the given component.

Depending upon the necessary magnitude of feed pressure in

flight, force Nx can appear both compressing and stretching. Here

cases are possible, where the sign of Nx changes on the trajectory.

Obviously, a small feed pressure in the carrier tanks turns out

to be profitable for guarantee of carrier ability of the system. Al

large compressing forces, loss of stability of the walls of the cor-

pressed tanks is possible. Pressures P: and P2 are in this sense

unloading factors, and their small increase increases the r, servc of

stability. At further increase of p1 and P2 the dange' of Lur-t LnrC

of the tanks under internal pressure appears.



Axial stretching forces during flight will be experienced by

the body of the tail part of the rocket. From the equilibrium condi-

tion for the tail part of such a rocket

as V-2 (Fig. 8.20), we have, obviously,

/ ,- - (RL.+ O,.n, + X-

[X.O= t.c = tail c-ompartment]

/ where Gt c -weight of tail cowl {without
propulsion system);

Rtc -axial aerodynamic force, acting
on tail part;

Fig. 8.20. Deter-
mination of axial X - axial resisting force of controls
force in tail cowl c situated in the gas flow of the
of rocket, engine. In the case where the

controls are braced directly to
the engine nozzle, this force in
the expression for Nx would be
absent.

Lateral Load in Powered-Flight Section

In the active' section of controlled flight a rocket experiences

not only action of axial compressing forces, but perceives lateral

loads also, leading to bending of the body. This occurs on 2;

atmospheric section of the trajectory during flight of a rocket with

an angle of incidence. For a ballistic rocket the most dangerous

from this point of view will be the start of the section of turning,

when the rocket receives a signal by program for transition from a

straight vertical ascent to slanted in the section of cut-off. For

zenith rockets the greatest transverse and lateral loads appear

during maneuver at high speed.

Let us consider flight of a ballistic rocket in the section of

removal. We will, consider that the angular velocity of rocket turn-

ing by tangent is small and is changed very slowly. In this case

399
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control force Y forcing the rocket to maintain a given angleWEcon'

of incidence, is determined from equilbrium cond-Itions without

calculation of damping moments and angular acceleration of the rocket.

A Equating the forces acting on the rocket-s- center of gravity (Fig.
+-

8.21) to zero, we get

C C

ft

I? Line of horizon

Fig. 8.21. Appearance of transverse
overload in the section of removal.

fy = acc]

Figure 8.21, besides transverse aerodynamic force N, show also

the transverse component force of weight Mgh cos T and transverse forer

of inertia Mjace' where jace is the transverse acceleration of the

rocket under the action of forces N, Ycon and- 1h Lu;s q:

M - AU 0(Br ))

Let us consider the rocket as a 'beaw_, loaded by transverse

force s-.

By qji k/M we will designate the transverse aerodynandP force

per unit of beam length. The law of change of % along the rocket

axis is determined by re *ults of wind tunnel tests. Magnitiu~c l, -'
39
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l.iso the magnitude of the transverse aerodynamic force, depends on

the angle of incidence )nd Impact pressure. The resultant of forces

qN is equal to the transverse force N
I

jv = qv dx

and is applied to the center of pressure. Figure 8.22 shows tihe

typical distributive law of forces q along a ballistic rocket axis,
N$

supplied with stabilizers for certain moments of flight in the active

section,.

2?

;' Z' L

Fig. 8.22. Distribution of transverse aero-
dynamic load for a V-2 rocket in different mo-
ments of flight.

Let us consider further the mass forces inertia and weight.

By G kg/m we will designate the weight of a unit of rocket length.

Then intensity of transverse mass forces qM kg/m will be

9-t Cos J1 mA o

Considering designation (8.24) for transverse overload, we get

Since transverse accelee-ation jacc is determined by expression

(8.26), then, obviously,

N -Y

Laws of change of magnitudes Y, M, e and c on trajectcyries are

known. Therefore, -transverse overload may be defined az e function
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of time for the given .ocket in conditions of removal by a given

program of pitch. Figure 8.23 shows a graph of the change of

i transverse overload for a V-2 rocket.

I- -- - - -1
.: ,.,t, IF-i- -i i - - -

; :1 -i -I - -N ::L

Fig. 8.23. Law of change of transv -erse over-
load of a V-2 rocket in the active section of

VK _ ,L~L I ,-

Inresult, on t i o r

4 -1 i I I ! : -

fors a or abls V-2 rocket in the 50tt secion offit

active section. It is clear that -pictti -Le

=, -- -- - -- . - ° -

' I I , 4 0 -. :

__M



inasmuch as the angle of incidence, speed of flight, and also the

magnitude of transverse overload are changed.

In any moment of time the considered force system satisfies

conditions of equilibrium. Therefore, it is possible by the usual

method to draw stress-strain diagrams of the bending moments along

the rocket length-. Determining numerically the bum of moments of

forces, lying along one side of an arbitrarily taken section with

coordinate x (see Fig. 8.24), we find the bending moment in this

section. Thus, by using such points a stress-strain diagram of bend-

ing moments is drawn. For every moment of time there will be an in-

diridual stress-st-rain diagram. Figure 8.25 shows a stress-strain

diagram of the bending moment for a V-2 rocket in the 50th second of

the active section.

Ism - -

LA IL lta.~L Iai
Fi.8.25. Stress-strain diagramof bending mo-

ment along, the V -2 rocket body length- in the 50th
second~ of flIight.

A sharp--change of -bendIng moment at the joint of tail and fuel

:;Octions- is- explained- by conditions-of propulsion system bracing,.

S-1 WitL -aerlodfrom ti 'gn-nsshruhits frame on the

qvppor L -ring a concentrated niwonent-i-s t-eansmitted-, leading to a jump

in 1 he diagra-m 6I ~dh 'ont
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Lateral Loads in the Atmospheric Section

of Free Flight

In the section of uncontrolled flight in a vacuum, the ballistic

rocket accomplishes indefinite rotation about the center of mass, as

this was shown earlier on Fig. 8.2. At entrance into dense layers

of atmosphere, under action of aerodynamic forces the statically

stable rocket stabilizes, taking an orientation along the flow., In

the process of stabilization the rocket body experiences significant,

lateral loads. The problem of determination of these loads is

more complicated than for the above considered case of the transverse

load of a rocket in programmed flight.

In the atmospheric section of free flight the rocket is under

the action of gravity and aerodynamic forces, where the latter due

to great speed of flight exceeds the force of weight by a few times.

Due to the fact that in the beginning the rocket does not have a

definite anglar orientation, the aerodynamic forces turn out to be

also indefinite. Depending upon initial conditions of entrance intu

the atmosphere, both the magnitude of the biggest loads and the

moment of time corresponding to the biggest load change.

In the upper layers of the atmosphere the rocket speed is grent,

and flight occurs with large angles of incidence, but due to low

density of the atmosphere, transverse overloads are small. In the

lower layers of the atmosphere the rocket speed is essentially l,'ss.-

Simultaneously the angles of incidence are minute. However, in lower

layers of the atmosphere air density increases,- determining the lar'

magnitude of transverse loads. There exist, regions of' altitdc: ;, irl

which-transverse overloads attain a maximum. For a V-2 rocket thls

has place at altitudes of the order of ,- 0 kir.

The law of rocket motion in the described contdi'lons tniy n
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fixed by means of numerical integration of motion equations at

different initial conditions of entrance into the Atmosphere (rotation

with a certain angular velocity, entrance into the atmospheric section

at different orientations in space). As initial data for such calcu-

lation it is necessary, obviously, to know the aerodynamic coefficients

of the rocket at any large angles of incidence or, so to speak, to

have results of circular wind tunnel tests of a model at various flow

speeds. In setting up the motion equations the rocket should be

considered as a free solid body. As a result of a series of similar

calculations (at different initial conditions a range of values of

maximum overloads and intervals of flight time corresponding to

them in the section of stabilization are established.

Analysis of conditions of ballistic long-range rocket flights

and that of geophysical rockets, shows that it is most difficult to

ensure durability of construction of the rocket exactly in tho. con-

sidered atmospheric section of free flight.

Loads druing the active section turn out to be essentially

-smaller. To ensure sufficient durability of the rocket in all sections

of trajectory is not always possible, since this essentially shows

on the total weight of the structure. Namely due to this circum-

stance the V-2 rocket turned out to be overloaded, since its body was

designed with attention to lateral loads in the atmospheric section

of free flight, where stabilization of the rocket occurs.

For rockets with separable head parts, calcnlation of loads in

the atmospheric section of free flight is produced only for the head

part. Sufficient durability of the head part is attained with a com-

paratively small lowering of wcight indices of the rocket as a whole.



lI
4Brief Remarks on Calculation of Durability of Basic
K Carrier Elements in Ballistic Long-Range Rockets

Calculation for rockets on durability has that specific peculiar-

ity that in it, it is necessary to consider not only change of loads

acting on it in the trajectory, but also change of tempexature of

structural elements. Depending upon the flight speed the flow tempera-

ture near the surface of the rocket changes, and heating of the body

can occur. The temperature of structural elements of the rocket

depends on the local flow temperature and on conditions of thermal

insulation, thermal radiation and heat transfer inside the body.

Good thermal insulation and heightened heat transfer inside the body

lower the temperature of the structure.

Calculation of the temperature of carrier joints in the rocket

pertains to a number of problems, solved at present only approximately,

inasmuch ds reliable initial data are insufficient - condition of heat

transfer, constants of radiation and heat transfer. The problem is

complicated still more by the fact that heat flow is transient.

Results of theoretical calculation of temperatures of body

elements are validated and supplemented by results obtained on flying

tests with the help of a system of telemetric control (see Chapter X)..

Wire transducers,. the resistance of which changes witt change in

temperature are established in a number of characteristic points of

the rocket body. Indications of transducers are transmitted to Earth

through radio channels. As a result of experimental rocket liunchlngs,

definite data is obtained, which can be used both in the process of

further adjustment of the given structure And for more precise.

determination of initial information in designing new machinrs.

The temperature of structural elementz of a long-range rockct

attains very high values in flight. Especially high temper:3tu-_-.;
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are developed in the atmospheric section of free flight.

The mechanical characteristics of the material are lowered with

increase of temperature. As an example, Fig. 8.26 shows the dependene

of the yield point and ultimate

a,: kg/ strength of an aluminum-magnesium

- -alloy on the temperature. Already

at a temperature of about 400 0 C this

alloy practically completely loses

its durability properties. To a
0 jo O M M5 W0 5 0 iso toC

Fig. 8.26. Dependence of lesser degree, on temperature de-
ultimate strength and the
yield point of an aluminum- pend mechanical indices of the
magnesium alloy on tempera-
ture. steel, especially of special alloyed

steel.

In -accounting for durability in a rocket it is necessary,

obviously, to originate from the "instantaneous" mechanical charac-

teristics of material, i.e., from characteristics corresponding to

temperature in a given moment.

A graphic example illustrating the above is calculation of dur-

ability of a carrier tank (Fig. 8.27) in a meteorological rocket.

The tank is under the action of internal pressure, which changes

along the generator by piecewise-linear law, shown on Fig. 8.27a.

Above the liquid surface the pressure is constant and equal to feed

pressure P., Below the liquid level (at a depth h) the internal

pressure is equal to

P,,MP, + #, .

where y is the specific gravity "' the fuel component;

nx is the axial overload.
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04 #eV.Wa :b) a

Fig. 8.27. Calculation of durability of the
carrier tank in a ballistic long-range rocket.
[asp = aero]

From without, the pressure of aerodynamic forces Paero acts on

the tank. The approximate law of change of paero along the length

of the tank is shown on Fig. 8.27b. The internal pressure is essenti-

ally greater than external. Therefore, in the peripheral direction

the tank is stretched, and the appearing peripheral stress, as it

is known from resistance of materials, is equal to
- p.- p. ) D

where D is the diameter, and 5 is the thickness of the tank wall.

An axial compressing force Nx appears in cross sections of the tank,

the dependence of which on parameters of rocket motion was considered

above. The corresponding axial stress will be

N,

*D9

Thus, a biaxial state of strain appears in the tank wall, ohown

on Fig. 8.27.

According to the theory of durability of max imum tangent r,]

stresses
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a ft a1 -a&$= ao-So

or

[SH = equ]

If it turns out that the normal force Nx will not be compressive,

but stretching, then stress ax will change sign. In this case the

greatest stress ai = at, and least a} = 0. Then

@m-psp) D

29

The reserve of durability is

where a is the yield poi;nt of the material, depending on temperature.

The approximate law of change of wall temperature height of the

tank for a certain moment of time is shown on Fig. 8.27c.

The reserve of durability n depends on the moment of time and

on: the location of the considered point along the height of the tank.

Here it is impossible beforehand to indicate the most dangerous sec-

tion. In the lower part of the tank internal pressure is the biggest.

But here as a result of intense transfer of heat into the liquid,

wall temperature will be smaller, practically equalito the temperature

of the fuel component. Therefore, the value of as remains very high,

corresponding to normal temperature conditions. In the upper part

of the tank the pressure is essentially lower; therefore, q is

small. However, strong heating of the wall by aerodynamic flow and

corresponding reduction of the yield point has place here.

In the process of structural calculations the most dangerous

sections of the tank and the most dangerous moments of time of its

load are revealed from consideration of a number of sections along

the tank length in different moments of flight time. Depending upon
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the obtained results of calculation the thickness of the tank wall

may be designated.

Problems appearing in connection with durability of rockets are

often very unique and difficult to solve. Their detailed considera-

tion goes far beyond the limits of this course.
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-3.

C HA PT E R IX

BASIC PRINCIPLES OF STABILIZATION, CONTROL AND
GUIDING OF ROCKETS

i. Methods of Stabilization and Control of the Rocket

Stability and Stabilization

Certain motion of the rocket selected in advance under action

of regular foreseen forces is called undisturbed motion of a rocket.

Thus, for instance, undisturbed motion will be that of a ballistic

rocket under action of tractive force and aerodynamic forces, calculated

-(on the basis of laws known to us. -Motion of a zenith rocket during

guiding to a target should also be considered-undisturbed, if the i
flight trajectory is predetermined.

Besides regular forces, accidental external influences can act
I

on a rocket in flight, such, for instance, as gusts of wind, unforeseen

changes of engine thrust and so forth. Under action of such forces

the rocket will have motion, called perturbed motion.

Let us assume that the influence of accidental forces is small,

and perturbed motion differs little from undisturbed. If after ceasing

of action of perturbing forces, perturbed motion of the rocket becomes

undisturbed, then this undisturbed motion of the rocket is called

stalle. If, however, after ceasing of action of external perturbation
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the motion of the rocket does become undisturbed, then such motion

will be unstable (Fig. 9.1)* The idea of stability and instability

of motion is applicable, naturally, not only to rockets, but also in

general to motion of -any body.

I

Trajeotory of table TraJeoctory of unstable

undistrubed motion motion

TrJeotory of perturbed Traje6tOy of
motion pe rtu rbed

notion

)b-)

Fig. 9.1. Stable -(a) and unstable (b)
motion of a rocket.

It is clear that in those cases when we want to control motion,

it is necessary in the first place to eliminate the undesirable

Lnfluence of accidental external perturbing influences and thereby

ensure stability of motion.

In real conditions of flight a rocket is subjected to the

continuous influence of different accidental perturbing factors. In

these conditions perturbed motion of the rocket in the whole flight

time will differ from the initial undisturbed motion. Thus, in real

cunditions of flight, motion of the rocket only approximately corre-

sponds to that given. The rocket continuously has perturbed motion.,

the parameters of which oscillate near the parameters of stable

undisturbed motlon. If deflections from the given motions are sinai?,,

*n the practice of investigation of rocket stabtltty, motbn
condizionally is considered stable also in the case when thc ro.cket,
after cfasing of action of perturbation, returns not to undisturbed
mnti n, but t,. a certain other motion differing litte from t.
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then practically one may assume that motion of the rocket is stable.

In connection with the above, determination of stability of

motion mentioned above may be modified. Unde-r stable motion it is

possible to understand such whose parameters during action of perturbing

factors on the rocket are changed in the final result within the limits

of given allowanc-e. in brief, during stable motion external accidental

perturbations do not evoke great changes in parameters of motion.

The limits of allowed changes in the law of rocket motion are

determined by a large number of considerations. The main ones are the

requirement of accuracy of guiding to the target and the condition

of preservaticn of controllability, inasmuch as at excessively large

deflections from the given law of motion-, the control system is not

always able to raage its own problem.

It is necessary to say that motion, stable with respect to one

parameter, can appear unstable-with respect to-another. Therefore,

in examining of stability of motion, especially stability at allowed

deflections, we-must define what types of motion are being discussed.

Thus, rocket motion Is determined by the law of motion of its center

of gravity and angular shifts of the whole rocket as rigid unit !about

its center of gravity.

The idea of stability and instability in the sense of angular

shifts is, replaced usually by the idea of angular stabilization and

destabilization of the rocket. If obtaining am angular deflectlon, f

and after ceasing of the perturbing influence the rocket returns to

its undisturbed position, then the rocket is called stabilized. If

this does not occur, then the rocket is called destabilized.

In maily cases questions of angular stabilization can be considered

independently of stability of motion of the rocket's center of gravity,

The rocket can appear unstabilized, and dn iatlons in- the law of motion
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of its center of gravity might not emerge beyond the limits of what

is permissib;e for instance, during free flight beyond the borders of

the atmosphere.

Peculiarities of Perturbed Motion and Stabilization
of Unguided Rockets

In Chapter VII we already discussed stabilizing aerodynamic

moment and aerodynamic stabilization. If in reduction of all aerodyna-

mic forces to the rocket's center of gravity the static moment is

directed in the direction of decrease of the incidence angle, then the-

rocket is called statically unstable. If, however, the moment is

directed in the opposite direction, the rocket will be statically

unstable..*

In the same place, in Chapter VII, the idea was introduced of

center of pressure as a point of crossing of resultant aerodynamic

forces with the rocket axis. In the case when the center of pressure

is behind the center of gravity, the rocket is statically stable. If

the center of pressure is ahead of the center of gravity, the rocket

is statically unstable.

The relationship of the distance between the center of pressure

and the center of gravity to the length of rocket is called the

reserve of static tability.

With a positive reserve of stability, the rocket, obtaining an

angular deflection, turns by aerodynamic forces into its initial

position. When the angle cf incidence becomes equal to zero, the

restoring moment will also become zero. But since the rocket preserves

angular velocity, motion will continue in the opposite dircct un, an

*Frequently applied in aircraft construction, the expre ' 1in
"Sltatic stability" is equivalent to the idea of "aerodynamLc stabilla-
tl)n." Static stability usually is understood as stability withoxut
interference of the control system, and dynamic - stability -X MA tri,
ensured by introduction of a control system, where the type -- -aitme
or nonautomatic - is of n, matter.



Sangle of incidence of the reverse

X sign will appear, and angular

t- oscillations of the rocket will

appear. Due to presence of damping

Fig. 9.2. Attenuation of short- moments, the oscillations attenuate

period oscillations. (Fig. 9.2).

Oscillations of such kind are called short-period. Their frequency

depends on the reserve of static stability and the rocket's moment

of inertia. The greater the reserve of stsbility and the less the

moment of inertia, the higher the frequency of these oscillations.

However, excessive increase in the reserve of static stability

can give negative result,. A guided rocket of too great reserve of'

stability becomes difficult to control. Unguided rockets with a

large reserve of stability, as we will see below, can have much

dispersion.

The described short-period angular oscillations can occur, as is

easily understood, about two transverse axes.

Also peculiar to a rocket, especially winged, is the presence

of so-called long-period or phugoid, oscillations. Their

appearance is easiest to explain considering the horizontal uniform

flight of a winged missile, the engine thrust of which on the average

is balanced by the drag force at a constant angle of attack.

Let us assume that by some cause the tractive force is briefly

increased. As a result, the flight speed increases, and lift, which

becomes greater than the force of weight is increased. The winged

missile starts to rise, and as a result loes- speed. There comes a

time when lift again becomes equal to the force of weight, but the

aircraft, possessing a vertical velocity, continues to rise by inertia.
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Further ascent will be connected with decrease of lift. The aircraft

will begin to descend. So phugoid oscillation appears. The

trajectory of such an aircraft is shown on Fig. 9.3.

Fig. 9.3. Phugoid, or long-period
oscillation of a winged missile.

Phugoid oscillations have a large period, which can even exceed

the flight time in the active section. The magnitude of lift for

ballistic rockets is comparatively small; therefore, rhugoid

oscillations are not taken into account for the basic types of rockets.

Different oscillation modes of the rocket are not independent.

During transverse angular oscillations due to periodic appearance

of lift, there appears the transverse oscillations of the center of

gravity near the undisturbed trajectory.

If a rocket moves with an incidence angle, then at the appearance

of a yaw angle the rocket banks. This one may see well from Fig. 9.11,

which shows a rocket receiving

a deflection from its course-

" el angle 4. The right stabilizer

receives an increase in speed,
Fig. 9.4. Appearance of bank at
deflection of the rocket off course, and the ascent force increases

on it, at the same time in

which it decreases on the left. A moment appears, turning the rocket

along the longitudinal axis, and the rocket banks.

Oscillation of the rocket about different axes can appear connected

owing to gyroscopic influence of revolving masses in the rockcLs

steering controls, for instance the turbine of the turbopump un t.

The problem of stabilization consists of the fact that qL
t1,

-- '- -.. . . -.. . .. . I !1III ! I II I



oscillations of the described type should be limited in their amplitude

and attenuating as fast as possible.

During the simplest static stabilization the influence of brief

accidental perturbing influences on rocket flight is excluded, but the

influence of constantly acting accidental factors remains, which is

impossible to anticipate beforehand. To a number of them pertain

first of all technological errors.

The rocket cannot be prepared absolutely exactly. The rocket

engine always has a certain eccentricity, and the tractive force

does not pass through the rocket's center of gravity. At the expense

of this appears a moment, turning the rocket aside. The external

outlines of the rocket also cannot be followed ideally; therefore,

aerodynamic forces also possess certain eccentricity. The stabilizers

themselves, intended for guarantee of stability of motion, always have-

errors in construction. All these factors lead to deflection of the

rocket from the given trajectory.

Furthermore, aerodymamic stabilization cannot have an effect

during flight beyond the borders of the atmosphere.

There is another possibility to ensure stability of motion of

an unguided rocket. It consists in signaling rapid rotation about

the longitudinal axis to the rocket. Such a method, as it is known,

is used widely for rtabilization of artillery missiles. Here the rocket

preserves the direction of its axis owing to gyroscopic effect.

The method of :stabilization by rotation is applied, for instance,

for small solid-propellant rockets. Such rockets, as we already

know, are called turboreactive missiles (abbreviated TAR). Large

rockets cannot be stabilized in such a way. At fast rotation it is

difficult to ensure the necessary durability of a large rocket, not

even mentioning that it is difficult to control it.



A better, but, indeed, immeasurably more complicated method than

the two described, is installation on the rocket of an automaton of

stabilization, simultaneously ensuring motion of the rocket along a

given trajectory.

Stabilization with the Help of an Automaton

At firat stabilization automata were created to guarantee a

constanir course of motion for naval torpedoes. Subsequently with

development of aviation and appearance of the necessity of automatic

piloting of aircraft, automatic pilots were created, the basic

principles of which during the second world war were transfered to

stabilization automata of rockets and winged missiles.

The general principle of work of similar automata is easiest

to comprehend by an example of a simple course automaton for an

aircraft (Fig. 9.5).

inlet

Oil

Fig. 9.5. Diagram of a simple course
automaton.

The working componcnt of the simplest course aub: ,matn Is a

cylinder with a mobile piston, with the heip ,A* which thc s' rir&

rudder )f the aircraft turns. Pressure 4;n bc+lh Ol'tcs 'J th" r t ,i,
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in the cylinder is regulated by a distributor valve, which moves by

a sensitive diaphragm. In order to pass oil into the right or left

cavity of the cylinder, it is necessary to move the-valve corre-

spondingly to the right or to the left. A shift or the regulating

valve does not require noticeable effort; therefore, a thin sensitive

diaphragm turns out to be capable of controlling turns of the steering

rudder.

Pressure in both cavities of the diaphragm box results from a

pneumatic network of the aircraft through holes, half covered by flaps,.

The flaps are made of a bracket rigidly fastened to a gyroscope and

therefore, remaining motionless during turning of the aircraft. During

flight on course both holes are covered identically, and pressure in

both cavities of the diaphragm box is equal. The steering rudder is

in neutral position.

Let us assume now that the aircraft somehow started to deviate

from a fixed course, for instance to the left. Hole A starts to be

closed, and hole B will be opened. Pressure in the right cavity of

the diaphragm box will be increased, and the rod of the valve will

be displaced to the left. This will entail entering of oil into the

forward cavity of the actuating mechanism (steering machine). The

rudder will turn counterclockwise and the aircraft will start to turn

to the right, i.e., return on course.

One would think that the described automaton completely solves

the problem of course stabilization. However, this system possesses

a fundamental deficiency.

Let us see what motion of the aircraft will occur further.

When the aircraft takes the needed direction, the flap, diaphragm

and valve will occupy a neutral position, but the piston of the
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Given
coure of " L actuating mechanism and rudder

- , "- - / wil) remain in the former position;

Fig. 9.6. Character of' motion' and consequently, the aircraft will

of an aircraft with control by continue turn to the right. Only
a simple course automaton.

when the aircraft is turned to

the right and the flap covers hole B and open hole A and the valve

moves to the other side, will the steering control turn back and

turn the aircraft to the left. Thus, oscillatory motion appears-

roving elng course. The aircraft will "zig-zag" (Fig. 9.6).

We could observe a similar picture if the driver of a motor

vehicle, turning to the right, starts to recover from the turn only

when the machine is completely turned to the right. If the driver

repeats this error further, i.eL,, every time late in setting the

wheels in neutral position, the machine would also zig-zag. To

eliminate such motion, the driver should recover from the turn of

the steering wheel still before the machine takes the needed direction.

It is necessary, obvioudly, that also the course automaton Ls

controlled by motion of the aircraft, recovering the steering contro;l

from the deflected position before the moment when the aircraft returns

on course. A feedback serves this purpose. As a feedback in the

widest sense of the word is understood the element of a control system,

connecting a subsequent link with one of those preceding in such a way

so) that signals passed into the control system, comform with result.

which this system gives,.

Fig. 9.7 shows the same course automaton, but with feedback fri
^Po/

the rudder. Here the air distributor/is no longer rigLdly cnrictcd

w ith the aircraft and can turn about its vertical axis. Thlo turni nv

_s connected with turning of the rudder.
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Fig. 9.7. Diagram of a course automaton
with feedback from the steering control.

Let us see how return of the aircraft on course will occur now.

Again we will assume that by some cause the aircraft turned from

its course to the left. Then in the above described sequence the

elements of the mechanism will work and the rudder will turn counter-

clockwise. Simultaneously, through
Given 41v - -

of airplane - . feedback the rudder will turn the

Fig. 9.8. Character of distributor of air and set it in
motion of an aircraft during neutral position. The aircraft will
control by course automaton
with feedback. turn to the right; as a result, hole

A will start to open and hole B to close; thus the rudder will turn

in the opposite direction. When the aircraft returns on course, the

steering control will stand in neutral position, while together with

it the distributor block of pressures with holes A and B. Return of

the aircraft on course will occur without roving (Fig. 9.8).

The essential peculiarity of such feedback, called rigid feedback,

is the fact that it ensures (with a certain delay) deflection of the

steering control proportional to the angle of displacement of the

aircraft -rom the course. In the absence of rigid feedback the
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steering control will deviate up to a limiting possible position in

the course of the total time of stay of the aircraft on an incorrect

coure.

As will be shown further, to ensure flight stability of ballistic

rockets during flight in a vacuum is possible only in the presence

of so-called flexible feedback, when to the control organs - steering

machines - passes not only a signal proportional to the angle of

displacement of the rocket from the direction, but also signals

proporti- nal to speeds and acceleration of this deflection. In this

case at fast growing deflections of the rocket, the stabilizing organs

react to deflections more effectively and limit these deflections in

the total time of motion. Stabilization systems of such kind are

applied on ballistic rockets and certain other pilotless-a-ircraft.

The work of the course automaton was described above. It is

clear that for a rocket control automaton should be carried out not

only for course, but also for pitch and bank.

The task of the stabilization automaton on the rocket is not

limited only to pure stabilization. Inasmuch as the stabilization

automaton ensures motion of a rocket by a definite program, it is

also the acting organ.

A rocket supplied by a stabilization automaton is called a

guided rocket. If its control from the moment of launching is not

connected with the earth, then such a control system is called

autonomous. If, however, communication with land is continurd aftcr

launching, for instance by radio channel, then this control system Ls

called nonautonomous.

The autonomous system has that evident def ic iercy that a-ft-r th

mument of takeoff further interference of motion of the rocket i-
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excluded. It is impossible,, in particular, to correct motion of the

rocket if it starts to deviate from course.

Transmission of signals by radio channel (so-called radio correc-

tion) allows introduction of correction in the tocket motion and to

a significantly higher accuracy of hit. Radio control for zenith-

rockets allows direct guidance of the zenith rocket at an enemy

aircraft and a sharp increase in the percent of hits as compared to

unguided rockets.

However, radio control has an essential deficiency that the action

of sufficiently powerful radio interference can bring to nought the

utility of ncnautonomous control.

The problem of radio control is one of the basic problems of

contemporary rocket technology. Together with development of radio

control methods of creating radio interference are being developed-

as ways of counteraction. DevelopmeiinL of the latter will entail

development of methods of creating interference resistent control

instruments. All these questions are the subject of a special area

of radio engineering.

2. The Gyroscope and Its kpplication

Properties of the Gyroscope

A massive, precisely balanced flywheel, revolving with great

angular velocity, is called a gyroscope.

The unique behavior of a gyroscope is well-known; the rapidly

revolving flywheel possesses the ability to preserve more or less stably

the direction of its axis and manifests unexpected "irresponsiveness"

when an attempt to turn this axis is made.

The gyroscope is the basic element of contemporary automatic
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pilots and a majority of stabilizing devices. Therefore, considera-

tion of the work of stabilization automata should be started from

properties of the gyroscope.

The theory of the gyroscope is a particular problem of the general

theory of motion of a body with one rest point. For such a body a

a motion equation (Euler equation) can be

formed, not usable in the common form, but

allowing us to give answers to certain

questions of motion, including the question

of motion of a symmetric rapidly rotating

disk. The latter question is the content

of the so-called gyroscope theory. We will
Fig. 9.9. Gyroscope
in a Cardan joint not dwell on this theory in detail and will
suspension.

be limited by consideration of chiefly

its qualitative aspect.

We will first of all consider that a

gyroscope is a symmetric body with one rest

point and that this point iJs its center -f

gravity. Such a mountiig can be made with
Fig. 9.10. Location the help of a Cardan suspension (Fig. 9.9).
of connected gyro-
scope axes. In these conditions the motion of the

;,yroscope may be represented as rotation with an angular velocity Q

near a certain instantaneous axis passing through the center of gravity.

We will take three mutually perpendicular axes x, y, z, rteidlj

ioned to the gyroscope (Fig. 9.10). We will direct axis 7 alccv I h,

axis of the gyroscope's main rotatiin. The two other axes -will pac-

ti' 'u,.h -the center of' gravity of the gyroscope perpendicular to axi

z. Axes x, y, z will be the principal axes of' inertia of thc ;-yrsc,, .
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The vector of instantaneous angular velocity 1 may be separated
on these axes into components W, .y, . For a rapidly rotating

gyroscope the absolute value of wz is immeasurably larger than

magnitudes wx and wy. The latter for a balanced gyroscope in

general are equal to zero and appear, as we will see subsequently,

only when external forces start to act on the gyroscope. Inasmuch

as w and w are small, ) "2.
x y

Vector components of the main angular momentum R will be Aax ,

C1z where A,. B, C are moments of inertia of the

gyroscope relative to axes x, y, z. From conditions of symmetry,

A=B.

One should note an evident fact: vector N in general does not

coincide with vector 17 in the direction. Only in virtue of the fact

that for the gyroscope w and w are very small in comparison to wz,

one may assume that vectors f and 1 in direction are very close to

one another. This significantly facilitates the problem and allows

us, watching the behavior of vector 'f, to immediately determine

(as coinciding with it) the direction of vector 37.,

The basic relationship de-termining rotational motion of a body

:s the law of change of angular momentum

di

where - vector ofmoment acting on the body,

N- vector of angular momentum.

We will introduce a system of semiconnected central axes x y

(s(.e Fig. 9.10). These axes are rigidly Joined with axis z and turn

tgether with it, not being connected with the gyroscope, i.e., not

particLpating in its main rotation with speed . For the gyroscope

shown ofn Fig. 9.9, axes x' and yl coincidc with the axes 'f the rings
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-Q of the Cardan joint suspension.

Let us now see what motion the

gyroscope axis z will make if we try

,,.. to turn the gyroscope, applying to it

I a moment with respect to an axis x

i through the suspension frame (Fig. 9.11).

Fig. 9.11. Conclusion on Before moment 3 is applied, the
the expression for angular
velocity of precession. gyroscope has an angular momentum

W=&.

According to equation (9.1), in time At the change in angular

momentum is

Aum Mat.

Vector AW coincides with the direction of vector M. Adding N
I

and &N, we get a new vector 11 for the angular momentum. Due to the

smallness of n:N, vectors I and '1 differ from each other only in

direction, not differing by modulus. Thus, we see that as a result

,f the action of moment R, vector of angular momentum N, not changLng

its magnitude, turns at an angle AN/N with respect to axis y

It was already mentioned above that for a gyroscope the vector

of angular momentum almost coincides with the instantaneous axis of

rotation; consequently, we can say that under the action of moment M

the axis of rotation of the gyroscope during the time \t turns at

the same angle AN/N = MAt/N with respect to axis y . Here the angular

velocity of rotation of the gyroscope axis is

A. (9.

The desc-ribed motion of the gyroscope with resp'ct t-' an axiy

is called precessional motion, and angular veloci[ty it) is called

pr,:css n veloc ity..-
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The rule which the behavior of the gyroscope obeys at application

of an external moment to it can be formulated in the following way; if to

a gyroscope, having three degrees of freedom, we were to apply a

moment with respect to an axis perpendicular to the principal axis

of rotation, the gyroscope will start to turn so that the vector of

main rotation S will move by the shortest way to the vector of moment

M, tending to coincide with it -(see Fig. 9.1±).

In this law, as a matter of fact, is included all the "singularity"

of gyroscopic behavior. Thc gyroscope axis turns not in the plane

of the applied moment, but in a plane perpendicular to it. Furthermore,

precessional motion in the presence of a constant moment is not

accelerated. Speed ' increases only as long as the applied moment

increases. At a const4Atly acting moment the angular velocity oi'

precession remains constant, and after ceasing of action of the moment,

precessional motion is ceased.

If the gyroscope is not given preliminarily rotation with a speed

92, at application to it of an external moment, it would act as a usual

body. From Fig. 9.11 it can be seen that in

12
this case (at 0 = ) vector Af would completely

determine the motion of a flywheel, and under

action of the moment the latter would revolve
I

with acceleration with respect to an axis x,
Fig. 9.12'. Turbo-
jet missile on i.e., in the plane of action of the moment.
trajectory.

Knowing the law of precession, it is possible

to explain and to expect many phenomena connected- with the gyroscopic

effect.

Let us trace for instance, the behavior of a turbojet missile in

flight.
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Direcotion~ of

procession I Th6 missile leaves the directrixes with

a zero or almost zero angle of incidence. In

sub-sequent motion, having a large angular

velocity, it acts like a gyroscope and tends

Fig. 9.43. Preces- to preserve constant direction of the longitudi-
sion of turbojet
missile. nal axis. Due to bending of the trajectory an

angle of incidence appears, but together with it an aerodynamic moment

in a vertical plane (Fig. 9.12).

If a missile is statically unstable (at usually occurs for an

unstabilized projectile), then the aerodynamic moment will be directed

to an increase of the incidence angle, while the moment vector will

be perpendicular to the plane of the diagram and directed at us. With

axial rotation of the missile to the right, vector S1 is directed

forward. Therefore, by the rule of precession, the missile will

start precession to the right. With further- motion the missile axis

will describe a cone with motion to the right of the center of gravity

near the trajectory (Fig. 9.13). For a statically stable mLssile,

precession will be to the left.

Application of the Gyroscope

In the practice of navigational and stabilizing instruments, the

gyroscope is used as a basis of support of the system of reference,

L.e., as an element by which the control system determines the

aircraft'ts angular orientation. Here the property of the g.yrscp- p,

in preserving a constant direction of the axis of rotation is used

f i r'st of all.

This universally recognized "property" is, however, conditional.

We already know that under action of an external moment thc yL'se pp,

accomplishes precessional motion and does nnt maintain a crji-trnft



direction of the principal axis of rotation.

On a gyroscope fixed in a Cardan joint suspension, moments of

friction forces, appearing in suspension bearings are acting. These

moments appear due to rotation of the gyroscope itself, and also as a

result of turning of the external rings of the -gyroscope about the

rotor during oscillatory motion of the aircraft.

Upon the :expiration of a more or less prolonged time-, the axis of

the free gyroscope noticeably deviates from the initial direction.

Even with well made suspension bearings impermissible deflection of

the axis occurs in just a few minutes of free work of the rotor.

Therefore, it is clear that in the functioning of a gyroscopic

instrument the position of the gyroscope axis should continuously be

corrected: correction of the gyroscope, so to speak, should be

introduced.

As the simplest and, at the same time the most ingenious method

of gyroscope correction we will consider the scheme of work of the

simple gyro horizon.

The gyro horizon instrument is intended to show the pilot during

blind flight of an aircraft the direction of the horizon. The

sensitive element of this instrument, in this case the gyroscope,

maintains constant vertical location of the rotation axis of the

rotor. In-pilotless flight apparatuses of such a gyroscope can serve as

an indicator of the vertical.

Fig. 9.14 shows a diagram of the gyro horizon device.

The instrument consists of a gyroscope with the vertical axis

fixed in a Cardan joint suspension.

The gyro rotor goes into rotation by a flow of air proceeding

through the tube of axis I and striking the ribbed surface of the

rotor. From the rotor-box air emerges through four holes, 2 half



c-overed by pendulum flaps 3, 4, 5 and 6.

2

'Fig. 9.14. Diagram gyro horizon device, I
tube, bringing in air; 2 - outlet for air;
3, 4, 5, 6- flaps; 7 - rotor.

Let us see how correction is carried out. Let us assume that.

under action of friction forces in the bearings of the suspensivn

I +;
axis y , the gyroscope axis turns with respect to axis x at an

angle Ae (see- Fig. 9.14). With such a turn, flap 3 will be opened,

and flap 5 will be closed. The outgoing stream of air creates a

reactive moment M with respect to axis y . Here, by rule of precession

the gyroscope begins to turn in such a manner so that vector 2

approaches vector M by the shortest way, and the vertical position of

the gyroscope axis is restored. An analogous picture will take place

if the gyroscope turns with respect to axis y

Besides the one described, there exist other schemes of ccrrection.

Fig. 9.15 shows the fundamental diagram of a gyromagnetic compass,

in which the gyroscope axis is oriented by a magnetic needle.
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5

Fig. 9.15. Fundamental diagram of a
gyromagnetic compass. I - rotor
housing; 2 - rotor; 3 - turning
magnetic needle; 4 - eccentric; 5 -
nozzle; 6 - acceleration nozzle; 7 -
receiving nozzle; 8 - diaphragm; 9 -
diaphragm rod; 10 --flap; 11 - reactive
nozzle; 12 - channel; 13, 14 - hermetic
chambers; 15 - air chamberi

The turning magnetic needle 3 is on the general vertical axis

with eccentric 4. This eccentric breaks the gas stream passing through

the receiving nozzle T. In connection with the fact that the magnetic

needle of the compass has a small magnetic moment and is very sensi-

tive to lateral loads, in the compass structure subsequent strengthening

of the signal is applied. If the body, and consequently also the gyro-

scope axis deviated from the direction of magnetic needle, the

eccentric will -over one of nozzles 7 and will open the other. Then

on the diaphragm 8 a difference of pressures will appear, and by means

of the rod 9, the flap 1O will be moved, which in turn will cover one
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of the reactive nozzles ii and will open the other. As a result a

moment appears in the vertical plane, under the action of which the

gyroscope will start precessional movement in the horizontal plane

and will restore its orientation with respect to the magnetic needle.

In examining similar diagrams a natural question appears: is

the gyroscope so necessary if it is necessary to correct it anyway

with the help of a common pendulum or common magnetic needle? Is it

not simpler to use a pendulum directly as an indicator of the vertical,

and the magnetic needle as an indicator of course?

However, the fact is that the pendulum and needle of the compass

possess very small mass, small inertia, and are strongly subject to

different accidental influences. If, for instance, the pilot were

to start to make a turn, the pendulum here becomes oriented in the

direction of total acceleration, and an instrument deprived of a

gyroscope will not show the true horizon. The gyroscope has great

inertia, and a prolonged systematic influence is necessary, for

instance prolonged turn, so that the gyro horizon, supplied- by the

gyroscope, gives noticeable error. Thus, the larger the angular

momentum of the gyroscope C., the more inertial the gyroscope, and

the more effective is its action.

Thus, the gyroscope finds application in instruments owing to

its high inertia, low frequency of natural oscillations, and little

susceptibility to influence of accidental perturbing forces. In

distinction from the magnetic needle and pendulum, the gyroscope may

be used in instruments such as the power element, inducing motion in

certain mechanisms.

Till now a freely suspended gyroscope with three d.grees of freed r

was represented as the basic element of the system of refernce )f
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angles or, in other words, as an instrument for measurement of

angular deflections of the aircraft. Inasmuch as the gyroscope

maintains a constant direction, but theaircraft receives angular

displacements under the action of external forces, angular error

appears, the measurement of which gives the basic signal impelling

the stabilization automaton into action (see, for instance, the above

described diagram of a simple course-automaton).

For better regulation, signals connected not only with the angular

deflections but also with angular velocities are introduced into the

stabilization automaton. As an instrument for measurement of angular

velocity in turning of the aircraft a gyroscope can again be used,

but not freely suspended and with two degrees of freedom. A diagram

of installation of such a gyroscope is
Damper

shown on Fig. 9.16.

Sprirg Let us suppose that an aircraft turns

in the plane x - z. But to rotation with

angular velocity w = ' with respect to

axis y corresponds-, as we know, the moment

M with respect to axis x:
Fig. 9.16. Two-stage
gyroscope. 0

If the frame of the gyroscope is connected by springs, then

h - r~z.

where K - rigidity of springs;

z - displacement of the point of their bracing;

r - arm.

Excluding moment M, we get

Kr~



Thus, displacement of the bracing point of the springs and in general

any point of the frame turns out to be proportional to the angular

velocity of turning of the aircraft.

For fixing of appearing displacements either electrical transducers

of resistance (see Fig. 9.16), or pneumatic gauges with jet tubes are

applied, as this was shown in the diagram of a gyrocompass. Independ-

ently of applied transducers,, during deflection of an aircraft from

a given direction a summational signal u is given to the stabilizatioy.

autoinat-n, constituting a sum of two signals - from a three-stage

gyroscope, proportional to angle *, and from a two-stage, proportional

to angular velocity i:

nB'At+B+. (9.3)

The relationship between coefficients A and B is determined by

the structure of the stabilization apparatus and is a parameter of its

adjustment.

3. Gyro Instruments and Acting Organs of a
Stabilization Automaton of a Long

Range Rocket

Location and Purpose of Steering Rudders is of

a Long-Range Rocket

The structure and work of a stabilization automaton of a long-

range rocket will be considered in an example of autonomous control of

a V-2 ballistic rocket.

A rocket is 3upplied with four pairs of rudders. The location

of the rudders is shown on Fig. 9.17. Rudders I, II, III, IV are

I I I f
gas current rudders; I , II , III , IV are air rudders.

Conventional numeration of rudders is conducted clockwise if onc

were to look at the rocket tail. Figure I designates the 1, wtr ruddor,

lyin- in the plane of the program trajectory. Since in undistilrbcd
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flight the rocket does not revolve around its longitudinal axis, this

orientation of the rudders is kept for the whole powered flight section.

: t

Fig. 9.17. Diagram of location of gas
current and air controls for a V-2 ballistic
long-range rocket.

Rudders II and IV ensure stability of rocket flight by pitch.

Turning rudders II and IV synchronously by a definite law, we have

the possibility to assign the rocket any program.

The task of rudders I and III consists in holding the rocket

on a given course, i.e., not to allow it to deviate from the plane of
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firing. This is attained by a synchronous turn of rudders I and III

in one direction.

Stabilization of the rockets bank is carried out by the same

rudders I and III. If the rocket gets a small bank, rudders I and III

will turn in opposite directions and will thereby create a restoring

moment about the longitudinal axis.

The dimensions of gas current rudders are determined- by those

control forces which are necessary to obtain from them under conditions

of stable flight of the rocket in the powered-flight trajectory.

Increase of dimensions of gas current rudders leads to noticeable

increase of weight and increased losses of the engine's tractive force.

A decrease is connected with a danger of loss of controllability.

Introduction of air rudders allows a decrease in the dimensions of gas

current rudders and thereby results in reduction of rocket weight. At

the same time air rudders are able to work only at sufficiently great

flight speed and in comparatively dense layers of atmosphere, i.e.,

at a sufficiently high speed pressure. Therefore, they have only

auxiliary functions.

A consideration of work of the stabilization automaton of a

ballistic long-range rocket will be started from a description of

the arrangement and action of gyro instruments.

Gyro Horizon

The first gyroscopic instrument, called "Horizon," is intended for

stabilization of the rocket's pitch angle. The same instrument assigns

the r'cket a program of pitch angle change. Consequently, signals

from this gyroscope have to influence rudders II and IV.

The structure of "Horizon" is shown on Fig. 9.1.
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Fig. 9.18. Structure of gyro horizon. -

gyro rotor; 2 - winding of stator; 3 - pendulum;
- electromagnet; 5 - frame of gyroscope; 6 -

contact device; 7 - electromagnet; 8 - potentio-
meter; 9 - pulley of potentiometer; 10 - belt
of program mechanism; II - eccentric of program
mechanism; 12 - bracket of step motor; 13 -

ratchet wheel; 14 - stopper.

A gyroscope is placed in a Cardan joint suspension so that the

axis of rotation of the rotor is horizontal and lies in the plane of

the programmed trajectory.

Rotor I is at the same time an anchor of the asynchronous engine,

the winding of the stator of which if fed by alternating current with

a frequency of 500 cycles per second. The rotor is put into rotation

for several minutes before start of rocket and takes the needed

orientation in space automatically with the help of a pendular correct-

ing device.
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If axis x (see Fig. 9.18) will deviate from the vertical, the

pendulwu 3 will make-contact and a signal of the needed direction

will be given to the electromagnet 4. The electromagnet will Create
I

a moment about the vertical axis x which, as we already know, will

evoke precession of the gyroscope about the horizontal axis z . This

precession will continue as long as the moment with respect to axis

x does not become zero, i.e., until the contact of the pendulum 5 is

not opened.

At deflection of axis x in the other direction, the pendulum 3

will make contact on the other side. Here the electromagnet will

create a moment of opposite sign.

Orientation of the rotor with respect to the frame 5 is carried

out with the help of an analogous device. If the rotor turns with

respect to axis x , then one of the contacts 6 will be made and a

signal will be given to the electromagnet 7. Because of the action

of this electromagnet precession appears near axis x , and the needed

orientation will be attained.

The correction system of a gyroscope works before the moment of

start. After launching, the correction system is disconnected, and

the gyroscope becomes free. During the time of controlled flight the

axis of the uncorrected gyroscope does not succeed to depart noticeably

from its given direction.

If the longitudinal rocket axis in flight will deviate in the

plane of firing from a given direction, potentiometer 8 connected

with pulley 9 and, consequently, with the rocket body, will turn

together with rocket relative to the constantly oriented gyroscope

and, thus, an electrical signal will be obtained, which, passing

thr.ugh a system of amplifier-converters will be transmittcfd t': the

acting organs -the rudders. The steering rudders II and P1 will turr.



and the needed position of the rocket axis will be restored.

If during flight the potentiometer were turned at a certain angle

AT about the rocket body, then, obviously, the rudders will act just

as if the rocket itself deviated by this angle and will turn the rocket

at an angle NP. Thus, turning potentiometer 8 by a given law, we will

evoke turning of the rocket by the same law in the plane of the

trajectory, i.e., we will assign the rocket a programmed change of

pitch angle. Turning of the potentiometer is produced by the so-called

program mechanism (see Fig. 9.18).

Potentiometer 8 and pulley 9 are a rigid unit. Onto the pulley

9 is put a thin metallic belt 10, connected on the other side with

the eccentric I, profiled depending upon the assigned program.

Eccentric 1i is put into motion through screw transmission by the step

motor 12. The latter is an electromagnet with an anchor. When a

pulse moves to the electromagnet, the anchor is attracted to the magnet

and by its edge shifts the ratchet wheel 13 by one tooth. Thus,

the speed of rotation of the wheel 13 depends on the frequency of

pulses passed onto the electromagnet. In flight this speed is

maintained constant. Component 14, shown on Fig. 9.18, is the stopper

of the ratchet wheel, not allowing its turning in the opposite

direction.

Gyroverticant

The second gyroscopic instrument of the s-tabilizationautomaton

is the "Verticant." This instrument is put on a rocket to guarantee

stabilization on the course and bank and controls rudders I and III.

The structure of this instrument is shown on Fig. 9.19.

The rotor axis is located perpendicular to the plane of the

programmed trajectory; therefore, the gyroscope is insensitive to
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change of pitch angle of the rocket, but reacts to bank turns and

course deflections.

,To ditterentiatl
circuit

To difterontiating

to

Fig. 9.19. Structure of gyroverticant.
I - rotor of gyroscope; 2 - winding of
stator; 3 - pendulum; 4 - electromagnet;
5 - potentiometer; 6 - electromagnet;
7 - potentiometer.

As for the "Horizon" for rotation of rotor i alternating vultage

is used in the winding 2.

Correction of the "Verticant" instrument is carried out just as

in the "Horizon," and thus continues only to the moment of takeuff o'

the rocket.

At deflection of axis x from the vertical, the pendulw 3 makes

one ,f the contacts, as a result of which a signal passes to
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electromagnet 4, and axis x returns to the vertical position. If

the gyroscope turns with respect to axis x, from potentiometer 5 a

signal will be given to the electromagnet 6, and the normal position

of the gyroscope also will be attained.

After takeoff, potentiometer 5 no longer governs the correcting
I

electromagnet 6 but rudders I and III. Since axis x coincides

with the longitudinal axis of the rocket, then, obviously, potentiometer

5 in flight will react to banking of the rocket and will transmit

signals on the error to rudders I and III.

From potentiometer 7 a signal on correction of the course will

be removed. This signal should influence rudders I and III in such a

manner so that they turn synchronously.

Steering Machines

Steering machines are the acting organs, turning the rudders to

the needed direction and in the needed amount depending upon the

signal obtained.

Fig. 9.20 shows a diagram, and Fig. 9.21 - the structure of an

electro-hydraulic steering control.

A signal taken from the potentiometer of the gyroscope, converted-

and intensified in intermediate devices of the stabilization automaton

is transmitted to the polarized relay I of the steering machine.

The polarized relay, depending upon the sign of signal turns to one

side or the other of the balance beam 2 and the valve distributor 3

connected with it, suspended by a laminar spring 4 replacing a

mechanical hinge.

With turning of the distributor, one of the plungers (5 or 6)

covers the bypass of oil supplied by a gear pump 7. As a -result,

pressure in one cavity of the working cylinder increases, and piston 8
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moves in the corresponding direction. The force through the connecting

rod 9 and crank 10 will be transmitted to the shrift ii of the rudder.

Rudder 12 fastened to the shaft will turn in the needed direction. The

gear pump is put into rotation by the motor 13 through the shaft 14.

The described steering machine works only on one rudder.

Four such machines should be established on the rocket.

Air rudders can be put into motion or by their steering machines,

or by machines of the corresponding gas current steering rudders. In

the second case gas current and air rudders turn synchronously, but

at different angles, which is caused by the transmission ratio of

their connecting mechanism.

4. Intermediate Devices of the Stabilization-Automaton
of a Long-Range Rocket-

General Circuit of Intermediate Devices

Intermediate devices of the stabilization automaton are used for

conversion and strengthening of signals sent from potentiometers of

the gyro instruments, and transmission of them to the steering machines.

A fundamental circuit of intermediate devices of a stabilization

automaton is represented on Fig. 9.22.

Stabilization of pitch angle with the help of "Horizon" is carried

out independently of stabilization of yaw and bank. Thus, signals

passed by "Horizon" and "Verticant" have independent systems of

conversion and independent supply to steering rudders.

A signal in the form of voltage sent from the potentiometer of

"Horizon," proceeds first of all to a differentiatint circuit, where

it will be converted to

u C 0A + C I & + C2A (9.4)-
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Radio signal

e ential converter_

Fig. 9.22. Fundamental circuit of intermediate devices of a
stabilization automaton.
[Tr = Tr = transformer].

The task of the differentiating circuit is, thus, to add to the

voltage, proportional to the angle of displacement of the rocket,

components proportional to angular velocities and angular acceleratton

of the rocket. Such conversion as will be shown lower, is necessary

to guarantee stability of control.

The potentiometer is fed from a source of direct current, since

to make a differentiating circuit which would work on alternating

current is very difficult.

The signal from the differentiating circuit goes to the convertcr,

where it will be converted to a signal of alternating currLat with

a frequency of 500 cycles per second, modulated by amplitude. Such

conversion is produced in order to simplify the ,ubsequent str5rthcn 're

' ' ' " ' ' I i | P I



since strengthening of a direct current signal presents great diffi-

culties.

The converted signal through the transformer passes to amplifiers

controlling steering machines of rudders II and IV.

Since rudders II and IV are not mechanically connected between

themselves, a synchronizing device is introduced into the circuit of

stabilization of pitch ensuring synchronousness of work of rudders

II and IV and excluding, thus, the appearance of undesirable pertur-

bations of bank. When steering rudders II and IV, and together with

them the potentiometers of the synchronizer, turn at the same angle,

no signal passes to the primary winding of the transformer Tri.

With turning of the steering rudders at different angles, a signal

will be given to the primary windings of transformer Tri , proportional

to the difference of angles of turning of the rudders. This signal

will proceed then to the amplifiers and through them to a relay of

steering machines; as a result coordination of the 'rudders will be

restored.

The control system of rudders I and III is analogous to the

control system of rudders II and IV. Signals proceeding from two

potentiometers differentiate

separately, are converted

lnDjf fi * and move through- the trans-

formers to amplifiers of the

0steering machines of rudders

I and III. The signal,

'Fig. 9.23. Circuit of control systbm proceeding from the potentio-
for rocket with feedback.

meter of "Bank" forces the

rudders to turn in opposite directions, but a signal from the

pote'ntiometer of "Course" is transmitted in such a manner so that
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the rudders turn in one direction simultaneously.

The circuit of Fig. 9.22 for transformer Tr 3 shows one more free

winding. Through it may be given a signal of the radio control. This

signal, obviously, as also the signal from the potentiometer of

"Course," will correct rocket flight by course.

For a better control system, in the circuit of the stabilization

automaton also feedback from the rudders to the amplifier block can

be anticipated (Fig. 9.23).

Let, us consider the separate elements of the intermediate devices.

Differentiating Circuit

Voltage u, sent by the potentiometer of the gyroscope, is

proportional to the angle of rocket rotation A. Since AT is a function

of time, then u is also function of time.

Differentiation of the signal u may be carried out with the help

of a simple "RC-circuit," i.e., by a series hook-up of capacitors

and ohmic resistors (Fig. 9.24a).

R u

.) . b) •

Fig. 9.24. Differentiating circuits, a)
simple "RC-circuit;" b) more complex differen-
tiating circuit.
[Bx = in = inlet; B =x out = outlet].

The differentiable signal moves to the inlet terminals, and itc

derivative is passed out from the outlet terminals. here, .obviously,

as- oC apa

where u c is the voltage drop on 1.he capacitor.
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The current which passes through the capacitor is

ic .C _.
A

If a load is not connected to the terminals, i.e., if the circuit

works on the amplifier, then

Excluding from the three obtained equations uc and ic, we get

Jr. + RCdOs - AC dAf.di

If magnitude RC is sufficiently small, then the second component

of the left member of this expression as compared to the first can

be disregarded, and then we will have almost pure differentiation,

sonssRC ~ R69.3 0

i.e., at the outlet a voltage will be obtained almost proportional

to the derivative of the entrance signal.

It is important to note that inasmuch as RC is small, the

converted signal, as follows from the last expression is sharply

weakened by the differentiating circuit. Therefore, subsequently it

is necessary to introduce amplifying devices.

If we want to obtain an outlet signal depending not only on

derivative uin = duin/dt but also on the function uin itself, then

ii the simple differentiating circuit one should include resistance

R in parallel to capacitor C (see Fig. 9.24b). The output signal

here will have the form

where mi and m2 are constants depending on parameters R, Ri and C.

Thus, output voltage in the circuit turns out to be proportional

to voltage uin and its first derivative, and the cell shown on Fig.

9.24b carries out single differential conversion of the signal. For

double differentiation of the signal the circuit shown on Fig. 9.25
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is applied. The voltage passed from the outlet of this circuit is

where n0, n, and n2 depend on circuit parameters.

This signal, converted and intensified, in final results reaches

the polarized relay of the steering machines controlling turning of

of the steering rudders. As

result, a change of angles of

turning of the rudders will

depend not only on the angles

of' error on the gyro system

potentiometers but also on their

derivatives by time. For
Fig. 9,25. Diagram of a differen-
tiating circuit of a stabilization instance,
automaton.

£Raxb.A,+bj&,+bA. (9.5)

The relationship between coefficients b0, b, and b2 depends on

the relationship between coefficients no, ni and n2. Consequently,

the relationships between coefficients bo, bI and b2 necessary for

control stability, are made by means of proper selection of resistors

and capacitors of the differentiating circuit.

Signal Converter (Modulator)

With passage through the differentiating circuit the sLgnal is

sharply weakened, and it is necessary to strengthen it. Since

strengthening of a direct current signal presents very great difficul-

ties, then in the considered system of the stabilization automaton

the signal is converted into alternating current, modulated by ampli-

tude. For that the circuit shown on Fig. 9.26 is applied.

-A In C,



Voltage from the differentiat-

ing circuit passes to the median

rpoints of the windings of two

From transformers: the first Tr.,
differ- - To amplifier
ential inlet, fed by alternating voltage

of 500 cycles per se-cond, and the

second Tr2, output, from which the

• converted signal is passed.

The basic element of the

Fig. 9.26. Converter circuit, circuit is a bridge of four

selenium rectifiers.

Selenium rectifier are a set of iron or aluminum disks covered

on one side by a layer of selenium. On the selenium in turn is

applied a layer of some fusible metal. The

film on the boundary between selenium and the

fusible metal has the property of being able

___ _ to easily pass current in one direction and

almost eliminate it in the other. The graph

Fig. 9.4. on Fig. 9.4 shows the magnitude of current
teristics of a
selenium rectifier, intensity passing through a selenium rectifier,

depending upon the applied voltage.

The bridge of selenium rectifiers ABCD (see Fig. 9.26) becomes

strictly symmetric. In the absence of an entrance signal on terminals

E and F it is balanced. In spite of the fact that onto the circuit

of bridge ABC (diagonal AC) a voltage passes from transformer TrI in

the second bridge circuit BAD (diagonal BD), united with the primary

winding of output transformer Tr2, the voltage is equal to zero.

During passage of a signal the symmetry of the bridge in virtue
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of the nonlinear characteristic of the

+ selenium rectifiers will be disturbed, andR TL a voltage will appear on diagonal BD

proportional to the strength of the entrance

Fig. 9.28. Change
of output signal in signal. At the ends of the secondary

one period of alter- winding of transformer Tr in the same
nating current 2
depending upon polarity
of signal. way a voltage appears. This will be an

alternating voltage, the amplitude of

which is proportional to the magnitude of the entrance signal of

direct current. If the direction of the current of the entrance

signal is changed, then the phase of the

output alternating voltage is changed by

180' (Fig. 9.28).

In result, in the secondary winding of
I

Fig. 9.29. Converted output transformer we obtain an alternating

signal. voltage with a frequency of 500 cycles per

second and with an mmplitude changing according to the law of the

signal proceeding from the differentiating circuit (Fig. 9.29).

The phase of the output alternating voltage depends on polarity of

the entrance signal.

Amplifier and Demodulator

A circuit of an amplifier and demodulator is shown in Fig. 9.30.

The basic element of the amplifier is an electron tube (pentd ),

widely applied in the most varied electronic devices and circuits.

The tube is fed from a source with a voltage of 200-250 volts.

A voltage passes onto the control grid of the tube from th.

secondary winding of the converter output transformer. This volta,_.

is strengthened by the tube and moves to winding A of a thrcf-fd



transformer (the windings for this transformer are superimposed on

three limbs of the core).

From

o onve e rt B 

Fig. 9.30. Amplifier circuit.

The intensified voltage is a voltage of alternating current with

a frequency of 500 cycles per second, the amplitude of which is

proportional to the signal at the outlet of the differentiating

circuit, and its phase depends on polarity of the signal.

Since in final result the signal should act by polarized direct

current, it is necessary to turn the intensified signal again into

a signal of direct current. This inverse, second, conversion of the

signal (or demodulation) is done by a three-rod transformer and

selenium rectifiers, connected together as shown on Fig. 9.30.

To the three-rod transformer, besides an intensified signal

voltage (winding A), is brought an alternating voltage with a

frequency of 500 cycles per second from the feeding source (windings

B and C). The latter is called "support," since by superimposition

with it the phase of the intensified signal is established, i.e., the

sign of the initial signal passed from the potentiometer of the gyro

instrument.

If the control signal on winding A is absent, then the voltages

on windings E and D are equal to each other.
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Voltages passed from windings E and D are straightened by selenium

rectifiers and are brought into two windings of a polarized relay.

Rectifiers and winding of the polarized relay are included here so

that magnetic fluxes created by currents in both windings act against

each other. At a zero signal both currents iI and i2 (see Fig. 9.30)

are equal by magnitude, and the total effect is equal to zero.

Consequently, the anchor of the relay remains at rest.

The three-rod transformer works in such a way that depending

upon whether the currents in windings B, C and A, coincide or are

opposite in phase voltage in winding E is correspondingly increased

or decreases (moreoever, in winding D the voltage correspondingly is

decreased or increased).

If a signal is given, then depending upon its sign one of the

currents (i. or i2 ) is increased, and the other decreases. Here

the polarized relay works in one or the other direction. In result,,

turning of the rudder occurs., depending on the angle, angular veloci.D;:

and acceleration of turning of the rocket.

5. Certain Questions on Maintenance of Stability
of Rocket Flight

Analysis of Stability of Motion in

Simple Form

In the example of a simple course automaton (see p.414 ) we

already saw that with deflection of the flying apparatus off cuursr,

simple deflection of the rudder in the needed direction is still

insufficient to reach stabilization. If deflection of the rudder

occurs in the needed direction, but not in the needed amount -)r with

a delay, we always risk unstable conditions of r.ocket control -

control with rocking or with total derivation of 1.t from th r'iiven

course, COUT.. ( 0
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We will clarify what conditions should satisfy the stabilization

system to guarantee stability of motion. With this goal we will turn

to the motion equation of a rocket (7.3) and (7.4)

I(P- X,).+ Y + r,.1 - cog,;

Jj+M6+ Y,pe+A.mO

[ynp = con = control, m = hin = hinged]

and will find the character of motion of a rocket after it experiences

a certain perturbation, as in the form of an instantaneous angular

turn.

We will simplify the problem, rejecting hinged moment Mhin in

the equation as a magnitude small in comparison with Yconc. We will

furthermore, consider that the remaining parameters of motion of the

rocket after a perturbation at an angle qp remain constant. Thus, for

instance, the rocket speed v and the aerodynamic coefficients will

be constant, preserving that magnitude which they had before the

perturbation.

In first approximation for appraisal of stability such an

assumption is fully permissible, inasmuch as we are interested not in

the motion of the rocket itself, but only in deflection of the

rocket from undisturbed motion.

With a perturbation transmitted to the rocket, variables entering

into the written equations will be changed, and we get:

il-- I(P- Xy.) As+AY+ AYqJ + OsinA$;

,'v+ ame + cYi.ipo
AV- AO+ A5.

Change of lift AY is connected with a change in the angle of
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incidence Aa linearly:

AY-'mgd!!s16.92

Change of control force AYcon is connected with a change of the

angle of rotation of the rudder A6, also linearly:

AYr,-D, &a,

where D is the porportionality factor.

Moment Ma is composed, as we know-, from static and damping

moments. The first of them is proportional to the angle of incidence.

and the second - to the angular velocity of rotation of the rocket.

Thus,

AN.- DA, +Daiy (9.6)

where D2 and D3 are propoi "Dnality factors.

Now we exclude AY, AYcon and LMa from the obtained equations.

Phen we get

- i+Cj AZ+C6+ CAa=o; 1
i?+m1 +m, S+m,A&=O; ()

where

P -Ae.+ e]

C,=- sinI;.
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The desired unknowns in equations (9.7) are change of angles AR,

A, and Aa. Coefficients c, C2 , c3, mi, m2 and m3 are changed in

time, but essentially slower than magnitudes AT, AO and Aa.

Thus, with the help of the derived equations rapidly variable

angulardiaplacements in the stabilization process are separated from

those slow variations of parameters, which are considered in ballistic

calculations. This separation was discussed at the start of Chapter

VIII.

Coefficients Ci, C2 , C3, mi, m2 and-m can be considered as

constants calculated for a certain moment of time on-the trajectory.

If from equations (9.7) angles Aa and Ae are excluded we get

AT+(C- C,+ m,) +_[(C, - C2) m, + mSI A-

-4cA + m3 e+ll 1 -C) m3- C iJ 0PmO. (9.9)

Now the whole question consists in how the angle of rotation of

the rudders Lb and of perturbation of the rocket AT are connected.

If they are connected so that solution of equation '(9.9) will give

an attenuating, and better still a rapidly attenuating process of

change of A, control of the rocket will be stable. If, however, with

solution of equation (9.9) we reveal that variable AT in time does not

attenuate, then this will .signify that the stabilization automaton

does not ensure stability of motion.

Let us suppose that the angle of rotation of the rudder A6 is

connected from angle AT, as shown earlier in relationship (9.5)

Al- b AT + b, + bh4.

Coefficients bO, bi and b2 are constants and meanwhile indefinite,

but namely they characterize the property of the system of control.

The right side of this equation is called the law of adjustment.

Introducing constructive changes into the control system or changing



parameters of its adjustment, we can change magnitudes b0 , bi and b 2

and bring about a situation in which the stabilization system ensures

stable motion of the, rocket.

If one were to exclude angle A6 from equation (9.9), then we get

d.&+ d d,?+d AT -o, (9.10)

where

4_- I+ bm;
dl ,- (- q,) m, + b^ + h~m +(C l, - C) m- c1,; (.dam(Ca-C)+m+bGm,+b(CCm-CsI;(91

da, -Cm, + be (C- C.) 3 -C3,,.

Thus, the law of perturbed motion of the rocket will be determlticd

by solution of linear differential equation (9.10).

The solution of equation (9.10), as usual, is sought for in the

form

PlacinZ this expression into equation (9.10), we get the

characteristic equation

d4+dk'd +d,=O. ( 9.12 )

Equation (9.12) has three roots: k1 , K2 and k3; therefore, the

solution of equation (9.10) has the form

iA,-,iea+Ae, +A.,. (9.13)

Let us now -see under what conditions motion will be attenuatirn;.

The roots of equation (9.12) can be both real and complex.

With real roots k, function ekt will be increasing at positivc

values k and attenutating at negative k.

If, however, root k is complex,

k=P+ ",



where p. and v are real numbers, then according to the Euler identity

eM.e(*+,wI)I e, ' (cos Vt+ i sin Vt.

Any algebraic equation with real coefficients gives only an even

number of complex roots, where these roots, as it is known, turn out

to be paired.

Let us suppose, for instance, that roots k and k2 will be paired:

k1, e + V4

Then for the first two factors in the right member of (9.13) we find

AleY'm + Ase'-- Ase I (cos t- + i sin vt) + A2e I (cos vt - I sin vt),

or

AleV.+Aea-I=(A, I+A e cos vt + !(A, - A2) e* sln t.

Designating

A,+A,--B,; i(A,-A)-B,

we get

Aef'+Ae*im Ble, 'cos-vt +BPe,' sin 4. (9.14)

The obtained function (9.14) will be attenuating if p. is negative.

The case p. = 0 signifies oscillatory undamped motion; case p. > 0

signifies oscillation with build-up of amplitude.

Thus, the condition of stability of control can be formulated

in the following form: for stable control it is necessary that the

real parts of all roots of equation (9.12) are negative. This

condition can be sustained by selecting the proper coefficients do,

d , d2 and- 3 in equations (9.12)-, depending on paramete-rs of the

control system.

The question of whether the system of stabilization is stable or

unstable, can be answered without solving equation (9.12). Methods

of higher algebra allow us to establish those relationships between



coefficients do, di, d2 and d3 at which real parts of all the roots

of the algebraic equation will be negative. For an equation of the

n-th degree

dok"+dk-'+. . +d,_k+d,,-O (9.15)

we will apply, in particular, the criterion of stability of Gurvitz.

A necessary and sufficient condition of stability of system (9.15)

is the requirement that all principal minors of table

d,4ds d,. . . 0 0 0

do dod 4 do. . . 0 0 0
0 d, d d... 0 0 0
0 dd, d 4 . . . 0 0 0 (9.16)
.........................

0 0 0 0 . . .dg-2 da 000 oo...d,_, d, o
-0 0 0 0 ... d, d,_, 0

0 000 ... d._d4 dn._ d,

are greater than zero, i.e.,

d, > 0.

Id, d,

d, d3 d&
i d2 d4 >0
0 d

etc.

The table itself is constructed according to the following law.

In first line coefficients with odd indices are written, and

then on the right zeroes are added in such a manner so that the

number of factors in the line would be equal to n. In the second

line starting from the zero factor, factors with even indices are

written. The third and fourth line repeat the first and second,

but shift by one member to the right, and so forth.
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In the considered case of an equation of a cube (n = 3) the table

takes the form I dsd30
d o .

o0d da

As a result, we get the condition:

ddadd,1>0.

d dOd, d

The last condition leads to the second, if d 3 > 0, and then the

requirement of stability will take the following form:

d,>O; did-dOd>0"d>O. (9.7)

A similar check of the conditions of stability should be conducted

for a number of consecutive points of the trajectory, inasmuch as

coefficients of the equations change on trajectory.

It is not difficult to be convinced in the fact that motion

of guided rockets can appear both stable and unstable.

Let us assume that, for instance, a signal, proportional to the

deflection of the rocket and not depending on speed and acceleration

of turning of the rocket passes to the steering machine. Then, as

this follcws from expressio-a (9.5), bI = b2 = 0.

If one were to assume, furthermore, that the rocket left the

limit of the atmosphere and the role of aerodynamic forces is insignifi-

cant, then in expression (9.6)

DSoD-0.

Then from expressions (9.8) and (9.11) we get:

do- 1; dl- -d bi

d3=bOM(C,- C2).
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The obtained expressions jointly with expression (9.17) require

that C1 > C2 . This condition, as can be seen from expressions (9.8)

may be easily consistent. However, magnitude dld 2 - d0d3 appears

equal to zero, although condftitions (9.17) in stable motion should

be greater than zero.. This means that the system is at the limit of

stability, and the rocket will experience undamped oscillations.

The cause of this was an incorrect law of adjustment, occurring in the

fact that a signal moves to the rudders proportipnal only to angle LT.

In order to get stable motion, it is sufficient to send signals

to the steering machines, proportional not only to Aq, but also to

ip, and for improvement of the control system - proportional also to

L. Then in expression (9.5) bi and b2 will not be equal to zero.

With proper selection of these coefficients it is easy to ensure

stability of the system of stabilization.

The stabilization system of a V-2,ballistic long-range rocket

is based namely on this principle.

For appraisal of stability of the stabilization process there

exist many different theoretical methods more perfect and exact than

the above-stated simple method. All these methods, however, do not

satisfy the demands of practice, inasmuch as the dependence of

ddfferent entrance and output magnitudes in many elements of the

stabilization automaton are much more complex than those used in

theoretical investigation. Certain Plements of the stabilization

automaton have essential nonlinearity, and equations characterizing

the work of these elements do not yield to sufficiently exact and

simple analysis. Therefore, in practice of creation and adjustment

of control systems of rockets we resort usually to the method of

modeling.
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Principles of Modeling of the Work of a

Stabilization Automaton

Modeling is understood as the reproduction of behavior of a

certain complicated system with the help of another, simpler and more

accessible to observation. This simpler system is called an analog

computer.

The stabilization automaton is designed usually on the basis of

experiment and certain preliminary theoretical considerations connected

with the design features of the rocket.

Created and checked by separate blocks, the stabilization automaton

cannot be used in the controls of an aircraft, at least because it

still needs necessary general adjustment in accordance with structural

and ballisti. characteristics of the rocket itself. In distinction

from aircraft automatic pilot systems, the adjustment of a stabiliza-

tion automaton of a pilotless aircraft cannot be modified during

flight.

In virtue of the shown circumstances, the control system is

preliminarily investigated by analog computers.

Practice shows that linearized equations (9.7) sufficiently

accurately reflect the peculiarity of rocket behavior in the process

of stabilization. They can be generalized by introduction of a

perturbing transverse force Npert and perturbing moment Mpert and

will take the following form:

ily + a?+ + AM + AP (9.18)

[BO3M = pert = perturbing]

Magnitudes N and Me are limited in size and reflectpert -pert

the influence of possible perturbing factors. They can be given in
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the form of certain functions for any moment of flight time.

The law of adjustment (9.5)

in distinction from equations (9.18) cannot be used to obtain suffi

ciently correct judgement of the stability of the stabilization system.

As experiment shows, the dependence of change in the angle of dis-

placement of the rudder A on the angle of displacement of the rocket

axis Ap has more complicated differential relationships containing

nonlinearity. Therefore, in general, the control equation has the

form

F(Ag, AS. .... , A , A )--. (9.19)

Thus, for calculation of stabilization of pitch angle three

equations (9.18) and equation (9.i9) have to be solved jointly.

Solution of equations (9.18) is derived on a modelling installation.

For reproduction of dependence (9.19) in nature the stabilization

automaton itself is used.

Electronic modelling installations, in which the analogs of

reproduced magnitudes (angles A, Ae, and Ac) are voltages in different

elements of electrical circuits, are the most convenient in manipulation.

For solution of equations similar to equations (9.18), it is

necessary that the electronic device is able to carry out the follow ing

simple operations:

I) multiplication of voltage by a certain constant or by a

slowly variable-magnitude (with change of sign or without change);

2) integration of tension function;

3) differentiation of tension function.

From the elements producing the shown opeartions, circuits

repr.oducing tho solution of given equations can Ue built.
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For execution of the first

of the three operations a cell

built by the circuit shown on

Ampl Pau Fig. 9.31 is used.

7.777i/77777777 The basic element in this

Fig. 9.31. Circuit of multiplica-
tion. circuit is a multistage vacuum-

tube amplifier or direct current with a large amplification factor

(K = 105_O6)

Sio± Ka' ,.

Current intensity

Nt - au

°R2

since i3 is immeasurably less than i1 and i2Y then

ir 4,

I

In virtue of the fact that Uin is K times less than uout, where

K is a very large number, obviously,

R%1,

Thus, at the proper relation RRi an increase of input voltage

by the needed number of times is attained. If factor RIRi must be

changed with time, resistor

R1 or R2 becomes a variable,

A' to and the cursor of the
.' .potentiometer receives a

"/ / /" displacement by the given
Fig. 9.32. Circuit of integration.

law.

For the integration operation the same circuit is used but the
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active resistor R2 is replaced

a capacitor (Fig. 9.32). In

ti 1 Apifi- this case

Fig. 9.33.- Circuit of differentia-, Equating the currents
tion.

and considering that
u .., _Ilm

at a large K we get

now=- t j dt. (9.20)

Fig., 9.33 shows the circuit of differentiation. Here

i = C - , , -u ' _]ll -  H U R ,
-R

Hnece in virtue of the great size of K

dt

From similar cells producing the shown operations it is possible

to make circuits for solution of many equations. Let us assume that,

for instance, it is required that we make a circuit for solution of

a simple equation of the first degree

z+Tx=o, (9.21)

where T is a given slowly changing function of time. At t = 0, x = x0.

Let us present this equation in the form

The error of this equation is, smaller, the slower T will change

as compared to x.

Comparing this expression with expression (9-.20), we-notice their

total similarity. Consequently, equation (9.21) is solved by the usual
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integrating cell (Fig. 9.34),

the outlet of which is closed

with the inlet, inasmuch as

AmplifirU and Uout are analogs of

the same magnitude x. A

Fig. 9.34. Circuit for solution circuit for solution of equation

of equation x + Tx = 0. (9.21) is represented on Fig.

9.34.

The analog of variable coefficient T is parameter I/RC, the

magnitude of which changes by me.ns of a shift of the potentiometer

cursor by a given law.

The operation of solution of equation (9.21) appears in the

following form.

To clamps A and B a recording instrument is connected, for

instance an oscillograph, which will fix magnitude Uin, reproducing

the law of change of x. To the same clamps a constant voltage u0

is applied corresponding to the initial value xO. In moment t = O,

the source of the voltage is disconnected, and the potentiometer cursor

R is put into motionby a given law. In subsequent time the

oscillograph will fix the desired dependence x - f(t).

Now we will consider in broad terms how a modelling installation

for solution of equations (9.18) and (9.19) should look. For

reproduction of dependeirce (9.19) in nature the stabilization automaton

(AC, Fig. 9.35). If on its entrance, i.e., to the potentiometers of

the gyro instrument, a signal tr is applied, the rudders will respond

by a deflection Ab. In order to completely reproduce the condition

of work of the rudders, the latter communicate with a load--stand

including mobile masses, springs, and a viscous resistance. As a



result, with modeling, the rudders are under the influence of forces

similar to those acting on them in a gas flow. From potentiori ters

fixed on the rudders an electrica! signal is passed proportional to

A5.

.. .. ..-. . ..-- -

I 1_ _•

AB #

Bs

%A !-I. ,- . ,

V'ig. 9.35. Circuit of modeling of the
stabilization process of a rocket's
pitch angle.

Then from the simple cells blocks are collected producing.

operations of integration of equation (9.18) (see Fig. 9.35-).

Block I corresponds to the first equation (9.18) and determines

ang22 Ae by magnitudes C IA, C3 A. Block II produces subtraction

of angles AT and Ae. Finally, block III integrates twice the second

equation (9.18) and issues an angle AT found on the basis of magnitudti

m2 ob, i, , and Mpert/'
If all blocks were connected, as this is shown by the dotted line

on Fig. 9.35, then we obtain a general block-diagram of the modelling

installation. Perturbing force Npert and moment Mpert are introduced

into the model form without in any moment of time in -the required

form. All coefficients of the equation are variables. The necessary
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laws of their change are given through variables of

[P t resistance in a special device called the variator

of coefficients.

The variator of coefficients is a set of

specially profiled cams planted on a general axis,

the angle of rotation of which is proportional the

flight time of a rocket on the trajectory. With

cams are cerected pushers of potentiometers included
Fig. 9.36.
Variation of in the ,corresponding circuits (Fig. 9.36).
coefficient in
a modelling Voltages in the modelling installation,
installation.

corresponding to angles Aq, A.e, Aa and A5 are

recorded with the help of an oscillograph for the whole time of

modelled controlled flight of the rocket. Continually repeating

"starting" of the rocket on the model, it is possible to establish

the degree of influence of different perturbations, to determine how

the stabilization automaton manages its own problems and to find

parameters of its adjustment.

At present the method of modeling is the basic method utilized

during creation of new systems of control.

6. Control of Range of Ballistic Rockets

Methods of Range Control

Range is one of the elements of the flight trajectory and is

determined by parameters of rocket motion.

Achievement of a given target and the necessary distance may be

obtained at different relationships of the parameters of flight.

In other words, the rocket-can be led to the given target in various

ways.
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Starting from that moment when rocket stops being c Jntrolled and

contnueB motion under action of forces which cannot be nudified by

us, thB flight trajectory no longer depends on our wishes and almost

wholly is determined by those initial conditions of free flight

which were obtained by rocket at the end of the active section.

Therefore, for achievement of a given target by the rocket it is

necessary that param.ters of motion in the beginning of free flight

are connected by definite relationships.
9

The initial parameters of ballistic

body, are, obviouslj, speed v0, direction

1of speed vector (for planar motion of

x angle e or at large distances, angle

and the coordinates at the end of

Fig,. 9.37. Trajectory and the active section X0.and yo (Fig. 9.37).distance of rocket flight.
Furthermore-, different factors can

influence the trajectory of free flight, the numerical appraisal of

which beforehand is unknown. Such factors are change of wind on the

trajectory, deviation of the atmosphere from standard, uncertainty of

stabilization of the -rocket or its head part during appraoxh to the

target, and so forth. However, for ballistic rockets the influence

of all these factors on the flying range is relatively small.

Thus, he flying range of a rocket is a function of several

magnitudesi:

L=f-, I,. o , (9.22)

where v0 , e~y X0 , yo are parameters of motion at the end of the active

section, while parameter c is understood as all additional factors

influencing the -distance of free flight.



'5

Range control of uncontrolled solid-

propellant rockets is carried out by means

of simple change of the inclination evgle

of the directrixes at starting (Fig. 9[

Fig. 9.38. Change of With such a method of range control
distance depending upon
angle of departure 00. it is necessary, obvito'.iy, that the,

tractive force and time of work of the engine from rocket to rocket

does not change; otherwise., at a constant angle 0 scattering by

distance will appear Large. In order to avoid this scattering

heightened requirements of stability of dimensions and weight, and

also of accuracy of manufacture of fuel chambers and nozzle holes

are presented to the sclid fuel charges of the engine.

However, even with complete observance of the shown conditions,

scattering by distance is always prevalent, inasmuch as for different

rockets differences are possible in the process of ignition,. conditions

of atomization, and burning of the fuel charge. For small rockets

this scattering can be compensated by the quantity of rockets launched

for destruction of a given area. For long-range rockets, 1: viewof

their high value, such compensation is, impermissible. For these

rockets it is necessary to introduce methods of range control,

ensuring essentially great accuracy.

The problem of range control of a long-range combat rocket from

a fundamental point of view is reduced to fixing of such a moment on

time on the trajectory, when the combination of motion parameters vO,

e0'l xo yo ensures obtaining of the necessary sighting range L (9.22).

The second problem of range control consists in turning off of the

engine in accordance with this moment of time.

The degree of influence on distance of each of the parameters
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Vo, 00, x0, and yO is unequal and in great measure depends on the

numerical values of these parameters. For-a rocket with definite

structural. characteristics, magnitudes 00 8o, x 0 and yO will depend

on the program of removal. In particular, it is possible to select

a orogram of change of pitch angle on the active section in such a way

that deflection of angle e will affect a change of distance in

minimum degree. In this case,, the basic factor determining the flying

range, will be the value of speed in the moment of engine cut-off.

The coordinates of the end of the active section affect the distance

in a much smaller degree.

A simple, very coarse method of range control consisfs of

turning off the engine in some moment of time assigned beforehand

depending upon the required distance. Such a method of control,

based on an assumption of invariability of structural parametersfor

a group of -rrckets, does not give, however, satisfactory accuracy

due to significant variations of speed in the moment of engine

cut-off. Scattering in the thrust of actually produced samples

of one and the same motor is noticeably greater than the permissible

range.

Another more usable method of range control is turning off of

the engine in accordance with the speed actually obtained (and not

calculated as a function of time). In this case ore of the parameters

of motion, affecting distance the most, is placed under control.

Such a method of control gives significantly great accuracy as compared

to turning off of the engine by time.

To disregard the influence of probable deviations of the finite

value of angle 00 and coordinates xo, YO is the source of basic error

of this method - the so-called methodical error of range control. ThE.
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most profitable way for decrease of the methodical error is turning

cdff of the -engine with the help of a radio set, -using the doppler

principle in its function. This device -measures the difference of

frequencies of radio waves sent to and reflected from the rocket.
This difference of frequencies, as it is known, depends on the speed

of the reflecting object, in this case a rocket. The engine is 'turned

off In needed moment of time by a radio channel.

'This method of range control, as any radio method, is 'subject

to the influence of interferences.

Simpler and freer of the shown deficiency is the method of

me.hanical integration of axial overloads- of the rocket on the active

sect ton. The instrument, carrying out integration of overloads and

determining thus the speed of the rocket, is an Integr&tor of

overloads.

Structure and Work of a Gyroscopic Integrator

of AxialOverloads

As an instrument of range control- of ballistic rockets, a

gyroscopic integrator shown on Fig. 9.39, can be applied.

The integrator has a gyroscopic rotor 1, put into motion by

alternating current passed by the winding of the stator 2. Feeding

and supply of signals from the integrator are carried out through

a block 3 with slide contacts.

The rotoor is placed in a -housing 4 which can revolve near axis

5. The force of weight of the rotor-and housing creates a moment

about this axis.

A-xis 5 is connected with external bracket 6 of the gyroscope,

which can revolve with respect to axis X . Through a system of

toothed wheels, r'tation is transmitted to disk 7, having cams 8.
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Fig. 9.9.Structure of' an integrator of
overloads. I gyro-rotor'; 2 - winding of
6'tator; 3-block with slide contacts; 4
hos-irig of' rotor; 5 - axis of suspension of

~y osupe ~ -external bracket.;-7 - disk;
d- cams of-engine edt-off; 9 - arrester--
10 - dial for adjusting distance; li - disk;
12, 13 - contacts ad~usting zero point;- 14 -

contact-s of correction; 15 - motor of correc--
tion.

The integrator is es tablished in-the c--ntrol' of the rocket scG

that its axis x ccincidies with the direction of' the longitudinal-

axis of' t-1-e -rocket.

Several minutes before wtart the gyroscope i-s stopped-.- During

this time the axis-of the gyroscope is se~cured motionles-tly with the

help of arrester 9.0 On Fig, 9.39-the arrester id d1-spl1xced. -it
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consists of an electromagnet and two gibs. During application of a

signal to the electromagnet (this occurs in the moment of breakaway

of the rocket from the launching pad) the gib of the arrester

liberates the gyroscope axis, and the latter together with the housing

hangs on axis 5.

Under action of the moment of forces of weight, precession with

respect to axis x begins.

For a motionless rocket & cording to equation (9.2) the angular

velocity of precession is

Ca
[4.3 = s.e - sensitive element)

where G - weight of sensitive element of gyroscope (weight of
rotor with housing).

a - arm of action of force G with respect to axis 5.

s~e

For a rocket moving with an acceleration J, the apparent force

of weight in the direction of the rocket axis will be increased

proportionally to the axial overload n x , then

-CO

where according to (8.23)

go

The -angle of rotation of the gyroscope with respect to axis x

during the time t is

*m-'edt.

If angular momentum of the gyroscope remains constant, then

n, dt.(9.23)

Let Us assume now for ampl.icity that the rocket rises vertically,
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Then expression (9.23) gives

M

whence it follows that in this case the angle of rotation of the gyro-
!

scope with respect to axis x turns out to be linearly dependent on

the speed of rocket flight in a given moment of time.

If the time of flight of the rocket t is known, then it is possible

to find the rocket speed in this moment by angle $.

The integrator is tuned to a determined distance by turning the

dial for adjusting distance 10. Here disk ii, haV±ng a contact

device, turns to needed angle 4 about cams 8.

When the rocket attains a given speed, one of the cams 8, making

contact, will transmit a signal which will lead to switching the

engine to the final step, an& then the second - to full cut-off.

During the work, the principal axis of the gyroscope should
j

constantly remain perpendicular to axis x . So that this condition

is fulfilled, a correcting device is foreseen in the integrator.

If the principal axis of the gyroscope will deviate upwards or

downwards, the upper or lower of contacts 14. will be made, and a

signal of corresponding sign will proceed to the motor 15. Here
I

through the toothed wheels a moment about axis x will act on the

gyroscope. Such a moment., as we already know, will not accelerate

and will not delay rotation of the gyroscope with respect to axis x ,

i.e., the conditions of integration will not-change, and will only

force the gyroscope to turn with respect to axis 5 and to occupy

the proper position.

In the general case of slanted flight, the integral from the
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axial overload will be connected with the

speed by a more complicated dependence.

As can be seen from Fig. 9.40, the

apparent force of weight acting in flight

on the rotor of the integrator in an axial

M "direction, is

t m'6S~h O~5g~mq wvI cf+vds *i +g, sin( (+2)],

Fig. 9.40. Deter- where m G / -mass of gyro rotor
mination of apparent s.e
axial acceleration.

with housing. Hence

831!*(;CosL +tsinbt+ghtsiny)

and

&f~dtm4 J(icose+vdsInas+gsIn?)dtm=

since angles of incidence on the active section are small.
3

The angle of rotation of the gyroscope with respect to axis x

in this case will be

Thus, we see that the integrator of axial overloads does not

give the speed of rocket flight in pure form. For its adjustment for

a definite distance it is required that we know the magnitude of the
t

integral f gh sin - dt, which is calculated in accordance with theh
0

given program of pitch angle and the calculated time of flight.

Since in flight a program is given with certain errors, then these

errors in some measure affect determination of rocket speed v by the
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integrator. The latter is a deficiency of integrators of axial

overloads, since it leads to an additional methodical error during

i control of distance.

1Structure and Work of an Electrolytic Integratr
of Axial Overloads

I

31 Besides gyroscopic integrators, for range control of ballistic

rockets electrolytic integrators of axial overloads are used.

The circuit of an electrolytic integrator is represented on Fig.

9.41.

3..

Fig. 9.41. Circuit of electrolytic integrator of overloads. I-
lever; 2 - flag; 3 - electromagnets; 4 - winding; 5 - rectifiers;
6 - electrolytic element; 7 - balancing coil.; 8 - permanent
magnet; 9;- contact of relay.
[3 = T = Tube; Tp - tr = transformer)

A lever 1, having a load ms.e on its end, is secured by a hinge

at point 0. On the lever a copper flag 2 is fastened in the gap

between the two electromagnets 3. Windings of these electromagnets
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are fed by alternating current with a frequency of 500 cycles per

second. Th, windings of the transformer Tr, are included in such a

way at a neutral position of the lever, and consequently also of the

copper flag, magnetic fluxes in the transformer from the windings 4

mutually destroy one another.

Before takeoff of the rocket, lever I is arrested and is in

neutral position. At takeoff the lever is liberated, and under the

action of inertial force Gs.e nx, load ms.e drops downwards; the balance

of the bridge is disturbed and in the secondary winding of transformer

Tr, appears an alternating voltage, which is strengthened by tube T1.

The plate current of this tube induces an alternating voltage into

the secondary winding of transformer Tr2., This winding is included

in one circuit with rectifier 5, electrolytic elements 6 and balancing

coil 7 rigidly fastened to the lever-i. The magnetic flux, created

by the current in the winding of coil 7 interacts with the field of

the permanent magnet/d gives a moment, opposite to the moment of

inertia on the lever. Thus, in flight lever I is in equilibrium.

With an increase of overload nx deflection of the lever from neutral

position increases, and current intensity, passing through the

balancing coil and electroyltic element 6, is increased correspondingly.

Current intensity i turns out to be proportional to magnitude nx:

i-Ans

Then the magnitude of the electrical charge q passed through the

electrolytic element nx is -equal to
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fm~i~tmA~aadtA (u+$ IClsndt).

The- electrolytic element is used for integration by time of

current intensity i and production of voltage impulses in the-moment

of achievement of speed by the rocket very

close to that given. For this purpose

silver chloride elements are applied usually,

two for every integrator. The electrolytic

element is a glass retort filled with an

electrolyte and having two soldered silver

Fig. 9.2. Elec------ ro- electrodes (Fig. 9.42).

!ytic elements of an As an electrolyte a solution of table
integorator.

salt NaC1, sodium acetate CH 3COONa, and

acetic acid CH 3COOH is used.

With- connection of the electrodes to a source of direct current

chlorine ions, shift to the anode and, being connected with the silver

electrode, will form a layer -of silver chloride on the electrode:

Ag+C-=AgC'+e-.

On the other electrode at this instant evolution of hydrogen

occurs.

The quantity of separating on a silver chloride electrode depends

directly on the charge passed through the element. If one were now

to pass a current in the opposite direction, on the first electrode

a restoration of silver chloride will occur, and chlorine ions again

will go into solution. On the second electrode a layer of silver
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choride will be formed, as took place on the first electrode. In

the moment when the reserve of silver chloride of the first electrode

is completely restored, evolution of hydrogen will start and the

internal resistance of the element will be changed. Voltage will be

changed approximately by one volt. This Jump in voltage is used as

a signal indicating the fact that a definite quantity of electricity

passed through the element.

002

I

Fig. 9 .43. General form of an electrolytic
integrator. I - lever; 2 - flag; 3 -
electromagnet; 4 - balancing coil; 5 -

thermo-relay; 6 - electrolytic elements-;7 - plug block.
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On the circuit of Fig. 9.41 it is clear that a change in voltage

drop on the element is amplified by tube T. The relay 9 passes the

signal for shift of the engine to the final step, i.e., to a

lowered thrust. A signal from the second electrolytic element, not

shown on the circuit, corresponds to complete turning off of the engine.

From the above it is obvious that adjustment of the sighting

range is produced in an electrolytic integrator in accordance with

the magnitude of charge preliminarily passed through the elements.

Fig. 9.43 shows the general form of an electrolytic integrator.

7. Electropneumatic EqUipment and Work of the Automaton
of a Ballistic Rocket During .tarting and in'F lit

Sources of Power Supply Aboard and Cable Network

Basic source of power supply aboard a ballistic long-range rocket

are storage acid batteries with great capacities, able to discharge )

a current of order of several tens of amperes during a short interval

of time. The most important peculiarity of these batteries are their

comparatively small weight and small dimensions. The specific

capacity of the batteries is about 10 ampere-hours per kilogram of

weight. These qualities are attained by application of a thin plate

surface and thin active layer.

Storage batteries on the V-2 rocket give a constant voltage of

27 volts. From these batteries, are fed electric motors of the

steering machines, numerous relays , the program current-distributive

unit and, finally, three converters, producing a variable three-phasE

current of a frequency of 500 cps and a voltage of 40 volts.

The converter is an electric motor working on direct current,

and a generator of alternating voltages, mounted on a general shaft.

As the motor a compound motor is used with the basic and addjtinl
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windings of excitation not

connected among themselves.

On the shaft of the motor

there are three pairs of

permanent magnets which

induce an alternating

voltage in the winding of

the stator of the synchronous
Fig. 9.44. Appearance of a converter.
I - shield of converter on the genera- generator. To support
tor part; 2 - yoke; 3 - protective
cover; 4 - -plug socket; 5 - plug the constancy of the number
fork; 6 - charge.

of engine revolutions, the

converter is supplied by a frequency regulator, which acts on the motor

through an additional winding of excitation. The appearance of a

converter is shown on Fig. 9.44.

Alternating voltage is used for feeding the converter amplifier

and for rotation of rotors of the gyro instruments.

Aboard the V-2 rocket there is also a source of constant voltage of

50 volts - a so-called team battery from dry cells of small capacity.

From this battery only the potentiometers of gyro instruments are fed.

A skeleton diagram of the power supply of instruments aboard is

represented on Fig. 9.45.

Wires from supply sources aboard are brought into different units

through a main distributor located in quadrant II of the instrmce1t

section. In the external sheath of this section there are two

hatches with automatically closed covers. After positioning the

rocket on launching pad through these hatches two cables are connected

to the main distributcor, thr cables connecting the rocket with ground

feeding installatinns for pre-launching tests. Before launching,
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all the rocket equipment is fed from ground sources. At launching,

the cables connecting the rocket with land are automatically

disconnected and are ejected from the hatch.

The general plan of the cable network by quadrants and sections

is represented on Fig. 9.46.
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The Pneumatohydraulic System in the Period of

Prelaunching 7reparation

A ballistic long-range rocket, along with the electrosystem,

has aboard a pneumatohydraulic system. Automation of these two

systems is mutual and connects together all operations, produced

aboard the rocket both before start and during flight.

The source of pneumatic feeding of a V-2 ballistic rocket is

seven-component battery I (Fig. 9.47)..

To the rocket, fixed on the launching pad, through a five-branched

split block 2, 3. a pneumatic shield is connected with a system of

valves and manometers. Air under pressure of 200 atm (tech.) is

given to the seven-component battery from the ground compressor

through the main valve 4 of the pneumatic shield, the split block

2, 3, and the manual stop valve 5. Pressure is controlled by the

manometer 6.

Simultaneously with filling of the seven-component battery 1, air

from the main valve of the pneumatic shield -4 proceeds to the reductor

of the pneumatic shield 7, where its pressure is lowered to 35 atm

(tech.). Further, through the electropneumatic valve of the pneumatic

shield 8 reverse valve 9, electropneumatic valves 10 and :i, of the

system of pres-sire feed and filling of the alcohol tank and throuxgh

normally open electropneumatic control valves by the main valves of

the components 13, air gets to the main alcohol 14 and main oxygen

15 valves and closes them.

The three-component battery 16 is intended for creation of

pressure in the alcohol tank after engine cut-off. It is filled by

nitrogen before positionp .ng of the rocket on the launching pad-.

After filling of the pneumatic system by air, tests ar& made -If

the electric and pneumatic system., and then servicing of th. r -,eckt

s-tarts.
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Fig. 9.47. Pneumatic-hydraulic system of a V-2 rocket. I1 seven-component battery,
2, 3 -five-branched split block; 4 - main valve of pneumatic shield; 5 - manual
closing valve; 6 - manometer; 7 - pneumatlc shield reductor; 8 - electropnewsatic
valve of pneumatic shield; 9 - reverse vailve;, 10,141 - control electropneumatic valves
of the system of inflation and- filling of the -alcohol tcat- 12 - reverse valve; 13 -
electropneumatic control valves of -the maini valves of -the components; 1.4- main
,41ctihol. vailve; 15 - main oxygen valve; -16 - three-comp' nent battery; 47 - servicing
branch pipe of alcohol tank, 2.8 - valve'of filling-of alcohol mmin line; 19-
throttle; 20 - valve of pressure feed of-the alcohol tank by impact pressure of
atmoapheric air; 21., 22 - drain valves of alcohol; 23 - valve for filling of liquid
oxygen; 24 - drain valve of oxygen; 1'5 - transducer level of liquid oxygen; 26-
control electropneumatic valve; 27 - valve of oxygen feed; 28 - servicing branch pipe
of pe~roxide tank; 29 - servicing branch pipe of sodium permanganate tank; 30, 32.
drain branch pwipe-; 32 - drain valve of pe-roxide tank; 33 - drain val.ve of sodium
pcrmaiigantv, tatik; 34 - relay of pre~ssure feed of liquid oxygen -ank-; 55 - elec0tru-
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Alcohol moves into the tank through servicing branch pipe 17.

When the tank is filled to i/4 capacity, valVe 18 opens, and alcohol

fills the alcohol main line to the main alcohol valve 14. Valve I8

is opened under action of compressed air which is sent by the electro-

pneumatic valve 10 through throttle 19. After filling of the alcohol

main line, valve 18 is closed.

During filling of alcohol, air from the tank and filled main

lines emerges through the valve of pressure feed the alcohol tank by

impact pressure of atmospheric air 20. If starting does not take

place, alcohol from the tank and main lines passes through drain valves

21 and 22.

Supplying of alcohol into a V-2 rocket continues for about 30

minutes. The limiting level is fixed by the gauge of the alcohol

level 58.

After supplying of alcohol servicing of the rocket by liquid

oxygen through servicing valve 23 starts. Servicing continues as

long as oxygen does not flow through the open oxygen drain valve 24.

Through the same valve evaporated oxygen leaves the tank before launch-

ing. The level of oxygen in the tank before start is maintained

automatically. The gauge for the level of liquid oxygen 25 is

connected with electropneumatic control valve 26 which passes air

for opening or shutting of the valve of feed of liquid oxygen 27.

Tanks of permanganate peroxide refuel through the branch pipes

28 and 29. During servicing of these tanks, air emerges from them

through branch pipe drains 30 and 3±. Here drain valves 32 and 33

are open.

After termination of servicing the stop valve 5 is manually opened,

and the reductor of the Vapor-Gas Generator 54 is tuned on a definite
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magnitude of feed pressure of hydrogen peroxide into the reactor.

During adjustment, the main valve of the Vapor-Gas Generator tO

is closed, and exit of air occurs through an open valve of adjustment

of the reductor 57. On one of the branch pipes of this valve a precise

control manometer is attached, by which is produced adjustment of the

reductor of the Vapor-Gas Generator:. After adjustment, valve 57 is

closed, and the control manometer is removed.

Shortly before start the igniting device is established in the

chamber.

With this preparation for launching is completed. Subsequent

commands are transmitted remotely.

Pneumatic-hydraulic System at Launching

Several minutes before launching the gyroscope rotors are started.

Then a command is transmitted to shut the drain valves; 24 - oxygen

tank (see Fig. 9.47), 32 - hydrogen peroxide tank and 33 - tank of

sodium permanganate. Drain valves are closed by compressed air which

is sent by controlling electropneumatic valves 8 and 59. In the

l1qui4doxygen tank a small excess pressure is established and

subsequently maintained. As a transducer of pressure serves the

relay of pressure feed of the liquid oxygen tank 34, controlled by

the electropneumatic valve/connected with the ground network of

compressed air.

Further, the system is blocked by relay 36 and manometef 56. In

case of insufficient pressure in the oxygen tank and in the main

lines of pressure feed of the Vapor-Gas Generator starting does not

take place.

The following command is given for opening of the valve for

filling of the alcohol main line 18. This is attained by a supply
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of compressed air from the controlling electropneumatic valve 10. Si-

multaneously, a command is transmitted for ignition. Oh v.ig. 9.47 shows

a d:iagram of chemical ignition. Compressed air through the valve of

jpressure feed of tanks 37 enters tanks 38 with spontaneously inflammable
components and displaces them in the atomizer head of the igniting

-device 39.. In the combustion chamber of the rocket engine an ignition

flame Jet will be formed. In the beginning of ignition a magnesium

tape burns, stringed in the combustion cLamber. This tape is includeci

in the circuit controlling future starting of the propulsion system.

As a result of burnout of the tape clearing of the starting system

occurs.

Then the electrical current passes onto the winding of the

electromagnet of one of the electropneumatic control valves 13 (on

the lower circuit).- This valve closes access of controlling compressed

air to the main oxygen valve 15, and compressed air which earlier

blocked the main oxygen valve is released into the atmosphere. Main

oxygen valve 15, under the action of excess air pressure in the liquid

oxygen tank and pressure of the liquid oxygen column, somewhat opens

(as it is said, it is opened at a preliminary step)-and oxygen by

gravity (with an idle pump 48 of the turbopump unit) enters the

combustion chamber. Opening of main oxygen valve 15 on the preliminary

step evokes closing of the electro contact mounted in valve 15. OwLng

to this, the current proceeds from the electromagnet of the second (on

upper circuit) electropneumatic control valve 13. This valve acts

analogously to the electropneumatic control valve of the main oxygen

valve, Access of control air is ceased in the main alcohol valve ll,

-and compressed air existing there escapes into the atmosphere. Under

pressure of the alcohol column in the tank and in the main lines,
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the main alcohol valve is opened (it is opened on the preliminary

step), and alcohol with an idle pump 49 enters the combustion chamber

of the rocket engine by gravity.

Thus, at starting of the engine at first the main oxygen, and

then the main alcohol valves are opened. The fuel components enter

the combustion- chambher by gravity with a very small flow rate and

reliably ignite by an ignition flame Jet created by the ignition

device. Heating of the chamber and strengthening of the intensity of

burning of the ignition torch occurs.

The next command is transmitted to the electromagnet of the main

valve of the Vapor-Gas Generator240, which is opened, and through reverse

valves 41 and 42 passes compressed air into the tanks of hydrogen

peroxide and permanganate. With an increase of pressure in the supply

line permanganate (and this indicates that permanganate is already

entering reactor 46) a pressure relay 53 works, which is included

in the circuit of electropneumatic valves 43 and '4. Valve 43 regulates

the work of the main step valve 45.

At closing of relay 53 immediately the final step valve 44 is

opened, as is valve 43, the regulator of the main step valve 45,

which is opened 0.4 sec after opening of the final step valve. The

flow rate of hydrogen peroxide through both valves 44 s.nd 45 corresponds

to engine thrust at the main step (25 tons on earth). Mtth a closed

valve 45 the flow rate of peroxide corresponds to an engine thrust

at the final step (8 tons).

Hydrogen peroxide and sodium permanganate enter the reactor 46,

where formation of vapor gas occurs. The vapor gas mixture proceeds

to turbine 47, from which centrifugal pumps 48 and 49 are put into

motion. Prcssure developed by the pwups gradually opens the main
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component valves 14 and 15 to total passage section. In several

seconds engine thrust attains nominal. When the increasing thrust

becomes equal to the weight of the rocket, its breaking away from

launching pad occurs; asa result, the split block 2, 3 is disconnected.

Automation of a Rocket in Flight

At breaking away of the rocket from the launching pad, the so-

called contact of rise works, fixed near one of the supporting points

of the rocket, fixing the initial moment of its ascent. A signal

from this contact is the first command-aboard, including a number of

devices.

During operation of the rise contact there occurs a disconnection

of the electromagnets holding the break-away plugs that connect to the

rocket through the main distributor two cables, bringing in an electri-

cal current from ground feeding installations. Under action of the

force of weight and springs compressed during installation the plugs

are disconnected and ejected together with the ends of the cables

through hatches outside, and the covers of the haitches slam shut.

The rocket changes from ground to board feeding.

By a signal of the rise contact de-arresting occurs of the

integrator of overloads, which from this moment begins functioning.

Finally, by the same signal the program current distributor (PCD)

starts to work.

The program current distributor is intended for supply of contr,_-

ling commands in a definite time sequence to the group of instrument,

on board the rocket. The basic of these commands are the following:

I) Commands connected with the work of the program mechanism.

After several seconds of vertical flight PCD induces functionin

of the program mechanism of the gyro horizon. F,-r feeding of te stur



motor by a program mechanism, in the vibrator of PCD alternating

current is produced with a frequency of 45 cps. After the program

is worked out and It is required to sustain the rocket at a given

angle 9k' POD will turn off the program mechanism.

2. Commands of control of detonator devices or program control

of measuring apparatus.

3. The program current distributor transmits commands connected

with changes of conditions in the pressure feed of tanks.. Thus,

for a V-2 rocket in the 40th second valve 20 for pressure feed of the

alcohol tank will be turned off by impact pressure of atmospheric air,

bat after turning off of the engine, PCD gives a command to the

electropneumatic valve 52, through which filling of this tank by T

nitrogen from the three-bottle battery 16 occurs.

Depending upon the peculiarities of the rocket and its board

automation of commands, PCD can essentially be changed.

Structurally, the program current distributor is an electric

motor of direct current, connected through a gear reductor with a

cam shaft. During rotation of the shaft the cams in a determined

sequence make contacts, thus giving the beginning of corresponding

commands.

The program current distributor of a V-2 rocket with removed:

covers is shown on Fig. 9.48.

In flight, pressure feed of the oxygen tank of a V-2 rocket is

produced by gasified oxygen, proceeding from heat exchanger 50 (see

Fig. 9.47). Pressure feed of the alcohol tank before the 40th second

is produced by impact pressure through intake 51. After lowering

of impact pressure, valve 20 is closed.
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REPROUL;I4 LE When the rocket speed approaches

the given, from the integrator of

overloads passes a signal to the

electropneumatic control valve of

the main step 43, as a result of which

main step valve 45 is closed. The

-engine passes to an eight ton thrust.

By the main command for engine

cut-off passed from the integrator

when the rocket speed Is equal to

the given, valve 44 and the vapor

gas generator are closed, and after
Fig. 9.48. Program current
distributor. I - program it the engine ceases to work.
shaft; 2 -- contact group
of 14 pairs of contacts; Simultaneously:
3 - lower charge; 4 - upper
charge; 5 - stand; 6 - I.- Windings of both electro-
stand for fastening current
carrying components.; 7 - pneumatic control valves 13 are
toothed reductor; 8 - 20-
poled plug3 9 - relay. disconnected, and by compressed

air the main component valves 14 and 15 are closed.

2. Electropneumatic control valve ±0 is disconnected. Compressed

air proceeds through the throttle 19 to the valve for filling the

alcohol main line 18 and slowly closes it.

3. Electropneumatic valve 52 is opened, and compressed nitrogen

from the three-bottle battery fills the empty alcohol tank in

avoidance of its crumpling at entrance into dense layers of the

atmosphere.

From the considered typical sequence of operations during work

of the pnewunatic-hydraulic system, it is clear that the equIpment of

a ballistic lung-range rocket has a high degree of automation. Correct.
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work of all parts of automation of the electropneumatic system is a I
necessary condition of normal starting and flight of the rocket.

8. Methods of Guiding Controllad Rockets
at a Target

Guiding with the Help of Commands

Guiding is understood as all those actions which have to be

started during rocket flight so that the rocket gets to the target.

Guiding can be produced both by the gunner by remote-control and

automatically. If a guiding automaton is on board the rocket, then

such guiding is called a homing guidance system.

Guiding is necessary for firing both at mobile and motionless

targets. In both cases it allows during rocket flight elimination of

those errors, which are peculiar to firing of uncontrolled missiles,

and furthermore, gives the possibility to strike a fast moving target

independently of maneuvers started by it., In those cases when guiding

is intended for introduction of small corrections in the flight

trajectory, it is called a correction system. j
Of a-number of cases the simplest is a guiding system with the

help of commands. Here a missile moves on a trajectory prescribed

to it from without, primarily dependingupon motion of the target.

In connection with this, the guiding system anticipates-simultaneous

control both of the missile and of the target.

Guiding with commands, depending upon the method of tracking,

divides into systems with visual (or optical) tracking and radar.

Optical tracking is applied at comparatively small distances

of firing under conditions of direct visibility of the target and

missile. During rocket flight the gunner manipulates the aiming

handle, with the deflection of which from neutral position the duration
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of neighboring transmitted impulses is changed.- The more the handle

deviates in one or another plane, the bigger this difference, and

the signal for turning of rudders in the corresponding plane becomes

all the more strong. The degree of necessary deflection of the handle

is determined by observation of motion of the missile. During aiming,

the missile and target are combined in the field of sight of the

gunner. As a result, the missile turns out to be constantly on the

line connecting, the gunner with the target (Fig. 9.49),, and moves by

a so-called three-point curve (gunner- missile - target).

A,.Uer Targ6-

rL

Almer point

Fig. 9.49. Diagram of command guidance of
missiles to a target by- a three-point curve.

The control automaton of a projectile controlled with commands

is supplied by an antenna for reception cf aiming signals. These

signals proceed to the operating organs (to steering machines) in
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parallel with signals produced by sensitive elements of the stabiliza-

tion automaton. Control commands are sent to the missile either by

wires or through a radio channel.

The system with radar tracking is more complicated. In it are I

used usually two locators: one is continuously trained on the target,

and the other - on the missile.

Cone formed by raiation , Tracking is automatic. Fast

rotation is given for the

radiating vibrator of the

Target locator with respect to an axis

formed by a small angle with the

nstes' on ste oh axis of radiation direction

(Fig. 9.50).

If the target is not on

Fig. 9.50. Diagram of tracking the vibrator axis there appears,
by a target by a locator.

so to speak, an e-rror . ig-nal,

and impulses reflected from the

target become modulated by ampli-

tude with the frequency of rota-

tion (Fig. 9.51). Modulation

Time percentage increases with deflec-

T°ig. 9.51. Modulation of reflected tion of the target from the
impulses due to signal error.

rotation axis. This signal is

strengthened, straightened, and its phase is Compared with the phases

of angular deflections of the vibrator in two planes. By the difference

of phases a command is given to the servo-actuators, turning the

locator antenna at an angle to elevation and- azimuth in such a manner

that the error signal decreases to zero and the axis is constantly



j

directed at the target. In exactly the same way tracking after the

missil6-s carried out.

A general diagram of guiding With two watching locators is

f shown on Fig. 9.52. Angles of the position of the target and missile,

derivatives of these angles by time, and also the distance to the

target and missile are transmitted from the locators to a computer,

in which calculation of the necessary control commands is made.

Through the control transmitter these commands pass to the missile.

Fig. 9.52.1 Diagram of guiding with two
locators. I - target; 2 - missile; 3 -

communication with locator of early
announcement; 4 - locator for tracking
target; 5-- locator for tracking missile;
6 - computer; 7 -- transmitter of control
signal to rocket; 8 - point of projectile
explosion.

In the described method of guiding, approach of the missile

to the target is produced usually by the method of the anticipated

point. A computer determines where the target will be at the moment

when tile rocket reaches it on the assumption that arameters of

motion of the target measured in the given moment will not be changed

before encounter. To this point (anticipation point) the missile

is directed. Since during flight of the missile thce target ean



maneuver, calculations are made continuously, and the position of

the anticipation point changes, which is considered by introduction

of corresponding commands.

Guiding with commands in the case of visual and optical tracking

is the simplest. The deficiency of this system is its low effective-

ness: during a more or less prolonged time the system is working for

only one target and only one missile. Until tracking of the first

missile is finished, it is impossible to release a second missile.

In this sense direction by beam-rider guidance is better.

Beam-Rider Guidance

In a beam-rider guidance system one locator is used, continuously

following the target. The missile is introduced into the foliowing

beam and subsequently before target impact is held in it independently.

Motion of the missile, thus, occurs, as during visual guiding by a

three-point curve (Fig. 9.53).

IThroe different moments Of Urget position

k: -

IfI

Fig. 9.53. Diagram of beam-rider guid-
ance. I - target; 2 - missile; 3 -
communication with locator of early
announcement,; 4 - locator for tracking
target; 5 - synchronous connection; 6 -

guiding locator.



The locator follows the target automatically. For that the

principle mentioned above of creation of an error signal is used.

The missile moving along the beam has a receiver working on the

carrier frequency of the locator. When the missile departs from the

beam axis, then due to rotation of the radiating dipoles, the signal

of the locator becomes modulated by amplitude as shown on Fig. 9.51.

The intensified and straightened signal is compared in the rocket

devices with reference to voltage, the phase of which is fixed througl,

a special radio channel with the phase positions of the ground radiat-

ing dipole in two planes. Depending upon modulation percentage and

phase shifts in the rocket devices, corresponding commands are made

to the rudders of pitch and rove with such account so that the missile

returns to the axis of the aiming-beam. Stabilization of bank is

carried out usually with the help of an autonomous system.

The described system of aiming has comparatively great effecitve-

ness, inasmuch as several missiles can be sent by one beam at

relatively small intervals. At the same time there exists a whole

number of factors lowering the exploitational qualities of this
5

system.

Due to imperfection of equipment angular oscillations of the

radio beam inevitably appear, creating difficulty in retention of

the missile on the guiding line. These difficulties are added to

also by the fact that for obtaining necessary aiming accuracy the

radio beam should be sufficiently narrow. In connection-with the

latter circumstance, the starting missile cannot be introduced 0

imiediately and directly into the narrow zone of coverage of control

signals, and it is nec-essary to use additional means. As one of the

possLble measures for solution of this problem it is possible to use'
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a second starting locator with a large beam angle.

The accuracy of guiding by radio beam is lowered with an increase

of distance from the transmitter, and in the moment of nearing

of the missile to the target becomes worse, when namely at this instant

the highest requirements are presented to the
Target

F ir accuracy of guiding. Therefore, the beam rider
1plaza guidance system is usually combined in the last

stage with a homing guidance system.

One of varieties of beam-rider guidance

is lateral radio correction, designed in our

time by the Germans for ballistic rockets for
I the purpose of limiting rocket drift from the

programmed firing plane. In order to exactly

fix the firing plane in the 'Cive section

of flight, two locators are used, working at
Loeator Start LOO6tor

Fig. 9.54. Dbiagtem various frequencies but giving synchronous
of lateral correc-
tion of a ballistic impulses. The locators are positioned in
long-range rocket. such a manner so that the plane of equal

signal strength coincides with the firing plane (Fig. 9.554).

The Semiactive Homing Guidance System

The logical development of the beam rider guidance system is

the semiactive homing guidance system.

Inasmuch as the target is constantly illuminated by the locator,

it is the source of reflected beams by which the missile is oriented

(Fig. 9.55_). In this Case due to neasring the source ef radiation,

i.e., the target, aiming accuracy is increased-.

The receiving antenna of a self-guided missile has a narrow zone
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i
of directed reception and is attached to

Signals transmitted the nose part of the missile. The antenna
rrom target ar

has freedom of angular shift and at transi-

tion to the homing guidance system carries

out search and lock-on. Subs-equently

, lof the antenna is continuously directed towards
ground
radlo-looator the target. When the target is "captured,"

7//% 77the system of control produces turning

Fig. 9.55. Diagram of of the missile in such a manner so that
a semiactive homing
guidance system. its axis coincides with the direction of

the antenna axis. From this moment the

ms,-iie moves on a pursuit curve, i.e., on such a curve, the tangent

to which is constantly directed towards the target.

During maneuvers of the target the self-guided missile receives

noticeable lateral overloads, the magnitude of which depends essen-

tially on the method of approach to

Collision t the target. From this point of view

not straight guiding to the target,

but following with a small lead qngIe

is more favorable (Fig. 9.56).

The semiactive homing guidance

system, just a beam-rider guidance,
Fig. 9.56. Diagram ofFig.9.5. Digra ofhas that deficiency that it is
huming guidance system with
n anticipation angle, realizable only under condition f

direct "visibility" of the target by the locator from land.

Active Homing

The system of active horing of interceptor missiles is the mst

cmlipicaTed and most difficultly controlled of aIl lther h(_ir.In;
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guidance systems-. In this system
~Zone oi sigalsen bv L ,

Zone a C Ma o oke oo.at.oor the missile itself irradiates the

target and then is oriented by signals

reflected from target without any

%  Of; dsort of external help (Fig. 9.57).

% In distinction from semiactive

guiding, in the considered system
Fig. 9.57. Diagram of active
homing. simultaneous guiding of several

missiles at several targets is possible. However, with active

homing the missile should carry a transmitter whzch could send radio

signals by an antenna directed forward. Furthermore, on board the

missile there should be receiver and a control system which would

direct the missile in the direction-of the source of reflected signals.

Obviously, the missile should carry all equipment of sighting and

accompaniment of the target in-an on board locator. If guiding is

considered toward an anticipated point, the missile should also

carry a computer. All this makes the missile veryheavy and

complicated. Therefore, at all other equal conditions, missiles

with active homing have a relatively small range. The limitation of

distance is connected also with the fact that the on board transmitter

has comparatively low power, and the system is more susceptible to

interferences.

Passive Homing Guidance System

The passive homing guidance system is such a system in which a

receiver fixed on the missile uses energy radiated by the target

itself (FIg. 9.58). Here guiding is possible by sound, light, by

change of magnetic field, and so forth. The most important and most

widely applied method is guiding by thermal (infrared) radiation.
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Infrared radiation is a

band of electromagnetic waves

ftdiation o tart or long light waves from 0.5

to 300 P, lying beyond the

limits of visibility of the

human eye. Their source is

Fig. 9.58. Diagram of-passive primarily the exhaust gases

homing guidance system. of the engine by which the

missile is oriented under a homing guidance system.

Infrared guiding-heads are made usually for a definite, compara-

tively narrow, range of wave lengths. Thus, for instance, the

temperature of exhaust gases of a turbojet engine is about 750°C.

With this temperature thermal beams with wave length of 3 have the

most energy.

With an increase of temperature of the radiating body, the

intensity of radiation sha-rply increases, and the length of waves

with the greatest energy somewhat decreases.

As indicators ("eye'I) reacting to infrared radiation, so-called

thermal indicators are used. Their action is based on the fact

that during illumination by thermal beams the electrical resistance

of the indicator's sensitive layer noticeably changes. Usually two

sensitive elements included in a bridge circuit are used in thermal

indicators. Infrared radiation is directed to one element. The

second ensures temperature compensation in case of change of ambient

temperature. The material of the sensitive layer can be sulfurous

lead, tellurous lead, selenious lead, selenious indium and certain

other compounds. The guiding system of a missile works on the

principle of retention of current in the sensitive element aO a max;_! .
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The advantage of an infrared guiding system as compared to radar

is lower susceptibility to artificially created interferences. Till

now methods of concealment or camouflage of infrared radiation of

aircraft are unknown. A homing device, working on the principle of

infrared radiation, appears, as experiment shows, simpler and lighter

than locating heads. Finally, the guiding system by infrared radia-

tion has higher resolving power, i.e., ability to separate from a

group of targets an individual target.

Infrared homing guidance systems also have a number of deficiencies.

The basic deficiency creating great difficulties in designing and

controlling equipment is the omnnipresentness of infrared radiation

and presence of a more or less intense infrared background. Thus,

for instance-, infrared radiation of the Sun, reflected from a rapidly

variable overcast, can distract the missile from a target. Infrared

radiation is absorbed in the atmosphere significantly more intensely

than radio waves. Therefore, in heavy rain or fog the range of the

infrared homing guidance system can sharply decrease.

In spite of these organic deficiencies, infrared technology at

present is experiencing even greater application.

Finishing the short survey of guiding systems and homing

guidance systems of rockets, one should note that in the actual

structures all enumerated methods of guiding are continuously changed

and-perfected; they are the subject of a new, greatly developed region

4_f technology. The conventional short classification of types of

guiding given here is by far not exhausting and is able to give the

reader only the most preliminary introduction to this question.
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9. Dispersion in Firing of Rockets

Measure of Dispersion

For appraisal of the degree of accuracy in firing of rockets the

very same indices can be used as in artillery practice.

Let us assume that firing is conducted at a certain target with

an infinitely large number of identical rockets at constant conditions

of starting (Fig. 9.59). Here, when we talk of "identical rockets"

and "invariability," we understand by this only "similarity ' and

"invariability" only in those limits which can be ensured by technolcgi-

cal considerations and by practical conditions of firing.

* N

'Fig. 9.59.- Dispersion during firing of
rockets.

in fact, geometric and weight characteristics of rockets will

somewhat change from missile to missile, remaining within the limits

of allowances. Conditions of burning of the charge in one rocket

willbe, although insignificantly, different from conditions of burnixi

in another. The actual conditions of starting also will not remain

constant. Accidental, let us assume that even absolutely incon-

spicuous.,displac'ements of the launcher from shot to shot, an

accidental gust of wind during flight of the rocket, in some measurt-

will change the conditions of starting.

However, speaking of identical rockets and constiant cnottin,
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I
we at the same time consider that from technology of manufacture and

equipment of rockets and conditions of starting, systematic errors

and systematic deflections from certain mean values are excluded.

For instance, inaccuracy of the controlling measuring tool is ignored,

which could lead to systematic deflections of the geometric dimensions

of the rocket or its charge from the norm. Wind speed is considered

constant, affecting distance and so forth.

Thus,, during firing of identical rockets at constant conditions

of starting, deflection of rockets from the target will have an

accidental character, and hits shown on Fig. 9.59, will be in a larger

or smaller measure scattered about the target. With a large number

of shots, probable deviations from the target and more exact distri-

bution of missiles on the plane will obey a Gaussian distribution

for random variables.

If on plane x - y (see Fig. 9.59) a rectangle with sides Ax and

Ay, were isolated, then the quantity of missiles AN hitting this

rectangle at a large number of shots will be proportional to the area

AxAy:

AN=f .X -Ay.

Proportionality factor f is a function of coordinates x and y:

f!f-(x, y).

This is the distribution function. According

to Gauss's law

/ - -(9. 25)

Fig. 9.60. Surface where A, k and h are certain constants,
described by distribu-
ion function f(x,y). where magnitudes k and h determine the

degree of dispersion corresponding to axes x and y.
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The surface described by equation (9.25) is shown on Fig. 9.6o.

Function f has a maximum at the origin of the coordinates at

x = y 0 and becomes zero at x too or y ± +w.

Let us determine the locus of points of equal distribution.

Considering f = C - const, from (9.25) we find

h'x' +hliy$- In A
C.

i.e., the equation of an ellipse with axes coinciding with the coor-

dinate axes. The dimensions of the semiaxes of the ellipse depend

on magnitude of C. Thus, the family of

"horizontals" of surface f(x, y) is a family

of ellipses of dispersion (Fig. 9.61).

For measure of dispersion of missiles

during firing, the dimensions of the axes
Fig. 9.61. Family of
ellipses of dispersion, of one of these ellipses can be used, for

instance the ellipse inside which at a

r~'-.0%-of the large number of shots half of the missiles

" B[leg4 land, i.e., the ellipse of the best half.
Direction of_, ..'fire " |

. - .In artillery practice, as a measure

-L of dispersion not the dimensions of an

Fig. 9.62. Determi- ellipse, but a bandwidth is used, within

nation of B le the limits of which at large number of shots[ =le =length--

6 = la = lateral], half of the missiles land-. The dirmensions,,

of such a band in the direction of firing (-by length) are designated

by 2Ble (Fig,. 9.62), and in the lateral direction -through 2Bla.

If during firing systematic errors are not eliminated, thp-

center of the dispersion ellipses will not coincide with the target.

Deflection of the center of ellipses from the target-characterizes

the accuracy of firing.
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Dispersion of Unguided Rockets

At present, dispersion of unguided rockets exceeds dispersion of

the usual artillery missiles by a few times. This is explained mainly

by the fact that the powered flight section of an unguided rocket,

i.e., that section, in which it gains speed, is not sufficiently

stable while an artillery missile in the section of acceleration,

i.e., in the gun barrel, has a strictly given direction of flight.

This is confirmed also by the fact that unguided rockets, fof which

the period of burning of the solid fuel charge is finished still on

the directrixes, have a dispersion of approximately the same order

as artillery missiles.

Thus,if one were to discuss causes provoking dispersion of

rockets, then one should distinguish causes effective in the active

section and in conditions of free flight.

The basic causes provoking dispersion of rockets in the active

section are eccentricity of application of the tractive and aero-

dynamic forces, and also external perturbing influences forcing the

rocket to turn in flight about its transverse axis.

With an eccentrically

applied tractive force a con-
Point of
drop stantly acting moment appears,

0
forcing the rocket to move

continuously on a curvilinear

Fig. 9.63. Deflection of a rocket
from direction to the target under trajectory and deflecting
action of an eccentrically applied
thrust, the rocket from the target

(Fig. 9.63). In other words,

for the active section the

essential fact appears that the direction of the tractive force
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constantly follows- after the- direction of the turning axis of the

rocket. If this force deflects the rocket axis from a given direction,

then it turns after it itself and continues to further deflect the

rocket from the direction to the target.

Aerodynamic eccentricity analogously affects the active section,

inasmuch as it changes the direction of the rocket axis, and at the

same time the direction of the
Direo1lon"ot

turn
tractive force.

The influence of external

perturbing factors turns out to be

Gust ofwind very unique. For instance, a

f 4lateral gust of wind in the active

Fig. 9.64. Influence of wind
,-n the flight of an unguided section forces the rocket to deviate
rocket.

from the course not with the gust,

9s in the motion of an artillery missile, but against it. Fig. 9.64

3hows a flying rocket which is influenced by a lateral gust of wind.

The statically stable rocket will turn by resultant flow like a weathe".

vane and further will continue flight under the action of the tractive

force in a new direction. In this sense it is unprofitable to have a

rocket with a large reserve of static stability. Such a rocket will

sensitively react to accidental perturbations of a similar type, and

dispersion will be large-.

To lessen the action of eccentricity of thrust and aerodynamic

fzrces the unguided rocket is spinned in flight, i.-e., it is force(

t_ comparatively slowly revolve about its longitudinal axis. This

r)tation should not be confused with that fast rotation which iS

induced in turbojet missiles for stabilization. Here rotati ,n (.f

the rocket is necessary only as a measure of averaging the mr ',ent ,I
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eccentrically applied forces.

Rotation is induced in the rocket either still on the guiding

apparatus with the help of screw runners, or by means of installation

of slanted stabilizers on the rocket.

In certain cases turning is carried

out by the reactive force of streams

ensixing from little additional nozzles

Fig. 9.65. Rotation of a (Fig. 9.65).
rocket in the active section.

Besides the enumerated basic

causes affccting dispersion of rockets,

there are other causes which we partially mentioned earlier. This is

technological variations in dimensions of rockets and in the size of

charge, and also variations in the burning process itself, to maintain

the stability of which from rocket to rocket is sufficiently difficult.

In the section of free flight dispersion is determined basically

by variation of aerodynamic properties from rocket to rocket, especially

eccentricity of aerodynamic forces. In the presence of aerodynamic

eccentricity- the rocket flies with a certain angle of incidence.

Here a transverse force appears, deflecting the rocket aside.

From a mathematical point of view the phenomenon of dispersion

can be considered as a result of changes induced by different causes

in thE. parameters of the trajectory.

For instance, in a simple case for a rocket or artillery missile

launched at an angle to the horizon, in the absence of resisting

forces, the range is

V2
L= sin 2%.

In this case dispersion by distance can be considered the result

of deflections Avoand AU0 in magnitudes v0 and '0" Considering the
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change of magnitudes v0 and 00 small, we get

AL- L uo +LA

or

At= (sin.40 [ ' cos 20 1%).

From the last expression it is clear that deflection in

magnitudes v0 and 0 affect dispersion by distance in different ways,

depending upon speed v0 ana angle of departure eO . In particular,

if firing is conducted under conditions of maximum distance, i.e., at

00 = 45° , dispersion by distance is determined only by magnitude

Lw.ev0•

Relative dispersion by distance for the considered example is

&L ow 2 ( 0 A r + % ctg 200 A 0o).
L 2

Magnitude AL/L has a minimum at e0 = 150 and turns into infinity

at e0 = 0 and Go = 900, inasmuch as here distance L becomes zero.

A similar kind of analysis of dispersion by variation of parameters

may be performed for rockets taking into account resisting forces of

air and certain other factors. In this way we can clarify not only

the qualitative, but in certain cases the quantitative side of the

question and approximately estimate the magnitude of dispersion of

the designed rockets.

Dispersion of Controlled Ballistic Rockets

As it was shown above, dispersion by distance of controlled

ballistic long-range rockets is connected mainly with methodical

errors in range control. One of the measures essentially lowering

dLspersion of ballistic rockets is improvement of range control

methods. Essentially smaller influence on scattering by distance is
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rendered by scattering of impulse of after-effect at engine cut-off

and other factors of dispersion in the section of free flight, as,

for instance, variation of the atmosphere from standard, uncertainty

of stabilization at entrance into the atmosphere, and so forth.

Lateral drift renders a basic influence on lateral dispersion.

If a rocket has a certain disymmetry of streamlining, then during

motion in dense layers of the atmosphere appearance of a lateral

aerodynamic force is possible. Lateral force also appears if the line

of force of thrust possesses an eccentricity and is not directed

along the axis of the rocket.

Under action of lateral forces the rocket receives lateral dis-

placement (Fig. 9.66). This displacement or, so to speak, lateral

drift will occur without turning of the rocket axis (inasmuch as

such turning is not allowed by a stabilization automaton).

Start To target

Fig. 9.66. Lateral drift of a rocket with
a stabilization automaton.

Gyro instruments react only to angular displacements of the

rocket, and lateral drift is not counteracted by them. As a result,

a noticeable lateral dispersion appears.

To eliminate lateral drift is possible only with the aid of

special devices.

One of the possible ways is creation of an autonomous integrator

of lateral overloads. By means of double integration of lateral

overloads it is possible to obtain the magnitude of lateral drift
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and to pass corresponding signals to -rudders I end III.

Another method of elimination of late-rial drift is application of

a system of lateral radio-correction which was discussed above.
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Ch. X. Ground-equipment, rocket and rocket-engine tests.

L. LAUNCHING SYSTEMS.

!ThI~e complex of ground--equipmient represents-an independent. and extremely

inportant. -part of rocket engineering. The success of experimental launchings and of

the practical use, of rockets- dep~ends on -the qua~lity of the- ground servicing, \the

education of the personnel, -and the organizational set-up.

The-ground-ccznplex includes all the equipment and organization ass-ociated. ith

the launching of a rocket and vith the subsequtlnt. observation at -its f light ard

operation.

In practice, launching problems are-solved in different vays according to-

the purpose and construction of the rocket. For large- long-range- antiaircraft and

ba;.1isti6 rockets, the organization of the l~aunching represents a complicated

-problem- vhich -must be considered -6eparately. For- -small povder rockets , -these

problem are -much simpler and are- no--more- complicated than, -for instance, the fim

of artiler>

(ere qu esti ons of -organization are- -of secondary ii~rtace-,. -And- -the

success or failure -or- launchings- vill -be determined basically~ only by the -technical



side of the matter, i.e., by the correctness of the design adopted and by

the degree of perfection of the actual construction of the rocket.

In this connection, the concept of o couplez as a complicated

organizational-technical organism applies only to long-range remote-controlled

antiaircraft and ballistic rockets. For powder rockets tka sent from the groud,

aircraft, or ships., the term launching Mystem is used. According to their principle

of operation, launching systems are divided into active reaction systems, dyynmic

reaction systems, an& rocket uysteam.

By an active reaction system, one should understand a gun used to shoot

a rocket-sustained projettile (see Chapter II, Fig. 2.14). The projectile acquires

its initial velocity from a charge of povder in the gua (Fig. lO.la). Additional

mmntum is imparted to it throu&h the burning of the rocket charge.

In the dynamic reaction system, the gases from the solid fuel blow out into a

closed volme (Fig. 10.1, b). The projectile acquires its initial velocity ku both

ike from the thrust of the engine and- f:-,m the pressure acting on the maximum

cross section of the rocket.

In the rocket syste, (Fig. 10.lc), the stream of gas flows out freely.

The system does not receive x any repulsive forcep,. The guide rails are -acted- on

only by the forces of friction from the moving projectile and by the aerodynamic
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Rocket-sustained projectile

()Propel..ing charge

Rocket-propelled projectile

EFbau t gases

Rocket- propelied projectile

Exhaust gases
(C-)

Fig._10.1. Mhe division-of laumching systems according to thieir

principle of-operation.

a- active reaction~atem b- donamic reaction system c- rocket system.



forces of the, stream. Systems of this type are the lightest and simplest,

and at the present time they are used -most extensively.

The launching systems can be for ground use, shipborne use, and airborneuse.

Ground launching systems are divided into stationary types, mechanized

types, connecting systems, armored systems, t systems, railroad , systems,

portable manual systems, etc.

The most characteristic groumd lawmching -ystems for military purposes

are the mechanized rocket barrage weapons from the Great Patriotic War (Fig. 10.2).

This launching system, vhich is mounted on a highly maneuverable truck, consists

of a guide truss.- The guides are fastened to -a turning frame vtse to set

the firing azimuth,. A lifting mecha-ism is used to 'obtain the required angle of

election of the guides. The launching system is equipped with a sighting device and

electric motors.

Fig. 10.2. Lamching systems mounted on trucks- !(mprade on the Red Square).
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The firing tkes place from the cab of the truck. Insiie the cab, *in front

of the gumner, there is a panel on which it is possible to establish any firing

order: one shot at a time; two shots at a time; three shots at a time; or a volley

of shots. The rocket charge is ignite.-by means of an electric fuse.

As guides, girders with groves exending most of their length (Fig. 10.3)-

are used. The rocket slides along them by means of special pins with heads.

For some projectiles, the guides have a spiral shape, so as to impart to the rocket a

rotational motion relative to its longitudinal axis.

Figs. l0.4-and 10.5 show rocket-launching systems made of tubular guides

on an armored carrier and on a tank.

A mortar which is transported by a truck is shown in Fig. 10.6. The

turbo-jet mine thrown by this mortar was shown in Fig. 2.2.

For aimed shooting with powder-fuel rockets, as in shooting at tanks,

guides in the form of a long portable tube are used.

;Fit. 1-0.3. A launching sYstesn vith girder -guides- mounted7 -or, -an

armowred carrier. -77~
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Fig. Io.i4. A launching i ~ r dx~es mounted on -an-~

armored carr>c:r,

Fig. 10.5.- Launching j stsV , 4;Dl
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other- jrour s-yrteri in their -spe&el -of aiming, They have 'circular aiming and

Yare apng-es- of eilevation If relatively suinaU proj~cti-les are shot,, then', -as In

IchodtAnr, at dro(A tareets, the- launching- -system-are mnde -of, blo.cks-- of tubular

,j-uides or rider guidet, -arA the- rockets lare shot- in- volleys. If large -guided

zr~bs)les ure: used-_ they aLre shot -singlp'f-rou installations siilar to- that in-

Ain the case of a system for controlling antiaircraft gunfire, arocket-

1 cincine~yter is quipped vith# m _ auxiliary devices for aecurate aimin. a~

-.nders:, trcking rendarj cciat,;Ungt -devices- for determidic- the necesary' afL;Ies oC

A- ne --tuxhin- sEzrtemms ore ozdInri y intendiet ~o Launich r-oc ize' -s- '

;,he Aec o r uhly ;j " - ti tr or s-ea attackb -or to suppoet 'aVni-,C

Prli oftri TIhe- di inJ,1Nishine- features of- these aunclyinc, -ay;ster-is '-r POPI(L

, uich ,alwo aimed -shootingpsibe undcer conditio'ns vhe-,e the- ship is

1"), 11In, -and, t'he specia~l contructiorn of- the el6c tric -equlpwen.-and of7 'the ae.ualt

10ncij icyrca In- connictio--vith the requirement- that Lhey-be herme ;--cW

r~ d. her ct~tsysemsw~h iechnzed- feedij o" t:e -project- ies._

-.oc -e't 1.aunch~n,, sys tems -on- aircra~ft diif.,er from -gound1 -sjst r n -csh'

Iizdsystaz _-ilnari'y in lie Sosence of n 2 inehr~m h e !I p'r

ri - miG 6hn =.Th r[1-. n.o &



I....

directioni is given by -turning the airplane Itself'. 4

Tbe lenC41 Of' the -guides. of l.aunching- system -on, -aircraft- in cons ilerably

-cmDLlor than th'at 'of groumd system.

Fig9. 1 0.8. MilIitary-inktallation- for launchine

antiairc aft -missiles

F-i, -09 shows at the moment of loading vo trObreldokt

lanhigey er laced 'beieath -the wings- of -an airp) ane.

701Fg*N.l0 two guides can be- teen under the, winrg off an airpJ nto

each of' wh~ch two rockets are suspendc1.

Vhtyre -structures are. represented in figures '-3.11 -and IV).2#

ji-jre the pfowder-rocket 'car 'iers- are; moved& -out f rom- thex Ilover m)rt -of t'he fuse- ge-

of -a -jet airplane before shooting. The -front wheel (see, Fig..i- 101) es not

-form. an. cbs Lc e in. the shooting since Jt ii- -drawn upA- h 'ue g ui

Alle -Sbooitinc,.

Lari e -aerial- roc1~ot-proe 1 1en projs Jc' U es- -and 'r rre g-,uided -t.-1;edoes- are

__s-pen_4ed. to at a-irplane- kn *-.e --s-am -wy an or,11rieiry- ifuis -1ever-, t ife- 1-i one

-M7 7j:,9''



special feture conected-vith the protection of the airplane from the action of

-1the blast of the torpedo's -engine in starting. Either the torpedo is suspeted

at a Z& fairly large distnce from the- vings '(Fig. 10.13), ot it i susperded

V'rom o paralleloeram-shaped biacket along i vhich the torpedo can be moved further

away from the fuselage before it is launched,. It is also; possible to start the

eneine 6f a torpedo same time after it has been dropped.

Fig. 1.0.14 shown the suspension of a guided aerial ,orpedo underneath

the fuselove of an airplane.

Fie. -0.9. .Irborne rocket-launching systems at the time -

of loadinC.

Cn . ..-d

i21. 2 . ) Twin uitdes with roch'ts '-.tachedi to -tLeo.

- - - --- -l I •I •m l1 - --



Fit. I . "densible carrier vi4,,h aerial rockets. L .

I-
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YFig. 10.13. Mhe -susnension oli an uerlal torpedo~oeneath A
- the vinu, of an airplane. ' i

t0 rim

Pig.1.t The susprnsi- n j- an: Perir?1 -ornedo-unfteneathth



Mhe GrourA Equipment for Long-IRange Bllistic Rlockets,

The orrnnization of the launching of long-range ballistic rocket.

epresntan infinitely more -compl ica~ted problem than -the I aimchin-g of tactical

rockets.

-The- comp"'-ex of personn~el ani equipment on- the grouncl is, -used to carry_

act, the f lting badc types- of' -ork in a definite oraer:

A rocket
-boad-ng/or iits truct-uro -corilynne-ts int, ral -oad car-, or ai; Wanes.

2.Transporti ng thie rocket and ts- c-=ainensb'-o ~ tr

.Un7oadinf, the rockiet, or its structurv<, c, ]oncnl,.-C onto conveytIr.;,

devices- o-r J.n G on the-ground.

- ~.'ransportinCt the rocketoe ;as

A.Tansqpofting ser-vic-2-th .-rtc- by va.C.i 'Ua :ic~M -Vtrnrvrot

6. Gneratine 6lettric power and charalnc the 'O.t'teriea5.

oducltion-and dryinC o' cenpressedJ alr.

3. Cn~utin nriminr aisf the -rocket- In a- horizonta' position.-

oie..es -Codu n(;~P' oIr Anae rocket.i

D.stigup- the- -rocket in ts }fiript soit_~n in- the 1 -ninclkd-iL-plul.

11.- Conductinwj -utina..us- testzi -(-tvsw- of 'ln(ix ; -. linitv) SM:.-O



c~~nLextests, of the automatic partso h rce

12. F~illing the rocket with the fue2 components and- vith -compressed. ait

13. Providing~ means of extinguishing possible fires.

14j. Heating (vlmre necessary)- individual components-oi' the rocket.

5.Aining the rocket.

'.Adjustking ilhe reraotc-contrC. deyices .

7. reparinL; the eveices for control'ino luf ~L I.Sight an&. checklnc, the

? ~tartinr, the l e.

'.Preparing the devices 2or - the anll ng T)oifL -.f Une -roc'r-ez,.

2 0. tU1ptying the, Tuel Iroum the pak o-2~ io,2;l n- case the -nc,

loesnCt itz"C -n to, dccc

Tht equippeint X~ the- ',0fhl S; L1.0 x ~

omi7.1y grou:'ed at k'he scrv-,izimc lociuton rnd at U:e st'L- An(, ocati-r.

Mei Get -of equipm~ent i, A "ha- servi cn,"c- tc -- ne 410w~..~t

LI'O"Wr-, at l h JeservcIrr -c<. ( e -'r, '; **~



A

- itchines for the transportation- of cables, ard instruments for horizontal tests.

After the rocket has been checked and tested at the servicing location,

it is moved, to the. startig location.tku -Here the nose-cone is fitted on the

b o4y of the rocket, vhich is in a horizontal position. For this, a crane or a special

-rievice ir used.

.A±ter the nose-cone has been installed, the rocket 'is 'et up in a vertical

posit ion on the lounching pad.

Fig. 10.15. Rocket on a carriage (long-range ba listc rocket , V-2).

- o'ding pround Jack, 2. hydraulic lifting Jack, 3- upper fo'ding p tfor-,

4- carriage boom, 5- hand rails.

For driving up and settinG up a V-2 rocket, a grounl a cari-iage Is useil

(Vig. i.)). Before -2 the rociet is 71fted, the carriage is 1":ed. relative

to -.he inmobil e launching pad.

By raeans of hydrauLic Jacks, the -boom of Whe carriage and he rocke5

can be lifted to a ve,'ica" position (Fig. 12." 6). Thus, the rcltet is set u : n

.cut'- oil
the feet of its 4si stabilizers an the 'aunciing pad. The structure of ';he

-. 52



s abi- Izers and. of the tail. section of the- rocket contaii 4 cia. reinrorcements

which tvke the veirxt of the upright -rocket and transmit it to- the basic l over

16rarwsveee which in- joined to the, tSil section. To this same traverse, -the -thrust

.1 s irmparrted in the £lGht -of the rocket.-

To 'Af't the carriage- bom N?) (see -Figs. 10.15 and 1016)., there :are tvo

h-YraiulXc telescopic jacks. Since the center of A* gravity of the rocket is shttfued

b;-c.-ayrxda relative to thep points of support (the 4els, the carriage. montains

tvio mechnical jacks. TIhey tan be rotated relative to -the vertical axis, an,! thus,

%The points of support can be -moved back. The jacks- -in VFIG. 10.16 are seen i.,n

die position ido -they are on the (:round.. In- Fics. 10.217 and. '10,,18, the roc:':et

I. -911on or. the catriaee before -transportation and di inste latiin 'n the

C unchin, pal.

-To- set--h rocket up on the pad, different types of liftin ; C~eices Cali

be -used.. Fi,; ',.M9 shows the instalflation, of- the American Corpora' roc: el. on a

launch-Ina - 0pAd, Vhite -.Fif. 0.20 shows the, installation of the R-4stone -roe':el..

iEn sonte cases (not tor mil 5tary rocket.), the rocitet is del-',xerel

the -nmchint; pad in sepprate-sections-, -and It- is a~seii1 &e1 direct 'i ne Ai.



Fi.3-.6.AT-cetrisdtote etia pstin

The location is the same As in Fig. 10.15z.

Fig. 1021shows- the transportation and Fig. 10.22 the inuta'Llation of

the, central part of the- Viking a n American meteorological rocket.- on a- ' aunching

paxd. -Ater the body -of' the rocket -has been raised, the nose-cone is 10; tel' ed

by means of A- cram vhile a6 stabilizer in -attached to- the -lover part.

L &J

owl.

F TO. T17 Rlocket ready for de-livery to the launching a.



Yi -018 Riiete okttgte vt h a-aebo.

Afe' t asbe-isaldotepd,-h-V2rcAe s-re
f- ro h g-tt-te arae bo -Fg.102-sos h

-truss , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ --wic -i-uedbte se i tum

s~e tin ad' he agrhle.1. Ro lung- the- rokesy ether ith the pt-cfag ooi

(.c-la--'l eer Fig has) been isaloed , nnte odf these V- rcktbis free

froca-dra the daortyin itr~~~gacc-s to the -engg bom(ine, 102-hle ather

rockt Jum s-t oatdU- -thedar bheg teing removed).Ten the arriage

Toetio and thve wa-hed To~q mkeduin th work e-asy C1dn patom

(clearlyuc seen in Fsg h024 are Inerd One ofte0 -tor

-is- pos sit le -to- -usFe -other- equipment, sh sthat sh~iiFgs. 2.?

and- 10.a6.
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Fig-* 10.19-. The; installation of the Corporal _ rocket; br

-a. -launching _pad-.

Fig. 10.27 shows -the V-2 -rocket. on the launching ppao-. To,

the pad-,a mhast is attached- to- support the- cablesa which connect -the

electric- appara tus -on board the -rocket with- the e-lectric equipment -On the

-g'ound -during- the preleunehing- tests., Af ter the launching,, the contact,-

breaking- plug- Is -pulled- out -and- the- -cables- hang- from- the-;mast. At

the- samre t-ime-, the- actu-4al mast ~fold ed- a sid-e -throu-gh- -ap Pr OxImte-ly

3-0

Fig-.- 10 .28- show s- a diag ram -of t he -launchilng pa d-,

-- - A-7 -



The- upper ,part of the Pad -cons-is-ts of two vings 1--and. 2., The

lower ring rests, on -or jacks. On toofhenlwrrghrei

a- groove tlled -withba-ll -bea~rings,. on which the upper ring rests,

Thus, both rings-form a structure dimilar-to' a- '60.i) hlls

The rocket, Is- set up-On- the support -, 1ofte prrig
-The upper -ring, And- the rocket installed oni a aiy be rotated

through tChe- required angle when- the- -plane- of the rocket 1-TI -Is

b-rought- into ao-incidence with the -plane of- fi1ring. The _'rin-g x is

rotated' by mea-ns if- a- ratchet and pawul ~,which Is conne-cted- -with

a chain 10..

Beneath the -launching -pad. -there- is -a jet reflector. In

launch-in&, -the jet st-rea-m of- -gas -from the eng-ine -hits t-he, ref lector

-and- Plows, as-id -beneath the -pad.

Aftex th~e r-oc-ket -ha s -been. set up, -the jacks of the launch-ing

pad- are -u-sed to- adjust the ax-is of the rocket to a ve-rtical ,-pos-ition.

T Iis Is- checked in- -two -planes -by optical instruments. Then the upper

part -of 'the- launching, -pad- -is rotated- to -bring- the- 1-III p-lane- of

the roc-ket- into coincidence- -with the- f iringpla-ne.

In- the vrti-cal position-, th-e-rocket -is -first sub iccte~d

o-aonomous- tests- -t-o c hec6k thVneur- Ic sys-tem :and the gu~di-ng

syste. The -operation of h
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Fig--. 10.20.0 Installa-tion of the- -Redstone Rocket on- a -

launching pad-..

and of the c ircu it-mbrea king -plug is ve ri fied-. Then- complex: teats

are conducted: to, imitate- the operation- -of' the 'automatic systems-:

of t he r^c ket -at laun ching- t ime- and- In flight-.

To- conduct t he -ve rt ic-al tesats,, -it is- -necessary to, -have a-

compress-ion- stati-on which- supplies- compressed- aIr -to a -power pant

tp_ supply the ground- . equ~ipment and- the -actual_ -rocket, -and' -finaly. -a:

truc-k -to -t-ransport- cables,- apparatus-and spa-ce- Instruments and- devtces..



Fi.10.21. -Transportation oC i'Ghe -body of the Viking

rocket to the launching a-rea.

L.A

Fi& 0-.2-. ns-a-llat-on f te boy o th Vii

---rck. (wOt2o. -nthe1a-nose orthe body of te Vii

-dn the- launch-ing- pad-.--



The _spare 'instruments and devtices also t~a -set of- ar

apparatus-. If' any, -of the- apparatus falin the tss- it can-

De replaced. This truck als-o carrieis fuses, and le6ad. ruzdders

in a special hermet-Ic packing.

011 4 Y r

ftsl TheI -flln eql>e'

postion of -the tank cars- on-the ralroadfftracks..Teflig qimn

includes: a -tank ,with pumping sItations, a6 -hea ter f or -the hydromgen

VrtxpgrtvxiE peroxide* -a' -machie for--washing, a- fire- _txck, -a- -systemi

for s'upplying -oxygen-, -a- mobi-le 3e ril b atte ry, -etc-.

Fig 10-.2-9 s-hows- a rocket -b eiAng loddwith liqu-1d'oxy-gen-.

The oxygen Is f e& thug an -elas~ti -tu be h ch Is- -aove,-,rpd witha

layvr of _whte :frost-,- -as -can -beseen -f-rom- thep1. oto-gra ph.,



Oxygen which vaporized in the tank emerges though on extension

of the drainage tube.

A general of the starting area &t the tinie of loading

the rocket with fuel is shown in Fig. 10.30.

Immediately before the launching, all the auxilliary

apparatus Is removed from the launching area except 'for armored

control machines. In the launching of a V-2,a machine of this type

is at a distance of 150 m from the pad. From this machine, the

command for launchizir is given.

The sequence of the woc k f the automatic equipment of the

rocket in launching is described in Chapter IX.

t.~~M - itad~

Fig. 10.25. Servicing of A istlc rocket at the

rtartlng area.



Launching # a long-range rocket from the ground is not the

only possible method. During the Second World War, there were also

attempts to launch a rocket directly from a railroad flatcar.

Fig. 10.31 shows a railroad flatcar with a hoisting boom and

a transportable launching pad. The pad is set up on the rails an

can be seen in Fig. 10.32. A rocket ready for launching is shown

in fig. 10.33.

Ground Equipment for Antiaircraft Guided -Rockets

The requirements for ground equipment for antiaircraft guided

rockets are determined by the tasks in antiaircraft defense which

this type of weapon must fulfill.

The modern system of antiaircraft defense of large objects

usually involves a c-Ircular belt of launching stations. The distance

between stations a selected to haOan unbroken defense line about

the rocket given the existing range of action of antiaircraft rockets.

The equip of launching stations must be adequate to prepare

rockets for launching rapidly and to launch a large number of rockets

at any time. From this it follcws that it is necessa-ry to keep a

large number of loaded and completely prepared rockets at a station

for a fairly long time.

5,95
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Fig. 2 10.27 The V-2 rocket -on the launching pad.

Asdistinguished from the take-off area of ballistIc rockets,

the characteristic feature of the take-off area of antiaircraft

rockets is its stationary nature.

The takeoff area of anti-aircraft contains several

launching devices and means of inxlt delivering rockets to them, as

shown for instance in fig. 10.34. Besides arranging the launching

devices in a radial position, it is possible to place ther in a row.

. 531



Fig. 10.35 shows a battery of antiaircraft rockets arranged

in a row. One of' the means of delivering and suspending a missdle to

a launchigg device is shown, in Fig. 10.36.

Upon- arrival from the plant, th! imissiles are taken to the

servicing area. Here they are unloaded, unpacked-, -assembled and then

loaged onto transportation dev-ices.

The rocket tests (single and complex) are conducted in a

-horizontal position on a special testing stand. If the -rocket

is in perfect orde:r, either it is sent to storage, or it is filled

with air, propellant and oxidizer, and equipped -with a warhead.

For filling it there are special stationary filling stations with

washing, and neutralizing facilities. In addition to the

-stationary filling stations, there are transportable duplicating

filling devices and air compressors.

Once a rocket has been filled with oxidizer (acid-), it can be

stored only for a limited period of -time.

At the talki-off site, there must be a wa-rehouse of military

,parts, a power plant, a boiler heating installation, garages,

maintenance shops, laboratories and personnel facilit-ies.

Antiai-rcraft missiles can be laanrhed 'crm both ve't1cal and



inclined gullies.. The launchin,; of an antiaircraft guided missile has

no preliminary stage - it is said to be e canon-type4. In

some designs, the missile, is fastened to the launching device with

special bolts. These fix its position before take-off, but are

broken at the time of take-off. The control of the rockets is

centralized being carried out from a special bunker.

5:59
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Fig. 10.3]3. Railroad flat car (carriage-) with. a

hoisting Jib and a take-off -pad.,

rirJ

'V.
d~

Fig. 10.32. Railroad carriage with Fig. 10.33. The position

erect Jib. of a rocket on, a rail-

road bed.
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4

Fig. 1035. Batery onofNk artcat missile ,luc .n~eie

1--Flame reflector, -2- rotating mount, 3- boost^ers, 4!- miss-ile,

5- c4amerited area, 6- movable tae.off platform, 7- wagon,

'8- narrow-gauge tracks, 9- c-ross section of' the missile and oX' the

guides.

MCl.1901/ +2 a



3. Testing of Rocket Engines and Rockets

Testing of Engines

Every rocket, especially long-range rockets, during adjustment

passes through an extensive program, of tests both of separate

elements, and of the whole. A ballistic- long-range rocket is a too

complicated and responsible apparatus to build it immediately without

thorough experimental tests of units and assemblies.

The single most responsible task is testing and completion of

the engine.

Depending upon problems, set before the test it is possible to

note the following types of tests of rocket engines, disposing them

in order of increasing complexity.

I) technological and control-delivery tests of serial engines;

2) completed tests of modernized serial engines or new engines;

3") -structural and problematic research tests, necessary for

creation of new and better rocket -engines.

Technological and- control-delivery tests of serial rocket

engines and their elements are very extensive. These tests are neces-

sary for control of-dimensions of prepared elements, quality of their

materials (especially after- welding and heat treatment)-, and also

durability and -airtightness of elements and Joints.

Such types of tests of rocket engines- are very important, since

thee -are a large number of welded, pressed, threading j-oints and

joints, made by expansion and .olling, which should be not only

durable, but also tight, i.e._, not to aXLow significant pressures of

component. of leakage through them from the main lines of the engine

or mixing in unassumed places inside the engine.

In all -cases tests are conducted first on durabili-ty, and then

on airtightness.



Durability of joints and details is checked by-muffling by

special. plugs all holes connecting the internal cavities with the

atmosphere and creation in these cavities of a pressure exceeding

the operating pressure by definite norms of durability magnitudes.

The necessary pressure is created by some liquid passed into the

cavities of the elements.

,After checking-durability, tests of elements and joints for

airtightness are Conducted in this same way. In this case the -neces-

sary pressure in the cavities of elements is created by a liquid or

air. Defects are revealed by the speed of pressure drop in the

tested cavities.

To such tests aro subjected many units of the enbine and the

supply system: tanks, pipelines, valves, the engine -chamber itself

and its elements - head, cooling jacket and so forth.

Tests of this type are not specific; they differ from analogous

tests of units of other-machines only in the form of the tested

details, which requires special, sometimes very complicated attach-

ments.

The gathered units of the engine, being the completed assemblies -

chamber, pumps, valves, reductors etc. - are subjected (still before

assembly into, single engine) to functional tests determining

correctness of action, reliability of work, and also the conformity

of their data to calculate characteristics.

Here the engine chamber is tested on a special so--called fire

stand. On this stand in the engine chamber fuel is burned in condi-

tions coinciding with conditions of work in a liquid-fuel rocket

engine.. Such a test, is called burning ouf* of the chamber, it reveals

all earlier unrevealed defects of manufacture of the ndividual uniitz.



A defective chamber, -depending upon the seriousness of the

revealed defects is either totally rej-ected' or is sent for correction.

After correction the chamber is burned out again.

Testing of pmps and turbines of a liquid-fuel rocket engine in

principle differs little from tests of analogous machines in other

branches of machine building. Practically important peculiarities

of these tests are large flow rates of liquid through pumps, large

numbers of turns and correspondingly high power of pumps and turbines

at short duration of work, and consequently also at a shorter duration

of tests.

,Suitable units, passing the functional tests, are used in

rocket engine assembly. Moreover, in the process of assembly a

number of tests are also conducted, the goal of which is to control

airtightness.

The assembled engine is subjected to a number of additional

tests. In the first place it passes a functional cold (without

burning in the chamber) test, in the process of which the regularity

of interaction of individual assemblies of the engine is checked,

and it is established how reliably its fittings works, whether they

move the liquid component through inlet and; cooling channels of the

,engine, and also through the head of the chamber sufficiently well.

These tests can be conducted in specific conditions characteristic

for conditions of use in the given rocket: at heightened or lowered

temperatures, at lowered atmhspbpric pressure, at increased humidity,

in conditions of great dustiness of air, etc.

Furthermore, during engine assembly tests are conducted for

checking and adjus.stment of hydraulic resistance of the main channels

and guarantee the necessary flow rates of fuel andt oxidizer. Such

tests of the engines are called cold runs.



Cold tests and cold runs of the engjine are carried out usually

not with the fuel components themselves,, but by means of ptwrping of

water through engine, to which are added substances not allowing

corrosion of engine elements. The results of the tests are usz-d for

determination by means of simple calculations of the flow rates and

pressures, which will take place during pumping of real components

of fuel through the engines.

After the cold run the engine is subjected to fire tests on a

stand. Hewe from the working engine the most important chracteristics

are revealed, which allow us to determine how much the given engijne

corresponds to technical conditions. Simultaneously the degree of

reliability of the ei,,ine is checked. By the results of these tests

a technical log book of the KIven engine is made.

At small-lot production of liquid-fuel rocket engines, which was

characteristic for the initial stage of development of rocket

technology every unit and every assembled engine was subjected to

similar control-delivery tests. Due to an increase of the ,xanti ty

of monotypic motors of a given series and due to improvemeot- .f

technology of their manufacture, it is possible to subject not every

unit and engine, but only their individual samples to such thorough

control-delivery tests and especially tests on fire stands. Such

t-sts are called control-selective. The quantity of tested er'ine-;

or units is in definite proportion to the number of released articlc . .

Finishing tests of the assemblies, units aid the whole enrinc

complete the structural development of a new or rndc'rrized eniinc.

Beoldes numerous cold and fire tests, in the pro .,f .lich i.en-

completion and defects of' newly designo'd "Aw.ne.. are climit e~i tli,-

include tests on workin,- of the rc _u,. Te t z]l1'' ""

_i0, r(. Jrne the possible durati , . 'F ", pA'



number of launchings at which its reliable work is guaranteed. A

An important -element of any tests is obtaining reliable data

on the magnitude of measured engine parameters.

The number of parameters measured depends on the type of test.

In control-delivery and finishing tests a minimum quantity of the

most important parameters is measured: engine thrust, flow rate of

fuel components,, pressure in combustion chamber, pressure of fuel

components !n different points of fuel and oxidizer channels, certain

parameters of'- the turbopump unit or assemblies of the displacive

supply system.

However, in the finishing tests there frequently appears the

need to measure-many additional parameters for clarification of the

cause of any malfunctions revealed during the tests.

In scientific research tests the number of parameters measured

increases very significantly. Here it becomes necessary to measure

the temperature, determine the chemical composition of combustion

products, measure the speeds of gases, liquids, measure the heat flow,

measure voltage and deformations in engined details, etc. One should

note here -that measurement of such magnitudes as, for instance,

speed and temperature of combustion products in different points of

the chamber, is a very difficult problem,- growing -sometimes into an

independent scientific problem. In -many cases direct measurement of

certain mAgnitudes turns out to be generally impossible and is re-

placed by indirect determination. Measurements during fire tests

a.re hampered by the fact that all of themt have to be conducted-

remotely and, furlthermore, many components of basic and, auxxi] iary

fuels can be harmful or low -boiling point liquids.

The mos-t complicated and specific tests- are fire tests of Lhe

chawber and rocket engine as a- whole.



For the special fire stands are created, which are complex

structures, while stands, intended for tests on big liquid-fuel

rocket engines have, furthermore, very impressive dimensions.

For firing tests of liquid-fuel rocket engines, at the stand

3 there should be set up large storehouses for storing the fuel components;

there should also be flow tanks from whi-ch the components are fed to

the test engine or chamber.

During erection of the fire stand it is necessary to consider

regular discharge from the stand and engine of the stream of fuel

combustion products. The streamn of gases has a high temperature and

high speed and has strong erosional influence on the ground,, various

buildings and structural materials. Therefre, combustion products

are discharged in such a ,.ray so that the stream meets the ground at

significant distance from the nozzle end.

For this reason small chambers and engines are tested in a

horizontal or slightly slanted position (Fig. 10.37); in this case

Fig. 10.37. Stand tests of liquid-fuel rocket
engines in a small fire box.

the stream either in general does not touch the ground, or me-Cs it

veroy weakened. It is expedient to test large engines in a vet °.cai

position or,- in any casej with location c-ft their -axis with a gr: eater

angle -to the horizon. In such case f 1 re standsc : rc conveniently

built. ,on the edge of natural, l;f al _',n:;, ecdi:.C

(..1

: . . .... .. .. .. . . .+ . _ .- * . . .. °
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Fig. J-0 -38. Stand tt-sf.i of a large rocket engine.

ravine's _(Figs. 10.38 and 1-0.30),. In case of' absence of' svi-4table slopes

and ravines it is necessary to erect a high and sufficiently durable

-{usua-lly-concrete) tower which is the base of the stand(.. 10. 40).

On- -the stand itself the en-dInu is secured on a console site

having a sufficioriltly ,r~at ~.cir-,in Order to reliably protect

the wall of the . tard an~d i; :w t from the influ~ence of the

passing streain,

Ur-7
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Fig. 0_34. r
fuel ro,,ku rl -in :-,.- 1 )p~v~ sc tio , 2

Fii o,. 7)~n 6.eav bila srij Lrare-qud

f lee tor.

Thechw~ pr ortx z, _-urcd ,)ti Lhe 3i.and with the htelp~ of

special -machine fi'I, a ~~c~t~ c.,)cilye force. Hr

thrust is detected uy z ;' -,-'~ r: I gieadaga

of' a hydraulic dyrim w. a liauid-fuel. rocket

engine chambers Th e I~ >v. r u rr ::e i n a li qui d

filling -the inl~,rrtal ~r h antueu

t-his pressure is appir [he Lrvictive force;

it -is measured by a rnu ri, ;.. rv re for cvete-rinria-

Uo iu (-. tf hru~st.*



k. "F LEl -a ed b applying loads with an
exa -ko

exctly known weight. Error in measure-

* -- m-n-t -of thrust under a good system of

measurements should not exceed one per-

c ent-

The fuel flow rate should 'be

measured with tne same accuracy, which is

a sufficiently dil-fficult problenti. For

the most part, especially on big stands,

for measurement of per-second flow rate

Fig.1O~f0, ~earnce the method of volume measurement of the
of a stand !'c ,a testing expended component is applied. In this
larg~re -rocket. er--Jries.

case the speed of decrease in liquid

level In a calibraie(_'_ (carefully measured) tank is used. There

exists other special iihethods of-measurement-of flow-rate.

Fl-, ' y. io.4-i. Diagram of installation of a liquid-
fuoll ro(,Ke t engine chamber during fire tests witLh
m( ;u iwcnt of t-raetive force. 1) liquid-fUel
roc-liet etu'dne chamber, 2) place of bracing of

'-%-Aw r t~k machine, 3) -hio,-es of machine, 11) mem-
v~"-o' *f ydraalie rltNnamom~eter, 5) pis-ton, -comn-

An lquid, (,) liquid flill!Aii hydraulic
dy'~i~re Lr,7)?ranortie ter, 8~) caliLbrationi attacih-

*4~1~I t



Besides systems of measurement of thrust and component flow rates

there are instruments for determination of many physical quantities

on the fire stands.

In simple cases pressure is measured by common manometers.

However, inasmuch as measurements are produced remotely, it is more

conveninet to use low-inertia electrical methods with application of

capacity or induction transducers - thin diaphragms bending under

action of pressure and thereby changing capacitance or induced

resistar'cc in the circuit.

Temperatures less than 1000 °C are measured usually by thermo-

couples or resistance thermometers.

Measurement of .ther physical quantities requires special methods,

an account of which goes beyond the limits of this book.

Indication of instruments raeasuring some paramneters by electri-

cal methods are recorded usually by oscillographs. Indications of

other instruments through definite intervals of time (5-10 sec.) a-re

tither recorded by special observers, or fixed by means of phuto-

,,raphing instrument scales on a panel.

Control of engine or chamber function during fire tests io

practically reduced to control of' ignition and the fuel feed system.

For control of engines and recording- of indications of thc

ins-tiuments a special well protected location on the stand iS used

from which it is possible to watch the working engine. In this

location there are control panels and meaurimL panels, where nume- ~'co

measuring, recording, and control instruments are placed, by which it

is possible to Judge the work of' th - r Dst Lrpbrtant ati-t AW' he

stand and engine. On thr, control pan-1. t1hA -wre ar', switches ;i, k

which starting or turning off of the erinine is conducted.

I -the bc.I. cftand.- he ur d pr- ,', " , - , i, ,Iz ' ,I
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automatically,. For that any time mechanism, (for instance) in the

simplest case - a turning drum) consecutively activates the mechanisms

of the stand and its automatic equipment pretuned to definite con-

ditions. In this case to carry out tests it is necessary to pass

only one signal to the operator.

In less perfect stands the necessary operating conditions of the

engine are established after starting of the engine by indication

of the instruments. In this case for realization of the testing

program several men should be employed.

Fire stands with all their devices are placed, as a rule, in

regions remote from populated places. Although in recent times

rocket engines (if one were to talk of serial samples) have become

very reliable, engine explosions nevertheless can take place. It is

natural that the danger' of explosions increases in the case of com-

pletilon steps and especially in scientific research tests. Here the

must frequent explosions accompany tests connected with the search

for new fuels.

In conclusion, certain fuel components, as it is known, are

poisonous; therefore., their vapors should not reach popu.ated places.

For guarantee of safety and preventing of harmful action of

components on people working during tests, a whole complex of measures

is conducted. Fire boxes in which engines are situated are either

totally closed, or open only from those sides where there are no

people. The area for control and measurements, located near the

boo; where obligatory there are a certain number of people during

Lh, test-, are built very durably. Dur:ing work with harmful com-

ponents, during servicing, pumping or joining of pipelines maintenance

personnel should tise special clothes. In certain cases it. is

P19T f M 7-M--T.-



necessary to use gasmasks or special protective masks.

For -washing off components -spilled from -the assemblies and

pipelines of the stand it is necessary to have large quantities of

water or other liquids, dissolving and neutralizing the dangerous

component. Furthermore, for removal of components from protective

clothes or- from the skin it is necessary to have a sufficient quantity

of' washing points. All closed locations must have good ventilation.

Carrying out of fire tests requires precise order on the stand,

strict -)bservance of fixed rules of fuel component storage and their

treatment, and also other measures undertaken for safety engineering

and fire-fighting technology.

KJ.nd Tests of Rockets

During creation of new ro&_kets not only the engine installation

iw worked experimentally, but also the structure of the rocket as a

whole. At different stages of designing and production of experimen-

tal rockets numerous tests are conducted on individual units and

elements of their structure.

The most responsible elements of the structure's powei circuit

ore prepared- in a larger number of samples than is necessary for

launching, and part of them is tested for durability. As a resuli

of these tests the breaking load is experimentally determined.

As in aircraft building, creation of new rockets is riccom!a)nied

by tests of rocket models in wind tunnels.

The control system is checked in detall. On special stands ave

te;tted steiring machine,, gyro- ins truments, inof'ume~t of ,,.e

contrl and thher elements of the control systemrt. Wort A' i, jj;t rurt x

in conditions of high-frequency vibrati, .. , app(arinr in t rck I

b(,ds'/ during fli- ht is specilly ,ntr,4,rl~d. Th, vloe,-o I * ,..

0 LA)



simulated usually by special vibration tables.

After final assembly the rocket cannot be immediately given

flying tests.

A -pecific peculiarity of adjustment of guided missiles and

ballistic rockets is the absence of men on board. In this sense the

problem of testing pilotless aircraft presents significantly greater

difficulties than, for instance, adjustment of an aircraft which has

a pilot on board. At simple unforeseen malfunctions the pilot usually

has the possibility to correct the position on his own initiative,

and also to observe the character of manifestation of those faults.

After landing (if this is possible), the defects are eliminated, and

the same aircraft can again be subjected to tests.

With pilotless flying objects the mattcer is significantly more

complicated. For one rocket only one launching can be made. At the

end of the test the ballistic rocket perishes independently of

whether, the on-board devices and equipment worked correctly or not.

In case of accident it is very difficult for the designers, and

occasionally it is impossible to establish its -cause, inasmuch as

all judgements on the possible fault are in total dependence on trans-

m" tting equipment, of which the work of only some of the most

important units of the rocket may be illuminated. Number of lauchings

of ballistic and zenith guided rockets is very limited by their

great value. Therefore, a statistical approach to results of tests

is difficult.

A large quantity of linked devices and instruments on board

the rocket, generates a so-called problem of reliability. In spite

of thorough check and adjustment of every instrument, its every

unit, contac-t, electron tube, and so forth, there a.w.iys exists some



minute probability of failure of a given element assumed to be

perfect. This probability would have been possible not to be con-

sidered;. however, on board, the rocket there are a thousand similar

units and elements.,, and failure of at least one of them can lead to

failure of the system as a whole. Thus, the probability of failure

of rocket automats presents perceptible danger. Namely therefore,

during u-.e of pilotless aircraft a complicated -and prolonged system

of checks is established.

For new unworked structures, tests are in great measure of a

research character, and flying tests of rockets precede their stand

testing.

Fire stand testo of rockets should be c-onside-red as a complex

check of simultaneous work ,of -all units with a working engine, i.e.,

in conditions approaching natural.

During fire test of the rocket on the stand the process of start-

ing of the engine in a complex with a built-in supply system is in-

vestigated. Along with adjustment of starting, adjustment of the

engine to a given thrust is made.

During stand tests work of the stabilization automat is checked.

Vibrations of the body in places of -installation of instrumnents are

eliminated.

Along with adjustment of the rocket structure itself, during

stand tests adjustment of the ground- complex is made, including

scrvicing, installc-tion, pre-launching tests and so forth.

A stand rocket cannot be the exact copy of e rocket intenrwded

for flying tests, and in its structure more or less ,enii l

changes are introduced. The supply system is sub.Iect.ed t ':,is .

c hai,.es.
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During flight, component pre-ssure on entrance into the feeding

pump forms, as we know, from the pressure or pressure feed and

inertial pressure of the liquid column. For a rocket on the stand,

the pressure of the liquid column will be essentially smaller, inas-

much as inertial support is absent. Furthermore, if the pressure

feed system anticipates use of impact pressure, as in a V-2 rocket,

then this component is also absent on the stand. In virtue of the

shown circumstances, for preservation of conditions of supply it is

necessary to increase the pressure of pressure feed on the stand

(pressure above the free surface of the component) with such thought

so as to reproduce the law of change of inlet pressure in the

turbopump unit during flight. In certain cases this leads to essential

difficulties. The upper part of the carrier tank, in primarily -its

upper surface, is figured for a relatively low pressure of pressure

feed, which has place in real conditions of flight. On the stand,

inasmuch as this pressure sharply increases, it is necessary to con-

sider st o'ctural changes of the tank in connection with the necessity

to ensure its durability....

A stand rocket has essential changes in the cable -network.

These changes are caused by the programming of work of the automat

in stend conditions. Inasmuch as the circuit of pressure feed is

modified and control of its elements is produced from land, it is

ne-essary to anticipate beforehand the laying of corresponding

circuits on board. Furthermore, gyro-instruments on board the rocket

are disconnected-, and at activation of the stabilization autonat

durin:r tests elec-tric signals are sent, simulatingj flight perturba--

t'ins. Here angles of displacement of the gas current rudder are

mu:.;ulwO rem, dely in conditions of a working enine. Tempcra {ures
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are measured near the steering machines and in general, near units

located in direct proximity to the engine.

The engine on the stand will be turned off either by a command

from the instrumtent of range control (at corresponding variation of

paraiheters of its adjustment), or by a command at emergency shutdown

from the autonomous on-board devices, or, finally, by a command

from the control panel of the stand.

The structure of the sample stand rocket as compared TC the

flying onc also has changes connected with the necessity of fastening

Kit to the stand.

The rocket testing stand differs from the engine testing stand

in the meahs bracing, transportation and installation of rocket.

A system of measuring adjustment and weighing of the rocket should be

forseen on the stand. In everything else - in guarantee of the

means of measurement, control, safety engineering and so forth -

the rocket stand does not differ essentially from the engin st-and.

In adjustment of new samples of rockets, stand tests livc the

designers very much valuable information. Visual observation of the

work of the engine, inspection of the rocket after testing, analysis

of results of treating numerous measurements during the stand tests

along with the possibility of repeated startings in modified con-

ditions allow introduction of needed changes in structure and

reaching the desirable result at leisure.

Flying Tests of Rockets

Flying tests of distant ballistic rockets, at: In

bi rockets, is a respunsible and complic.:tcd Lask.

Flying tests -have the groal to check rile effie.enc.y o :It' . ri,-

tioi n workin,, conditizri and . obt.ln additj P IIc " m
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_ characteristics necessary for final completeion of the machine.

During flying tests work of the propulsion system, supply

system and control system is checked in teal conditions; -the degree

of conformity of observed ballistic characteristics to the calculated

is determined; the dynamics of free flight of the head part, trie

process of its stabilization or stabilization of the rocket itself

if head part does not separate, are investigated.

Flying tests are the most responsible for checking of work of

the control system, inasmuch as all preceding ground tests for the

stabilization and automatic system of radio control do not give full

confidence in sufficiently accurate imitation by these tests of

flying conditions. Therefore, during the first launching of rockets

special attention is allotted to control of work of the stabilization

automat. For that it is necessary to measure real perturbations,

which rockets experience, displacement angles of rudders in process

of stabilization, and to analyze the possibility of appearance of

self-imposed conditions. Simultaneously, during flying tests

transmission (time of fulfillment) of basic commands of on-board

automation is-controlled.

Before flying tests, rocket's are designed on the basis of

calculating suppositional data on conditions of work of the steucture

in flight. During the first flying tests these data are definitized.

Special value has determination of temperatures in different points

of the rocket body and loads, especially for the head part during

approach to the target.- On the basis of obtained data the individual

units are overhauled and in a number of cases are constructively

changed. If the real working conditions turned out to be less

daii er.,us tL.an supposed, there is- tne possibiliLy to li7htern the

56C.
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structure., If in the process of flying tests unaccounted for

peculiarities were revealed, negatively affecting the work of the

stcucture, it is necessary to strengthen the corresponding joints

of the rocket.

For rockets intended for first experimental starting the payload

is usually replaced by an additional complement of measuring and

'transmitting equipment of telemetric control and ballast loads. In

the body of the rocket special transmitting antennas are established.

On board the experimental rocket .a large quantity of transducers

is established for carrying out the whole complex of measurements by

a program of tests. In connection with this, the experimental rocket

as compared: to a rocket of finally completed structure has a modi-

fled cable network.

Telemetric Control and Kino-Theodolitic Exposure

The basic means of measurement of controlled parameters in flight

is the so-called system of telemetric control (STC). This system

suppositionally consists of an on-board complex of -equipmen[, includ-

ing a system of transducers and a radio transmitting device, and 9

-round receiving-recording complex.

On board the rocket during experimental launchings different

transducers are establ'shed. Mechanical transducers are connected

with potentiometric devices, issuing corresponding voltages

depending upon the magnitude of controlled paramcter. Furthermrrr

on board the rocket there are also electrical transducers., Juch are.

foXr iistance., temperature transducers, the action of ..hich ia r

o-n chantre of' ohmic resistance with change of temperature, Iran:;duc v.:

of deformations (stresses) working on t.t- s-ame princip.,.,,

£ :r' h.
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Electrical signals, proceeding from transducers are transmitted

to earth through a radio channel.

Inasmuch &s the number of measured on-board parameters signIf-

iJcantly exceeds the number of radio channels of the transmitting

device, in the system of telecontrol temporary separation of' signals

may be foreseen. On board the rocket in this case a program device

is established connecting different transducers on a definite

program for a short interval of time. At the ground station the

dependence of change of parameters in time is recorded on tape no

longer in the form of a continuous curve, but in the form of a curve

marked by points. With temporary separation, the capacity of the

telesystem, i.e., its ability to transmit a large quantity of in-

formation With a limited number of radio channels, sharply increases.

Results of recordings obtained with STC are thoroughly worked

over-. The obtained results are compared with the .expected, and also

with those observed during preceding launchings or stand tests. In

case of deflections from the norm, during preparation before subse-

quent launchings into the corresponding units are introduced the

necessary changes. If launching occurs with malfunction emergency,,

recording of STC serves as the basic material by which through

means of analysis the-cause of failure is uncovered.

The system of telemetric control is one of the most important

areas of contemporary rocket technology. Adjustment of large ballis-

tic and zenith rockets without STC- is absolutely impossible, and

flying tests without telecontrol lose all meaning.

During flying tests rocket flight is controlled also by kino-

theodolitir exposure (KTE). In the zone of' launching at a signifi-

cant distanoe from each other several mneasuring points are
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e .oablished (not less than three), from which with kino-theodolites

the rockets is photographed on film, the axis of the kino-,theodolite

(Fig., $ 42) is directed constantly Lewards the rocket, and every

photographed frame has marks of angles 'by azimuth and altitude.

Photographing of rocket flight

from different points is synchro-

nized by time. Thus, on the basis of'

treatment of photographed frames at

known angles and marks of time

there is the possibtility to completcly

establish the flight trajectory on

the observed section.

C.' The system of kino-theodolite

exposure has special value for

Fig. 10.42, Kino-theodolitic determination of the point of drop
apparatus.

of the ballist.c rocket.. Fr 'this

purpose points of observation are established in -the region of drop.

if the time of arrival and sector of observation in which rocket

ohould appear are known, then during good visibility the rocket

c,3n be "captured" by several kino-theodolities, and then the con-

eludingz section of 'the trajectory and point of drop can be established.

M4aterials oC kino-theodolitic surveys, supplementing data of

telecontrol, are very important for adjustment of the rocket.

4t.7ucturc. In Qie absence of direct visibility, observation of Uit_

r ., ,n oh- tre,iectory is conducted with the help of radar.

5WI
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